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Abstract

Multi-component, or modular, implants have a number of advantages over

monoblock implants, but also a number of disadvantages related to micromotion and

fretting at the taper interface. Depending on the fretting regime, either fatigue or

wear damage may occur, resulting in greatly reduced fatigue lives and the production

of metallic wear debris. Current revision rates of hip implants with replaceable necks

are double those with �xed necks.

To improve the understanding of taper performance and identify factors that can

reduce wear and fatigue damage, 3-D �nite element modelling of a taper connection

representing the neck-stem junction of a dual modular hip prosthesis was performed.

This included evaluations of short- and long-term taper strength, wear simulations

and fatigue life predictions. Wear simulations included material removal due

to wear. Fatigue damage calculations were performed using the critical plane

Smith-Watson-Topper and Fatemi-Socie parameters together with an isotropic,

linear damage accumulation model. To facilitate fatigue calculations, a unique

method of tracking a consistent set of material points was presented.

Taper geometry, assembly force and the magnitude of the cyclic load were all found

to a�ect taper performance. Increasing the assembly load reduced micromotion, but

reductions in wear were o�set by an increase in contact pressure. Increased loads

resulted in signi�cant increases in fatigue damage. Clinically relevant wear rates were

predicted, suggesting that wear volumes produced by neck-stem tapers are similar

to rates of head-neck and bearing surfaces of large head metal-on-metal total hips.

Fatigue crack initiation sites were predicted to be within the taper junction, located

at the edges of the wear patches in regions of partial slip. Due to the evolution of the

contact and sub-surface stress/strains, the inclusion of material removal was found

to be critical in the prediction of both crack initiation site and fatigue damage.
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1
Introduction

1.1 Modular implants

Modularity is a primary design feature of modern orthopaedic implants. Modular

implants provide many advantages over their non-modular, or monoblock,

counterparts. Hip implants with head-neck modularity o�er more accurate

restoration of hip biomechanics, the ability to combine di�erent materials together,

a decreased inventory, shorter recovery times through use of minimally invasive

surgical techniques, and simpler revision surgery. Dual modular implants, featuring

both head-neck and neck-stem modularity, provide further restorative bene�ts

through additional options for adjustment of leg length, o�set and version. However,

each modular interface introduces the potential for complications due to fretting and

interfacial corrosion.

Fretting refers to surface damage resulting from small amplitude cyclic relative

displacement, typically in the order of 5 - 100 microns (µm), between two contacting

bodies. The particular form of surface damage that will occur depends on the local

contact conditions, i.e. contact pressure and relative slip, corresponding to one of

three fretting regimes; sticking contact, partial slip (also mixed stick-slip), or gross

slip. In the partial slip fretting regime, surface cracking damage dominates and

fatigue life is reduced. In the gross slip regime, wear damage dominates, leading to

1
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Figure 1.1: Image of the neck-stem modular junction of the Metha dual modular
hip stem (Source: Jauch et al [1])

the release of metal wear debris and a change in shape of the taper components.

Both types of surface damage typically coexist within each modular implant taper

junction. Furthermore, penetration of corrosive bodily �uids into the taper space

combined with the continual abrasion and repassivation of the protective surface

oxide layer that gives the metal biomaterials their biocompatibility, produces a

highly acidic environment that degrades mechanical properties and further increases

the risk of implant failure.

Since their introduction, a large number of concerns relating to modular implants

have been reported. Recent data from the Australian Orthopaedic Association

National Joint Replacement Registry (AOANJRR) have shown that the cumulative

revision rate of femoral stems with replaceable necks are double that of stems with

�xed necks. In addition, despite extensive preclinical testing of devices to ensure

their safety prior to approval for sale, there are an increasing number of reports

of modular implant failures, mainly related to four main failure modes: implant

fractures, failures related to adverse biological reactions to metal wear debris and

corrosion products, failure to disengage the modular neck during revision surgery,

and (to a much smaller extent) cases of taper dissociations. The reasons for these
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failures are still poorly understood.

A

B

C

Figure 1.2: Images relating to complications of modular implants: (A) neck fracture
of the dual modular Metha hip stem, (Source: Grupp et al [2]), (B)
an intraoperative photograph at the time of revision surgery showing
extensive corrosion at the neck-stem junction of a metal-on-polyethylene
stem (Source: Lombardi et al [3]), and (C) corrosion and surface damage
of a modular neck-stem junction (Source: Lanting et al [4])

Following the complete failure of large head metal-on-metal (LH-MoM) bearings and

the removal of a number of these devices from the market due to unacceptably high

wear rates, studies related to the biological e�ects and clinical signi�cance of metal

wear debris and corrosion products have received a high level of attention. Metals

are known to produce complex biological reactions with immunological, mutagenic

and toxic e�ects. Studies have shown elevated levels of metal ions in the blood

serum and urine in patients with MoM bearings, and metal particles have been

found in lymph nodes, the liver, spleen and bone marrow and in the umbilical cord

of recent mothers, suggesting that metal wear debris may pass from the maternal to

the foetal circulatory system. More recently, numerous cases of reactions to metal

wear debris released from the implant, commonly referred to as Adverse Local Tissue
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Reactions (ALTRs), have been reported that often require implant revision. ALTRs

are associated with the use of cobalt-chrome (CoCr) alloys, which are commonly used

in metal femoral heads and also in necks of dual modular femoral stems. Although

the e�ects of long term exposure to metal wear debris are unknown, given the

increased number of younger patients receiving total hip replacements (THRs) and

the trend of increasing patient obesity that is often linked to high wear rates, there

is a general consensus that e�orts should be undertaken to minimise the release of

wear debris to help reduce the potential consequences of long-term exposure.

The poor results associated with LH-MoM THRs were at �rst suspected to be solely

due to excessive wear of the MoM bearing surfaces. However, revision rates of small

diameter (<32mm) MoM implants are similar to those of other bearing couples,

i.e. Metal-on-Polyethylene (MoP) and Ceramic-on-Polyethylene (CoP) bearings,

suggesting that the problem may not be inherent to the MoM coupling itself.

Furthermore, a number of recent studies that evaluated and compared the release

of metal debris from THRs to those of hip resurfacing (HR) implants with identical

bearings but without the modular taper showed that the metal debris released from

the modular taper junction was typically in the order of 1/3 of that released from

the bearing surfaces, although in some cases the quantity exceeded that released

from the bearing. This implied that metal wear debris released from the modular

taper may have played a signi�cant role in the failure of LH-MoM devices.

High levels of metal debris released from the modular taper junctions has been

con�rmed by other studies that measured wear debris released from similar MoM

femoral stems with and without neck-stem modular junctions, and from reports of

ALTRs in dual modular implants with both MoP and CoP bearings. Furthermore, it

has been suggested that the debris and products of corrosion released from modular

junctions are more biologically active in comparison to wear debris from the bearing

surfaces, requiring smaller volumes to produce an ALTR.

The number of complications resulting from modular taper junctions has caused

many members of the orthopaedic community to question whether the bene�ts of

modularity actually outweigh the disadvantages, or even if these complex issues

will ever be overcome. Other members of the community believe that they can,
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through improvements in design and clinical practices based on an increased level

of understanding of taper behaviours and performance.

However, despite these many issues, there are very few taper related studies available

in the literature, and currently no 3D studies that have investigated the clinically

relevant issues of taper strength, production of wear debris and fatigue failures.

1.2 Scope of Thesis

The aim of this thesis is to help remedy this lack of understanding by development of

a methodology for the 3D �nite element based simulation of modular taper junctions

that addresses these clinical concerns and failures.

This methodology will then be used to investigate a number of design, surgical and

patient factors to identify those that minimise damage to the protective surface

oxide layer of the metallic implant components to reduce the generation of metal

wear debris and the e�ects of corrosion whilst simultaneously maximising fatigue

life. The desire is that this methodology will be adopted by designers of modular

implants to help improve both current taper design and surgical practices, with

the ultimate aim of reducing incidences of all four major modes of implant failure,

thereby decreasing revision rates of modular implants. To this end, the details of this

methodology has been outlined in detail and the associated computer code provided.

To achieve these goals, a holistic approach was deemed necessary which considered

each stage in the life of an modular taper, including assembly, cyclic loading and

taper disassembly in the event of revision surgery. This study focused on mechanical

aspects of fretting damage e.g. electrochemical processes such as corrosion were not

considered. However, the evolution of the taper surface pro�les and the gaps between

the taper components were analysed to assess the extent to which corrosive bodily

�uids were able to penetrate into the taper space to judge the susceptibility of each

taper to the e�ects of crevice corrosion. A number of novel numerical methods

are also presented to address many limitations of existing fretting wear and fatigue

studies, most of which are 2D, as well as modi�cations to overcome new challenges

in moving into 3D space.
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Although this methodology can be used to analyse any orthopaedic modular taper

junction, the focus of this thesis is the neck-stem junction of dual modular femoral

hip stems.

In summary, the objectives of this thesis were:

1. To perform a 3D numerical analysis of taper assembly / disassembly to

characterise the taper strength over a range of possible assembly forces.

This should include assembly methods used in pre-clinical testing and

intraoperatively.

2. To perform a 3D numerical wear-fatigue analysis of a neck-stem modular taper

connection. This should include representative physiological loading (axial and

bending) and incorporate both wear volume and fatigue life predictions.

3. To investigate the e�ects of various design, surgical and functional variables on

both the volume of wear debris produced and the fatigue life of the components.

This should include using di�erent taper geometries to con�rm reports of

optimal taper features, di�erent assembly forces, and di�erent magnitudes

of the functional load.

4. To investigate the e�ect of cyclic loading and the resulting wear on taper

disassembly forces. This is to ensure that taper strength is low enough so

that taper components are able to be disassembled during revision surgery,

but su�ciently high to prevent unwanted taper component dissociation.

The structure of this thesis is as follows:

� Chapter 2 is a review of the literature related to implant modularity. This

provides background information on many of the current issues related to

modular junctions including the three main fretting modes: fretting wear,

fretting fatigue and fretting corrosion. Case reports of failures and data

pertaining to the revision burden of modular devices are presented in detail to

help identify the major failure modes and common features of each failure

mode. The importance of taper assembly and the suitability of current

pre-clinical test standards to modular devices are also explored.

� Chapters 3 and 4 are both chapters outlining the study methodology.
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Chapter 3 is a general overview of the methodology, detailing the model

geometries, analysis cases and analysis inputs corresponding to the taper

assembly, wear and fatigue simulations that were performed to investigate

the e�ects of a number of design, surgical and functional parameters on taper

performance.

Chapter 4 contains a detailed discussion on the numerical methods behind the

simulations. This includes a number of modi�cations made to existing fretting

wear/fatigue studies, but also several new methods that were developed in this

study to facilitate 3D wear/fatigue predictions.

� Chapter 5 presents the results of this thesis as well as a discussion of these

results in the context of the current orthopaedic literature. Results are

presented to investigate the e�ect of several design, surgical and functional

parameters on the resulting wear volumes and fatigue damage to help identify

parameters that can simultaneously minimise wear volumes and maximise

fatigue life.

� Chapter 6 summarises the results of this thesis and provides a number of

conclusions in relation to the study aims. Several areas of further study are

suggested to further progress the understanding of fretting in taper junctions

of modular implants.

� Appendix A discusses �nite elements that have an isoparametric formulation.

The interpolation function of these elements forms the basis of two new

numerical methods presented in this study; one for mapping the contact

solution from the SLAVE contact surface to the MASTER contact surface,

and another for keeping track of material points required for fatigue damage

calculations.

� Appendices B to E contain key sections of the computer code used

to perform the wear/fatigue simulations, including ABAQUS input �les,

UMESHMOTION user subroutine and C++ post-processing routines. These

are provided as an example for designers of modular implants looking to

optimise taper performance.



2
Background

2.1 Hip Arthroplasty

Hip replacement, or arthroplasty, is a surgical procedure in which the natural hip

joint is replaced with an arti�cial joint, or prosthesis. The hip is a ball-and-socket

type joint, where the head of the femur (the ball) articulates with the acetabulum

of the pelvis (the socket). Patients typically undergo hip replacement due to

a damaged natural joint that causes pain and interferes with daily activities

despite more conventional pain treatments such as medication. Common causes

of hip damage and pain include osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, osteonecrosis,

avascular necrosis, injury, fracture, and bone tumours. In total hip arthroplasty

(THA), the head of the femur is removed and replaced with the femoral component,

consisting of a stem and head, and the pelvic acetabulum is replaced by the

acetabular component, often referred to as the cup. The aim of the procedure

is to improve the quality of life of the patient through pain relief, restoration of

function and increased mobility.

Hip arthroplasty is one of the most commonly performed orthopaedic procedures

in the world. The AOANJRR [44] reported that 410,767 hip replacements were

performed in Australia between 1 September 1999 and 31 December 2013, of which

40,180 were performed in last year of this period. Of this total number, 72.2%

8
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were primary total hips, 11.9% were revision hip replacements, and the remaining

15.9% were primary partial hips. The number of hip replacement procedures

undertaken in 2013 was 46.5% higher than undertaken in 2003, an increase of 2.4%

compared to 2012. In the United States, there was an estimated 284,000 primary

total hip arthroplasties in 2009 and 45,000 revision total hip arthroplasties. From

2009 to 2010, these �gures increased by 6.0% and 10.8%, respectively. Based on

this increasing trend, the number of primary and revision total hip arthroplasty

procedures to be performed in the US has been estimated to reach 512,000 and

66,000, respectively, by the year 2020 [45].
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2.2 Modular Hip Prostheses

Hip prostheses can be either of monoblock or modular construction. Monoblock

implants consist of a single component with a non-modular head, whereas modular

implants consist of two or more components that are connected using a mechanical

connection known as a modular junction. The most common type of modular

junction used in orthopaedics is the Morse taper.

Modularity can be divided into three categories: proximal, mid-stem and distal

modularity [46]. Proximal modularity includes head-neck modularity, neck

extensions, modular necks (neck-stem modularity), anterior / posterior pads,

modular collars, proximal shoulders (bodies) and stem sleeves. Images of various

modular implants showing di�erent types of modularity and di�erent neck-stem

modular junctions are shown in Figures 2.1 to 2.3.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2.1: Images showing various forms of femoral stem modularity, namely (a) a
head-neck junction, (b) neck-stem junction, (c) proximal shoulder and
(d) stem-sleeve junction. Modi�ed from Krishnan et al [5].
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f) (g)

Figure 2.2: Several modular implants: (a) Bionik (Eska Orthodynamics, GmbH,
Lübeck, Germany), (b) GRMS (Stryker Corp, Mahwah, NJ, USA), (c)
Margron (Portland Orthopaedics, Atlanta, GA, USA), (d) Apex (Global
Orthopaedics, Portsmouth, UK), (e) M-series (Exatech, Inc., Gainsville,
FL, USA), (f) S-ROM (Depuy Orthopaedics, Warsaw, IN, USA) and (g)
ZMR (Zimmer, Inc., Warsaw, IN, USA). Implants (a)-(c) are CoCrMo
based and (d)-(g) are Ti based. Modi�ed from Kop et al [6].

Figure 2.3: A number of di�erent dual-modular implant designs, showing both
di�erent neck-stem taper pro�les and both male (left two) and
female (right three) style neck components. Implants shown are
the Eco-Modular (Endoplant, Marl, Germany), the Varicon (Falcon
Medical, Mödling, Austria), the Bio-Ball modular neck adaptor (Merete,
Berlin, Germany) with CF30 stem (Zimmer, Warsaw, IN, USA),
the Metha (Aesculap, Tuttlingen, Germany), and the SPS-Modular
(Symbios, Yuerden, Switzerland). Modi�ed from Kretzer et al [7].
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2.2.1 The Morse Taper

History

The Morse taper was invented in the 1860s by Stephen A. Morse. It is a

self-locking taper designed to join and transmit torque between two rotating machine

components, such as a lathe or drill press. The taper connection consists of a

uniformly tapered shank (the male portion) and a matching hollowed-out spindle

(the female portion). The taper components are assembled by forcing the shank into

the spindle, which generates circumferential tensile (or hoop) stresses in the spindle

and frictional forces at the contacting interface which prevents the components

slipping under low loads without the need for splines or keys [47]. This simple design

facilitates the quick and easy interchange of machine components. The original

Morse taper was roughly 5/8 inches per foot, or 2 degrees 50 minutes (where 1

angular minute is 1/60th of a degree), and the shortest shank was about 2 inches

(50 mm) long [48].

Major
diameter

Minor
diameter

Taper
length

Taper angle

Taper half-angle

Taper
axis

Femoral
component
(the "taper")

Male
component

(the "trunnion")

Femoral taper

Male taper

Male taper half-angle

Female taper half-angle

Nominal
taper
coverage

X

Y

Taper axis

Figure 2.4: The Morse taper showing (left) the basic dimensions of a conical
trunnion and (right) the assembled male and female components with
taper mismatch. Note that the taper mismatch may be either positive
(X > Y), as shown, or negative (X < Y).
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The Morse Taper in Orthopaedics

The orthopaedics industry has adopted the generic name Morse taper to refer to all

modular taper junctions, although with di�erent terminology, referring to the male

component as the trunnion or cone and the female component as the taper or bore.

This is despite the fact that the dimensions of modular tapers are signi�cantly

di�erent, being much shorter and having a larger taper angle, from that of the

original taper designed and patented by Morse. Most tapers used in orthopaedics

range in size from 8/10mm up to 14/16mm with a taper angle within a range of

5-18°, although is typically about 6° [47�49]. In terms of sizing, a 12/14 trunnion

has a diameter of 14mm at the large end of the truncated cone (the major diameter)

which tapers down to a diameter of 12mm at the small end of the truncated cone

(the minor diameter). The cone angle determines the distance between the two

ends of the cone and therefore the length of the taper. See Figure 2.4. Therefore, a

12/14mm taper with a 6 degree taper angle will have a taper length of approximately

19mm, which is less than half of the original Morse taper length.

Tapers come in more than one shape. Although head-neck and stem-stem tapers

are typically circular, neck-stem modular junctions often use non-circular tapers

because they provide additional rotational resistance. The �rst hip prosthesis with

a modular neck was the ANCA-Fit, which had an oval shaped neck-stem taper

[5]. Examples of contemporary modular implant designs that feature a non-circular

taper include the Metha (Aesculap/B Braun), SMF (Smith & Nephew), Profemur

total hip system (Wright Medical Technology), the ABG II and Rejuvenate hips

(Stryker) and the M/L taper Kinectiv (Zimmer). See Figures 2.1 and 2.3.

Using minimally invasive surgical techniques, modular implant components are

often assembled in situ, �rst placed together by hand and then impacted more

forcefully using a mallet or hammer. The assembly force has been shown to increase

the resistance of the taper to externally applied loads, referred to as the taper

strength. Taper strength is measured by determination of the axial force required

to disassemble the taper.

Studies of tapers from several di�erent manufacturers have reported signi�cant

variations in the taper strength, showing that performance of the taper connection
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is highly dependent on taper design. The locking strength of a taper joint has been

shown to be dependent on a number of factors including taper diameter, length,

sti�ness, angular mismatch, and the condition of the taper surfaces [40, 50, 51].

An angular mismatch is when the tapered angles of the taper and trunnion do not

exactly match. The mismatch is typically in the order of several angular minutes,

and may be due to manufacturing tolerances or part of the taper design to enhance

the interference over a speci�c region of the taper length. Medical taper tolerances

are reportedly eight-fold less accurate than those used in the automotive and machine

tool industries [51], despite various retrieval analyses suggesting that improving

tolerances of the mating surface increases taper strength and reduces micromotion

at the taper interface [30, 40, 52]. Taper angular mismatch values of ±4 angular

minutes have been reported [53, 54], resulting in a possible total angular mismatch

of 8 angular minutes.

The angular mismatch may be either positive or negative, as illustrated in Figure

2.4. A positive angular mismatch occurs when the angle of the trunnion is larger

than that of the taper, resulting in greater contact forces at the mouth of the taper.

A negative angular mismatch occurs then the angle of the taper is greatest, resulting

in greater contact forces at the base of the female component.

Modular tapers used in orthopaedics may also have threaded grooves / ridges

machined onto the trunnion (male component). Although this was introduced to

minimise the risk of burst fracture of ceramic heads [55], many manufactures have

added these threaded ridges to all head-neck trunnions so that surgeons can use

them with both metal and ceramic heads [56]. They are also added to other modular

junctions, such as the neck-stem modular junction [57], to create intimate contact

and minimise micromotion during loading. These surface �nishes are often referred

to as rough, whereas taper surfaces without ridges are smooth. Such rough tapers

have been shown to have lower taper strengths at taper assembly loads < 4 kN

compared to smooth tapers [58]. Short, rough tapers have also been shown to be

more suspectible to corrosion compared to longer, smooth tapers [59, 60], as well as

exhibiting signi�cantly higher rates of wear [61].

A number of surface treatments are also sometimes applied to the surfaces of modular
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orthopaedic tapers. These include surface coatings to improve corrosion resistance

[62�64], surface hardening via processes such as oxidizing and nitiriding to improve

wear resistance [65�68], and surface treatments such as shot peening [29, 69�71] and

low plasticity burnishing [72] to produce a compressive residual stress at and below

the surface to enhance fatigue strength and resistance to fretting damage.

Taper design and manufacturing have not been standardised in orthopaedics.

Tapers from di�erent designs and from di�erent manufactures with the same

nominal dimensions (e.g. 12/14 mm) may appear compatible, but may be totally

incompatible and should not be interchanged, as this may lead to dissociation

(separation) of the taper components [48, 73] or excessive taper wear [10]. Wasse�

et al [48] reported that there are more than 30 varieties of head-neck taper in use,

with variations in proximal diameter, distal diameter, taper length, included angle,

manufacturing tolerances, surface �nish, and surface treatment. This can cause a

dilemma in revision surgery where a head needs to be replaced, but one with an

identical taper design is no longer available [47, 74].

Comparison of Morse Tapers Used in Orthopaedics and Machining

Although the Morse taper used in orthopaedics was derived from the original design

by Morse, di�erences in the design and usage are quite striking.

As noted, Morse tapers used in machining were used to prevent relative rotational

movement under an applied (low) torque. To achieve this, tapers were relatively

long to provide a large interface area to resist the applied torque, and taper angles

were low, which leads to increased stability from a mechanical point of view [47].

Despite being (much) shorter and having larger taper angles, Morse tapers in

orthopaedic modular junctions are subjected not only to �uctuating axial loads,

but to proportional torsional and bending loads as well [5]. Furthermore, they must

be constructed only from biocompatible materials, assembled in di�cult conditions

free of contamination, resist micromotion at the taper interface, operate for millions

of load cycles within the corrosive environment of the human body without causing

an adverse biological response (minimal wear debris) or fracturing, and be able to

be manually removed and replaced during revision surgery. Exclusively in some
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implant designs, the performance of the taper hinges solely on the friction force at

the taper interface of the modular junction.

2.2.2 Advantages of Modularity

Modular hip implants have many advantages over their monoblock counterparts,

including:

� Restoration of proper hip biomechanics

The goal of THA is a acheive a stable hip joint with a well-tensioned soft

tissue envelope and an impingement free range of motion [75]. This requires

restoration of the native hip joint centre of rotation as accurately as possible,

through adjustment of leg length, o�set and version [76]. Refer to Figure

2.5(a). However, large variations in hip anatomy between individuals [77�80]

make this goal a challenge, and these variations are likely to be even greater

in arthritic hips [75].

A B

Figure 2.5: Images showing (a) the de�nitions of leg length, o�set and neck
length (Source: Hariri et al [8]) and (b) the range of head positions
provided by the Zimmer Kinectiv modular neck (Source: Hertzler
et al [9])

Restoration of hip centre using monoblock implants with a single neck option

was di�cult in the past, and may have resulted in instability, abductor
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dysfunction and increased wear rates [8, 55, 81]. As a result, modularity

was introduced at the junction between the head and neck (the head-neck

junction), giving the surgeon the ability to adjust leg length and femoral

horizontal o�set (but not independent of leg length) intraoperatively. A

more recent introduction has been a second modular junction between the

neck and stem body (the stem-neck junction), which uncouples intra- and

extra-medullary variables such that vertical and horizontal o�sets, leg length

and version of the neck can all be adjusted independently from femoral stem

�xation. Hip implants with both head-neck and stem-neck modular junctions

are referred to as dual (or double) modular femoral stems.

Studies by Duwelius et al [82] and Archibeck et al [81] showed that the use of

a femoral component with dual-modularity resulted in more frequent ability

to restore femoral o�set and leg length compared to an implant system with

an identical body but with only head-neck modularity. The modular implant

used for this study, the M/L Taper Kinectiv stem (Zimmer, Warsaw, Ind),

had 60 total prosthetic options for a given stem size. In comparison, the single

modular stems had only 10 options. Figure 2.5(b).

� Mixing of materials

Modularity allows the coupling of di�erent materials, where materials are used

in applications for which they are best suited [5, 17, 41, 50, 83�85]. For

example, head-neck modularity permits the use of a head material di�erent

to that of the stem i.e. ceramic or cobalt-chromium heads are common, due

to their high hardness and excellent wear resistance. Furthermore, neck-stem

modularity allows the neck and stem body to be manufactured from di�erent

materials; titanium alloys are often used for the stem body due to its low

density and lower sti�ness, which is much closer to that of bone [86], and

cobalt-chrome alloys are often used for modular necks due to high load capacity

and good fatigue properties.

� Decreased inventory

Given the increased intra-operative �exibility a�orded by modular implants,

authors have noted the potential for decreased component inventory, an

advertised bene�t from manufactures [76, 84, 87�91]. For example, neck-stem
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modularity allows the use of multiple angles of the neck without the need for

additional rasps, trials or de�nitive stems [5].

� Minimally invasive surgical techniques

Neck modularity a�ords the surgeon the ability to build and disassemble the

prosthesis in situ through either small single incisions or even smaller double

incisions [15, 76, 82, 91, 92].

� Simpler revision surgery

The use of a modular implant in primary THA can greatly simplify revision

surgery. For example, the femoral head can be removed to facilitate revision

of acetabular components [93, 94]. Furthermore, in revision surgery involving

a dual-modular implant with a well �xed stem, the head and / or neck can

be replaced, allowing for changes in o�set, leg length and anteversion [50, 75],

while leaving the stem in situ. This reduces morbidity and helps to preserve

proximal bone stock [5].

2.2.3 Disadvantages of Modularity

Despite the many advantages provided by modular implants, the modular interface

introduces the potential for complications and failures related to fretting wear,

fretting corrosion, fretting fatigue and taper dissociation. An increasing number

of reports related to each of the failure modes, the withdrawals of several modular

implants from the market due to unexpectedly high wear rates [85] and a two-fold

increase in revision rate associated with modular implants with replaceable necks are

at the heart of an ongoing debate within the orthopaedic community questioning the

use of modular implants, with many arguing that the advantages do not outweigh the

large number of disadvantages [76, 92]. However, others suggest that these concerns

can be overcome through improved understanding of modular tapers, including taper

related failures [30].

This section reviews case reports and registry data relating to modular implants in

relation to four main causes of modular implant related failures:

1. taper wear and corrosion, including biological reactions to metal wear debris,

2. implant fatigue fractures,
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3. failure to disassemble during revision surgery, and

4. taper dissociation

2.2.3.1 Registry Data

An overview of the clinical performance of a hip implant can be gained by analysis

of the corresponding revision burden. Revision rates for Australia are published

annually by the AOANJRR. These reports are helpful in revealing trends in

orthopaedics and have been critical in identi�cation of poorly performing implants.

A summary of a review of the AOANJRR annual 2014 report [44] with respect to

dual-modular hip prostheses, or implants with exchangeable necks, is presented here.

The AOANJRR recorded that 8,686 femoral stems with modular necks were used in

primary THA between Sept 1999 and Dec 2013. However, the use of these devices

are on the decline, with only 2.7% of procedures using implants with exchangeable

necks in 2013, down from 6.6% in 2010.

The reasons for this decline appear to be related to the high rates of revision

associated with these devices i.e. at 10 years, femoral stems with exchangeable

necks were found to have twice the rate of revision (9.8%) compared to modular

systems with �xed neck adapters (5.1%).

This �nding was independent of bearing surface, suggesting that these poor

results may be due to the modular neck itself i.e. at 5 years the rates of

revision were 9.1% and 4.0% for MoM (excluding head sizes larger than 32mm)

implants with exchangeable necks and �xed necks respectively, 6.7% and 2.9%

for Ceramic-on-Ceramic (CoC) implants, and 6.1% and 2.8% for Metal on XL

Polyethylene (MoP).

Head size also played a signi�cant role in the outcome of MoM implants. That is, the

revision rates at 10 years for MoM implants for head sizes < 32mm was 6.5% or less,

compared with 12.9% and 25.5% for 36-40mm and > 40mm head sizes, respectively

[95]. These devices are no longer used in Australia. Although the cause of these

high revision rates appears to be related to the head size alone, the head-neck taper

junction has been implicated as playing a signi�cant role.
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In dual-modular implants, the neck and stem materials have also been shown to

have an a�ect on revision rates i.e. the cumulative percent revision by stem /

neck material at 10 years was 14.6% for Ti-CoCr and 7.4% for Ti-Ti. The latter

combination was found to have a reduced rate of revisions arising from metal related

pathology, which may help explain this signi�cant di�erence.

In terms of di�erent dual-modular implant designs, the AOANJRR reported a large

variation in the cumulative revision rates. This shows that taper design plays a

signi�cant role in the clinical outcome of a modular device. For example, at 3

years the cumulative percent revision rates for several implants with exchangeable

necks were H-Max (0%), Femoral Neck Amplitude (2.3%), R120 (2.9%), M/L Taper

Kinectiv (3.3%), Adapter (7.4%), ABG II (10.4%), and the Metha (11.9%). The

�rst three of these implant designs have revision rates less than that of the �xed neck

failure rate, whereas the revision rates of the latter three are unacceptably high.

In summary, the cumulative revision rates presented by the AOANJRR indicate

that dual-modular implants are double that of implants with a �xed femoral neck.

This is independent of the bearing surface used and is therefore not just related

to the articulating metal surfaces in MoM implants. This implicates the modular

taper junction as a cause of failure. Other factors contributing to high revision rates

include material combination and implant design. The excellent results of some

modular devices suggests that not all implants are created equal, and furthermore

suggests that the concerns related to modular implants may not be valid for all

modular designs.

2.2.3.2 Issues Related to Metal Wear Debris and Corrosion

All metal interfaces are potential sources of metal wear debris, metal ions and

products of corrosion. Quantities of metal wear debris generated at taper junctions

have been found to be clinically signi�cant, sometimes exceeding volumes produced

by the articulating surfaces in MoM bearings. Taper wear has been implicated as

playing a signi�cant role in the failure of LH-MoM implants, which are no longer

used due to unacceptably high rates of revision associated with these devices. A

number of design changes made to the taper are thought to have contributed to this

failure, although suggestions have also been made that taper metal wear debris may
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Figure 2.6: Images of fretting and corrosion at various modular junctions and
complications related to the generation of metal wear debris (A)
Intraoperative photo of large diameter Metal-on-Metal THR showing
pseudotumour resulting from corrosion at the head-neck trunnion
(Source: Chana et al [10]), (B) severe corrosion of Ti neck modular
junction in a Ceramic-on-Polyethylene THR (Source: Cooper et al
[11]), (C) Comparison of the undamaged surface outside (top) and
corroded/fretted surface inside (bottom) the neck modular interface
(Source: Williams et al [12]), (D) intraoperative photo of corrosion at
the head-neck junction of Metal-on-Polyethylene femoral stem (Source:
Lombardi et al [3]), (E) corrosion at the neck-stem junction of a retrieved
Adaptor GHE/s Short Stem Modular femoral component (Source: Gill
et al [13]), (F) fretting scars showing direction of relative motion (Source:
Kretzer et al [7]), (G) MRI showing large �uid collection within the hip
joint (arrowheads) (Source: Cooper et al [14])
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be more biologically active than wear particles generated at the metal bearings.

The reduction of metal wear debris is critical to improving both short- and long-term

survivability rates of modular devices.

Biological E�ects of Metal Wear Debris

The generation of metal wear debris and products of corrosion is of great concern,

as metals are known to produce complex biological reactions with immunological,

mutagenic and toxic e�ects [96�105].

Local reactions to metal wear debris are often given the generic name Adverse

Local Tissue Reactions (ALTRs) or Adverse Reaction Metal Debris (ARMD),

which encompass more speci�c terms such as pseudotumors, metallosis, and aseptic

lymphocyte-dominated vasculitis-associated lesions (ALVALs) [106, 107]. ALTRs

can lead to pain and in�ammation of the surrounding tissue, may cause signi�cant

damage to soft tissue and bone if not diagnosed early [108], and will often require

revision. Metal ions may also enter the blood stream and be transported to other

parts of the body [103, 109], with reports of metal particles having been found in

lymph nodes, bone marrow, the liver and spleen and in the placental blood and

umbilical cord of new mothers [56].

ALTRs are associated almost exclusively with the use of cobalt-chrome (CoCr)

alloys, which are commonly used in metal femoral heads and also in necks of

dual-modular femoral stems. This is re�ected in the revision rate of dual modular

implants, where the revision rate of such devices with a CoCr neck and Ti stem

was shown to be double that of similar devices where both the stem and neck and

made from Ti. In 1990 the World Health Organisation International Agency for the

Research on Cancer listed trivalent chromium, one of the ions being released from

metal implants, as a potential carcinogen and cobalt ions a probable carcinogen

[56]. However, the link to cancer has not been proven. Other possible e�ects of

metal exposure include cardiomyopathy, neurological changes, psychological status

change, renal function impairment and thyroid dysfunction [107].

The long term systemic e�ects of metal exposure are largely unknown. For this

reason, it is generally agreed that wear debris should be minimised to limit exposure

and reduce any potential risk.
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Taper Wear Related Failures

Issues related to metal wear debris have received an increased focus over the last

few years, mainly in response to reports of unacceptably high wear rates and recalls

of several large-head metal-on-metal (LH-MoM) implants.

LH-MoM devices have a number of theoretical advantages, including very low rates

of wear due to enhanced elastohydrodynamic joint lubrication, reduced impingement

and increased joint stability [110, 111]. However, these advantages were never

realised. The high rates of wear associated with these devices were initially thought

to be a result of high wear of the metal bearing surfaces. However, a study by

Garbuz et al [110] suggested that these high rates of wear may have been largely

due to wear at the head-neck taper junction. This study reported details of a

prospective randomised clinical trial which compared outcomes of hip resurfacing

(HR) to those of LH-MoM THA using identical bearing surfaces from the same

manufacturer. Measurements of serum levels of cobalt and chrome at 1 year revealed

that serum cobalt was 10-fold higher and serum chromium 2.6-fold higher in the THA

group compared to the HR group. The authors concluded that these excessive levels

of metal ions could not have been solely from the bearing surfaces, and therefore

must have been released from the head-neck taper junction. The use of a CoCr

alloy adaptor between the neck and head, which allows the surgeon to vary the

leg length without increasing the femoral head inventory, introduced two separate

Morse tapers at the head-neck junction, which may have increased the wear at this

taper connection more than a single Morse taper if no adapter had been used.

In 2011, a large di�erence in the revision rates of the Articular Surface Replacement

(ASR; Depuy, Leeds, UK) and the ASR resurfacing device of 29.0% and 9.6% at

6 years, respectively, was reported by the National Joint Registry for England and

Wales [53]. Using data from the AOANJRR, Jack et al [112] found that large

diameter THA implants were performing signi�cantly worse than both smaller THA

implants and large head HR implants, indicating the high rates were not limited to a

single implant design. Several reasons were given to explain this di�erence, including

the release of metal debris from the modular taper junctions in the THA group and

corrosion from the exposed non-articulating surface of the hollow femoral ball. The
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�rst of these was found to increase with increasing head size and patient weight due

to a higher amount of torque on the head and trunnion interface and the tendency

for larger heads to be used in heavier patients. The data from both registries resulted

in the ASR being withdrawn from the market by the manufacturer [112]. Since that

time, the use of all LH-MoM devices has now been abolished [113].

A study by Gill et al [13] demonstrated that the e�ects of metal wear debris

do not only a�ect MoM implants, but modular implants with non MoM bearing

surfaces i.e. due to wear debris generated from the neck-stem modular junction

of a dual-modular hip prosthesis (Adaptor GHE/s Short Stem Modular femoral

component, Eska Implants AG, Lubeck, Germany) made from cobalt chrome with

metal-on-polyethylene articulation. This was done by measuring the whole blood

cobalt and chromium levels in patients implanted with this modular device and

comparing it with levels from patients with an identical hip prosthesis and the same

bearing surfaces but without the modular neck-stem taper.

Of the 35 patients implanted with the dual-modular device, two underwent revision

surgery, and a third underwent surgery where the implant was examined but not

revised. Pseudotumours, 15 cm and 8 cm in diameter, were found in these �rst two

patients. Severe fretting and corrosion was evident at the taper surfaces of the

neck-stem junction, but the head-neck taper surfaces were still in good condition.

In all 3 patients, black discolouration was also observed at the neck-stem junction,

shown in Figure 2.6(e). Histological examination of tissue cultures showed features

typical of ALVAL. The mean blood levels of cobalt were 50.75 nmol/l (5 to 145) for

the patients with the modular implant, compared with 5.6 nmol/l (2 to 13) for the

patients with the non-modular implant. The corresponding mean chromium levels

were 10.3 nmol/l (< 5 to 40) and 9.5 nmol/l (< 5 to 20), respectively. Based on

these levels, the authors concluded that signi�cant metal debris must have been

generated at the neck-stem taper junction and corrosion at taper interfaces should

be considered an important possible source of metal ion release, particularly in

cobalt/chrome devices.

As a result of these high levels of corrosion and metal ion release at the neck-stem

junction, the dual-modular Adaptor GHE/s Short Stem implant was withdrawn
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from the Australian market, although is still available in Europe [5]. Other

dual-modular implants that have been recalled or withdrawn [5, 13, 85, 114] due

to early failure and the biological reactions to the metal bearing and at the modular

taper junction include the ABG II and Rejuvenate devices (both Stryker), the Metha

Short Hip Stem implant with Ti neck (Aesculap AG), the DTC Margron (Portland

Orthopaedics), the F2L (Lima), the Profemur EHS with long Ti necks (Wright

Medical Technology), and the Apex K2 (Global Orthopaedic Technology).

Quantitative Measurements of Taper Wear

Studies by Langton et al [53] and Matthies et al [115] both performed quantitative

measurements of material loss from the articular bearing surfaces and head-neck

taper junctions using a Coordinate Measuring Machine (CMM) in order to identify

risks and a likely cause of taper failure in LH-MoM total hip replacements.

Langton et al analysed a total of 111 retrieved LH-MoM THRs, all from the same

manufacturer (DePuy, Leeds, United Kingdom). Two groups of implants were

analysed; the ASR bearing surface group (head sizes 36 and 40 ) (n=63) and the

Pinnacle MoM system group (head sizes 39 to 57) (n=48). Signi�cant volumetric

material loss was found at the modular taper junctions, which were found to exceed

that occurring at the bearing surfaces in some cases. Median linear wear rates of

the tapers (female components only) were reported as 1.39 (range of 0.24 - 106.6)

µm/year for the Pinnacle group and 5.92 (range of 0.57 - 32.78) µm/year for the

ASR group. The mean volumetric wear rates of the tapers were 0.127 (0.01 - 3.15)

mm3/year and 0.44 (0.02 - 8.34) mm3/year, respectively, for the Pinnacle and ASR

groups. The taper wear rates in the ASR group was found to be signi�cantly higher

than the Pinnacle group, with the horizontal lever arm (HLA) distance found to be

the strongest predictor of taper wear rates in both groups. The HLA was de�ned as

the horizontal distance between the bearing surface and the base of the trunnion,

which is increased by an increasing head o�set, increasing bearing diameter and an

increasingly varus neck shaft angle. The authors concluded that all these variables

contribute to debris release from the head-neck modular taper junction in LH-MoM

THRs.

Matthies et al analysed 110 large head (>36mm) MoM retrievals of several designs,
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and investigated the relationship between these volumes with both whole blood

metal ion (Co and Cr) levels and the association with the diagnosis of a solid or

cystic pseudotumor. The median volume loss rates from the female and male taper

surfaces were reported as 0.54 (range of 0.0-4.29) mm3/year and 0.08 (range of

0.0-0.36) mm3/year, respectively. Median rates of material loss from the acetabular

cup and femoral head bearing surfaces were 0.62 (range of 0.04-39.62) mm3/year and

1.31 (range of 0.06-45.55) mm3/year, respectively. By comparison of these values,

the authors concluded that the volume of material loss from the female tapers was

of a similar magnitude to that of the bearing surfaces, although material loss from

the male tapers was insigni�cant. In 23% of cases, the volume loss from the female

taper was greater than that from the head and cup surfaces combined. Statistical

analysis showed that the volume of material loss from each bearing surface were

signi�cantly correlated to both the whole blood cobalt and chromium ion levels,

whereas only a weak but signi�cant correlation was found between the material loss

from the female tapers and Co levels. Despite pseudotumors being found in 69 out

of 110 cases (62.7%), neither the material loss at the bearing or taper surfaces were

found to be signi�cantly associated with the presence of these pseudotumors.

Taper Wear Is More Biologically Active

Although acknowledging that the head-neck junction is an importance source of

material debris, Matthies et al found it di�cult to explain the higher revision rates

of MoM implants compared to equivalently sized MoM hip resurfacing implants

with a similar bearing surface design, considering that material loss from the taper

surfaces was the predominant source of implant derived debris in less than a third

of cases. Although a higher total volume of debris could be a factor, the authors

suggest that the lower volume of ionic debris from the head-neck tapers is likely to

be a more potent in�ammatory stimulator compared to particulate debris from the

bearing surface, which may explain the higher revision rates of MoM THR compared

to MoM hip resurfacing.

Taper Design Evolution As a Reason for Failures

A number of authors [53, 56, 116] have suggested that failure of LH-MoM THRs

was not simply the result of a fault in the MoM bearings themselves, but due to
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a number of simultaneous detrimental design changes made to increase the ROM

and reduce impingement in these devices. These changes included a trend for

increasing head size, shortening the length of the taper, reducing the neck diameter

and adding grooves to the trunnions. However, given the larger torques commonly

associated with larger head diameters, the taper design should have instead been

strengthened in order to compensate for the associated increases in loading on the

taper connection. Therefore, the use of bigger and bigger heads combined with

reduction in length and diameter of the head-neck taper are thought to have had a

multiplying e�ect on resulting taper wear rates.

2.2.3.3 Implant Breakage Due to Fatigue Fracture

Implant breakage, which includes fracture of the femoral stem, is a serious and

yet potentially under-reported mechanism of failure [117, 118]. Rates of implant

breakage are increased for dual modular implants, with the AOANJRR recently

reporting that 2.1% of revisions for exchangeable femoral necks were for implant

breakage of the femoral component compared to 0.8% for �xed stems.

The majority of breakage case reports relate to fatigue failures of the neck (male

component) of dual-modular implants with titanium-titanium neck-stem material

combinations. However, there are reports of similar failures of cobalt-chrome necks,

breakages of the stem (female component), breakages of the stem in implants with

proximal stem-sleeve modularity, and fractures of both primary and revision stems.

The exact reason for failure is often stated to be unknown, although is typically

considered multifactorial. In some cases a traumatic event (i.e. fall) was involved,

although did not always result in immediate failure. Patient obesity, neck length,

micromotion, fretting, corrosion, and low pH levels at the taper interface are all

commonly documented as factors resulting in failure [2, 12, 16�21, 23, 24, 118�127].

Several images of implant fractures are shown in Figures 2.7 to 2.9.

The Profemur Z Dual-Modular Hip Prosthesis

Many of the case reports of stem fracture relate to failure of the Profemur Z

dual-modular hip prosthesis (Wright Medical Technology Inc., Arlington, TN, USA).
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Figure 2.7: Images of modular fractures: (A) Corrosion-induced fracture at
neck-stem junction (Source: Palmisano et al [15]), (B) fracture of
Profemur L with CoCr neck (Source: Mencière et al [16]), (C) neck
fracture of Profemur Z dual-modular femoral stem (Source: Atwood et
al [17]), (D) fracture at stem-sleeve junction of S-ROM stem (Source:
Parisi et al [18]), (E) Profemur Z neck fracture (Source: Dangles et al
[19]), (F) breakage of female component of Amplitude stem at neck-stem
junction (Source: Wodecki et al [20])
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The design of the Profemur Z was based on similar European devices and was

introduced into the United States in 2002 [17], recently described as the most widely

used dual-modular implant in the United States [16]. The femoral head is made

from either Co-Cr alloy or ceramic, and the modular femoral neck and stem out

of Ti-6Al-4V [57], although CoCr necks were later introduced [16, 114, 128]. The

Profemur Z uses an oblong cross-section 12/14 Morse taper at the neck-stem junction

and a circular 12/14 Morse taper at the head-neck junction [128]. Nine stem sizes and

twelve neck sizes are available to accommodate a range of limb-length and femoral

anteversion adjustments [17], including short (28 mm) and long (38.5 mm) necks

[57]. An additional feature of this device are �ne spirals that are machined onto the

mating surface of the neck and stem trunnions, which are designed to deform when

the components are assembled to create intimate contact and minimise micromotion

during loading [57].

There are eight known case reports of single or multiple fatigue failures relating to

the Profemur Z prosthesis [12, 16, 17, 19, 21, 24, 118, 119].

Dangles et al [19] was the �rst to report a case of fatigue fracture in the modular neck

of the Profemur Z prosthesis. The patient, an active 127 kg (280 lb) male, was given

the dual-modular device with MoM bearing with the longest neck size available,

inserted in retroversion. Failure occurred 3.5 years postoperatively. The retrieved

implant showed signs of abrasion and corrosion, indicating that the initiation and

propagation of the fatigue crack could have been corrosion assisted. The authors

referred to the design of the implant as �awed on the basis that loading increases

the bending stresses in the neck and promotes crevice corrosion in the taper space

of the neck-stem junction.

Wright et al [21] reported the fatigue fracture of a titanium Profemur Z prosthesis

with long varus anteverted neck. The patient was a 49-year-old male (height 1.98 m

(6ft 6 in), weight 154.2 kg (340 lb)). Four years postoperatively, the patient slipped

on ice and fell directly onto his left hip. Fracture did not occur until 2 months

later, when the patient leaned over to tie his shoes. Examination showed marked

fretting and corrosion damage, with a clear clamshell pattern visible characteristic of

a fatigue fracture radiating out from the corroded area on the anterolateral surface of
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the modular neck. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) revealed severe corrosion,

consisting of scalloping and pitting of the mating surfaces.

A B

Figure 2.8: Fracture of the dual-modular Profemur Z device at the neck-stem taper
junction. The fractured distal aspect of the neck was embedded in the
stem taper and could not be removed (Source: Wright et al [21])

Wilson et al [24] reported a single fatigue failure of a Profemur Z prosthesis with

long retroverted neck. The patient was a 62-year-old male (height 1.81 m, weight

84 kg, BMI 25.6 kg/m2). The patient twice underwent revision surgery, the �rst

due to a fractured ceramic femoral head. In the �rst revision surgery the modular

neck was exchanged with an identical one. Approximately 25 months following

the �rst revision, a fatigue fracture of the modular neck occurred during normal

walking. Post-retrieval analysis revealed a fracture at the distal end of the neck. The

origin of the fracture was the anterolateral corner of the modular neck. Clamshell

marks were evident, indicating that a subsurface crack had propagated through

the material before weakening it to the point of catastrophic failure. Evidence of

pitting and scratching was found, and large cracks were visible near the origin of

the fracture. The former damage was attributed to surface damage caused during

impaction assembly of the neck-stem taper.

Atwood et al [17] evaluated a Profemur Z stem after catastrophic failure due to
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fracture of the neck component at the neck-stem junction. The patient, a young

and active 30-year-old male (height 2 m (6ft 6 in), weight 109.8 kg (242 lb) and BMI

29 kg/m2), underwent right THA with a Profemur Z hip stem with a long straight

neck. At 21 months postoperative, the patient fell and landed on the right hip. A

fracture of the modular neck component had occurred approx. 2mm below the edge

of the stem. The crack initiation site was identi�ed near the anterolateral corner

of the neck, on the tensile side of bending. No clamshell markings were observed,

indicating that the crack was not steadily propagated to failure by high cycle fatigue,

but rather rapidly fractured as a result of the traumatic event. Evidence of fretting

and large pits was found, indicating that micromotion at the neck-stem interface

led to crevice corrosion and initiation of surface cracks, which, combined with high

tensile loading during the fall, resulted in catastrophic failure of the neck.

Ellman et al [118] reported a single case of modular femoral neck fracture of a

Profemur Z hip stem with a large-diameter MoM femoral head and long modular

titanium neck. The patient was an active 59-year-old male (height 1.75 m (5ft 9 in),

weight 90.7 kg (200 lb), BMI 29.6 kg/m2). The fracture of the femoral neck occurred

5 years postoperatively. No post-retrieval analysis was performed.

Skendzel et al [119] presented 2 cases of modular femoral neck fracture related to

the Profemur Z hip prosthesis. The �rst case was that of a 55-year-old male (height

1.91 m (6 ft 3 in) weight 113.4 kg (250 lb), BMI 31.2 kg/m2) who underwent left

THA using a Profemur Z with "long varus" titanium neck. Three years and 8

months later the patient experienced fracture of the modular neck when doing yard

work. The second case was that of a 67-year-old male (height 1.85 m (6 ft 1 in)

weight 99.8 kg (220 lb), BMI 34.6 kg/m2) who underwent right THA, again with a

cementless titanium stem with long varus neck. The fracture occurred 2 years and

5 months postoperatively while the patient was walking.

Williams et al [12] performed a post-retrieval analysis of a size 3 Profemur Z hip

stem with 8 degree varus titanium neck and large-diameter CoCr femoral head.

The patient was reported as an active 47-year-old male weighing 84 kg. Failure of

the implant occurred after 3 years. Evidence of crevice corrosion and fretting was

observed. Based on the size of the crevice between the stem and neck, the average
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corrosion rate was estimated at about 15µm/year. Upon further examination a

distinct crack nucleation site was found, located on the anterolateral surface of

the neck within the neck-stem junction. Approx 94% of the fracture surface area

consisted of clamshell marks indicative of fatigue crack growth, with only 6% from

the �nal overloaded fracture. The penetration depth of corrosion at the crack

nucleation site was more than twice that of all other areas along the circumference

of the fracture surface.

A B

C D

Figure 2.9: Images of fracture surfaces showing clamshell patterns (or beach lines)
(A) dual-modular Metha hip stem neck (Source: Grupp et al [2]), (B)
fracture of the mid-stem junction of the Revitan stem (Source: Norman
et al [22]), (C) fractured proximal taper of an Acumatch M-series
modular stem (Source: Paliwal et al [23]), (D) Profemur Z modular
neck (Source: Wilson et al [24])
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To determine if these failures were isolated incidents, several of these authors also

performed searches of the Federal Drug Administration Manufacturer and User

Facility Device Experience (FDA MAUDE) database to �nd other cases of failure

related to the Profemur modular femoral neck prosthesis. Dangles et al [19] found

98 adverse event reports from Jan 1 2000 to May 19 2009 for the Profemur Z.

Thirty-seven of these complaints clearly described breakage of the femoral neck.

Atwood et al [17] found eight other reported instances of fractured necks in this

device design since July 2006 (many of which will overlap with the searches by

others), with failures occurring between 15-42 months postoperatively and with no

speci�c indication of traumatic events such as falls.

In all cases discussed, it was not possible to remove the distal fragment of the

modular neck during revision surgery. As the femoral stem was well �xed, an

extended trochanteric osteotomy was performed to remove the entire femoral

component at once.

Modular Necks Made From Cobalt-Chrome

Mencière et al [16] reported the fatigue fracture of a Profemur L dual-modular

hip prosthesis with a modular neck made of cobalt-chrome alloy. The patient, a

66-year-old female (height 1.69 m, weight 82 kg, BMI 28.7 kg/m2) underwent primary

right THA. A Profemur L femoral stem with a long, 8 degrees varus, modular

CoCr neck was used, together with a short head (−3.5 mm) measuring 36mm in

diameter. After 22 months, fracture of the femoral neck within the stem-neck

junction occurred during physical activity involving hip �exion and weight bearing.

Examination of the fracture surfaces showed two fatigue-crack fronts and two sudden

semi-fragile fracture zones on either side of the neck with evidence of super�cial

fretting corrosion. The authors considered the presence of several crack fronts to

indicate an increased fracture risk associated with CoCr necks compared to Ti necks.

In addition to the report by Mencière et al [16] regarding the fracture of a modular

neck manufactured from CoCr, there are only two other known reports of fractured

CoCr necks, by Ellman et al [118] and Lam et al [120] . In the report by Ellman

et al, the author discussed clinical experiences related to corrosion and fretting for
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both titanium and cobalt-chrome dual-modular stems. Out of twenty-four titanium

or cobalt-chrome modular neck modular junction of 3 dual-modular designs, two

fractures of the modular neck occurred. One of these was a titanium neck, and

the other a cobalt-chrome neck. No other details were provided. In the latter

report, Lam et al described 4 cases of fracture in the cobalt-chrome Omni�t

femoral stem with head-neck modularly. Inspection of the head and neck taper

surfaces revealed intergranular and crevice corrosion. The fractures had occurred

immediately adjacent to the base of the modular head. In 3 of the 4 cases, skirted

modular heads were used, which were suggested to promote crevice corrosion via a

mechanism of oxygen depletion through continual breakdown and reformation of the

passive oxide layer i.e. due to micromotion at the taper interface. The mechanism

of failure was considered to be tensile overload with fatigue crack initiation via a

combined crevice / intergranular corrosion mechanism. Related to this, 2 of the 4

patients were obese, with BMI values of 39 and 47 kg/m2.

Other Dual-Modular Implant Designs

Sotereanos et al [121] reported the �rst known case of fracture in the dual-modular

M/L Taper Kinectiv femoral stem (Zimmer, Warsaw, Ind). The patient was

a 49-year-old male (height 1.78 m (5 ft 10 in), weight 115.8 kg (255 lb), BMI

36.6 kg/m2) and the implant was a Kinectiv stem with a 4mm extra-extended,

15 degree anteverted neck. The patient experienced fracture of the modular neck

15 months postoperatively after stepping 2 ft o� a delivery truck. The authors

acknowledged the previously reported cases of neck fracture of the Profemur Z

and argued that the current fracture showed that failures are not isolated to this

particular design, but can occur in other designs as well. The cause was attributed

to the anteverted, varus neck with increased o�set and reduced length, which was

said to create the highest strain at the modular neck/stem junction and to be similar

to the geometry in other cases of modular neck failure.

Grupp et al [2] reported the failure of 68 out of a total of 5000 (1.4%) titanium

modular neck adapters of the Metha Short Hip Stem Prosthesis (Aesculap AG,

Tuttlingen, Germany). The average time to failure was 2 years (0.7 to 4.0 years).

All but one of the patients were male, and most were obese with an average weight
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of 102.3 kg (75 to 130 kg) and an average BMI of 31.6 kg/m2 (24 to 42 kg/m2).

Approx. 66% of failures were in implants with a small CCD angle of 130°, and 60%

had neck lengths of L or larger. Analysis of the retrieved implants revealed similar

breakages of the neck adaptors, which originated within the neck-stem taper on the

anterolateral side. Failure was caused by the initiation of surface microcracks at this

location, which developed further under the tension from the applied biomechanical

load, eventually resulting in dynamic fatigue fracture. Signi�cant signs of fretting

and corrosion were evident in 87% of the retrievals analysed, suggesting that the

microcracks were caused by fretting or fretting corrosion. A low pH value of

2-3 suggested the presence of crevice corrosion, caused by continued abrasion and

repassivation of the passive oxide layer. Titanium neck adapters are no longer used

in this device, having been replaced by adapters made from cobalt-chrome.

Fracture of the Female Component

Wodecki et al [20] reported the �rst known case of fracture of the female component

(eg. the stem taper) of a dual-modular hip prosthesis. The patient was a

59-year-old active overweight male (height 1.83 m, weight 98 kg, BMI 29.2 kg/m2)

who underwent a THR with a cementless titanium alloy small femoral stem

(Amplitude, Neyron, France) with a "standard" modular neck. Immediate revision

was required due to instability and the modular neck was replaced with a modular

"lateral plus" neck. Three years after surgery, fracture of the stem at the stem-neck

modular interface occurred. The stem was well �xed and an extended trochanteric

osteotomy was performed along the entire stem. The authors suggested that

the mechanism of fretting corrosion was at the centre of the reason for failure.

Replacement of the modular neck in the early revision, and possible damage or

contamination by �uids of the taper surfaces, and the increase in lever arm of the

long "lateral plus" neck were also considered to have played a role. This case was

referred to as unique due to the failure of the female component, rather than the

male component, which the authors feel was favoured by the small size of the implant

i.e. the neck-stem taper sizes are typically �xed, such that the wall thickness of

female component of smaller implant sizes is considerably reduced compared to

larger implant sizes.
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Modular Designs With Stem-Sleeve Modularity

Patel et al [122] reported 3 cases of stem-sleeve junction failure in two di�erent

modular implant designs. One case of failure occurred in the Apex surgical

stem (Omni Life Science, Raynam, Mass) and the other 2 cases occurred in the

S-ROM (Depuy Orthopaedics, Warsaw, IN). Only one of these failures was a fatigue

fracture, which occurred in the second S-ROM case 5 years after the initial surgery.

Catastrophic failure occurred following a stumble. Failure was caused by fracture

of the stem within the sleeve. Fretting, corrosion and low assembly forces were

suggested to be factors in each of the failures presented.

Huot Carlson et al [123] assessed 78 retrieved S-ROM (Depuy Orthopaedics,

Warsaw, IN) devices to identify patient and device factors that contribute to

corrosion in modular connections of implants made from titanium alloy. Seven

(7/78 = 9%) of these femoral stems had fractured, and were studied to determine

the cause of failure. In all devices, fretting was found to be more common at

the head neck taper, whereas corrosion was more prominent at the stem-sleeve

taper. Depth pro�les demonstrated corroded regions with depths ranging up to

350µm. All fractured stems had severe corrosion covering up to 100% of the taper

surface. Fractures were thought to be the result of fatigue failures e.g. fatigue cracks

initiated on the lateral aspect of the stem, at the site of maximum tensile stress,

and propagated medially. Fractured stems were smaller than non-fractured stems,

generally with larger o�set distances. A stress metric was used as a measure of

the sensitivity of the implant geometry to the patient's weight. This was de�ned

as D/R3, equal to the ratio of the o�set distance D (from the head to the stem)

divided by the cube of the stem radius R. All fractured devices were found to have

much larger stress metric values that their non-fractured counterparts, indicating

that fractured stems had larger maximum tensile stresses on the lateral aspect of

the stem. Based on this �nding, the authors urged that careful consideration be

given to the combined e�ect of patient weight, total o�set, and stem diameter to

help reduce the incidence of femoral stem fracture. Implantation time and corrosion

were also thought to play a role in the failures.

Mehran et al [124] reported a single case of catastrophic failure of the S-ROM (Depuy
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Orthopaedics, Warsaw, IN) titanium hip stem. The patient was a 61-year-old male.

The cause of failure, which occurred 8.5 years after surgery, was a fracture of the

femoral stem at the superior margin of the sleeve-stem interface. A microscopic

analysis of the retrieved implant revealed that the fatigue failure was a result of

cyclic loading and micromotion at the stem-sleeve interface i.e. fretting fatigue.

Parisi et al [18] reported another case of femoral stem fracture occurring in the

S-ROM modular hip system, the �rst with a MoM bearing. The patient was a

50-year-old man. Fracture occurred 7 years postoperatively while the patient was

walking through a convenience store. The fracture originated on the anterolateral

aspect of the stem, evident by the clamshell pattern characteristic of fatigue fracture,

which radiated out from this location. The fracture site was within the stem-sleeve

junction, several millimetres below the proximal end of the metaphyseal sleeve.

Examination of the fracture surface showed severe corrosive changes consisting of

pitting and scalloping, which weakened the implant and increased its susceptibility

to cyclic fatigue fracture. The S-ROM has a stellar clinical history, with very few

reports of fracture. The authors know of only 7 other fractures of the same device

design, including 6 from a review of the FDA adverse event reporting database.

Paliwal et al [23] reported experiences with the Acumetach M-series titanium-alloy

(Ti-6Al-4V) modular implant. This device, like the S-ROM, features a metaphyseal

sleeve which connects via Morse tapers to the distal end of the neck and the proximal

end of the stem. The neck and stem are connected using an internal locking screw.

The clinical failure rate of this device at their centre was 1.6% (8 of 500 implants).

As part of this report, the authors performed failure analysis of 3 of these devices

retrieved at revision. Two had experienced catastrophic failure, occurring at 29 and

38 months after surgery, and third was retrieved due to aseptic loosening 18 months

postoperatively. For the fracture cases, both patients were male, a 51-year-old

(height 1.75 m, weight 127 kg, BMI 41.5 kg/m2) and a 43-year-old (height 1.93 m,

weight 136 kg, BMI 36.5 kg/m2). Both fractured implants failed in an identical way,

through the neck-sleeve modular junction with the crack initiation site location

on the tensile bending side of the neck. The authors suggested that the reason

for these failures was a result of the formation of microcracks on the surface due

to fretting corrosion, followed by corrosion assisted fatigue. Combined with the
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presence of critical tensile stresses, this lead to the propagation of these cracks and

�nally fracture.

Revision Stems

Lakstein et al [125] reported 6 cases of stem fracture in the modular ZMR (Zimmer,

Warsaw, IN) cementless revision stem. Failure analysis of 3 of these stems was

performed to identify predisposing risk factors. All stems failed between 13 and 80

months after surgery (average of 47 months). Macroscopic imaging revealed that all

stem fractures were located within the body-stem taper junction, approximately 1 to

2 mm from the taper mouth. Radiographic analysis demonstrated that all patients

had rigid distal �xation but a lack of adequate osseous support of the modular

stem-junction area. Metallographic cross sections revealed a layer of worn material,

indicating the presence of micromotion within the taper. It was concluded that

the stems failed due to surface cracks initiated by fretting and propagated under

cycling bending (tensile) loading. Corrosion was ruled out as a cause of failure

due to the absence of any related evidence including indications of etching, pitting,

chloride formation, corrosion products etc. Patient weight was considered to be a

contributing factor, as all of the patients had BMI values in the overweight (25-30)

or the obese (>30) ranges, with a BMI of 29.3±4.1 kg/m2. Their BMI and average

rate was signi�cantly higher than that of 165 patients whom had received a similar

implant but had experienced no fractures. Additionally, the relatively small 14 mm

diameter of the taper junction of all stem sizes was also a factor. The ZMR XL

stem, which features a larger 19.5mm taper diameter, was designed to strengthen

the modular junction and prevent fractures.

Van Houwelingen et al [126] examined the 5- to 10- year survival of tapered, �uted,

modular, titanium ZMR stems implanted in 65 patients with proximal bone defects.

Of these patients, 17 were lost to either follow-up or death, leaving 48 patients.

Of these 48 patients (49 hips), 27 (55%) were implanted with the standard ZMR

implant and the remaining 22 (45%) were implanted with the ZMR XL design, which

had the reinforced modular junction. The results showed that 5 stems were revised

between 18 and 93 months after surgery, all for fracture of the femoral component

at the modular junction and all with the standard ZMR taper body design, giving
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a fracture rate of 5 out of 27 (18.5%). This unacceptably high failure rate led to

the removal of this particular stem design from the market in 2003. The patients

associated with these 5 failures were all obese with BMI values ranging from 30 to

39 kg/m2.

This high failure rate and removal of the taper body ZMR from the market in 2003

was also written up by the TGA [129]. The reason given was that, of 21 reports of

fractures, which were predominantly fractures of the stem at the proximal end, 19 of

these had been associated with taper bodies. Of the 4189 taper bodies that had been

sold globally up to that point, this equated to a failure rate due to fracture along of

0.45%. The other body geometries, i.e. calcar, spout and cone, were continued to

be sold by Zimmer.

More recent reports of fatigue fracture include that of the ZMR Trilogy System

(Zimmer, Swindon, UK) stem by Young et al [130]. The patient was a �t and

healthy 65-year-old male and the fracture occurred 4 months postoperatively. No

post-retrieval analysis of the implant was performed. Another is a report of a single

failure (1/125) that by Ovesen et al [131], whom otherwise reported good short-term

results for this device.

Efe and Schmitt [127] reported 4 cases of fatigue fractures in revision modular stems.

This involved 3 di�erent revision systems, all consisting of a distal tapered stem

with a rough surface, a proximal titanium component and a screw �xation between

these components; Link MP (Waldemar Link), ZMR standard junction (Zimmer),

and the Prevision Revision (B. Braun, Aesculap AG). Failure site was just below

the stem-neck junction, and occurred between 27 to 104 months postoperatively.

All stems were well �xed distally, but showed evidence of loosening around the

proximal components. Three of the patients were classi�ed as obese, with BMI

values in the range 34.3 - 35.7 kg/m2, with corresponding body masses ranging

from 93 to 110 kg. None of the failures were associated with any traumatic events.

One of the patients was reported to have been undertaking heavy physical activity

(removing snow from driveway) when fracture occurred. An in-depth analysis of the

Prevision Revision implant indicated that the starting point of the fracture was at

the anterolateral aspect of the stem at the point of high tension, which propagated
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medially. Typically fatigue fracture patterns including fatigue lines are arrest lines

were present, indicating that failure occurred over a number of cycles. A low pH

value of 2-3 was measured on the cone contact surface, indicating crevice corrosion.

Other contributing factors were patient obesity and poor proximal support, which

has been shown to increase implant stress by 50 - 100 % [132].

Summary

The relatively high fracture rate of the dual-modular Profemur Z femoral stem has

led a number of authors to suggest that the design of this device is �awed [19, 119],

since the natural loading of the hip produces high bending moments in the neck and

concentrates stresses on the neck-stem modular junction. This e�ect increases with

both longer necks in varus and/or ante/retroversion and with heavier and more

active patients, which were factors contributing to failure in all Profemur Z case

reports. According to the manufacturer's information on the Profemur Z device,

the long-neck length option is about 25% longer than the standard-neck length. If

tensile bending stresses in the neck are proportional to the length of the neck, the

long-neck will produce roughly 25% higher bending stresses [17]. Skendzel et al [119]

also suggested that the use of a "long varus" neck increases the bending moment by

32.7% compared with standard "short varus" neck, with increasing concentration of

stress at the neck-stem modular junction.

Reports of fractures of the M/L Taper Kinectiv and Metha dual-modular stems

show that fractures are not limited to a single design. However, the cumulative

revision rates reported by the AOANJRR for the Kinectiv stem are relatively low,

with 3.3% at 3 years [44], compared to 11.9% for the Metha stem [44] and 10.5% for

the Profemur Z [133]. Comparing these rates to those of other modular implants,

i.e. 0% at 3 years for the H-Max stem, demonstrates that design factors have a

signi�cant e�ect on clinical outcome. Duwelius et al [82] suggest that failures of the

Kinectiv stem were less than the Profemur Z because the Kinectiv stem does not

o�er as much o�set or version, and the neck junction is appreciably longer.

Where details have been provided, the failure of modular implant systems is typically

a result of fracture of the neck component, with only a single case of failure of the
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female stem component. The location of crack initiation was always documented

to be within the neck-stem modular taper, and in most cases on the anterolateral

surface of the male component close to the mouth of the taper. However failures on

the medial aspect of the male [16] and failure of the female component [20] have also

been reported. A single crack front was most often reported, with a single report of

a double crack front in a CoCr modular neck [16]. In failed stems with stem-sleeve

modularity and mid-stem modularity, cracks initiated within the modular junction

on the lateral side at the location of high cyclic bending (tensile) stresses. Although

failure in some cases was the result of a traumatic event such as a fall, in most cases

a clear clamshell pattern characteristic of a high cycle fatigue fracture, radiating out

from the location of crack initiation, was visible.

In several studies, authors reported switching from Ti modular necks to CoCr necks

to eliminate the risk of neck fracture [2]. However, the cases of CoCr neck fractures

reported by Mencière et al [16], Ellman et al [118] and Lam et al [120] demonstrated

that the use of modular necks manufactured from CoCr does not eliminate the risk

of fracture. Furthermore, the two-crack fronts observed by Mencière et al [16] led

these authors to suggest that the risk of fracture of CoCr necks is actually increased

compared to Ti necks, despite the greater number of reports of Ti necks failures in

the literature. However, changing the necks from Ti to CoCr may simply change

the failure mode and may actually increase the overall failure rate, as suggested by

the AOANJRR report showing that revision rates of femoral stems with CoCr necks

are double those of Ti necks.

Although a number of reasons that have been documented as causes of failure are

likely to be unique to each individual case, there are a large number of factors

that are common between these reports. Common primary factors associated with

implant fracture include micromotion within the modular junction, fretting, and

crevice corrosion. That is, fractures are a result of surface microcracks initiated by

fretting damage, most often (but not always [125]) together with corrosion, and then

propagated as a result of cyclic bending (tensile) stresses. Williams et al [12] noted

that some degree of �uid penetration into the taper space is inevitable, making

modular implants susceptible to crevice-corrosion. Dangles et al [19] argued that

the poor design of dual-modular implants actually promotes crevice-corrosion in
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the neck-stem junction, due to increased bending and the presence of the con�ned

taper space. Furthermore, Ellman et al [118] agreed that the use of dual-modular

implants is controversial, with a number of factors acting together to create the

"perfect storm" for fretting, corrosion and failure. Reports of low pH measurements

on the taper surface [2, 127] con�rm the presence of crevice corrosion, caused by the

continual abrasion and repassivation of the surface oxide layer [2], making the taper

space an acidic environment that weakens the underlying biomaterials and makes

them more susceptible to fatigue failure [18, 24].

A number of secondary factors are also common between these case reports. This

includes, low assembly forces [12, 122], surface damage resulting from taper assembly

[24], high patient weight and obesity, long modular necks (or head o�set distance),

o�set heads, small taper diameter (14 mm vs 19.5 mm)[123, 125], and poor proximal

bony support [126]. Poor pre-clinical test methods are also blamed, since all devices

that fracture clinically have successfully passed the required tests.

2.2.3.4 Failure to Disassemble

One of the potential bene�ts of modular implants is the ability to replace the head

and neck components during revision surgery while leaving the (well �xed) stem in

situ. However, there have been a number of reports of di�culties disengaging the

neck from the stem body in dual- modular femoral hip stems and modular implants

with stem-sleeve modularity [2, 6, 15, 57, 76, 121, 134, 135]. All incidences of failure

were related to titanium based implant components. The corresponding reported

causes of failure were cold welding, corrosion, and surface damage of the taper.

For example, Kop et al [6] performed an analysis of 57 retrieved implants from seven

di�erent modular implant designs, three of which were cobalt-chrome alloy based,

and four of which were titanium alloy based. Of these implants, 22% of modular

junctions relating to the titanium based designs could not be disassembled without

gripping them in a bench vice and hammering them repeatedly.

Additionally, following the failure of the stem-sleeve connection of a modular S-ROM

femoral stem to disengage in theatre during revision surgery, Fraitzl et al [134]

performed an examination of 21 additional retrieved titanium S-ROM femoral stems.
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In 27% (6/22) of cases, disengagement could only be achieved by cutting or by

applying forces exceeding those that could be applied intraoperatively.

Nganbe et al [57] evaluated the distraction force of the neck-stem modular junction

of 3 retrieved Profemur Z femoral stems, which were reported to have values of 3.1,

5.1 and 16 kN. High distraction forces were attributed to highly localised areas of

corrosion and galling at the neck-stem interface. The authors noted that tapers

with distraction forces of around 6 kN or less are possible to remove, but tapers

with substantial corrosion requiring a distraction force as high as 16 kN will prevent

removal and nullify one of the bene�ts of modularity.

In a search of the FDAMAUDE database, Sotereanos et al [121] found multiple cases

reporting the inability to disengage intact neck segments during revision procedures.

In the case of a well �xed stem, an extended trochanteric osteotomy is often

performed following a failure to disassemble, which both increases the complexity

of the revision procedure and has been associated with increased rates of morbidity.

This is also performed following neck fracture, where the distal end of the neck is

unable to be extracted from the stem body, requiring revision of the entire femoral

stem. There has been no report of successful removal of the fractured component

following implant breakage and simply replacing the modular neck segment [121].

Some authors have suggested that cold welding may be bene�cial in helping to reduce

fretting and corrosion in titanium based modular junctions [6]. Although this may

be true, failure to disassemble the modular components completely eliminates one

of the perceived bene�ts of femoral neck modularity.

2.2.3.5 Dissociation of Taper Components

Dissociation is when unwanted disassembly of the taper components occurs.

Dissociation of modular taper components is extremely rare [5, 26, 27, 136�139],

with only a handful of case reports available in the literature. The majority of case

reports relate to dissociation of the head-neck and stem-sleeve modular junctions,

with only 2 known reports related to the neck-stem junction of dual-modular femoral

stems.
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Neck-Stem Taper Joints

The �rst known case report of dissociation of the neck-stem taper junction of a

dual-modular hip stem was that by Sporer et al [25]. The patient, a 65-year-old

male (height 1.88 m (6 ft 2 in), weight 154 kg (340 lb)), underwent primary THA

with an Alpha II fully porous coated femoral stem (Osteoimplant Technology Inc,

Hunt Valley, MD). The dissociation occurred 18 months postoperatively when the

patient sustained a twisting injury to his left lower extremity when his foot got

caught in a hole. The femoral stem remained well �xed to the bone and the femoral

head was still �xed to the neck. During revision the femoral stem was retained and a

new modular neck and head were inserted. This decision was made intraoperatively

based on the patients multiple medical comorbidities and the lack of visible surface

damage to the femoral stem bore at that time. However, subsequent analysis of the

trunnion revealed the presence of fretting superimposed with plastic deformation

patterns throughout its entire length. Failure was attributed to the short length of

the trunnion, requiring less separation before disengagement, in combination with

the patient's excessive weight and possible contamination of the taper junction.

Kouzelis et al [26] reported a second case of dissociation of a modular revision hip

implants at the femoral neck-stem interface. The femoral stem was the dual-modular

Profemur R (Wright Medical) implant with a long, straight 0° neck. Failure occurred

4 months after surgery during walking without dislocation of the head. During the

second revision, both the neck and the modular proximal component of this implant

were replaced to prevent further complications with the neck-stem taper junction.

The presence of a large amount of ectopic bone found in the lesser trochanter area

suggested that stem impingement leading to repetitive stress and micromotion at

the neck-stem interface together with inadequate modular component �xation was

the likely case of dissociation in this case.

Head-Neck Taper Joints

Namba et al [140] reported a single case of dissociation of the head-neck modular

junction while the femoral head remained reduced within a constrained acetabular

liner. The implant was a polished, collarless cobalt-chrome femoral component with
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Figure 2.10: Images of modular taper junction dissociations: (A) Neck-stem
junction of Alpha II stem (Source: Sporer et al [25]), (B) neck-stem
modular junction of Profemur R stem (Source: Kouzelis et al [26]), (C)
stem-sleeve modular junction of S-ROM (Source: Fanuele et al [27])
and (D) head-neck junction of Accolade TMZF stem showing excessive
trunnion wear (Source: Talmo et al [28])

the longest available head and neck, cemented in 15 degrees of anteversion in a

proximal position. Dissociation occurred 4 weeks after surgery. The cause was

documented as neck impingement resulting from excessive external rotation, which

allowed the elevated liner to act as a fulcrum at the head-neck junction, resulting

in dissociation of the modular junction. There were other factors, including the

long head and neck, and the patient's long medical history. Although no details on

taper assembly were provided, the authors noted that the patient was instructed

to touch-down weight bear using crutches, in which case further impaction of the

femoral head onto the trunnion did not occur. Therefore, inadequate taper �xation

may also have contributed to device failure.

Karaismailoglu et al [141] reported a case of dissociation of a patient's modular
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femoral head from the stem portion of a primary THR (cemented Protasul,

PROTEK). Dissociation occurred while the patient was rising from a chair 3

years postoperatively. The femoral head remained inside the acetabular socket e.g.

dislocation did not occur. The authors reported that during initial surgery the head

had been �rmly impacted onto the neck. During revision surgery, there was no

evidence of polyethylene bearing wear or visible corrosion of the interface between

the modular head and neck. The cause of failure was attributed to the development

of ectopic bone formation in abductor areas, which produced greater stress on the

modular femoral head.

Shiga et al [142] reported a case of complete separation of the inner head component

from the stem neck portion after revision with a cementless bipolar hip prosthesis

(Versys, Zimmer Company, Tokyo, Japan). Following an inter-trochanteric fracture,

the patient underwent open reduction and internal �xation with revision of the

femoral head component. One month later, dissociation of the stem neck and

the inner head occurred. Loss of machining marks on the surface of the tapered

superior portion of the stem neck was observed, as was a super�cial bloody and

fatty membrane covering the stem neck. A second revision was carried out with a

longer stem. The authors attributed dissociation to a pumping phenomenon, caused

by an increase in pressure of the air trapped within the taper following impaction

assembly with the stem is covered by a bloody and fatty membrane, which forms

a seal and prevents air from escaping. Under cyclic loading, this sealed air pushes

back the stem neck, decreasing the force to cause separation. To prevent further

dissociations, during the second revision the taper surfaces were completely cleaned

and the head and neck were coupled with a single stroke of a hammer. The authors

also recommended that the strength of the taper interlock be checked manually

during surgery to ensure its integrity.

Talmo et al [28] reported 3 cases of spontaneous dissociation of the modular femoral

head from the trunnion of the Accolade TMZF hip prostheses (Stryker, Mahwah,

NJ), none of which were associated with trauma or component fracture. There were

several factors common to each of these 3 cases: the use of the same titanium femoral

component with a 36 mm extended o�set cobalt-chrome head, the use of a low neck

angle (127°) with extended o�set con�guration, and time to dissociation occurred
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between 6.5 and 7 years postoperatively. Furthermore, signi�cant wear debris was

found within the hip joint and surrounding tissues, and the tapers showed signi�cant

wear, fretting damage, deformation, corrosion, burnishing and deep grooves. Such

extensive damage of the trunnions necessitated revision of all femoral stems. The

authors suggested that large 36 mm CoCr o�set heads resulted in a higher degree

of torque at the head-neck taper junction, resulting in micromotion and fretting

damage, which lead to corrosion, gross motion, and accelerated taper wear. Surgical

factors were also thought to contribute, and in particular the force of impaction used

to seat the femoral head and the presence of �uid and tissue debris covering the taper

surface during assembly. The authors recommended cleaning of the taper surfaces

followed by a single strong hammer blow to ensure both a predictable outcome and

a greater junction stability.

Star et al [136] reported dissociation of modular implants during closed reduction

at three di�erent modular interfaces; the �xed acetabular shell-polyethylene liner

interface, the bipolar acetabular component-femoral head interface and the femoral

head-neck interface. In the latter case, dissociation occurred during closed reduction

following a �fth dislocation of the hip joint. The authors suggested that the head

should be �rmly impacted onto the neck during assembly such that the resulting

construct should be able to resist reasonable manual force of disassembly. The

authors stated that the potential disadvantage of dissociation in modular implants

does not outweigh the bene�ts of modularity. A similar case of modular femoral

head and femoral neck during closed reduction following dislocation was reported

by Chu et al [138]. Although the dissociation was a result of the closed reduction

attempt, potentially due to impingement of the femoral neck on the metal back of the

acetabular shell which was overhanging the acetabular bone, the authors suggested

that poor adherence of the modular components contributed to the failure. Again,

the authors noted that this could have been prevented by �rmly impacting the

femoral head onto the tapered neck during assembly.

Stem-Sleeve Tapers

Fanuele and Bernini [27] reported a case of dissociation of the femoral stem within

the proximal femoral metaphyseal sleeve in an S-ROM femoral hip stem (DePuy
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Orthopaedics, Warsaw, Ind). About 2 months after primary right THA, the

71-year-old male patient experienced a sudden �exion moment when the chair

he was sitting in collapsed, resulting in a dislocated hip. A closed reduction

was attempted, but proved unsuccessful. Further examination revealed axial

and rotatory dissociation of the femoral stem from the metaphyseal sleeve. The

acetabular shell was also found to be loose, probably as a result of the femoral

component levering on the shell during reduction attempts. The sleeve was found

to be well �xed and the original stem/neck unit was re-impacted into the sleeve. The

authors concluded that the dissociation of the stem from the sleeve was most likely

caused by e�orts at reducing the dislocation, where the direction and magnitude of

the resultant force exceeded the locking strength of the modular interface.

Fabi et al [143] reported the case of a patient with recurrent dislocation after primary

THA with an S-ROM modular prosthesis (Depuy, Warsaw, Ind). The 66-year-old

female patient fell from a patio deck 1.5 feet high approx. 2 months after surgery.

One week later the patient sustained a dislocation after sitting down in a chair and

underwent successful closed reduction. A few days later the patient experienced a

second dislocation in the same manner. The decision was made to perform a revision

THA, using a larger femoral head. However, intraoperatively it was found that the

femoral stem was retroverted and slightly loose. The metaphyseal sleeve was well

�xed and a new femoral stem of the same dimensions was reinserted, making sure

the stem was securely locked into the sleeve. This dissociation was thought to be a

result of the patient's initial fall. Forces on the implant during the fall are thought

to have exceeded the locking strength of the sleeve-stem modular connection. It was

also thought to be possible that the femoral stem may have been undersized resulting

in poor distal �t. The fall may also have created a torque on the stem-sleeve taper,

increasing the risk of dissociation.

Summary

It is generally accepted that the reason for the low rate of modular taper dissociation

is because the component of the hip joint contact force acting parallel to the taper

axis is compressive, rather than distractive [5, 144], with the exception of �uid

suction that may occur during the swing phase of hard-on-hard bearings [145].
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Furthermore, dynamic hip forces active to disassemble taper components are unlikely

to exceed the taper strength following taper impaction using a �rm hammer blow

[142, 146].

However, there are some infrequent patient activities and situations where the axial

load component may become tensile and act to either separate or lever apart the

taper components. The reasons for failure given in these case reports include

unsuccessful closed reduction attempts following dislocation [27, 136, 138], trauma

[25, 143], postoperative rehabilitation physiotherapy exercises [144], impingement

resulting from ectopic bone formations or excessive rotations [26, 140, 141],

compression of air trapped within the taper [142], large o�set heads and long necks

[28, 140], short trunnion length [25], fretting and corrosion [25, 28], excessive taper

wear, patient weight [25], low neck angles (i.e. 127 degrees) [28], and low taper

strength resulting from either inadequate assembly force [28], contamination of taper

surface during assembly [28, 142], or touch-down wear bearing during recovery [140].

The cases of dissociation related to o�set heads, long necks and low neck angles

in dual-modular implants require further discussion. At lower neck angles, the

component of the hip joint contact force acting along the taper axis is decreased,

whereas the load component perpendicular to the taper axis, which loads the taper

in bending, is increased. The bending load (but not the axial load component) is

also proportional to the lever arm, so o�set heads and long necks will increase the

bending load further. Therefore, low neck angles in combination with o�set heads

and long necks will increase the ratio of bending load to axial load on the taper.

Given that axial load is compressive, it can be considered to stabilise the taper.

In contrast, bending loads act to open up the taper and may have a destabilising

e�ect on the taper joint. Therefore, an increase in this ratio may have an overall

destabilising e�ect.

Cases of large o�set heads, long necks, short trunnion length, excessive taper wear,

patient obesity, low neck angles, and low taper strength also rate a special mention

because all these factors have also been documented as contributing to taper failures

resulting from reactions to metallic wear debris and fatigue fractures.

Notably, the most common recommendation made by the authors to prevent taper
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dissociation was an e�ective taper assembly, with suggestions of cleaning the taper

surfaces prior to assembly and �rm impaction to fully seat the taper components.

Given the low incidence of taper dissociation, it is generally considered that the

potential complications associated with dissociation in modular implants do not

outweigh the bene�ts of modularity [136].
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2.3 Fretting

The three main metal alloys used in orthopaedics, namely titanium alloys,

cobalt-chrome alloys and stainless steels, are chosen because of their excellent

mechanical properties and high biocompatibility [147]. The biocompatibility of these

materials is due to the stable oxide �lm that forms spontaneously on the surface in

air. This passive �lm acts as a barrier, protecting the underlying metal alloy from

the corrosive environment within the body.

Fretting, de�ned as surface damage caused by low-amplitude oscillatory sliding

between two contacting surfaces, can damage this layer. This results in the release of

metal wear debris or metal ions, which can provoke an adverse host-tissue response

that often requires revision surgery, and removes the protection provided by this

layer, thereby exposing the active metal to corrosive bodily �uids. This can lead

to several forms of corrosion including crevice corrosion, pitting and galling, all

of which act to degrade the mechanical properties of the metal and comprise the

longevity of the device. Fretting can also lead to the initiation of surface cracks

that are propagated under cyclic bending (tensile) loads, resulting in component

fracture. A number of studies have shown that the fretting fatigue strength of

metallic biomaterials is reduced by 1/2-1/3 of the plain fatigue strength (without

contact) [67, 148�155]. Fretting failure failures can occur in the absence of corrosion,

although a corrosive liquid environment has been shown to accelerate such failures.

For these reasons, fretting is considered to be the beginning of a long chain of e�ects

with possible negative clinical outcomes [30].

Fretting Regimes and Surface Damage Modes

To help understand the roles of the many factors involved in fretting, simpli�ed

experimental methods that use a fretting jig are often used, where fretting pads

are fretted against a fretting specimen. Examples of fretting jigs as shown in

Figures 2.11 and 2.15. These tests allow the e�ects of a number of fretting related

factors to be studied in an independent manner, such as normal force (contact

pressure), tangential force, displacement amplitude, frequency, material coupling

etc. A number of di�erent con�gurations are used, named for the shape of the
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fretting pads and specimen i.e. �at-on-�at, cylinder-on-�at (also referred to as

cylinder-on-plane), spherical-on-�at, crossed cylinders etc. These simple geometric

shapes are used due to the availability of corresponding analytical contact solutions

(i.e. Hertzian contact) [34, 156], which provide information relating to both the

surface and sub-surface stresses for these con�gurations. The dimensions and

materials of the fretting pads (i.e. diameter of a cylindrical pad) are chosen together

with other experimental conditions (i.e. normal force and displacement values) to

represent the in-service conditions of the particular application where fretting is to

be investigated [157].
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Q, Tangential force,
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Figure 2.11: Cylinder-on-�at experimental fretting setup showing normal force P,
tangential force Q and cyclic bulk stress σaxial (Source: Lee et al [29])

In more recent years, these experimental methods have been supplemented with

numerical modelling of the experimental jig, which are mainly Finite Element (FE)

based [29, 33, 34, 68, 151, 153, 154, 156, 158�181]. Such numerical methods can be

used to perform contact analyses between parts of complex geometries for which no

analytical solutions are available. The resulting contact solution and subsurface

stresses are often then used to calculate fatigue parameters to evaluate fatigue

damage and predict the fretting fatigue life of the components.

Using an experimental fretting jig with a cross-cylinder con�guration, Vingsbo and

Söderberg [31] showed that the conditions at the contact interface between two

fretted components could be classi�ed into three regimes of fretting and that the

mode of surface damage was di�erent for each regime. This was done by plotting
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Figure 2.12: Fretting regimes can be distinguished by plots of tangential force versus
displacement and analysis of the contact interface. The curves show
a closed, elliptic and parallelogram cycle for the stick, partial slip and
gross slip regimes, respectively. The dominant mode of surface damage
for each fretting regime is described (Source: Scha� [30])

experimental measurements of tangential force against displacement over a complete

fretting cycle. These three regimes, �rst described by Mindlin in 1949 [182], are

commonly referred to as:

1. the stick (or elastic) regime,

2. the partial slip (or mixed stick and slip) regime, and

3. the gross slip fretting regime.

Plots of tangential force against displacement for each of these fretting regimes are

shown in Figure 2.12. For the sticking regime, the curve is closed indicating that

the surface response is elastic. In contrast, the curve for the partial slip regime

is elliptical, and for the gross slip regime is shaped like a parallelogram [30, 183].

Using post-test metallographic examination, the authors showed that in each of these

fretting regimes a di�erent mode of surface damage occurred. The examinations

revealed that crack formation and propagation is the dominant form of surface

damage in the partial slip regime (see Figure 2.15), whereas wear and release of
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debris dominates the gross slip fretting regime. In contrast, very little damage

is associated with the stick regime. Similar results were found by Zhou et al [150].

Other researchers have shown that the area enclosed by the force-displacement curve

represents the friction energy dissipated in the contact area during a single fretting

cycle, which is proportional to the wear damage [157, 184].
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Figure 2.13: A fretting map showing the three fretting regimes corresponding to
particular conditions of displacement amplitude and normal force. Key:
RS = Reciprocating sliding (Source: Vingsbo and Söderberg [31])

These �ndings show that prediction of the type of surface damage that will occur in

a particular application requires knowledge of the fretting regime. As a result, the

authors introduced the concept of "fretting maps" as a tool to help determine the

fretting regime (and therefore the type of surface damage) resulting from a given

set of experimental conditions. A fretting map is a diagram showing the relevant

regimes in two variables, with lines representing the boundaries between each of the

fretting regimes. An example of a fretting map of normal force versus displacement

amplitude is shown in Figure 2.13. This chart shows that high normal force and low

displacement amplitudes are associated with the stick regime, whereas low pressure

and high displacements are associated with gross slip.

Taking this concept one step further, the authors combined the data from a number
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of fretting experiments available in the literature and presented the result in a

number of schematic illustrations showing the variation of wear volume and fatigue

life with changes to displacement amplitude and normal force. These plots are

recreated in Figure 2.14. These plots are useful in visualising the dominant mode

of surface damage in each of the fretting regimes, and also in showing the e�ect of

both displacement amplitude and normal force on these damage modes. Firstly, with

respect to fatigue life, the left most plot shows that (for a given normal force), there is

a certain value of micromotion at which the fatigue life will be a minimum. Either an

increase or decrease of micromotion from this critical value will result in an increase

in the fatigue life. This increase in fatigue life following a decrease in micromotion

is a result of a decrease in the contact shear stress [171]. The increase in fatigue

life as the micromotion is increased into the gross slip regime shows that higher

amplitudes are bene�cial in reducing the risk of component fracture, by wearing

away any embryo cracks before they have a chance to grow [149, 158]. The right

most plot shows that the same is true for normal force (or contact pressure) i.e. for a

given displacement amplitude, there is a particular normal force at which fatigue life

is a minimum. Secondly, with respect to wear volume, these plots show that wear

is reduced at low displacement amplitudes and high normal loads corresponding

to the stick regime, and increased at high displacement amplitude and low normal

loads corresponding to contact conditions within the gross slip regime. These plots

suggest a means of reducing fretting and improving clinical outcome of modular

orthopaedic implants.

There are only a handful of classical fretting studies that use experimental fretting

jig to investigate fretting damage speci�c to the �eld of orthopaedics available in

the literature [157, 183, 185]. In the most recent of these, Baxmann et al [157]

performed a number of fretting tests using a sphere-on-plane fretting con�guration

to characterise the fretting damage to titanium alloy (Ti-6Al-4V) under loads and

contact conditions similar to those observed in the neck-stem interface of a dual

modular hip prosthesis. Relative displacements in the range 10 to 50µm were

applied, based on experimental measurements of micromotion at the neck-stem

modular junction [2, 186] and from measurements of repetitive parallel wear scars

from SEM images of neck-stem junctions following fatigue testing [187]. Contact
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Figure 2.14: Schematic illustrations showing variation of fretting wear and fretting
fatigue life (left) with displacement amplitude and (right) with applied
normal force for a constant displacement amplitude. This graph
summarises data from a number of di�erent sources for various
steel materials and fretting geometries (including cylinder-on-cylinder,
cylinder-on-�at, sphere-on-�at, and �at-on-�at). Key: S = Stick, PS
= Partial slip, GS = Gross slip, RS = Reciprocating sliding (Source:
Vingsbo and Söderberg [31])

pressures were estimated from a �nite element model of a stem and neck adapter

under a range of physiological loads reported in the literature. The loads used were

in the range 2.3 kN to 5.34 kN, which resulted in contact pressures in the range of

398 MPa to 857 MPa.

At di�erent combinations of contact pressure and displacement, all three fretting

modes (stick, mixed stick-slip and gross slip) were observed by measurement of

the tangential force and displacement and characterisation of the resulting surface

damage using SEM and metallographic analysis. At constant load, a transition from

stick, to mixed stick-slip and then to gross slip was evident as the micromotion

was increased. Furthermore, the gross slip regime was found to occur at high

micromotions and low normal loads i.e. at normal load / micromotion combinations

of 25 N / 25µm, 25 N / 50µm and 50 N / 50µm. Fretting wear was the predominant

form of surface damage under these conditions. An increase in normal load or
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a decrease in micromotion resulted in a transition to the mixed stick-slip regime

where surface cracking was observed i.e. at 50 N / 25µm and 100 N / 50µm. A

further increase in normal load or decrease in micromotion caused a transition to

the stick regime, characterised by low surface damage.

Monitoring of the free corrosion potential between the fretting pads and specimen,

which was used to evaluate the repassivation of the surface oxide layer due to

abrasion from cyclic loading, showed that contact conditions corresponding to the

sticking fretting regime did not damage the protective oxide surface layer. However

this layer was somewhat abraded in the partial slip regime, and signi�cantly damaged

in the gross slip regime.

From these results, the authors concluded that the stick fretting regime is most

suitable for modular couplings, thereby decreasing the risk of fretting fatigue and

minimising the production of wear debris. To achieve this, designers should aim

for high contact pressures and low micromotions in the design of modular tapers.

Values of contact pressures from 630 to 860 MPa and maximum micromotion values

of between 20 and 50µm were suggested.

Fretting Modelling With / Without Material Removal Due to Wear

There have been a number of numerical studies that recreate experimental fretting

tests or simulate fretting in more complex geometry representative of real world

applications [178, 188�191]. These studies often use a fatigue damage parameter,

calculated from the results of the numerical analyses, to make predictions of fatigue

life, location of crack initiation and crack orientation. The Ruiz parameter, Dang

Van parameter, Findley parameter, Shear Stress Range (SSR) parameter (and

variations of), Smith-Watson-Topper (SWT) parameter and the Fatemi-Socie (FS)

parameter are all examples of such parameters [29, 33, 70, 170, 189, 192�197].

However, numerical approaches that have not included material removal due to wear

have only shown limited success, being unable to reproduce several key experimental

observations. For example, the increase in fatigue life at higher displacement

amplitudes (as described by Vingsbo and Söderberg and shown in Figure 2.15)

has not been captured in any fretting fatigue analysis that has not modelled wear.
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Furthermore, in studies without wear the location of crack initiation is always located

at the boundary of the contact area, although has been found experimentally to also

occur within the contact zone at the stick-slip boundary.

Ding et al [158] was the �rst to investigate the e�ects of displacement amplitude

on fretting using a numerical based fretting analysis that included material removal

due to wear, which has proven to be a critical step in the understanding of the

importance of slip amplitude on fretting behaviour. Through the inclusion of wear,

the authors were able to reproduce the dominant forms of surface damage associated

with each of the fretting regimes, as well as several experimental observations that

other numerical methods had so far failed to do. This included prediction of the crack

initiation location at sites other than at the edges of contact, i.e. at the boundaries

of the stick-slip zone, capturing the slight increase of contact width under partial

slip conditions, capturing the higher rate of wear and increased fretting fatigue life

associated with gross slip conditions.
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Figure 2.15: Schematic of a spherical-on-�at fretting con�guration (left) and
specimen surface (right) showing stick and slip regions and surface
cracks initiated close to the stick-slip boundary (Source: Cadario et
al [32])

The wear algorithm used by Ding et al, which had been validated under conditions

of gross slip in an earlier study by McColl [156], removed material based on

Archard's equation of abrasive wear together with tensile and shear based critical

plane parameters based on the sub-surface stresses and strains to perform the crack

initiation location predictions. Fretting simulations were performed for nitrided

CrMoV high strength steel over 18,000 cycles using a cylinder-on-�at fretting
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con�guration with a constant load of 1200 N and two di�erent slip amplitudes, 2.5 µm

and 10µm, corresponding to the partial slip and gross slip fretting regimes.

Using this method, the authors were able to simulate the evolution of the contact

geometry with increasing number of cycles, which led to changes in both the surface

contact variables and the sub-surface stresses. Under partial slip conditions, a stick

zone was observed in the centre of the contact zone, with slip zones at the edges of the

contact similar to that shown in Figure 2.15. Slight wear in the slip zones resulted

in the formation of sharp peaks of contact pressure at the stick-slip boundaries,

a larger area of the slip zone in tension and a dramatic three-fold increase in the

sub-surface shear stress. Under gross slip conditions, fretting wear was signi�cant

which led to a �ve-fold increase in the contact width, a decrease in the contact

pressure to 15% of its initial value, and decreases in both the sub-surface tensile

and shear stresses. Although no fatigue calculations were performed, the authors

discussed changes in the sub-surface stresses in terms of changes of two critical plane

parameters, the tensile based SWT parameter and the shear based FS parameter,

and the consequences of these changes on the life of the fretting specimen. The

values of these critical plane parameters were much higher under partial slip and

lower under gross slip compared to the unworn values, indicating an increased and

decreased risk of fretting fatigue in the partial and gross slip regimes, respectively.

These parameters were also related to the location of crack initiation. Under partial

slip conditions, the values of the SWT and FS parameters moved from the contact

edge to the boundary between the stick and slip zones, which has been observed

experimentally. This showed that fretting, although a surface-degradation process,

also has signi�cant in�uence on the near-surface stresses, which in turn a�ects the

initiation of fretting fatigue cracks.

Madge et al [34, 171] validated the work of Ding et al [158] using experimental

results published by Jin et al for fretting of Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloy using a

cylinder-on-�at con�guration [33] and for rounded-edge-punch-on-�at con�guration

[198]. In addition, the wear methodology was extended further to include crack

propagation (rather than just initiation) to better calculate the in-service life of a

component [172, 173].
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In the �rst validation study [34], an adaptive meshing framework was implemented

using ABAQUS user subroutine UMESHMOTION. Predictions of fatigue life were

made using an FE-based SWT critical plane parameter based on the evolved

sub-surface stresses together with a linear damage accumulation model. In addition

to applying a range of cyclic displacements of 0.63µm - 8.7 µm to the contact pads, a

cyclic fatigue (tensile) load with a maximum stress value of 550 MPa and stress ratio

of R = 0.03 was also applied to the fretting fatigue specimen in order to simulate

more realistic loading. A constant normal load equivalent to a Hertzian pressure of

302 MPa was applied for all cases.
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Figure 2.16: FE based prediction of fretting fatigue life as a function of slip
amplitude (left) neglecting the e�ects of material removal due to
fretting wear and (right) inclusive of wear together with experimental
results of Jin and Mall [33] showing the increase in fatigue life with
gross slip contact conditions (Source: Madge et al [34]). Key: PS =
partial slip, GS = gross slip.

To demonstrate the e�ects of wear, the authors performed analyses both with and

without material removal due to wear. These results are presented in Figure 2.16.

The results of the no-wear analyses showed that the fatigue life can be predicted

reasonably well for slip amplitudes within the partial slip regime. However, the
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location of maximum damage was always predicted at the contact edge, which is not

always the case, and the increase in fatigue life under gross slip conditions was not

captured. In fact, the no-wear results predicted the fatigue life to decrease with slip

amplitude up to the transition from partial slip to gross slip conditions. Beyond this

point, fatigue life remained at this minimum life value and was independent of slip

amplitude. The results from the analyses with wear showed that the crack initiation

location may occur either at the contact edge or at the stick-slip boundaries, and

also showed a signi�cant increase in fatigue life with increasing slip amplitude under

gross slip conditions. The crack locations were consistent with the previous �ndings

by Ding et al [158], with the exact location suggested to be based on competition

between the rate of fatigue damage accumulation and wear-induced evolution of

contact and sub-surface stresses. The orientation of the critical parameter maximum

damage plane corresponded well to the crack orientation, much more so than the

no-wear results. Lastly, the fatigue life results compared well with the experimental

results from Jin et al [33] over the full range of slip amplitudes, covering both partial

and gross slip contact conditions.

These close predictions were attributed to the redistribution of the contact pressure

resulting from contact evolution due to wear. Under low (partial) slip contact

conditions, the e�ect of shear traction is low and the fatigue life is high. However,

as the applied displacement is increased, the shear traction increases and reaches a

maximum at the transition from partial slip to gross slip contact conditions, which

corresponds to the minimum fatigue life. This minimum life was attributed to a

discontinuity between wear in the slip region and no wear in the stick region, which

generates a geometric and loading discontinuity leading to a stress concentration at

the stick-slip boundary. Increasing the applied displacement further, increased the

e�ects of wear and lead to an increase in fatigue life. Damaged material was removed,

contact pressure peaks were reduced, the contact area increased in size, and the

fatigue damage was spread out over a larger area. This was considered to corroborate

the hypothesis that gross sliding in fretting fatigue can remove nucleating fatigue

damage before crack propagation can occur.

In the second validation study [171], Madge et al investigated the e�ect of slip

amplitudes in the range of 20 to 100µm and a normal force of 1334 N, which
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produced initial contact pressures of about 650 MPa at the trailing edge of contact.

A higher coe�cient of friction (COF) was also used i.e. µ = 1.05 vs. 0.8. The

�ndings of this study were in agreement with the previous study, and understanding

was improved further. The authors again found that there was a range of applied

displacement values close to the transition from partial slip to gross slip conditions

that corresponded to a minimum fatigue life.

An interesting part of this study was the investigation of the e�ects of variation in the

wear coe�cient for slip amplitude within the partial slip regime. The results of this

part identi�ed a critical value of the wear coe�cient that maximised the fatigue life.

The rate of wear corresponding to this critical value resulted in a balance between

the fatigue damage accumulation and contact stress evolution, which shared the

fatigue damage between the two possible locations of crack initiation, the contact

edge and the stick-slip boundary, rather than concentrating the fatigue damage at

either one of these locations. Under the load conditions examined, this optimal value

resulted in a �ve-fold increase in fatigue life compared to the no-wear condition for

a slip amplitude of 40µm. This suggests that the fatigue life of a component under

fretting conditions may be maximised by spreading out the surface damage over the

contact surface.

Fretting Wear, Fretting Fatigue and Fretting Corrosion

There are three forms of fretting modes commonly described in the literature:

fretting wear, fretting fatigue, and fretting corrosion. Fretting wear typically refers

to surface damage in the form of material loss due to wear, corresponding to the

gross slip fretting regime. Fretting fatigue refers to loading conditions and surface

damage related to cracking and fatigue, which is the dominant form of damage in the

partial slip fretting regime. Lastly, fretting corrosion refers to the combined e�ects

of mechanical surface abrasion due to micromotion and corrosion resulting from

exposure to the corrosive environment within the human body. Due to a number

of factors such as taper geometry, manufacturing tolerances, surface irregularities

and micromotion from applied loading, all tapers are considered susceptible to

penetration of �uid and corrosion [12, 23, 199�204]. Given the extreme loading of

the neck-stem taper junctions, fretting wear, fatigue and corrosion are all considered
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particularly pertinent for dual-modular implants.

Several forms of corrosion at the taper interface between modular components have

been reported including pitting corrosion, crevice corrosion and galvanic corrosion.

These can occur at locations where the protective oxide layer is damaged, such

as surface defects. Taper corrosion also commonly occurs due to damage to the

protective oxide layer caused by fretting, known as Mechanically Assisted Crevice

Corrosion (MACC), which was �rst described by Gilbert et al [199]. Gilbert et

al hypothesised that �uid was able to penetrate the narrow crevices within the

taper space between the modular components. Large interfacial shear stresses due

to loading resulting from patient activities caused fracture of the surface oxide

layer. This exposes the fresh unpassivated metal to the initial rich aqueous crevice

�uid, which quickly oxidises. This repassivation process consumes oxygen, reducing

the concentration of free oxygen and increasing the concentration free metal ions,

which attracts chloride ions to form metal-chlorides, and then reacts with water to

form metal hydroxide and hydrochloric acid. In this way, continual abrasion and

repassivation of the oxide layer results in a hydrochloric acid solution with a very

low pH within the crevice. This environment can accelerate the corrosion process,

and degrade the materials mechanical properties through hydrogen embrittlement

[23, 205], decreasing the material ductility, tensile strength and fatigue strength of

the metal biomaterials [15, 76].
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2.4 Preclinical Testing

Before a medical device can be marketed for use, it must be submitted to the medical

device regulator for approval. As part of the approval process, biomechanical testing

is carried out and data submitted to demonstrate both the safety and e�cacy of the

device. This is essential to ensure they will be safe after implantation [206]. It is

critical that these test standards are developed in a clinically applicable way [207]

and that the standards remain clinically relevant. This requires that they must be

updated regularly, and new methods developed, to re�ect gains in clinical knowledge,

the evolution of implant design and changing patient factors [119, 122, 206�209].

2.4.1 Review of Test Standards for Hip Prostheses

For hip implants, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has developed

a guidance document that outlines the preferred methodology to achieve this,

titled �Guidance for Industry and FDA sta� � Non-clinical Information for Femoral

Stem Prostheses� [210]. This guidance document was issued in 2007 and refers

to number of biomechanical tests developed by both the American Society for

Testing and Materials International (ASTM) and the International Organization

for Standardization (ISO). Several test types are recommended for hip implants,

including the evaluation of endurance strength (fatigue life) of both the implant

stem and neck. The stem fatigue test simulates loading of the femoral stem with a

well �xed distal stem, but with no proximal support. This is achieved by embedding

the stem in bone cement such that the level of the bone cement is 80mm below the

centre of the femoral head. In the neck fatigue test, the stem is embedded up to the

neck to represent a clinically well �xed stem. In both tests, the worst component or

construct should be tested to produce the worst case scenario.

Stem fatigue test methods listed by the guidance document include ASTM F1612-95

(2005) [211], ASTM F1440-92 (2002) [212], and ISO 7206-4:2002 [213]. Endurance

limit criteria for these test methods is listed as either that from ISO 7206-8:1995

[214] or ASTM F2068-03 [215] Clause 6.1.1.

The stem fatigue test requires that the test samples should withstand cyclic loading

at a frequency of 30 Hz (or less) with a minimum load of 300 N and a maximum
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load of 2.3 kN for 5 million cycles in accordance with ISO7206-8 when using ISO

7206-4 or ASTM F1612, or cyclic loading at a frequency of 30 Hz (or less) with a

minimum load of 300 N and a maximum load of 3.3 kN if tested as described in

ASTM F1440. For the former test case, stems are oriented in 10° valgus and 9°

�exion corresponding to the heel-strike position of the gait cycle such that the load

has bending, axial and torsional components. In the latter, the stem is oriented in

valgus only, and therefore has no torsional component.

Standards listed in the guidance document for neck fatigue tests include ISO

7206-6:1992 [216] and ASTM F2068-03 Clause 6.1.3. If tested in accordance with

ISO 7206-6:1992 and meeting the endurance requirements of ASTM F2068-03, the

samples should withstand cyclic loading at a frequency of 30 Hz (or less) with a

minimum load of 534 N and a maximum load of 5.34 kN for 10 million cycles. Again,

stems are oriented to represent heel-strike.

In recent years, several of these standards, including ASTM F1612, ASTM F1440

and ISO 7206-8, have been withdrawn and others have been revised. For example,

ISO 7206-4 was revised in 2010 and ISO 7206-6 was revised in 2013. The revised

standards ISO 7206-4:2010 [217] and ISO 7206-6:2013 [218] now incorporate both

test methods and endurance limit criteria, rather than simply referring to ISO 7206-8

or ASTM F2068, respectively. Another signi�cant change was that these latest

revisions were modi�ed to be applicable to both non-modular (monoblock implants,

including those with modular head-neck connections) and modular implants, having

previously been only applicable to monoblock implants. Di�erent recommendations

are provided for monoblock and modular implants, including those for the test

environment and the load frequency. For example, while monoblock implants are

to be testing in dry air at room temperature, modular implants are to be testing

in a �uid test medium at body temperature. Furthermore, the frequency of the

cyclic load may be between 1 � 30 Hz for monoblock implants, and 5 Hz or less for

modular implants. Despite these substantial changes to the test standards, the FDA

guidance document has not been updated.

Overview of Current Test Standards

To summarise the requirements of the current ISO 7206 test standards, the stem
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fatigue test is outlined in ISO 7206-4:2010 and the neck fatigue test is outlined in ISO

7206-6:2013. In the former standard, stems are oriented in 10° valgus and 9° �exion

and embedded such that the level of the bone cement is nominally 80mm below the

centre of the head. The test requires that at least 6 test samples should withstand

cyclic loading with a maximum load of 2.3 kN for 5 million cycles. Similarly, in

the neck fatigue test stems are orientated the same as above, but the embedding

medium extends up to the resection level. This test requires that 6 test specimens

should remain undamaged following cyclic loading with a maximum load of 5.34 kN

for 10 million cycles. In both test methods, if the implant is modular, then the

tests should be performed in a �uid test medium at body temperature with a load

frequency of between 1 � 5 Hz.

For modular implants, the FDA guidance document recommends that modular

connection, fretting and corrosion testing also be performed. Another guidance

document, titled �Testing Non-Articulating, `Mechanically Locked', Modular

Implant Components� [219], is provided for this purpose. This document

recommends data is collected relating to strength, assembly and disassembly forces,

device rigidity (that may lead to stress shielding in the bone), stress analysis, fatigue

properties, cyclic wear, degradation and corrosion and biocompatibility. To aid in

this process, ASTM has developed a number of voluntary standards (e.g. that are

not listed in the FDA guidance documents) that have been developed speci�cally

for modular implants. For example, test standards ASTM F1814-97a (2009) [220],

ASTM F1875-98 (2014) [221], ASTM F2009-00 (2011) [222], and ASTM F2580-13

[223] are the latest revisions of four such standards.

The �rst of these standards, ASTM F1814-97a, is a guide to direct the reader to

some of the most common areas of concern for modular hip and knee implants.

It provides a checklist of possible junctions to evaluate with appropriate topics to

consider for each test. It does not recommend any particular test standards. For

example, for femoral hip system with a neck extension, assembly and disassembly,

fatigue disassembly post fatigue, e�ects of sterilisation, corrosion and fretting should

be considered.

The second of these standards, ASTM F1875-98, outlines two testing methods
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for evaluating both the long- and short- term susceptibility of head-neck taper

connections to fretting, wear and corrosion. The purpose of the long-term test

is to evaluate the quantity and chemical composition of the corrosion products and

particulate debris, which could stimulate adverse biological reactions and lead to

accelerated wear at the articulation surfaces. This involves cyclic loading of the

implant (or coupon) similar to ASTM F1440 (peak load of 3.3 kN) for a minimum

of 10 million cycles at a frequency of 5 Hz in a proteinaceous solution to simulate

the corrosive in vivo environment. To evaluate the severity of fretting wear and

corrosion, the mass of the wear debris is measured and chemically analysed and

the taper surfaces are inspected for wear and corrosion using optical and scanning

electron microscopy. The short-term test uses electrochemical methods to measure

the corrosion potential and fretting current to compare design changes in taper

junctions. This test speci�es cyclic loading with a minimum of 40 N, a maximum of

2040 N and a loading frequency of 1 Hz.

ASTM F2009-00 is used to evaluate the locking strength of head-neck taper

connections by evaluating the force required to disassembly the taper connection.

This is to ensure that the head-neck taper will not disassociate in vivo. It provides

two alternative methods for assembly of the taper connection, depending on which

one best suits the taper application. These are (1) a constant rate assembly method

and (2) a drop weight assembly method. The �rst of these uses a (quasi-) static load

of 2 kN applied at a constant rate of loading to assemble the taper. In the latter

method, the components are assembled using an impact load, achieved by dropping

a 0.907 kg weight from a height of 10 inches (25.4 cm) above the implant. A force

is then applied to disassemble the components; the peak force measured during this

process is the reportable disassembly force.

The last of these standards, ASTM F2580-13, was introduced in 2007. This test

standard is speci�cally for the fatigue testing of proximally �xed modular femoral

implants i.e. such as the S-ROM hip prosthesis (Depuy Synthes) which features

sleeve-stem modularity. This standard describes the use of a custom �xture to hold

the implant, which is embedded in bone cement at the level of the proximal body

(i.e. sleeve) only and features a reaction bolt to counter act the loading on the

femoral head. The �xture can be adjusted to position the implant in the heel-strike
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position relative to the applied load. The modular components of the stem body

are assembled as speci�ed by the surgical technique for the device. The head is

assembled onto the stem using 3 blows from a rubber mallet. Fatigue tests should

be run at a frequency of 10 Hz or less for 10 million cycles. No minimum or maximum

loads are speci�ed.

Alternative Test Methods

Prior to 2010, before ISO 7206-4 was revised to include modular implants, there

were no test standards applicable to the fatigue testing of bi-modular hip prostheses,

with dual neck-stem and head-neck modularity. Consequently, some manufacturers

developed their own in-house test methods to meet this need, often by modi�cation

of the ASTM / ISO test standards. For example, Zimmer has published a white

paper on the development of a bi-modular hip prosthesis [9]. In fatigue testing of

the neck, a modi�ed methodology was used that included increasing the peak load

to be several times larger than that speci�ed by ASTM / ISO. The load used by

Zimmer in the modi�ed test methodology was approx. 7.6 kN, compared to the

loads of 2.3 kN and 5.34 kN speci�ed (at that time) by ISO 7206-4:2002 and ASTM

2086-03, respectively. Zimmer stated that the use of this higher load provided a

much more �stringent� test than the ASTM / ISO standards. A test method that

also used high loads in the absence of an applicable test standard (prior to the

introduction of ASTM F2580) was in a study by Krygier et al [224]. In this study,

Krygier performed fatigue testing of the sleeve-stem modular junction of the S-ROM

modular hip stem using cyclic loads of between 5x and 9x body weight (BW). Based

on a body mass of 73 kg, this equated to loads ranging from about 3.6 kN to 6.45 kN.

Summary

In this review of test standards for hip prostheses, one can see that test standards

have evolved over the past two decades to remain clinically relevant, as evident by the

number of revisions, withdrawals and development of new test standards. In terms of

test standards for modular implants, this evolution has been slow, with fatigue tests

directly applicable for modular implants with stem-stem modularity only introduced

in 2007, and more generally in 2010 with the revision of ISO 7206-4, despite the
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introduction of modular implants in the 1980s. The standards now recognise that

modular implants behave di�erently to their monoblock counterparts, identifying the

need for lower load frequencies in fatigue tests and �uid test medium to simulate

the corrosive in-vivo environment. Frequency values of 1, 5 and 10 Hz have been

recommended for modular implants by the various standards. A number of loads

values are speci�ed, ranging from 2.3 kN up to 5.34 kN, with some manufacturers

using even higher loads.

2.4.2 Are the Current Test Standards Fit for Purpose?

In response to the growing number of concerns related to adverse biological reactions

to wear debris and a number of recent reports of clinical fatigue failures of modular

implants, several authors have questioned whether the current ASTM and ISO

standards are �t for purpose [19, 23, 119, 122, 157, 206, 208, 209, 225�227] e.g. are

the current preclinical test methods able to predict, and thereby prevent, clinical

failures of modular implants?

Bolland et al [227] noted that the preclinical testing undertaken on large head MoM

hip replacements clearly did not identify the risk of excessive wear at the modular

head-neck taper junction, as evident by the unacceptable high revision rates of these

devices, and suggested that this failure be used as an opportunity for the orthopaedic

manufacturing industry to develop more "appropriate" test methods.

In a case report of fractures of a dual-modular hip prosthesis, Skendzel et al [119]

questioned the adequacy of current test standards, given that these implants failed

despite having met the requirements of ISO 7206, and noted the lack of availability

of biomechanical studies for modular neck and stem con�gurations.

Multiple fractures in the stem-sleeve junction of the Acumatch M-series

titanium-alloy Ti-6Al-4V modular implant reported by Paliwal et al [23], despite

simulation studies showing that the surface treatments had completely eliminated

fretting fatigue failures in the taper junction of this device [72], prompted the authors

to suggest that the test standards do not re�ect the in vivo conditions.

Bergmann et al [226] evaluated if the current ISO standards actually simulate
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physiological loads by measuring the in vivo hip joint contact force using

telemeterised hip endoprostheses in 4 patients together with the activity records

from 31 patients. Peak walking loads in patients with body weights of 750 N and

1000 N were found to be 1.8 kN and 3.9 kN, respectively. Similarly, peak forces for

going up stairs were 1.9 kN and 4.2 kN, respectively. Ten million loading cycles were

found to simulate an implantation time of 3.9 years in active patients, which is

equivalent to 2.56 million cycles per year. Stumbling loads up to 11 kN were also

recorded. This data suggests that the ISO standards underestimate the real implant

loads conditions for heavyweight and very active subjects by up to 105%.

In the reporting and analysis of a late fatigue failure of a monoblock femoral stem,

Nganbe et al [208] noted that the test duration of 10 million cycles speci�ed by

ASTM 2068-03 may be inadequate. They argued that since actual average patient

activity has been estimated to be 1.9 million cycles annually and the fact that some

patients have higher levels of activity or higher body mass index (BMI) than average,

then the current standards of implant longevity testing may be exceeded after just

5 short years.

Viceconti et al [187] noted that current test standards were not suitable for the

testing of dual-modular femoral stems, and presented a modi�ed test methodology

that was more appropriate based on the knowledge at that time. Approximately

18 years after this test standard was developed for hip implants with neck-stem

modularity, there are no ISO / ASTM standards currently available speci�cally for

fatigue testing of these devices. However, a number of details from the methodology

proposed by Viceconti appear to have been adopted in the 2010 and 2013 revisions

of 7206-4 and 7206-6.

In response to a large number of reports related to failures of modular implants

due to tribocorrosion-associated ALTRs, Esposito et al [228] suggested that

improvements in preclinical testing protocols are needed, including a clinically

relevant in vitro tribocorrosion test.
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2.4.2.1 Issues Related to Modular Implants

Why are the preclinical tests not always able to predict clinical performance of

a device? There are many reasons why this may be, many of which a�ect both

monoblock and modular implant designs i.e. suggestions are that the loads are too

low, particularly for larger sized implants that are used in heavier patients, and that

the number of cycles are inadequate compared to actual patient activities, which is

not considered long enough for the prediction of clinically relevant failures. However,

there are a number of factors that only a�ect the test results of modular devices,

not monoblock devices. Therefore, tests that are suitable for monoblock devices

may not be suitable for modular implants, and may lead to incorrect conclusions of

fatigue life and wear volumes.

These factors are related to accelerated test methods that are often used to reduce

the duration of experimental tests to within acceptable time durations. This may

be achieved by increasing the load magnitude, load frequency, or displacement

amplitude used in the tests above the load conditions experienced in vivo. Although

this may be appropriate for monoblock devices, a number of authors have cautioned

against using such methods for testing of modular implants where fretting is a

possible damage mode, because the results of these accelerated tests cannot easily

be extrapolated to smaller amplitudes or lower frequencies [30, 185].

The reason for this is that a change in any or all of these factors can result in a

change in the fretting regime, which will result in a change in the dominant mode

of surface damage. For example, a change from partial slip to gross slip conditions

will result in a shift of the surface damage from crack formation and propagation

to wear damage. The consequence of such a shift occurring in a preclinical fatigue

test is that the amount of wear debris generated will increase, but the risk of fatigue

failure will decrease. This may show the implant fatigue strength of the implant

to be more favourable than if tested using more realistic (i.e. non-accelerated) test

conditions. The consequence of this is that the tested implant may pass the fatigue

test under the accelerated test conditions, but fail (as a result excessive wear or

fracture) prematurely in a clinical setting when physiological loads are applied.

Several of the factors a�ecting fretting regime have already been discussed with
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reference to fretting maps in Section 2.3 Fretting. For example, Vingsbo and

Söderberg [31] and Baxmann et al [157] both showed that the fretting regime is

dependent on both the applied displacement and the normal load. That is, a

transition in the fretting regime from gross slip to partial slip was observed by

either increasing the contact pressure or decreasing the micromotion. Other factors

that a�ect fretting regime and resulting surface damage include tangential force,

loading frequency, test environment (air, or liquid test medium), and temperature.

A number of experimental fretting studies have been carried out to evaluate the

e�ect of these factors on fretting. However, tests are conducted for a variety of

di�erent metals, often with di�erent behaviours such that the results are not always

applicable to the main three metal alloys used in orthopaedics.

E�ects of Amplitude and Normal Force

Bryggman et al [229] investigated the e�ects of displacement amplitude, normal

force, frequency and number of cycles on contact conditions and surface degredation

in fretting of pure niobium. A linear increase in the wear scar (wear volume was

not measured) was found as the amplitude of the displacement was increased. An

increase in normal force resulted in a shift in the transitional displacement between

the fretting regimes, such that an increase in normal force may result in a shift in

contact conditions from the gross slip to mixed stick-slip or from mixed stick-slip to

stick contact conditions.

E�ects of Frequency

In testing of a dual-modular hip stem, Viceconti et al [187] noted the importance of

load frequency when fretting is involved on the repassivation of the protective oxide

surface layer. Based on data that shows the passivation of Titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V

to occur within 60 ms in Hanks solution at 37 ◦C, the authors argued that a maximum

load frequency of 15 Hz could be used without interfering with the repassivation

process. However, following the depletion of oxygen within the taper geometry after

continual abrasion and repassivation of the oxide layer, the passivation rate could

be decreased further. Goldberg and Gilbert [62] reported repassivation times of

Ti-6Al-4V in the order of 6 ms (corresponding to a time constant of 1.5 ms and
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noting that 99% of the �nal value is reached at duration equal to 4 time constants)

in a scratch test in air. This suggests that oxidation rate is highly dependent on the

amount of oxygen available in the environment for repassivation to occur. Goldberg

and Gilbert also found that the time constant of passivated CoCrMo was almost half

that of Ti-6Al-4V, demonstrating that the surface oxide layer for CoCrMo reforms

at double the rate of Ti-6Al-4V.

In a study of fretting corrosion in head-neck taper junctions, Goldberg [230] used

a loading rate of 3 Hz, equal to the upper range of physiological loading during

normal gait, often reported as between 1 Hz - 3 Hz. The authors noted that higher

frequencies, up to 25 Hz, may interfere with oxygen transport within the crevice of

the taper interface and a�ect repassivation, or prevent movement of �uid in and out

of the taper crevice and therefore may not be representative of in vivo conditions.

The fretting wear has been shown to be dependent on frequency. Schaa� et al [185]

showed a decrease in wear rate with increasing frequency over the range of 1 - 8 Hz

in for a medical grade titanium alloy (Ti-6Al-4V) fretted against cobalt chrome

alloy (Co-28Cr-6Mo). Feng et al [231] also showed that wear rate decreased with

increasing frequency up to about 30 Hz for mild steel in air; however, this e�ect was

not observed when experiments were conducted in nitrogen. The authors attributed

the frequency e�ect on wear to the chemical factor of oxidation rate e.g. the higher

the frequency, the less time for oxidation to occur.

Frequency can lead to changes in the properties of the components as a result of

increased temperatures due to frictional heat dissipation. At increased temperatures

the fretting fatigue strength of titanium alloys [232, 233] has been shown to decrease,

although others have reported no change in fretting or plain fatigue strengths at

temperatures up to 260 ◦C [154]. The extent of temperature changes due to friction

at the interface is not known. Lykins et al [234] estimated the local temperature

rise at the fretting pad tips to be less than 10 ◦C at a frequency of 200 Hz in air,

although this may be higher in the con�nes of the taper crevice. In some nickel

alloys the presence of a glaze oxide layer has been observed at high temperatures,

which has shown to reduce wear and increase fatigue life. This has been found to

form in titanium alloys as well, however the e�ects on wear and fatigue life were
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not observed [235]. At the highest loading frequency used by Bryggman et al [229],

extreme frictional heating resulted in complete welding of the surfaces in the stick

region.

Changes to the material properties, such as ductility, sti�ness and yield stress,

may also occur due to higher strain rates at increased frequencies [229]. The

fretting regime strongly depends on material ductility, which will a�ect the damage

behaviour [236].

E�ect of the Test Medium

Duisabeau et al [183] performed fretting experiments using a cylinder-on-�at

con�guration in air and liquid corresponding to conditions with a modular head-neck

connection within a head made from stainless steel and the neck made from

titanium alloy (Ti-6Al-4V). The liquid environment was found to modify the contact

conditions from the gross slip fretting regime to the partial slip regime, as shown by

plots of tangential force versus displacement. This transition resulted in lower wear

volumes and was found to occur sooner at higher normal loads.

Jauch et al [237] questioned if the current ASTM and ISO standards re�ect the

clinical requirements of modular designs appropriately, with a focus on the �uid test

medium. The authors performed fatigue testing of the Ti-6Al-4V Metha modular

short stem prosthesis (Aesculap AG, Tuttlingen, Germany) in both Ringer's solution

and bovine calf serum. The fatigue life of the implants tested in the serum was

signi�cantly decreased compared to that obtained with the Ringer's solution. These

results indicate that the proteins in the serum has an in�uence on the tribological

and corrosion properties of the modular interface, as previously suggested by Yan

et al [238]. Sodium chloride solutions, such as Ringer's solution, recommended

by test standards may result in interfacial micromotions that are not the most

clinically relevant and therefore may not be the most appropriate �uids to simulate

the corrosive biological environment in preclinical fatigue tests.

Tests run at high frequencies to decrease the simulation time within a liquid bath

also reduce the exposure time of the metal components to the corrosive environment,

which may reduce the e�ects due to corrosion [30].
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Accelerated Test Methods and Testing of Modular Implants

Since many of the ISO / ASTM test standards were developed for monoblock devices,

where no di�erentiation was initially made between monoblock and modular devices,

it should be expected that testing of modular devices using these standards may

not have been appropriate and may have ultimately resulted in clinical failures.

However, in the most recent ISO standards, monoblock and modular hip stems

have been identi�ed as di�erent device types, and separate test methodologies are

provided. The main di�erences in these test methods includes the use of a liquid

bath and lower loading frequency for modular hip implants. The maximum loading

frequency speci�ed is 5 Hz, which is still several times faster than the physiological

loading rate of walking.

Despite di�erences in the test environment and load frequency, the same loading is

applied in fatigue tests of both monoblock and modular devices. As already noted,

loads of 2.3 kN and 5.34 kN are speci�ed in ISO standards ISO 7206-4:2010 and

ISO 7206-6:2013, with no intermediate loads within this range. Furthermore, it

was noted that some manufactures have adopted "more stringent" loads of around

6.5 kN [224] and 7.6 kN [9]. In the context of the accelerated test method discussion

and numerous experimental fretting test results, it is not known whether these high

loads can actually be considered "more stringent".

For example, in a study by Nganbe et al [57] of the Profemur Z device with CoCr

neck and Ti stem, very large load values of 15, 13 and 8.5 kN were used during

fatigue testing. These values corresponded to 90%, 75% and 50% of the ultimate

compressive strength of the neck determined in an earlier test. The authors noted a

change in failure mode to one that had not been observed clinically as the load was

reduced towards the physiological range of 2.6 - 4.4 kN. Consequently, the authors

questioned the clinical relevance of the test results and planned future fatigue testing

to investigate the e�ects of compressive loads below 6.5 kN.

The e�ects of using increasingly high magnitude fatigue loads on the fretting

regimes in taper junctions of modular implants is unknown. Although simpli�ed

fretting tests show that transitions from one fretting regime to another occur as the

load is increased, such tests are typically performed at constant values of applied
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displacement. Therefore, changes in the fretting regimes may or may not occur

in taper junctions, where an increase in loading will likely cause changes in both

the contact pressure and micromotion. Although some studies have attempted

to measure the micromotion at modular junctions of a dual-modular hip stem

[1, 2, 186, 237, 239], only the relative motion between the taper components at the

mouth of the taper were actually measured. These motions do not necessarily re�ect

micromotions at all locations over the taper interface, and provide no information

on the corresponding fretting regime. This would require local measurements of the

tangential force versus relative slip, which is di�cult if not impossible. To complicate

this further, it is likely that more than one fretting regime is present at di�erent

locations over the taper interface.

A successful fatigue study by Grupp et al [2] indicates that loads in the order of

3.8 - 5.3 kN may be appropriate for testing of dual-modular implants, together with

some other modi�cations of the standard test methods. In this study the authors

performed fatigue testing of the Metha dual-modular femoral stem using a 3.8 kN

load to better represent the patient group which had an average weight of 102.3 kg,

in addition to fatigue tests with 2.3 kN and 5.34 kN loads, respectively. Furthermore,

to represent a patient's daily activities more realistically, a load frequency of 1 Hz

was used together with 1.5 minute periods of rest between stress phases consisting

of 1000 load cycles for a maximum of 10 million cycles. Failure was predicted after 3

million cycles for contaminated neck adapters, although the load had to be increased

up to 5.3 kN for provoke a similar failure mode of necks with clean interfaces. In

comparison, clinical failures were reported to occur at an average of 24 months.
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2.5 Taper Assembly and Taper Strength

Taper assembly is considered by many to be a critical factor in the reduction of

fretting, corrosion and wear of the taper interface in modular implants [240, 241].

Increased taper assembly loads have been shown to increase the ability of the taper

to resist destabilising axial and torsional loads, and increase the load at which

fretting is initiated [242], suggesting that taper loads should be increased as much as

possible. However, there are others that have suggested that intraoperative assembly

by impaction with a hammer is not necessary and should be avoided to prevent the

likelihood of taper / bearing surface damage and bony fractures [144].

Taper assembly has been shown to be in�uenced by a number of design and surgical

factors, and the resulting taper strength to be both variable and unpredictable in

nature. For surgeons interesting in optimising taper strength, the few guidelines

available often provide very vague and mostly subjective instructions [241]. As

taper design and manufacturing is not standardised in orthopaedics, di�culties in

identi�cation of suitable replacement components with adequate locking strength

when original components are no longer available have been reported [74]. The

questionable suitability of using an axial distraction force to evaluate taper strength

of taper subjected to cyclic bending loads, and inconsistencies between assembly

methods used in preclinical testing and intraoperative assembly may help to explain

why preclinical test standards have not been able to predict a number of taper

related clinical failures.

2.5.1 Characterisation of Taper Connection Strength

As outlined in Section 2.4 Preclinical Testing, ASTM F2009 is a voluntary test

standard for evaluation of the locking strength for head-neck taper connections. The

test methodology involves taper assembly followed by application of an axial force

to disassemble the taper. Assembly can be performed using either the constant rate

assembly method or the drop weight assembly method. The latter method better

represents surgical impaction, and the former method is often used in biomechanical

testing. The taper strength is evaluated at only a single assembly load or drop height.
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There have been a number of studies that have used a similar methodology to

ASTM F2009 to evaluate taper strength, investigate factors that can compromise

the taper connection, and investigate di�erent assembly methods to achieve optimal

�xation [50, 51, 137, 139, 144, 240, 241, 243]. Factors that have been investigated

include e�ects of taper geometry, assembly load, number of hits, wet and dry

assembly, taper contamination, di�erent assembly methods, o�-axis impaction,

material combinations and more.

The results of these studies have shown that:

� Disassembly force is linearly proportional to assembly force [50, 137, 139, 243].

Therefore, increasing the assembly force leads to an increase in taper strength.

� The ratio of disassembly force to assembly force varies between tapers

from di�erent manufacturers and with di�erent taper component material

combinations [50]. The closer the value of the ratio to unity, the higher the

disassembly force will be for a given assembly load. This indicates that some

tapers will better resist distraction than others.

Taper distraction forces were shown to vary more than two-fold among the

designs for similar impaction forces. Some tapers performed poorly at low

impaction force, but well at higher impaction forces, while others may have

the opposite behaviour [51].

A ratio of 0.7 for Ti components was reported by Duda et al [243], values

of 0.75 for Ti and 0.95 for CoCr by Blevins et al [137], and values of 0.44

for CoCr-CoCr, 0.58 for Ti-CoCr and 0.64 for Ti-Ceramic were reported by

Rehmer et al [241].

� Contamination of the taper surfaces (with water, oil, blood, bone chips or

bone cement), can compromise the taper connection, often to the extent

that the taper can be easily disassembled by hand [137, 240]. However,

contamination has also been reported to increase taper strength [50] or cause

no change at all [137]. Furthermore, the taper strength of tapers that were

initially contaminated but wiped clean before assembly were greater than

tapers assembled under dry conditions [240]. Therefore, contamination of
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tapers is sometimes considered unpredictable, rather than simply detrimental.

To ensure that adequate �xation is achieved, many authors have recommended

that the taper surfaces be wiped clean prior to assembly [240].

� When multiple impactions of the same force are applied, the �rst hammer blow

results in the largest percentage of �nal taper strength, with each subsequent

hit having less and less e�ect [50, 137, 139]. Pennock et al [50] reported that

the �rst impact accounted for 90% of the overall strength, the second impact

for 10%, and even less for each additional impact.

� When multiple hits of varying magnitude are applied, the resulting taper

strength corresponds to the hit of greatest magnitude [50, 241]. Multiple

impactions (5 vs 1) with a metal tipped hammer were also shown to have a

destabilising e�ect [241].

� Poor support of the taper base during impaction can result in a signi�cant

reduction in taper strength [137].

Many of these studies use a simulated surgical impaction to estimate the impaction

forces that are delivered to the taper when assembled intraoperatively [50, 139, 144,

240]. This often involves the striking of a measurement device that is likely to

have very di�erent mechanical properties (mass, sti�ness, damping) to a modular

femoral stem �xed within the femoral canal, and therefore also a di�erent response

to the impact (impulse, impact force, impact energy). For example, in the study by

Lavernia et al [240], impaction forces were measured while 8 surgeons and residents

simulated impaction by hitting a transducer with an impactor and mallet. In the

study by Heiney et al [139], two groups of di�erent levels of experience stuck pressure

sensitive Fuji �lm (presumably resting on a table or bench) with an impactor. In

the study by Pallini et al [144], a simulated surgical impaction was performed by 3

surgeons and involved hitting the force plate of a material testing machine with a

400 g hammer.

Furthermore, none of the drop weight towers or lever arms used to apply impaction

loads were as described in ASTM F2009. Variations in the the mass of the drop
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weights between each of these test con�gurations may lead to di�erences in impulse,

peak/average impact force and impact energy.

2.5.2 Bene�ts of Increased Assembly Force

Poor taper assembly is consistently considered a factor in modular implant failures

related to taper dissociation, fretting, corrosion, and wear. Several studies have

shown the bene�ts of increasing the assembly force, including decreases in interfacial

micromotion and increases in junction stability and the load required to initiate

fretting [39, 224, 242, 244, 245].

Krygier et al [224] performed in vitro fatigue tests to characterise endurance

limit, stability, and the potential for wear debris generation in the S-ROM modular

hip system. In a series of out-of-plane tests, two di�erent stem-sleeve protocols were

used; a low assembly force method that consisted of 3 moderate taps, and a high

assembly method consisting of several hard mallet blows to securely seat the taper.

Of the 4 specimens assembled with the low assembly force, rotation of the stem

within the sleeve was observed in 3 of these. This rotation was as high as 24° and

occurred within the �rst 5,000 load cycles. Of the 5 specimens assembled using the

high impact load method, no detectable rotation was evident, showing that higher

assembly forces increase the taper strength and resistance to applied cyclic loads.

Gilbert et al [39] studied the fretting corrosion in the femoral head-neck taper

of actual femoral stems to evaluate the e�ects of di�erent material combinations,

di�erent femoral head o�sets and di�erent assembly methods under cyclic load

conditions. The fretting corrosion was measured by monitoring of the corrosion

currents and open circuit potential during a series of short term and long term

tests. Onset loads, the cyclic load at which fretting corrosion begins, were measured

for taper components assembled using a quasi-static load of 2 kN under both wet

and dry conditions. The onset loads were all well below cyclic load levels for total

joints in vivo. However, a dry assembly was shown to increase the load required to

initiate fretting.

Mroczowski et al [242] showed that the load to initiate fretting was dependent on

the assembly conditions by measuring the onset load for head-neck tapers assembled
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using both manual assembly by hand and an impact load in the range 6.7− 8.0 kN.

A cyclic load, which increased in stages up to a maximum of 5.34 kN, was applied.

For the hand assembled tapers, fretting �rst occurred at low loads of between

200− 500 N, although this did decrease after a few hundred load cycles. For the

impacted tapers, fretting did not begin until the applied cyclic load reached 2500 N.

This indicates that higher assembly loads help to reduce fretting corrosion in taper

junctions.

Lieberman et al [245] examined the mating surfaces of the head bore and neck

cone of 48 retrieved implants of 3 di�erent designs for evidence of corrosion. In

addition, the quality of the taper lock was evaluated by measuring the pull-o� force

required to remove femoral heads from the neck of the 27 implants that were able

to be retrieved with the femoral head-neck taper still intact. The 3 di�erent design

groups consisted of 26 Omni�t implants (Osteonics, Allendale, New Jersey), 10

Zimmer implants (8 Harris Galante and 2 Bias implants; Zimmer, Warsaw, Indiana)

and 12 Triad implants (Johnson and Johnson, New Brunswick, New Jersey). The

�rst group consisted of a cobalt alloy head and a cobalt alloy stem, whereas the

latter two groups both contained a cobalt alloy head and a titanium alloy stem.

Notably, the head and stems for all implants in the Triad group were coupled in

the factory via a shrink �t and the junction was sealed with silicone. Although the

shrink �t is not achieved by normal taper assembly, it can still be considered a form

of interference �t with the same intent as taper impaction.

The average duration of implantation for each of the groups was 20 (1-39), 34

(13-59) and 54 (38-78) months. Both the Omni�t and Triad groups showed no

evidence of corrosion; however, of the 10 implants in the Zimmer group, 2 implants

showed evidence of fretting and 1 showed evidence of pitting indicative of crevice

corrosion. From these results, speci�cally comparison of the Zimmer and Triad

groups, the authors deduced that corrosion of dissimilar metals is not inevitable,

and therefore must not only be an electrochemical problem, but a mechanical one.

Despite the Triad group having the longest implantation duration, not only was

there no evidence of corrosion, but the machining marks were still completely intact.

This was attributed to the factory applied shrink �t and silicone seal, which were

thought to reduce micromotion, preventing fretting, and prevent the in�ux of �uid
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into the taper, preventing crevice corrosion. The pull-o� force was also highest for

the Triad implant group, with an average pull-o� force of 6859 ± 3535 N, compared

to the pull-o� forces of 3003 ± 623 N and 4453 ± 570 N for the Omni�t and Zimmer

groups, respectively.

2.5.3 Variability of Impaction Assembly

ASTM F2009 acknowledges that when modular heads are installed in surgery using

manual impaction loads, there can be large variations in the applied force and

resulting taper strength due to individual strength, impact rate, hammer mass,

o�-axis loading, soft-tissue damping etc.

The study by Pennock et al [50] investigated the e�ect of �uid contamination on

the disassembly strength of Morse-type tapers in 4 commercially available modular

femoral hip components, referred to as Prostheses A - D. Fluid contamination

at the taper interface had unpredictable e�ects on taper strength. Exposure to

either water or bovine serum changed the mechanical strength of the prosthesis

by >50%, but often in opposite directions. Prosthesis A experienced a signi�cant

decrease in strength (and could often be disassembled by hand), whereas prosthesis

D experienced a signi�cant increase. Prostheses B and C could not be predicted.

Mostly they increased in strength, but not always. The authors could not explain

why some taper designs seemed to perform better when wet and why others had

almost no interlock at all. It was suspected that this behaviour was related to the

underlying di�erences in taper design.

2.5.4 Recommended Methods / Guidelines for Taper

Assembly

There are a number of recommendations regarding the assembly of modular

components published in the literature or as part of surgical instructions provided

by manufactures of modular devices.

For example, several recommendations from the literature include:
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� Pennock et al [50] recommended that multiple impactions should be delivered,

directed along the axis of the taper and noting that the mechanical strength

will be related to the strongest blow. To ensure predicable behaviour, the

taper surfaces should be cleaned and dried prior to assembly.

� Abdullah [41, 43] recommended an assembly load of 6 kN or higher, as high

assembly loads reduce the magnitude of stress and micromotion �uctuations

during ambulation, resulting in lower fretting and fretting fatigue damage and

hence an improved service life.

� Rehmer et al [241] suggested that an assembly force of at least 4 kN should

be applied, which can be achieved by a single �rm impaction with a metal

hammer on a metal impactor with a hard plastic tip. If multiple impacts are

used, then consecutive hammer blows should be applied with increasing force

to improve taper strength.

� Heiney et al [139] recommended at least 2 �rm, axially aligned blows. They

also stated that they believe there is no added advantage to giving a blow

that is beyond the normal, average, �rm impaction technique described by

the manufacturers. The rationale behind this is that dissociations in vivo

are rare and application of excessively high magnitude blows may result in

intraoperative complications such as femoral fractures.

� Rajpura et al [116] recommended that the trunnion should be clean and dry,

the head twisted on in-line with the long axis and impacted with a single

aligned blow of 4 - 6 kN.

Several of these recommendations specify loads, whereas others specify the number

of hammer hits together with the force of the hit. While the �rst recommendation

type provides a magnitude of the required force, loads are not measured in

surgery, making these values di�cult to translate to surgical practice. The second

recommendation type gives a surgical technique that the surgeon can understand

and follow, although is subjective and provides no certainty that the assembly load

required to achieve proper seating, between 4 - 6 kN, was actually achieved.
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A

B C

Figure 2.17: Surgical technique for assembly of the (A) neck-stem and (B) head-neck
tapers of the dual-modular Profemur R femoral stem [35], and (C)
leg constraint during impaction to maximise level of impact force
transferred to the taper connection [36].

Furthermore, extracts from the surgical instructions of several di�erent

manufacturers include:

� Wright Medical Profemur total hip system [36]: Modular neck is inserted into

the femoral stem pocket. Position the leg such that the knee is supported

by an assistant on the opposite side of the table (to counter-force the mallet

blows, to ensure the impaction load transfers to the neck junction). A�x the

femoral head to the neck. Using the head impactor instrument, strike the

impactor with three very �rm blows with a two pound mallet to securely �x

the head to the neck and stem.

� Zimmer M/L taper hip prosthesis with Kinectiv Technology [246]: Place the

selected Kinectiv neck implant into the taper ... Do not impact the Kinectiv

Neck implant into the taper ... Place the selected femoral head on the

[head-neck] taper and secure it �rmly by twisting. Secure both tapers by

striking the femoral head once with the head impactor. Test the security of

the head and neck �xation by trying to remove the head by hand.

� Smith & Nephew Short Modular Femoral (SMF) hip system [247]: Place the

appropriate femoral neck implant into the stem pocket ... Assemble the chosen

head on the neck. Impact with multiple �rm mallet blows and check that the

construct is stable.
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All surgical techniques note that the tapers should be clean and dry prior to assembly

as debris in the taper could prevent proper seating.

Another common factor is that manual disassembly be attempted to ensure that

the taper has been assembled adequately. However, a number of studies have shown

that manual insertion / distraction loads are in the range 27 - 75 N [144]. Therefore,

since recommended disassembly forces are in the order of a few thousand Newtons

of force, checking of the taper strength using manual distraction will only be useful

in situations where assembly has been ine�ective.

Another recommendation worth noting includes the support of the patients leg to

ensure that the force is transferred to the taper of the Profemur modular taper, and

the instruction by Zimmer to use a single hammer blow to simultaneously secure

both the head-neck and neck-stem taper junctions. The former recommendation,

which is in line with the results presented by Blevins et al [137] regarding support

of the taper during impaction, appears to be an attempt to reduce the variability of

the resulting taper strength associated with impaction assembly. However, the e�ect

of simultaneously seating two tapers as described in the latter recommendation has

not been reported in the literature, and may compromise the interlocking strength

of one or both of the tapers.

2.5.5 Alternative Methods of Taper Assembly

To reduce the variability of taper assembly when impaction is used, some

manufacturers have implemented alternative methods to assemble the components

of modular femoral stems.

The Apex Global Modular Hip (Global Orthopaedic Technology) [91, 248] may be

assembled in situ or using the 'back table' method of assembly, in which the modular

neck is pressed in the stem using a tool referred to a stem assembly compressor and

then implanted similar to a monoblock implant would be. This tool comprises

an assembly rod, clamp and load transducer that applies more than 1600 pounds

(5856 N) of compressive force to ensure the taper is fully seated. Impaction via the

'slap hammer' assembly method is available in the event that seating is not fully

achieved. After assembly of the taper, a locking bolt is then inserted to reinforce
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this connection. Fatigue tests up to 48.5 million cycles have been performed for this

device without failure of the modular junction [91, 248].

2.5.6 Are Axial Distraction Tests Suitable for Testing Taper

Strength of All Modular Junctions?

Although axial distraction is typically used to determine the connection strength of

a modular taper, it is not representative of the loading on all modular junctions,

nor does it represent all possible failure modes of the taper. For example, head-neck

tapers with a 0-mm o�set head have been observed to exhibit a piston-like motion,

indicating a high level of axial loading on the taper. For such tapers junctions,

axial distraction can be considered appropriate. However, head-neck tapers with

positive o�set heads, neck-stem junctions of dual-modular hip stems, and femoral

stems with stem-sleeve modularity exhibit rocking motion [39, 241, 249] as a result

of bending due to the eccentric load. In such cases, axial distraction may not be the

most appropriate method of testing initial or long term taper strength.

In the study by Rehmer et al [241] in which distraction was performed by both

axial and rotational loads in testing of a head-neck taper connection, the authors

considered rotational overload about the taper axis a more probable failure mode

than axial distraction. Calculations of turn-o� moments were made for each of

the material combinations with both 1 and 5 impactions, which were compared to

measurements of joint moments made by others. The authors found that to resist

a joint moment of 11.5 N m (corresponding to a 50 mm diameter metal-on-metal

resurfacing bearing in water), a minimum assembly force of approx. 4 kN would

be needed in the case of the CoCr-CoCr head-neck material combination with 5

hammer blows.

Duda et al [243] performed mechanical testing to characterise the locking strength

of Morse taper locks in segmental bone defect replacement prostheses. Taper lock

cones and sleeves were fabricated from Ti-6Al-4V. The minor diameter and taper

length were comparable to a Morse taper used at the head-neck connection, although

a smaller taper angle of 2° was used. Unlike taper strength tests speci�ed by ASTM

F2009, the authors in this study investigated the distraction strength both before
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and after application of 2 million cycles of either axial compression or cantilever

bending combined with axial compression. Distraction was performed using either

an axial load or a torsional load.

For the initial distraction tests with no cyclic loading, tapers were assembled with

forces ranging from 500 N up to 3500 N in steps of 600 N followed by distraction. The

relationship between assembly force and distraction using axial force and torsional

load were found to be linear, with a disassembly force to assembly force ratio

of 0.7. The cyclic distraction tests with 2 million cycles of axial load oscillating

between 1500 and 3100 N actually resulted in a decrease in the distraction strength

compared to the initial tests, dropping from 2205 N to 2034 N, although this was

not signi�cantly di�erent. The distraction tests with a constant 800 N axial load

and cyclic bending moment of 67 N m resulted in a signi�cant increase in distraction

load from 556 N to 1573 N after 2 million cycles. This indicates that bending loads

may actually strengthen the taper lock, although this is in contrast to results for a

much lower number of cycles by Chao et al [243] that showed only a 10% di�erence

in distraction force under similar loading conditions.

Jauch et al [1] measured the micromotion of the neck relative to the stem at

the mouth of the stem socket of a dual modular hip implant. This allowed

estimations of displacements associated with primary and secondary seating of the

taper, corresponding to assembly and additional displacement during early cyclic

loading. Assembly was performed using a 2 kN quasi-static load. Cyclic loading at

a frequency of 1 Hz for 10,000 cycles was then carried out, with peak loads of 2.3,

4.3, 4.8 and 5.3 kN. Signi�cant secondary seating of the taper components (several

times the primary seating displacement) occurred within the �rst 20-30 load cycles.

This indicates that cyclic loading may strengthen the taper connection, however

disassembly forces following secondary were not measured to con�rm this.

2.5.7 Is impaction Really Necessary?

Despite the evidence proving the importance of assembly force, other studies have

suggested that taper impaction (hammer blows) is not necessary. For example,

Pallini et al [144] investigated whether hammer blows were necessary to assemble
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the neck-stem taper in a dual-modular hip prosthesis, given possible risk of damage

to the head-neck taper surface and bearing surfaces and increased risk of bony

fracture. Six di�erent methods of assembly were investigated and compared based

on the resulting taper strength. The most important of these included manual

insertion, manual insertion followed by 100 simulated gait cycles, manual insertion

followed by 3 hammer blows, and lastly manual insertion followed by 3 hammer blows

plus simulated gait. Small and large sizes of the AncaFit modular implant (Wright

Medical Technology, Arglington, TN, USA) were used. The test methodology

was based on ASTM F2009-00, although the impactor consisted of a dead weight

connected to a lever-arm. The impaction force delivered by this impactor was about

1311 N, based on simulated surgical impaction. The simulated gait cycles applied

an axial force only, with a peak load of 250% BW; this equated to a load of approx.

2250 N for an 84.9 kg patient used to test the large size implants.

The key �nding was that there was no signi�cant di�erent between the case with

manual insertion followed by simulated gait and the case with manual insertion

followed by 3 hammer blows plus simulated gait. This showed that after 100

load cycles, the e�ect of the 3 hammer blows was completely overshadowed by the

simulated gait. On this basis, the authors suggested that impaction of the neck-stem

taper is unnecessary, with the caveat that patients restrain from physiotherapy

exercises that may act to separate the neck-stem coupling until after the patient

starts partial load bearing on the operated limb.

Although Pallini et al did not state that taper assembly itself is not important, the

suggestion has been interpreted by some members of the orthopaedic community

to mean that a high strength interlock will be achieved regardless of how the taper

is initially assembled, or that postoperative loading will act to further enhance the

locking strength even if impaction was used [5, 9, 13, 26]. For a number of reasons,

caution is recommended in regards to this suggestion. First of all, this suggestion

was made with the aim at reducing rates of taper dissociation and bony fractures

only. No consideration was given to the more common failure modes of modular

implants related to micromotion, �uid penetration into the taper space, fretting,

corrosion, and wear. Furthermore, the average impaction force of 1311 N can be

considered to be at the lower end of the range of impaction loads reported in the
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literature, and certainly less than the 2.3 kN load used in preclinical fatigue testing

of femoral stems. Based on the results presented by Pennock et al [50], showing that

if multiple impactions of varying force are applied then the strongest blow delivered

largely determines the pull-o� force, it should be expected that the taper strength

resulting from application of an impaction load followed by a much larger cyclic

axial load will have a higher correlation to the cyclic load. Unfortunately, impaction

loads larger than the magnitude of the cyclic load, which may have contradicted

this �nding, were not investigated.

The results of Nganbe et al [57, 128], whom performed fatigue testing of the

Profemur Z femoral stem and evaluated the evolution of the distraction force over

time, were in contrast to those of Pallini et al. In the �rst of these studies [57]

the neck and stem components were both titanium, which were assembled by hand,

submerged in bovine calf serum and assembled further using a 2 kN quasi-static

load, after which cyclic loading with a peak load of 2.3 kN at a frequency of 10 Hz

was applied. The distraction forces were low immediately after assembly, with a

value (n=1) of 0.35 kN. The mean distraction force continued to increase with the

number of cycles, reaching and maintaining a peak value of approx. 2.5 kN at around

100,000. However, there was signi�cant variability in these raw distraction values;

values (n=3) of 0.245 kN, 1.8 kN and 5.7 kN were measured at 100,000 cycles. The

values (n=3) at 1 million cycles also showed large variability, reported to be 0.3 kN,

1 kN and 3.8 kN. Large variability was also observed in the results of a second

study with a CoCr neck and Ti stem [128], with values of 2.98 kN and 0.12 kN

reported at 10,000 cycles and 1.26 kN and 0.33 kN at 100,000 cycles. The variation

in the distraction force was attributed to the variations in neck-stem taper clearance,

although their unpredictable nature implies that wet assembly may have also been

a contributing factor.

2.5.8 Taper Assembly in Preclinical Tests Vs. Intraoperative

Assembly

Instructions on how to assemble modular tapers when performing preclinical tests

are either not provided, as in the case of fatigue tests ISO 7206-4:2010 and ISO
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7206-6:2013, or otherwise refer to the methodology of ASTM F2009. For example,

ASTM F1875-98 (2014) states that "the modular components shall be assembled dry.

Apply a single static load to 2000 N, as per head pull o� test." Separate instructions

are given for the head-neck taper junction i.e. "The head-taper components shall

be assembled in accordance with Practice F 1440, or using standard intraoperative

surgical protocol for assembly of modular hip devices." Given that the majority of

modular components are assembled using impaction, the speci�cation of a 2 kN

quasi-static load in the test standards appears to be an inconsistency between

preclinical test methods and clinical practice. Di�erences between preclinical

test procedures and clinical practice may reduce the ability of preclinical tests in

predicting clinical relevant performance and failure modes.

Current best practices suggest that the taper be kept or wiped clean prior to

assembly. However, in preclinical tests tapers are often assembled wet to investigate

the e�ects of fretting and corrosion, which appears to be done with the idea that the

contamination will compromise the taper connection. Based on the unpredictable

nature of wet assembly on di�erent taper designs, this may actually increase the

taper strength, reducing the interfacial micromotion and fretting damage. In such

cases, an evaluation of the taper strength under both wet and dry conditions could

be used to indicate whether the taper connection was compromised or not, although

results are likely to be unpredictable.
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2.6 Numerical Studies of Taper Junctions

There are relatively few numerical studies of taper junctions published within the

last 20 years related to modular implants in orthopaedics [4, 13, 40, 41, 43, 111, 145,

201, 204, 249�256]. Many of these studies are reviewed here, followed by a discussion

on the successes, failures and limitations of these studies related to current issues in

implant modularity.

2.6.1 Review of Orthopaedic Related Taper Studies

Shareef and Levine [40] performed a numerical study of a Morse taper using

FE analysis to evaluate changes in the micromotion at the taper interface resulting

from variation of the (positive) angular mismatch from 0 to 1 angular minute. An

initial displacement of 1.27 mm was applied to the female component to lock the

taper components together, resulting in an e�ective load of 7.76 kN, simulating the

hammer impaction performed by the surgeon. This displacement was based on an

impact force of 6.86 kN which was measured experimentally in a simulated surgery

on a cadaver where a force transducer was �tted to the mallet. A sinusoidal load

curve was applied to the end of the female component, while the base of the male

component was �xed. The force had a peak magnitude of 6.67 kN and a load ratio

of R = 0.1. The force was directed 15 degrees medial-laterally and 10 degrees

anterior-posteriorly. Both components were manufactured from Ti-6Al-4V and the

COF was µ = 0.55.

The results for the 0 degree angular mismatch case showed that the peak

micromotions on each of the four paths around the taper ranged from 8.4 µm up

to 32.9 µm. Increasing the angular mismatch typically resulted in an increase in the

micromotion, although this was less than 2 µm in all cases.

Subsequent analysis by the same authors investigated the e�ect of varying the

wall thickness of the female between 1.8 mm and 2.82 mm, which showed that

micromotion increased as the wall thickness was decreased [251].

Chu et al [250] performed a 3-D FE study of a modular segmental bone

replacement prosthesis used for the reconstruction of large bony defects following
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tumour resection in the upper and lower extremities. Similar to modular connections

in THA, this prosthesis featured a Morse taper lock and loading of the tapered

connection was a combination of axial compression and bending loads. Similar

materials were also used, with both components of the prosthesis fabricated from

either cast CoCrMo alloy (CoCr) or wrought Ti-6Al-4V alloy (Ti).

The aim of the study was to investigate a number of issues relevant to taper

connections. This included high stresses in the modular taper junction, which could

lead to fatigue failure under repetitive loading or produce gap formation and wear

due to micromotion. Bending-induced gap formation between the cone and sleeve

was thought to lead to an in�ow of biological �uids, and thus accelerate corrosion,

and wear debris to result in aseptic loosening of the implant due to particle induced

osteolysis. With these issues in mind, the study evaluated the stress distribution and

interfacial micromotion within the taper lock joint subjected to physiological axial

and bending loads. Four di�erent cone-sleeve material combinations were studied,

including Ti-Ti, Ti-CoCr, CoCr-Ti and CoCr-CoCr. Loading corresponding to axial

and bending loads applied to the mid femur during gait for a body weight of 800 N;

this consisted of a compressive axial load of 2400 N and a point load at the end of

the cone that produced a bending moment of 120 N m at the cone-sleeve junction.

The results showed that bending was the main cause of local high stresses and

interface separation within the taper joint. All cases showed gap formation,

the magnitude of which depended on the cone-sleeve material combination. The

maximum gap distance was 51µm for the Ti-Ti combination, and the lowest was

28µm for the CoCr-CoCr combination. The area of taper surface that was opened

was again greatest for the Ti-Ti combination and lowest for the CoCr-CoCr material

combination, with values of 89 mm2 and 37 mm2, respectively, over the entire taper

joint surface of 732 mm2. Noting that the elastic modulus of CoCr was almost double

that of Ti (220 GPa vs. 110 GPa), this showed that the gap distance decreased as the

material sti�ness was increased. This indicated that the CoCr-CoCr combination

is more likely to result in lower corrosion than the Ti-Ti. In terms of stress,

the von Mises stress in the Ti-Ti combination was very similar to that in the

CoCr-CoCr combination; however, the much higher yield stress of Ti compared

to CoCr (795 MPa vs. 450 MPa) indicated that the Ti-Ti combination would be
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more resistant to fatigue failures than the CoCr-CoCr combination. Unfortunately

only the von Mises stress was used (which does not di�erentiate between regions of

tension and compression) and neither contact stresses nor tangential micromotion

values were reported. It was also suggested that increasing the taper angle from the

2° used would help reduce the e�ects of bending.

Abdullah [41, 43] studied the e�ect of manufacturing tolerances, assembly

load and magnitude of functional load on the micromotion at the interface of the

neck-stem taper junction of a dual-modular hip prosthesis. The motivation behind

this study was to identify which design, surgical and functional variables that result

in a reduction in the relative motion at the taper interface and stress �uctuations

in the components; as fretting wear is thought to be related to micromotion and

fretting fatigue related to stress �uctuations, reductions in micromotion and stress

�uctuations should result in an increased longevity of the implant. The model

used in this study was a custom built simpli�ed version of the PCA No 5 implant

(Howmedica), a commercially available dual-modular hip prosthesis. The neck-stem

taper was an 11/13 sized cylindrical taper with a taper angle of 6° and a length of

approximately 20 mm.

Changes in micromotion and stresses due to a number of variables were studied.

Design variables included COF values (0.15, 0.2 and 0.5), neck-stem material

combinations (Ti-Ti and CoCrMo-Ti), taper angular mismatch values (-1, 0, and +1

angular minutes) and thickness of the stem (15 and 17 mm, such that the taper wall

thickness was 1 and 2 mm on both the anterior and posterior sides of the implant).

Surgical factors included assembly loads of 0 N, 3114 N, and 5500 N, corresponding

to no tapping, moderate tapping, and high tapping with a hammer by the surgeon.

Functional static loads of 2000 N, 3114 N and 5500 N were applied, corresponding

to 3 times, 4 times, and 7.5 times body weight of a 75 kg patient, respectively. The

reported results included the micromotion at di�erent points on the taper interface

and peak hoop, radial and von Mises stresses in the neck and stem.

Micromotion was found to decrease with increasing friction (50 to 30µm as COF

was increased from µ = 0.2 to 0.5), decrease as the thickness of the stem was

increased (55 to 50µm as the stem thickness was increased from 15 to 17 mm),
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decrease with a sti�er stem material (48 to 33µm when neck was changed from Ti to

CoCrMo), decrease as the angular mismatch was increased (41, 25 and 13µm for -1,

0 and +1 minute mismatch cases for an assembly force of 5500 N and a functional

load of 3114 N), decrease with increasing assembly load (18, 17 and 14µm for a

functional load of 2000 N and assembly loads of 0 , 3114 N and 5500 N, respectively),

and increase with increasing functional loads (14 and 27µm for an assembly load of

5500 N and functional loads of 2000 N and 3114 N). Notably, in terms of component

seating, the micromotion was stable for cases where the assembly load was greater

than the functional load, but further seating of the taper components occurred when

no assembly load was applied.

Stresses were found to decrease with an increase in the COF, a sti�er neck material

and an increase in the stem thickness. For example, an increase in the COF from

µ = 0.2 to 0.5 reduced peak von Mises stem stresses by 24%, the CoCrMo neck

reduced peak von Mises stem stresses by 17%, and a thicker stem reduced stem hoop

stresses by 30%. The changes in the stress range (the di�erence in stress between

application of the functional load, followed by removal of the functional load) were

also evaluated. For example, the range of the hoop and von Mises stresses were

reduced when the angular mismatch increased from -1 through to +1 minutes, and

when a larger assembly load was used. For the positive mismatch case, the range of

the hoop and von Mises stresses were reduced signi�cantly compared to the negative

mismatch case; however, both the peak and the mean stress in the positive mismatch

case were increased, compared to the negative mismatch case where the mean stress

was close to zero. Range of hoop stress was reduced by a factor of 2.6 and the von

Mises stress range by 34% when the assembly load was increased from 0 to 5500 N.

In conclusion, the author made a number of recommendations to reduce micromotion

at the interface and also the stress range in the components. This included the use

of a high COF of µ = 0.5 or higher, the use of a sti�er neck by using a rectangular

cross-section with radii at the corners or one manufactured from CoCrMo rather

than Ti alloy, the use of a positive angular mismatch of around 2 angular minutes,

the use of thicker stem wall (greater than 2 mm), and the use of a high assembly

load in the order of 6 kN or greater.
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Kurtz et al [251] developed a FE model of the S-ROM (Depuy Orthopaedics,

Warsaw, IN) modular hip prosthesis to better understand the interface mechanics

of the stem-sleeve taper junction. Particular attention was paid to the e�ects of

fretting fatigue and the prediction of fatigue life. Accordingly, the loading and

boundary conditions implemented in this study matched the experimental setup

used by Heim et al [257] in a series of in vitro fatigue tests of the modular S-ROM

hip stem. This included the proximal bone support cement mantle and the use of a

distal roller support. In each analysis, an assembly load of 4000 N was �rst applied

to seat the Morse taper interface between the stem and sleeve. This was followed by

the application of a 4500 N function load, which was similar to loads applied by Heim

et al and also by Krygier et al [224], both of whom reported several fatigue failures

below 1 million cycles for peak loads above 1,000 lb (4448 N). To investigate the

interface mechanics, frictional contact was modelled between the stem and sleeve.

A number of variables were examined, which included variation of stem size; two

stem diameters, a 14 mm and 20 mm stem, were analysed.

The fatigue results reported by Heim et al were done so in terms of the applied load

versus the number of load cycles. To convert to the conventional S-N format, i.e.

stress-level verses the number of cycles to failure, the authors created a simpli�ed

model of the S-ROM based on simple beam theory. This model was used to convert

the load applied at the femoral head to a tensile bending stress on the lateral side of

the implant at the distal end of the sleeve. Based on this S-N curve, the structural

fatigue limit of tested S-ROM implants corresponded to a bending stress of around

400 MPa. Stresses reported from the FE analyses were 1100 MPa for the 14 mm

stem model and 280 MPa for the 20 mm stem model. Most notably, the stress for

the 14 mm stem exceeded the yield stress of the material, and the stress in the 20 mm

stem was below the fatigue limit.

In both stem size models, the location of peak tensile stress was predicted to

be outside of the stem-stem junction, slightly below the distal end of the sleeve.

Although the in vitro test results from Krygier et al did report failures that initiated

outside the stem-sleeve junction, failure within the taper was found to occur more

often. Furthermore, the tests by Heim et al reported all fractures initiated within

the taper junction. This shows that the FE model was not successful in predicting
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failure locations where fretting fatigue was the cause. This could have been because

wear within the stem-sleeve taper junction was not included, and therefore the

evolution of the contact and subsurface stresses not taken into consideration.

Lewis [252] performed a numerical sensitivity study to evaluate the e�ects of

varying several variables on the fretting displacements in the head-neck modular

junction of a commercially available hip prosthesis using the geometric element

modelling and analysis (GEMA) method. Micromotion at the taper interface was

measured to estimate the e�ect of the variables on fretting. Variables included 3

head sizes (28, 30 and 32 mm), 3 head materials (E = 200 � 380 GPa) and 2 neck

materials (E = 79 and 110 GPa). A static load of 2.4 kN was applied to the head at

a 45° angle to the taper axis, corresponding to 3 x BW for a 81.75 kg patient.

Micromotions at the mouth of the head bore were found to range from 33µm up to

59µm. The author found that micromotions decreased with increasing head size,

decreased as elastic modulus of neck was increased, and was unrelated to the elastic

modulus of the head. The case with the least micromotion was a head diameter of

32mm with a neck elastic modulus of E = 110 GPa, and the case with the largest

micromotion was with a 28 mm head and E = 79 GPa neck.

Paliwal et al [201, 258] performed an analysis of the contact region of the

stem-sleeve Morse taper junction of a modular titanium S-ROM hip prosthesis that

had been retrieved after 24 months of implantation time.

The retrieval analysis showed evidence of plastic deformation, material transfer,

fretting, pitting, crevice corrosion and micro-cracks all within the taper contact area.

Micro-cracks were detected at the distal segment of the sleeve, while most of the

fretting corrosion was observed at the proximal segment of the sleeve. Measurements

of surface roughness suggested that biological �uids penetrated into the stem-taper

interface, participating in the corrosive reactions. Measured titanium content varied

between 80-90 weight percent, indicating metal ion release into the system. This

�nding was in agreement with the analysis of a blood sample taken at the time of

revision, which revealed an elevated level of titanium ions in the blood serum.

A FE analysis was also undertaken, to determine the location of highest frictional

contact stress. This location was found at the proximal lateral region of the taper
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junction, which was said to be consistent with �ndings of the retrieval analysis.

However, a hip joint contact load of 912 N was applied, and peak friction contact

stress was less than 1 MPa, both of which are very low. Other values of interest, such

as contact pressure and micromotion values were not reported; however, considering

the low load, these may not be clinically relevant.

As part of a clinical study by Gill et al [13] which investigated corrosion in

the neck-stem taper junction of a dual-modular hip prosthesis (Adaptor GHE/s

Short Stem Modular femoral component, Eska Implants AG, Lubeck, Germany) by

measuring patient whole blood cobalt and chromium levels, FE modelling of the

implant was performed. Few details were provided about this model, other than

images of the results. It would appear that it was a static analysis with loading

corresponding to peak hip joint contact forces. These images showed high regions

of (von Mises) stress at the medial aspect of the taper of the modular neck with a

corresponding region of high stress at the mouth of the trunnion of the stem. In

support of the clinical �ndings of elevated ion levels, the authors concluded that

signi�cant metal debris must have been generated at the neck-stem taper junction

and that these high regions of stress might lead to fretting corrosion.

Theodorou et al [253, 254] published two studies that used FE analysis

to investigate the e�ects of neck modularity and head size in relation to the

biomechanical behaviour of the bone-implant assembly using the dual-modular

Profemur E hip system (Wright Medical Technology). Unfortunately, the �rst of

these studies used bonded contact at all interfaces, such that no micromotion or

separation of surfaces was allowed. The second study used bonded contact with

no separation, which did allow some tangential movement at the interface while

preventing the surfaces from separating. As a consequence of this contact method,

no information on behaviour of either the head-neck or neck-stem taper junctions

was available. Although von Mises stresses in the neck and stem were reported,

these are not seen as representative of a taper junction connected using a frictional

interlock.

Shaik et al [255] performed a numerical study using FE analysis to evaluate

the di�erence in the fatigue life of a single modular hip stem when the femoral head
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size is increased. Two femoral head sizes, 28 mm and 56 mm, were used. Frictional

contact was modelled at the head-neck junction, although the modular junction

was cylindrical and not tapered. Loading corresponded to single legged stance.

Fatigue life calculations were performed using von Mises stress results from the

contact region and at the base of the neck together with Morrow's equation, or the

modi�ed Basquin's law, to compute the number of cycles to failure. A larger femoral

head reduced the magnitude of the stresses in the neck by 24%, but increased the

magnitude of the stresses on the contact region by 37%. The fatigue life calculations

showed a 12-fold decrease in fatigue life when the head size was doubled. However,

all life calculations were in the order of 1014 cycles, which corresponds to in�nite

life.

Zhang et al published two papers [204, 256] related to the wear and fatigue

performance of a 12/14 head-neck taper. The �rst of these papers [256] used an

adaptive meshing technique to investigate the e�ects of wear on both the evolution

of the taper interface and on fatigue life using a 2D axisymmetric model. The wear

algorithm adopted an energy wear approach, in which the wear depth was calculated

from the product of the accumulated dissipated energy and a constant known as the

energy wear coe�cient. To determine the values of the COF and the energy wear

coe�cient, the authors performed a 3D �nite element analysis of a hip implant

with modular head and a tribological pin-on-desk testing. Two head-neck material

combinations were investigated; CoCr / Direct metal laser sintering (DMLS) Ti and

CoCr / forged Ti. The COF was µ = 0.57 for the latter material combination.

The head and neck components were then assembled using a 1044 N load to simulate

intraoperative surgical impaction, and wear was simulated in the taper for 5.5 million

load cycles using a cyclic axial load of 2.65 kN. A non-linear kinematic hardening

model was employed to model cyclic strain hardening behaviour of titanium alloys

(or a decrease in the yield stress when materials are loaded in di�erent directions).

A cycle jump factor of 50,000 was used to speed up the simulation and only wear

of the softer Ti material was simulated. The fatigue life of the implant was also

calculated using the SWT critical plane parameter.

The results for the forged Ti material showed the evolution of the micromotion,
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contact pressure, wear depth and the SWT parameter. Regions of high contact

pressure at the edges of contact dropped from 68 MPa to 28 MPa due to wear at

these locations. Micromotion, which was initially approximately 16µm across the

entire taper interface, increased up to 40µm over most of the taper and to 84µm at

the distal end of the trunnion. At this location the peak wear depth was 1.07µm and

a spike in the SWT value was observed. However the values of SWT were extremely

low such that the fatigue life was estimated at > 100 million cycles.

One of the main limitations of the use of a 2D axisymmetric model is a simpli�cation

of the loading. That is, a symmetrical (axial) load must be used. However, as shown

by the 3D model used to determine the contact pressure, the hip joint load is not

symmetrical and as a result causes the head bore to rock on the neck trunnion.

Although the authors suggested that the use of a pure axial load is a more extreme

wear condition than the load with bending and torsion components used in the 3D

analysis, the very low wear depths and SWT values suggest otherwise.

The second paper [204] repeated the wear analysis with the 2D axisymmetric

model, but also included a 2D plane-strain micro-scale model of a single segment

of one of the ridges, referred to as repetitive surface undulations, that are often

machined into the trunnion. The geometry of this single-segment ridge was similar

to a cylinder-on-�at fretting con�guration. Boundary conditions (normal load and

half-stroke) for this submodel were based on the contact pressure and relative slip

results for the global model run without wear.

Again, the SWT critical plane parameter was implemented to determine the

fatigue life of the components. However, this paper also included a linear damage

accumulation model based on the Miner-Palmgren rule. In recognition that

the element integration points, at which stress and strain values are calculated,

are no longer linked uniquely to actual material points when adaptive meshing

techniques are used, a modi�ed wear-fatigue damage algorithm was presented at

which incremental fatigue damage was calculated at the integration points but

linearly interpolated back to a material point at the original (unworn) location of the

integration points, where the total damage was stored. This takes into consideration

material points close to the surface that may be worn away, and cannot accumulate
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further fatigue damage. A near identical algorithm was presented by Cruzado et al

[259] in a 3D fretting fatigue study in thin steel wires.

Wear depths several times greater were found in the micro-scale model compared

to the global model i.e. 7.56µm for the micro-scale model compared to 1.07µm for

the global model. High values of the SWT parameter were initially predicted in

the micro-scale model at the distal end of the trunnion, corresponding to a short

fatigue life of 0.66 million cycles in the CoCr / forged Ti material combination.

However, the critical SWT value decreased signi�cantly due to the bene�cial e�ects

of wear, resulting in an increase in fatigue life to 89 million cycles. This is similar

to the fatigue life prediction of > 100 million cycles determined using the global

model, suggesting that as long as wear e�ects are considered, surface undulations

have negligible e�ect on fretting fatigue life.

Donaldson et al [249] employed a stochastic FE simulation to evaluate the

in�uence of design variables, assembly force and gait variations on the contact

mechanics within the head-neck taper junction. Changes of three main contact

quantities were evaluated, including contact pressure, micromotion and a derived

quantity named fretting work done (FWD), which was calculated by the product

of coe�cient of friction, contact pressure and micromotion. The FE models were

validated using experimental measurements of micromotion of scaled aluminium

taper components.

Of all the variables investigated, only 3 were found to signi�cantly correlate to the

three contact quantities. These were angular mismatch, head centre o�set and

patient body weight. The mismatch direction determined whether the contact

occurred proximally or distally. Limiting mismatch was thought to minimise

fretting abrasion. An increase in the head centre o�set from an initially aligned

position resulted in a change in the micromotion behaviour, from a pistoning

motion to a rocking motion. Pistoning was when micromotion was similar around

the circumference of the trunnion, whereas rocking was when micromotion was

signi�cantly di�erent on opposite sides of the trunnion. When rocking, striped

shaped areas were present on the taper over which minimal micromotion occurred.

These were the planes around which rocking occurred. Under the gait loads applied,
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the orientation of these rocking planes changed over the gait cycle. No signi�cant

correlation was found with any of the other variables examined, although this may

be attributed to the small variation in many of the variables examined.

Elkins et al [111] used dynamic explicit FE analysis to investigate the e�ects

of head size, cup orientation, hip loading and assembly load on the stability and

wear potential of the head-neck trunnion in LH-MoM total hips. This was done

in response to reports of unacceptably high rate of wear-associated failure of these

devices, possibly due to increased wear at the trunnion interface. The authors

sought to determine whether wear rates of trunnions do increase with head size, and

therefore if the theoretical advantages of large size femoral heads, which include

increased stability, impingement-free range of motion (ROM), and reduction in

bearing surface wear due to improved �uid �lm lubrication, are outweighed by

deleterious e�ects of trunnion wear. To evaluate wear, instantaneous local wear

rate and the volumetric wear rate over a single load cycle were calculated using the

product of contact pressure, slip velocity and wear coe�cient according to Archard's

law.

Joint stability, measured by femoral head subluxation, was found to increase with

increasing head size, although this e�ect diminished for head sizes greater than

40 mm. On the other hand, increasing head sizes resulted in unabated increases in

contact stresses, micromotion and wear potential at the trunnion interface. These

increases were thought to be a result of the increased head centre o�set. The authors

concluded that the small increases in joint stability with head sizes greater than

40 mm did not outweigh the potential adverse e�ects of increased trunnion wear,

and suggested that head sizes be limited to a maximum of 40 mm.

An unexpected result from this study, was that higher assembly loads did not reduce

the wear potential. Although higher assembly forces did appear to increase the taper

strength, as evident by a decrease in micromotion, a simultaneous increase in contact

pressure resulted in an almost negligible net e�ect on the resulting taper wear. The

e�ect of the assembly load also appeared to have reduced signi�cantly after the �rst

load cycle. Peak micromotion and contact pressure values under gait were reported

to be around 15µm and 130 MPa, respectively.
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Lanting et al [4] analysed 19 retrieved dual-modular Rejuvenate hip implants

(Stryker, Mahwah, New Jersey) for signs of corrosion and metal transfer at the

neck-stem taper interface and compared this to a FE biomechanical model. This

implant consisted of a Ti-6Al-4V femoral stem and a modular neck manufactured

from CoCrMo. The retrieval analysis consisted of both a visual classi�cation of

damage and an SEM assessment. The FE model was generated from laser scans of

virgin implants. A hip joint contact load of 800 N was applied to the head, while the

outer surface of the stem was �xed. A coe�cient of friction of 1.0 was used for both

the head-neck and neck-stem contact interfaces. Two di�erent stem sizes (small and

large) and angled necks (0 and 8 degrees, 30 mm long) were evaluated. A number

of di�erent elastic moduli were also used for the stem and neck, ranging from 79.5

� 110 GPa and 200 � 240 GPa for the stem and neck, respectively.

The FE results consistently showed highest stresses at the superior-lateral and

inferior-medial corners of the neck-stem interface, which coincided with the locations

of highest corrosion in the visual damage scoring of the retrievals. The mean

maximum stress in the neck was 373 MPa for the small stem with straight neck

model and 220 MPa in the neck of the large stem with straight neck model. Stresses

in the stem were much higher, with corresponding mean maximum values of 971 and

1612 MPa, in the short and large stem models, respectively. The angled neck resulted

in a decrease in stress in the neck, but an increase in the stem. Unfortunately, these

results are somewhat questionable, given that the stresses exceed the yield stress of

the material despite the application of a very low hip joint contact load of 800 N.

Dyrkacz et al [145] investigated the e�ects of a number of variables on the

corrosion at the head-neck taper interface of a modular hip implant. This was

done by evaluating the resulting micromotion at the interface for combinations

of these variables; the rationale behind this was that micromotion causes fretting

damage, with degrades the passive oxide layer of the biocompatible materials making

the components more susceptible to corrosion. Therefore, high micromotions were

associated with increased levels of corrosion. The variables investigated included

head size, material combinations, assembly force, taper size, head o�set and axial /

out-of-axis loading. Micromotions resulting from assembly and under compressive

hip loading with a 3.3 kN load were reported and compared. Peak values and plots
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of von Mises stress were also presented.

In terms of the compressive hip loading, micromotions increased with increasing

head size and were larger with the titanium necks. This was attributed to higher

toggling torque associate with larger heads, and lower sti�ness of titanium necks.

Higher assembly forces were found to stabilise the taper connection, reducing the

micromotion signi�cantly from 49µm for an assembly force of 500 N, down to 27µm

at 2000 N, and to 7.2 µm for 6000 N. Larger taper sizes decreased micromotion, from

24µm for a taper size of 10/12 down to 9 µm for 14/16. Micromotions were reduced

as the head centre o�set was reduced from +7mm down to -3mm, with values of

24.5 µm and 14.4 µm, respectively. Lastly, micromotion was reduced when a pure

axial compressive loading was used, showing that the out-of-axis loading destabilises

the taper junction signi�cantly.

The authors also reported that regions of high von Mises stress observed at the

bottom quarter of the head taper correlated with the greatest areas of corrosion

and fretting damage observed in a recent retrieval analysis performed by the same

authors.

2.6.2 Summary

Micromotion, fretting, corrosion, fatigue and wear have been shown to be in�uenced

by a long list of factors including taper angular mismatch, taper diameter,

stem wall thickness, head size, head centre o�set, friction coe�cient, sti�ness of

materials, material combinations, assembly load, functional loads, and more. This

large number of factors illustrates the complexity of the contact mechanics and

interactions between the di�erent modes of fretting within the taper, and a reason

for the current poor understanding of taper performance and optimisation.

As evident from these studies, micromotion at the taper interface, and the

investigation of factors that reduce this motion, have largely been the primary

focus of the taper related orthopaedic studies. The logic behind this being that

increased relative motions between the taper components causes more damage to

the protective surface oxide layer, increasing the risk of corrosion and the generation

of metal wear debris.
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Despite the high importance of wear, actual (direct) calculations of wear volumes

have generally not been performed in taper studies. Rather, wear rates were assumed

to be proportional to micromotion [40, 41, 43, 250, 252] i.e. it was assumed that

high micromotions resulted in high taper corrosion and high taper wear. However,

a number of studies simulating wear of the frontside (bearing) and backside surfaces

of polyethylene acetabular cup components [260�271] and metal-on-metal bearing

surfaces [272�274] using Archard's law to determine changes in wear depth, showed

that changes in wear volumes are not just a function of the relative motion at the

interface, but are also proportional to the contact pressure via a wear coe�cient.

Therefore, this assumption that increased wear is a result of high micromotions

also requires that the contact pressure to be high. This will not always be the

case, as high pressures lead to an increase in the critical shear stress that reduces

micromotion. Rather than using micromotion to predict wear, other functions were

recently introduced that take into account both micromotion and contact pressure,

such as the instantaneous wear rate and wear volume over a single cycle use by Elkins

et al [111] and the frictional work done presented by Donaldson et al [249]. These

new variables contradicted �ndings based on micromotion alone i.e. Abdullah [41,

43] found that higher assembly forces decreased wear (by decreasing micromotion),

however Elkins et al [111] reported a negligible change in taper wear with increasing

assembly load, with decreases in micromotion o�set by increases in contact pressure.

The mode of surface damage that occurs has been shown to be dependent on the

fretting regime, which itself depends on local contact conditions. By assuming that

wear is the dominant form of surface damage implies that the local contact conditions

correspond to the gross slip fretting regime, and ignores other forms of surface

damage. Typically, little attention has been given to the e�ects of fretting on the

fatigue life of the components, which may occur at smaller displacement amplitudes

or increased contact pressures [31, 157]. This is most likely because clinical fractures

of the head-neck taper [255], the most common site of implant modularity, have been

rare compared to other modes of damage.

Numerical studies that investigated the e�ects of fretting on fatigue life related to

other modular junctions included those for the neck-stem modular junction [41, 43],

prosthesis for bone reconstruction [250] and the stem-sleeve modular junction of
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the S-ROM hip stem [251]. In these studies, stress �uctuations in modular taper

components as a result of application of a quasi-static cyclic load were evaluated.

However, the stress �uctuations were often not related back to fatigue life and any

correlations of the numerical results back to experimental fatigue testing results

have been poor, both in terms of estimating fatigue life and prediction of failure

location. These de�ciencies may be explained by the fact that these studies did not

include material removal due to wear, which has been shown to be essential for the

accurate prediction of both fretting fatigue life and the location of crack initiation

[34, 158, 171].

At present, there is still great concern related to the use of modular implants, with

reports of revisions and failures resulting from fretting corrosion, fretting wear and

fretting fatigue. The focus is still on reducing micromotion but (sometimes) with

the recognition of the di�erent modes of surface damage corresponding to each of

the three fretting regimes. A recent study by Baxmann et al [157] suggested that

implant designers should aim to achieve contact conditions corresponding to the stick

fretting regime, in which no damage to the oxide layer occurs. Values of micromotion

and contact pressure were provided to help achieve this. However, Jauch et al

[1] acknowledged that the threshold for critical micromotions in a physiological

environment remains unknown, citing unpublished fatigue tests indicating that 6 µm

at a load level of 4.3 kN may be safe. However, there was some doubt whether these

micromotions would remain constant or change over time due to evolution of the

contact surfaces.

One of the questions facing designers of modular implants is whether or not contact

conditions corresponding to the stick fretting regime can actually (and consistently)

be achieved, especially in view of poor manufacturing tolerances and variations

in intraoperative assembly forces. Or, assuming stick contact conditions could be

initially achieved, can such conditions remain constant over the life of the implant,

or will a delayed shift to either the partial slip or gross slip fretting regimes occur?

These issues are particularly relevant to designers of dual-modular implants where

the eccentric loading and taper crevice corresponding to the neck-stem junction

has been described as the "perfect storm", with micromotion and �uid penetration

inevitable [118].
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Despite the number of clinical issues associated with modular implants, only two

studies were available in the literature that addressed the issues of both fretting wear

and fretting fatigue in taper junctions [204, 256]. However, these studies still had

a number of limitations, including use of a 2D axisymmetric model with simpli�ed

symmetrical (unrealistic) loads conditions. More studies are required to increase the

current level of understanding relating to micromotion, fretting regime and fretting

damage within modular taper junctions. In particular, these studies ideally should

be 3D, implement physiological load conditions, and demonstrate both short term

and long term taper performance.



3
Methodology - Part A

The methodology implemented in this thesis has been split into two parts, Part A

and Part B. Part A is a general description and practical aspects of the methodology,

whereas Part B contains detailed discussions of the theory and implementation of

the numerical methods used. It is intended that these chapters be read together.

This chapter contains Part A. Refer to Chapter 4 for Part B.

3.1 Introduction

Modular implants have a number of advantages, but also many disadvantages.

AOANJRR data has shown that modular hip implants with exchangeable necks

have double the revision rates of �xed neck implants. Also, there is an increasing

number of case reports and studies related to modular implants listing concerns

regarding taper wear, corrosion, biological e�ects of metallic wear debris, fatigue

fractures, taper dissociations and failures to disassemble during revision surgery.

Micromotion and fretting at the modular junction have been implicated as the

root cause of these taper related issues, with many members of the orthopaedic

community arguing that implant modularity is a bridge too far. Others argue that

these concerns can be overcome through research to improve our understanding of

taper junctions. However, there are few taper related numerical studies available in

107
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the literature, and none that have performed a 3D analysis of a taper connection

that considers the e�ects of both wear and fatigue.

The methodology developed in this thesis attempts to address many of the current

clinical issues relevant to modular implants and the limitations of existing studies.

To do this, a holistic approach was adopted, which considers all life stages of a

modular implant including assembly, cyclic loading and taper disassembly in the

event that revision is required. This approach involved performing evaluations of

initial and long-term taper strength, and the �rst 3D wear-fatigue taper simulation

that includes a wear algorithm to capture the di�erent type of surface damage

modes associated with the three fretting regimes: stick, partial slip and gross slip.

This allows the direct calculation of wear volumes and accurate predictions of crack

initiation location and fatigue life.

Once developed, this methodology was used to investigate the changes in the

wear volumes and fatigue damage resulting from changes in a number of design,

surgical and functional factors which included variations in taper angular mismatch,

taper wall thickness, assembly force and hip joint contact load. Investigations of

assembly force and hip joint contact load were also used to answer questions related

to recommendations that impaction assembly is not necessary and concerns that

preclinical test standards may not be clinically relevant.

The presented methodology consists of a number of new numerical methods and

modi�cations to existing methods. These include a new method to transfer the

contact solution from the slave contact surface to the master contact surface (to allow

wear modelling of both taper components), the development of a unique algorithm to

keep track of a consistent set of material points that are required for fatigue damage

calculations, and modi�cation of the wear algorithm to prevent non-physical wear

when the penalty contact algorithm is used.

Although this methodology can be used for the analysis of any modular implant, the

focus of this thesis is the neck-stem taper junction of a dual modular hip prosthesis.
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3.2 Methodology Overview

To address each of the four thesis objectives listed in Chapter 1, a holistic

approach to taper analysis was adopted, also consisting of four parts. The resulting

methodology showing each of these parts and how they interrelate is represented by

the �owchart in Figure 3.1. These four parts can be summarised as:

1. Characterisation of taper strength

This involves the evaluation of the relationship between the assembly force and

the axial force required to disassemble the taper components over a range of

assembly force values. Two di�erent assembly methods were used, the constant

rate and the drop weight methods.

This was performed for a number of di�erent taper geometries and two di�erent

friction coe�cients. The drop weight method was also used to investigate

changes in impaction force resulting from multiple consecutive impacts and

the e�ect of an o�-axis impaction on the resulting taper strength.

2. Wear simulations

This involved cyclic loading of the taper components incorporating material

removal due to fretting wear at the contact interface. These simulations

captured the resulting evolution in the contact and sub-surface stresses/strains

with increasing number of loading cycles. The change in wear depth was

calculated using Archard's equation for abrasive wear.

The wear simulations also setup and kept track of a consistent set of material

points, referred to as the Material Point Mesh (MPM). These points were used

in subsequent fatigue life predictions as the locations at which the cumulative

fatigue damage was calculated on which these predictions of the life of the

taper components were made.

3. Fatigue life predictions

Fatigue life calculations were performed using the sub-surface stresses/strains

and the record of the tracked MPM location details from item (2). A critical

plane approach was used based on the Smith-Watson-Topper (SWT) and
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START

i < numSteps?

WEAR SIMULATION

A

A

CD < 1.0?

FATIGUE LIFE
PREDICTIONS

END

A

TAPER STRENGTH
CHARACTERISATION

Yes Yes

NoNo

Run out
FAILED

Fatigue life = N

CHANGE IN TAPER
STRENGTH DUE TO WEAR

Figure 3.1: Methodology overview showing the four main parts: (1) Taper strength
characterisation, (2) Wear simulations, (3) Fatigue life predictions and
(4) Evaluation of change in taper strength due to wear
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Fatemi-Socie (FS) critical plane parameters, together with a linear isotropic

damage accumulation model based on the Miner-Palmgren rule.

4. Evaluation of the change in taper strength over time

At various points in time over the wear simulations, the taper disassembly

force was evaluated to determine how the taper strength was a�ected by both

the cyclic loading and resulting surface wear.

All simulations were performed using �nite element package ABAQUS (Dassault

Systèmes Simulia Corp., Rhode Island, USA). ABAQUS was used because it features

an adaptive mesh framework and FORTRAN user subroutines that allows user

customisation of the wear simulation. It also provides both a Python and C++

application programming interface (API), which enables the user to perform both

pre- and post- processing of the model. Both these APIs were used to perform the

fatigue life predictions and perform other post-processing tasks.

3.3 Taper Geometry

The 3D base model geometry used for all simulations in this study represented a

conical shaped neck-stem modular junction of a dual modular hip prosthesis. The

FEMALE taper component represents the stem of the implant, and the MALE

trunnion component represents the modular neck. This was not a full implant, but

a cut-down version of an implant consisting of only the modular junction, which

is often referred to as a coupon. Some preclinical test standards, such as fatigue

testing of head-neck tapers using ASTM F1875-98(2014) [221], allow for testing of

either full implants or coupons that represent full implants.

This base geometry was a 12/14 mmMorse taper with a taper angle of 6.0 degrees, an

angular mismatch of 0 angular minutes (i.e. the MALE and FEMALE components

had matching taper angles) and the FEMALE component had a wall thickness of

6 mm. This model is similar to the simpli�ed geometry of the PCA No.5 femoral

stem (Howmedica) with 11/13 mm Morse taper used by Abdullah [41, 43].

This base model geometry is referred to as Model A. From this base model, two

additional models were created to examine the e�ect of taper angular mismatch and
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taper sti�ness. Model B was created to examine the e�ect of angular mismatch

by increasing the taper angle of the MALE component to 6 degrees 4 minutes to

produce a positive angular mismatch of 4 angular minutes. Model C was created to

examine the e�ect of the sti�ness of the FEMALE component by reducing the wall

thickness of the FEMALE component from 6mm to 3mm.

FEMALE
component

MALE
component

6mm 3mm

Figure 3.2: 3D views of Model A (left) and Model C (right) geometries

A zero angular mismatch has been used in several other studies [40, 145, 204, 252],

and is of particular interest as it is thought to both minimise �uid ingress into the

taper space [275] and reduce fretting abrasion [249]. The positive angular mismatch,

which has higher level of contact at the taper mouth, should also prevent �uid

ingress into the taper space, and was recommended by Abdullah [41, 43] to reduce

micromotion and increase fatigue life. Abdullah also recommended a thicker stem

wall for similar reasons, which is the logic behind the addition of Model C.

Models A and C are shown in Figure 3.2, and the dimensions of Model A are shown

in Figure 3.3. Furthermore, the details of all three models are listed in Table 3.1.

Symmetric loading (hip joint contact without torsion) was used for all analysis cases

in this study, suggesting that a half-symmetry model (symmetric about the loading
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plane) could have been used to reduce simulation times. A half-symmetry model

was developed and tested, however unresolved issues related to the contact solution

at nodes on the symmetry plane resulted in the use of a full 3D model.

Geometry
model

FEMALE
taper angle

MALE
taper angle

Angular
mismatch

FEMALE
wall

thickness

A 6°0′ 6°0′ 0°0′ 6mm

B 6°0′ 6°4′ 0°4′ 6mm

C 6°0′ 6°0′ 0°0′ 3mm

Table 3.1: Details of geometry models

Nominal
taper
length

14mm

30mm

2
2
m
m

1
4
m
m

14mm

2
0
m
m

Nominal
taper length

R1mm

Taper axis

FEMALE wall
thickness = 6mm

MALE taper
angle = 6o0'

FEMALE taper
angle = 6o0'

Taper axis

20mm

Figure 3.3: Model A geometry with dimensions showing the FEMALE component
(left) and MALE component (right)
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3.4 Taper Assembly and Taper Strength

Assembly of the taper components was performed both:

1. to evaluate the locking strength of the taper over a range of clinically relevant

assembly loads, referred to as taper strength characterisation, and

2. as the initial condition for the subsequent wear simulations

3.4.1 Taper Strength Characterisation

There is no standard test method available speci�c to evaluating the taper strength

of the neck-stem junction of a dual modular implant. Therefore, the procedure for

evaluating the taper strength of a head-neck taper connection as outlined in ASTM

F2009-00(2005) [276] was modi�ed to suit a neck-stem taper junction.

Using the methodology outlined in ASTM F2009-00(2005), taper strength is

evaluated by taper assembly, followed by taper disassembly. Two alternate methods

of taper assembly are given:

� The constant rate assembly method

This assembly method involves applying a relatively slow (quasi-static)

constant displacement rate to assemble the taper until a reaction force of

2 kN is reached. This is performed using a mechanical testing machine.

� The drop weight assembly method

This method involves dropping a 0.907 kg spherical weight from a height of 10

inches (25.4 cm) to assemble the taper. This is done using a drop tower that

holds the implant and releases the weight from an adjustable height above the

implant.

Following assembly using one of these methods, a mechanical testing machine is used

to disassemble the taper components using a constant rate of displacement. The

disassembly force is the maximum force measured during the disassembly process.

ASTM F2009-00(2005) requires that the taper strength be evaluated for a single

assembly force / drop height. This may not fully characterise the taper strength
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over a clinically relevant range of assembly forces. In the modi�ed methodology

presented here, taper strength was evaluated for a number of di�erent assembly

loads to establish the relationship between disassembly force and assembly force for

a range of clinically relevant assembly load values.

Both assembly methods were used to evaluate taper strength. This was done

to compare the resulting disassembly forces, but also because each method o�ers

di�erent insights into taper behaviour, preclinical testing, and clinical practice.

For example, the constant rate method is a simple and repeatable method that

is often used in preclinical test methods, but does not represent the clinical practice

of intra-operative surgical impaction. The drop weight assembly method is more

complicated, but is representative of clinical practice, can provide additional useful

information such as the assembly force associated with a hammer impaction, and can

be used to investigate many other factors relevant to impaction methods, including

the e�ect of multiple consecutive impactions and the e�ect of o�-centre impactions,

where the hammer strike is slightly o�set from the taper axis.

3.4.1.1 Taper Strength Characterisation Using Constant Rate Assembly

This section outlines the methodology used to characterise the taper strength

of a neck-stem taper connection using the constant rate assembly method. All

simulations were static analyses performed using ABAQUS/Standard.

Methodology

Characterisation of the taper strength over a range of assembly loads was achieved

by performing a number of analyses, each one using a di�erent assembly load. The

analysis at each assembly load value consisted of three static steps:

1. Assembly

In this step displacement control was used to push the MALE component

into the FEMALE component while the end of the FEMALE component was

�xed. The displacement was applied to the end of the MALE component using

a kinematic coupling, as shown in Figure 3.4. The peak reaction force at the

coupling node was recorded as the assembly load.
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2. Elastic spring-back

Having established contact at the taper interface in Step (1), the displacement

boundary condition was removed from the coupling node at the end of the

MALE component. This releases elastic energy stored in the components,

commonly referred to as elastic spring-back. The base of the FEMALE

component remained �xed in this step.

3. Disassembly

A displacement in the opposite direction to that used in Step (1) was applied

to the coupling node while the FEMALE component remained �xed, as shown

in Figure 3.4. This extracted the MALE component from the FEMALE

component. The disassembly force was the maximum reaction force recorded

at the coupling node during this process.

Once the analyses for all assembly loads were completed, the assembly and

disassembly force results were then combined to give the taper strength over the

entire assembly load range.

Kinematic
coupling

Coupling
node

Base fixed Base fixed

MALE
component

FEMALE
component

Contact
interface

Axial
displacement
to assemble
taper

Axial
displacement
to disassemble

taper

Figure 3.4: The constant rate assembly method showing the taper components (left),
taper assembly (centre) and taper disassembly (right)
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Analysis Cases

Taper characterisation was performed for all three model geometries, A - C, and two

di�erent coe�cient of friction (COF) values, µ = 0.5 and 0.8. These COF values

were based on the range of values provided in the literature for a titanium-titanium

material combination [29, 33, 34, 40�43, 63, 277, 278]. This resulted in a total of 6

analysis cases, the details of which are summarised in Table 3.2.

Case Geometry model
Friction

coe�cient, µ

CR1 A 0.5

CR2 A 0.8

CR3 B 0.5

CR4 B 0.8

CR5 C 0.5

CR6 C 0.8

Table 3.2: Constant rate assembly analysis case details. The COF values were based
on the range of values from the literature for a titanium-titanium material
combination [29, 34, 40�43].

Simulation Details

The following inputs/settings were used for all analyses:

� Displacement control was used to assembly the taper components. This

prevents issues related to rigid body motions prior to the establishment of

the contact when force control is used.

� For the taper characterisation of each analysis case, nominally 10

displacements (corresponding to 10 assembly loads). Displacements were

increased in increments of 0.03 mm up to a maximum displacement of 0.3 mm.

These displacements corresponded to an assembly force range of around 0 -

30 kN, although this di�ered somewhat between the analysis cases. In some

cases, additional displacements were required.
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� Coulomb friction was implemented using the penalty contact formulation

together the node-to-surface discretisation. The allowable elastic slip for

penalty contact was set to τ̄crit = 1.0× 10−6.

3.4.1.2 Taper Strength Characterisation Using Drop Weight Assembly

This section outlines the methodology used to characterise the taper strength of

a neck-stem taper connection using the drop weight method. This involved both

dynamic and static analysis steps, using a combination of ABAQUS/Explicit and

ABAQUS/Standard.

Methodology

Characterisation of the taper strength over a range of di�erent impaction loads

was achieved by dropping a spherical weight from various heights above the taper

to strike the free end of the MALE component while the base of the FEMALE

component was �xed.

The analysis at each drop height consisted of three steps, with an optional fourth

step to repeat the process for multiple drop weight impactions:

1. Impaction with drop weight

This step simulated the impact between the spherical drop weight and the free

end of the MALE component. The base of the FEMALE component was �xed

using a kinematic coupling. This was a dynamic analysis performed using

ABAQUS/Explicit.

To reduce simulation time, rather than simulating actual dropping of the

spherical weight from rest at the nominated drop height, the drop weight was

placed a small distance of 0.02mm above the MALE component and assigned

an initial velocity equal to the corresponding impact velocity. See section on

Initial conditions for details. The assembly force was the maximum contact

force recorded between the drop weight and the MALE component.

2. Static equilibrium

The results from Step (1) were imported into ABAQUS/Standard and a static
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analysis step was performed to achieve static equilibrium. The base of the

FEMALE component remained �xed in this step.

3. Disassembly

In a similar way to the disassembly step in the constant rate assembly method,

a displacement was applied to the end of the MALE component to extract the

MALE component from the FEMALE component, which remained �xed. The

disassembly force was equal to the maximum reaction force measured at the

coupling node at the base of the FEMALE component. This was a static step

performed using ABAQUS/Standard.

4. Repeat Steps (1)-(3) for multiple impactions

This involved importing the results �le from the end of Step (2) back into

ABAQUS/Explicit, repositioning the drop weight so that it was 0.02mm above

the end of the MALE component, and resetting the initial velocity of the drop

weight

Following completion of the analyses for each drop height, the results for the

corresponding assembly force and disassembly forces were combined to give the

taper strength over the entire drop height range. The e�ect of the number of hits

on the taper strength was also extracted.
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Drop
weight

MALE
component

FEMALE
component

Base fixed Base fixed

Initial
velocity

Offset from
taper axis

Initial
velocity

Contact
interfaces

Drop height, d

Initial
position

0.02mm

Figure 3.5: The drop weight assembly method showing the drop weight and taper
components (left), the initial conditions (centre) and the position of the
drop weight in the o�set case (right)

Analysis Cases

All three model geometries, A - C, were simulated using this method. Aligned

impactions, where the centre of the drop weight was aligned with the taper axis (i.e.

o�set = 0), were performed for each of these models. For model A an additional case

was run where the drop weight was o�set by 6mm from the taper axis, as illustrated

in Figure 3.5. This gave a total of four analysis cases in total. The details of each

case are listed in Table 3.3.

In each analysis case, four drop heights were used: 1, 2, 5 and 10 inches (2.54, 5.08,

12.7 and 25.4cm). Furthermore, three consecutive drops were simulated for each

drop height. A COF value of µ = 0.8 was used for all cases, corresponding to a

titanium-titanium material combination [34].
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Case
Geometry
model

Drop weight
o�set (mm)

Friction
coe�cient, µ

DW1 A 0.0 0.8

DW2 B 0.0 0.8

DW3 C 0.0 0.8

DW4 A 6.0 0.8

Table 3.3: Drop weight assembly analysis case details. The COF value used
corresponds to a titanium-titanium material combination [34]

Drop Weight Geometry

The drop weight was modelled as a rigid body with the density of steel 7850 kg/m3.

To achieve the weight of 0.907 kg speci�ed by ASTM F2009, the resulting radius of

the drop weight was set to 30.215 mm.

Initial Conditions

As noted, dropping of the spherical weight from rest was not carried out. Rather,

to reduce simulation time, the drop weight was placed a small distance of 0.02mm

above the free end of the MALE component and assigned a velocity equal to that of

an object that has travelled the equivalent distance in free-fall after being released

from rest. This is illustrated in Figure 3.5.

If vi is the initial velocity, and a is the acceleration, then the velocity after travelling

distance d, vf , is given by [279]:

v2f = v2i + 2ad (3.1)

which simpli�es to

vf =
√

2gd (3.2)

since an object in free-fall released from rest has an initial velocity of vi = 0 and

accelerates due to gravity such that a = g. Acceleration due to gravity was taken

as g=9.8 m/s2.
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The impact velocity of the drop weight corresponding to each of the drop heights,

along with the corresponding kinetic energy, are listed in Table 3.4.

Drop height (in/cm)
Drop weight impact

velocity (m/s)
Drop weight kinetic

energy (J)

1 / 2.54 0.706 0.226

2 / 5.08 0.998 0.451

5 / 12.7 1.578 1.129

10 / 25.4 2.231 2.258

Table 3.4: Drop weight impact velocities and kinetic energies corresponding to each
drop height used for all cases

Simulation Details

The following inputs/settings were used for all analyses:

� A kinematic coupling was used to couple all the nodes at the base of the

FEMALE component. The coupling node was �xed in all 6 degrees of freedom.

� Penalty contact was used between the drop weight and the MALE component

and between the taper surfaces of the MALE and FEMALE components.

Frictionless contact was assigned to the interaction between the former contact

pair, and a COF of µ=0.8 was assigned to the taper surface pair.

� The dynamic explicit steps simulating the impaction corresponded to a

physical time duration of 0.001 s.

� Mass scaling was used to increase the time step size used in the dynamic

explicit steps. Only elements where the stable time increment was less than

5× 10−9 s were scaled and the resulting increase in mass of the model was less

than 0.5%.

� Rayleigh damping was assigned to the material for the MALE and FEMALE

taper components. A damping ratio of ζ = 0.02 at frequencies 100 Hz and

100.000 Hz was used. The corresponding Rayleigh damping coe�cients were

α = 25.108 and β = 6.359e-08.
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3.4.1.3 Mesh Used for Taper Strength Characterisation

The mesh used for all taper characterisation analyses was the M3 mesh model used in

the wear-fatigue simulations. This mesh model is shown in Figure 3.9 and details are

listed in Table 3.10. All elements in the mesh were reduced integration hexahedral

elements, ABAQUS type C3D8R.

3.4.1.4 Material Properties Used for Taper Characterisation

The material properties used for all components for both the constant rate and

dropweight assembly methods are listed in Table 3.5.

Property

Model component

MALE /
FEMALE

Drop weight

Material name Ti-6Al-4V Steel

Elastic modulus, E (GPa) 110 [40] Rigid body

Poisson's ratio, ν 0.34 [40] Rigid body

Density, ρ (kg/m3) 4,500 [280] 7,850 [281]

Mass, m (kg) N/A 0.907

Table 3.5: Material properties of all model components in taper characterisation
analyses
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3.5 Wear Simulations

This section outlines the methodology used to perform 3D wear simulations

of the neck-stem taper models, where material is removed at the contact

interface to simulate wear between the components. All wear simulations were

static analyses performed using ABAQUS/Standard together with user subroutine

UMESHMOTION.

Due to the unavailability of a preclinical test standard speci�c to the fatigue testing

of a neck-stem junction of a dual modular hip prosthesis, the wear simulation

methodology was adapted from Method 1 of ASTM F1875-98(2014) [221] for fatigue

testing of femoral head-bore and stem-cone tapers. This methodology consisted of

taper assembly followed by cyclic fatigue loading. Modi�cations included di�erences

in assembly force, load direction, load magnitude and number of load cycles.

ABAQUS user subroutine UMESHMOTION was used to remove material as a

function of the local values of contact pressure and relative slip using Archard's

equation for abrasive wear. UMESHMOTION was also used to transfer the contact

results from the slave to the master surface to permit material removal from both

taper components, and to perform tracking of the points in the MPM to provide

a consistent set of material points required for subsequent fatigue life calculations.

The UMESHMOTION code, written in Fortran 95, is listed in Appendix D.

A number of output �les were generated by the wear simulations. These include

the typical ABAQUS odb results �le, as well as a number of data �les containing

variables used in the wear calculations and a �le containing the MPM details. These

were used to visualise the results of the wear simulations and as inputs to both the

subsequent fatigue life calculations and in the analyses evaluating changes in the

taper strength over time.

The wear simulations were divided into two parts. These were:

� Part-1: Preliminary analyses

As the name suggests, this part performed preliminary testing to investigate

the wear simulation input settings and model details to be used in Part-2. It

included a time step and mesh size independence study, and also investigated
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and compared wear simulation results obtained using two di�erent time

integration methods used to step the wear solution through time. These were

the incremental and load cycle time integration approaches.

� Part-2: Parametric study

This part investigated the e�ect of several design, surgical and functional

variables on the wear solution (and ultimately the fatigue life as well). These

variables were the wall thickness of the FEMALE component, the taper

angular mismatch, the assembly force and the magnitude of the hip joint

contact load.

3.5.1 Model Description

The model setup used for all wear simulations is shown in Figure 3.6. For taper

assembly analysis steps, the model consisted of the MALE and FEMALE taper

components only. For the wear steps, the FEMALE component was potted within

a 5mm thick cement mantle.

CCD
angle

Hip joint
contact load

Tie constraint

Cement
mantle

FEMALE
component

MALE
component

10o

40
m
m

135o

Contact interface

Kinematic
coupling

Base fixed
Base fixed

Axial displacement
to assemble taperCoupling

node

SM

IM
SL

IL

Figure 3.6: Model used for wear simulations showing taper assembly (left) and wear
step loading (right). Key: IM = Inferomedial, IL = Inferolateral, SM =
Superomedial, SL = Superolateral
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A kinematic coupling was created at the free end of the MALE component at which

the displacement boundary conditions/loads were applied. This was done so that

the neck length could be varied in order to alter the bending load on the taper

joint during the wear steps. However, only a single neck length (de�ned here as the

distance from the load application point to the mouth of the FEMALE component

along the taper axis) of 40mm was used. The node at which the load was applied is

referred to as the coupling node.

3.5.2 General Details

Each wear simulation involved a number of static steps related to assembly of the

taper components followed by a number of wear steps, each of which represent a

large number of load cycles. These steps can be summarised as:

1. Assembly of the taper

Taper assembly was performed using the constant rate assembly method as

described by ASTM F2009-00(2005) [276].

2. Elastic spring-back after assembly

This was identical to the spring-back step described in the constant rate

assembly method used for taper strength characterisation, where stored elastic

energy due to taper assembly was released after the displacement boundary

condition used to push the MALE component into the FEMALE component

was removed.

3. Adding the cement mantle

A cement mantle was added to support the FEMALE component, representing

bony support.

4. First load cycle

In this step the hip joint contact load was ramped up to its value at the start

of the �rst wear step. Contact solution arrays used in the calculation of the

change in nodal wear depths were also initialised. Although user subroutine

UMESHMOTION was active in this step, no wear was applied.

5. Wear step

A sinusoidal load was applied, causing changes in contact pressure and relative
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slip at the taper interface, and material was removed to simulate wear. Each

wear step corresponded to ∆N actual load cycles, where ∆N is commonly

referred to as the cyclic jumping factor. Wear was applied either using

the incremental time integration approach or the load cycle time integration

approach.

6. Repeat step (5)

The previous step was repeated multiple times to achieve the desired number

of load cycles or until failure of one of the components had occurred.

7. Final equilibrium step

At the end of each analysis a pure Lagrangian step with a single increment

was performed in which the load was held constant. This was done to achieve

static equilibrium after the last ALE step [282] and to ensure that the changes

to the mesh made in the last ALE step due to wear or mesh sweeping were

written to the ABAQUS results �le.

3.5.3 Loading and Boundary Conditions

A more detailed description of the loads and boundary conditions that were applied

in each step of the wear simulations can be summarised, with reference to Figure

3.7, as:

� In Step-1, during taper assembly, an axial displacement was applied to

the coupling node while all nodes at the base of the FEMALE component

were �xed in translation. The magnitude of the displacement, which was

di�erent for each model and assembly force, was interpolated from the

relationship between displacement and assembly force determined from the

taper characterisation analyses.

� In Step-2, during elastic spring-back, the displacement boundary condition was

removed from the coupling node while the base of the FEMALE component

remained �xed.

� In Step-3, the cement mantle was added using MODEL CHANGE and was

fully bonded to the FEMALE component. The boundary condition from the
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base of the FEMALE component was removed, and all nodes at the base of

the cement mantle were �xed instead.

� In Step-4, a sinusoidal load was applied to the coupling node that ramped up

the load from a value of zero. The load was orientated with respect to the

taper as shown in Figure 3.6, such that the CCD angle of the taper was 135

degrees and the load was at 10 degrees to the vertical. This is equivalent to

rotating the implant by 10 degrees and applying a vertical load as speci�ed in

ASTM F1440. No torsional load was applied to the taper. This step was

nominally discretised into a minimum of 40 time increments, which often

increased subject to cutbacks made by the automatic time incrementation

algorithm.

� In all wear steps, Step-5 to the last wear step (Step-(I-1), where I is the total

number of steps), a sinusoidal load, similar to that shown in Figure 3.7 for a

load magnitude of 3.3 kN, was applied to the coupling node. All wear steps

were nominally discretised into a minimum of 40 time increments, which often

increased subject to cutbacks made by the automatic time incrementation

algorithm.

� In the last step of an analysis, Step-I, the load from the previous step was

held constant to allow the model to reach static equilibrium following changes

made to the mesh as the end of the previous step. The ALE adaptive mesh

domain and constraints were deactivated in this step.
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Figure 3.7: Sinusoidal hip joint contact loading with maximum load value of 3.3 kN.
All steps with sinusoidal loading were nominally discretised into a
minimum of 40 time increments. A �nal pure Lagrangian step is required
to achieve static equilibrium and ensure changes to the mesh are written
to the ABAQUS results �le.

3.5.4 Material Properties for Wear Simulations

The MALE and FEMALE components were both assigned properties corresponding

to titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V. Modular implants of this material have been associated

with higher micromotions and more fretting fatigue failures compared with those

made from cobalt-chrome alloys, which are used in the manufacture of modular

neck and femoral head components.

The cement mantle was assigned properties related to polymethyl methacrylate

(PMMA) bone cement. An elastic modulus of 2.5 GPa was used, which is within

the range of 2.0 - 6.0 GPa speci�ed by ISO 7206 parts 4 and 6 [217, 218].

The material properties for all components are listed in Table 3.6.
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Property

Model component

MALE /
FEMALE

Cement mantle

Material Ti-6Al-4V PMMA

Elastic modulus, E (GPa) 110 [40] 2.5 [283]

Poisson's ratio, ν 0.34 [40] 0.3 [284, 285]

Table 3.6: Material properties of model components in the wear simulations

3.5.5 Contact Settings

The models consisted of two contact interfaces, one representing the taper interface

between the MALE and FEMALE components and the other between the cement

mantle and FEMALE component. The details of each are as follows:

1. The Cement - FEMALE interface

Tied contact (via a tie constraint) was applied between the cement mantle and

the FEMALE component to represent a fully bonded interface.

2. The MALE - FEMALE taper interface

A contact pair was set up to de�ne the contact interface between the MALE

and FEMALE taper components at which wear was applied. The master-slave

contact approach was used, where the MALE surface was de�ned as the master

and the FEMALE surface was de�ned as the slave. Coulomb friction with a

COF of µ = 0.8 [34] was used together with the �nite-sliding, penalty contact

formulation.

In addition, the following settings were used for the contact between the MALE and

FEMALE components:

� A bulk wear coe�cient of kb = 2.75 × 10-8 MPa-1 was used in the wear depth

calculations [34].

� To prevent unrealistically high values of shear stress that may occur at the

contact interface when using the default Coulomb friction model, a maximum
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shear stress based on the shear strength of the taper component material was

assigned. The shear strength was estimated from the yield stress, σy, such

that:

τmax =
σy√

3
= 0.577σy (3.3)

The critical shear stress at a node on the contact surface, above which slip will

occur, is typically (by default) equal to the product of the COF and contact

pressure i.e. τcrit = µp. Speci�cation of τmax places an upper limit on the

critical shear stress, such that slip will occur at the interface if τcrit = τmax,

regardless of the value of µp. This can be expressed as:

τcrit = min(µp, τmax) (3.4)

This is discussed in detail in Section 4.3. The values of σy and τmax are listed

in Table 3.7.

� Although Lagrangian contact is usually preferred in fretting simulations

due to its strict enforcement of contact conditions, di�culties in achieving

convergence using this formulation were found. Therefore, the penalty contact

formulation was used instead, which allows a small amount of reversible elastic

slip to improve convergence. To limit the e�ect of the elastic slip on wear, a

small allowable elastic slip value of γ̄crit = 1.0× 10−6 was used. Furthermore,

the wear algorithm was modi�ed to remove the elastic slip from the relative

slip values to prevent non-physical wear from occurring as a result. For more

detail, refer to Chapter 4.

� In general, node-to-surface contact discretisation was used for all simulations.

However, node-to-surface discretisation was found to produce unsatisfactory

results for models featuring a non-matching mesh (when the mesh layout on

the taper surfaces of the MALE and FEMALE components was not the same).

The alternative surface-to-surface discretisation formulation was therefore also

tested to determine if it was better suited to such cases.

The contact settings for the MALE - FEMALE interface are listed in Table 3.7.
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Contact interface property Property value

Coe�cient of friction, µ 0.8 [34]

Yield stress, σy (MPa) 910 [286]

Maximum interfacial shear stress, τmax (MPa) 525

Allowable elastic slip, γ̄crit (mm) 1.0 × 10-6 [167]

Bulk wear coe�cient, kb (MPa-1) 2.75 × 10-8 [34]

Table 3.7: Contact properties for interface between MALE and FEMALE taper
components

3.5.6 Application of Wear

Wear was applied using user subroutine UMESHMOTION. Two alternative time

integration methods were incorporated within UMESHMOTION to step the wear

solution through time. This section discusses both the setup requirements to activate

subroutine UMESHMOTION and the use of these two time integration methods.

For a detailed discussion on both these topics, please refer to Chapter 4.

3.5.6.1 Adaptive Mesh Domain and Constraints

To apply wear using UMESHMOTION requires setting up both an adaptive mesh

domain and adaptive mesh constraints. At the least, the adaptive mesh needs to

incorporate the elements making up the contact surfaces, but may include the entire

model if so desired. In this study, the adaptive mesh domain consisted of two element

sets, one for the MALE and FEMALE components. Each of these sets contained

the contact surfaces and surrounding elements, extending approx 0.75mm below the

contact surfaces. The adaptive mesh regions were connected to the non-adaptive

mesh regions, illustrated in Figure 3.8, using numerical tie constraints.

Two sets were used to create the adaptive mesh domain so that the wear volumes

would be calculated separately for each component, rather than just a total wear

volume for both components.
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In a typical wear simulation the node set used to de�ne to adaptive mesh constraint

include only those nodes that will undergo wear. However, in this study all nodes

in the adaptive mesh domain were speci�ed in the de�nition of the adaptive mesh

constraint. This is a requirement of the material point tracking algorithm used in

this study to track the locations of the points in the MPM.

Adaptive mesh constraints were displacement type, spatial constraints.

Consequently, the wear depth at each node on the contact surface was calculated in

terms of displacement. The USER option must be used to activate user subroutine

UMESHMOTION.

MALE
component

FEMALE
component

Adaptive mesh
domains at

contact interface

Non-adaptive
mesh regions

Contact
interface

Figure 3.8: Taper components showing both the adaptive and non-adaptive mesh
regions for the MALE and FEMALE taper components

3.5.6.2 Time Integration and Wear Depth Calculations

In each wear step a cyclic load was applied to the components and material removed

at the nodes on the contact surface. Wear was removed according to Archard's law

(see Equation (4.1) in the following chapter), which states that the change in wear

depth is proportional via the bulk wear coe�cient kb to the contact pressure p and

the relative slip ∆s at the contact interface. To investigate volume of wear debris

produced and the e�ect of wear on the fatigue life of the components, material must
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be removed repeatedly for a large number of corresponding load cycles. This is

achieved using a numerical time integration technique known as the forward Euler

method.

Two alternative time integration formulations were used in this study, the

incremental time integration method and the load cycle time integration method.

Being based on the forward Euler method, both approaches calculate the wear depth

at the next wear step by linear extrapolation of the wear solution at the current time

step. Both use a cycle jumping factor ∆N to accelerate the solution, such that the

wear solution needs to be evaluated only every ∆N time steps. The di�erence

between the two approaches lies in di�erent wear solution derivatives used in the

extrapolation. The di�erences can be summarised as:

1. Incremental time integration method

In this method, which is also known as the cyclic jumping technique, time

integration is performed every increment in a wear step. That is, the wear

rate is based on the change in wear depth per increment and the wear depth

is updated every increment. Furthermore, the cyclic jumping factor ∆N is

speci�ed by the user. Although it is possible to use a di�erent value of ∆N

every step, for each analysis case in this study ∆N was constant over all wear

steps in a wear simulation.

2. Load cycle time integration method

In this method, time integration is performed once at the end of every wear

step. That is, the wear rate is based on the change in wear depth over the

entire wear step and is updated only once per step, in the last increment.

Although the wear is applied once per step, the wear rate is calculated by

summing the contributions from each increment in the step.

Furthermore, in this method the cyclic jumping factor ∆N is typically not

speci�ed by the user. Rather, the maximum allowable change in wear depth

per step, ∆hmax, is speci�ed and ∆N is automatically calculated by the wear

algorithm to prevent ∆hmax from being exceeded at any surface node during

the step. As the forward Euler method is an conditionally stable explicit
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scheme, in which the solution may become unstable if the change in wear

depth over the time step is too large, this approach ensures that stability is

maintained by limiting the change in wear depth to within the stable range.

The load cycle method has been popular in early wear simulations, however has been

largely replaced by the incremental time integration method since the introduction

of user subroutine UMESHMOTION in ABAQUS.

3.5.7 Transfer of Contact Solution From Slave to Master

In a contact pair using the master-slave approach, the contact solution is available

at the nodes of the slave surface only, not the master. Therefore, to enable wear

modelling of the master surface, the contact solution needs to be transferred from the

slave surface to all nodes on the master surface. As both the MALE and FEMALE

components are made from the same material, wear of the master surface cannot be

neglected. User subroutine UMESHMOTION was used to perform this additional

task, the details of which are presented in Section 4.4.

3.5.8 Material Point Tracking

In the Eulerian phase of each ALE increment, the mesh is moved independently of

the material in order to remove material at the surface and to smooth the mesh to

maintain the quality of the underlying elements. These mesh motions mean that

the usual mesh point locations, i.e. integration points and element centroids etc,

no longer correspond to unique material points from one increment to the next.

However, a consistent set of material points is required to accumulate damage for

fatigue damage calculations of the taper components. To overcome this, a method

of tracking such a set of material points, referred to as the Material Point Mesh

(MPM), has been developed and implemented in all wear simulations in this study.

The methodology �owchart illustrated in Figure 3.1 shows that the material point

tracking is performed by user subroutine UMESHMOTION, in addition to the

application of wear and transfer of the contact solution from the slave to the master

surface.
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The material point tracking algorithm performs the following steps:

� Generates the MPM

A material point is created at the centroid of all elements within the adaptive

mesh domain.

Note that although the MPM includes only adaptive elements, fatigue

life calculations are still performed at non-adaptive elements, using the

stress/strains results at the element centroid.

� Material point tracking

Tracks all points within the MPM, keeping a record of the containing element

and corresponding isoparametric coordinates for each material point.

� Outputs results to �le

The details of all points in the MPM are written to �le as input to the

subsequent fatigue life calculations. Details include the MPM point label,

containing element and isoparametric coordinates. The tracking algorithm is

able to account for material mesh points that have worn away by use of a

variable indicating wear status. Once a material point has been indicated as

being worn away, no additional fatigue damage will be accumulated at that

point in the fatigue life calculations.

Using the containing element and isoparametric coordinates of each material point,

the stresses and strains can be interpolated to the material point by the element

interpolation function, as required by the fatigue damage calculations.

3.5.9 Mesh Models

Four mesh models were created, referred to as M1 - M4, which are shown in Figure

3.9 and for which the details are listed in Table 3.8. M1 is a coarse mesh, M4 is the

most re�ned mesh, and M2 and M3 are in between.

The meshing strategy adopted was to re�ne the mesh in the adaptive domain regions

only, and reuse the same mesh in the non-adaptive mesh regions for all models. This

reduced the mesh size of the elements on and below the contact surface, which most
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directly in�uences the contact solution without increasing the total element count

signi�cantly.

Mesh models M1, M2 and M3 all had matching meshes at the contact surface i.e.

the mesh layout on the contact surface of the FEMALE component was identical

to that of the MALE component. The di�erences between these 3 models is that

the resolution of the mesh on the contact surface was doubled in both the axial and

circumferential directions for M2 compared to M1, and tripled for M3 compared to

M1. All models were meshed with two elements in the radial direction, beneath the

contact surface. Mesh model M4 was a modi�cation of M3, which included further

local re�nement of the FEMALE component, both on the inferior taper surface

near the mouth and the superior aspect at the base of the taper. These locations

corresponded to regions of high contact pressure and shear stress due to bending

when the cyclic load was applied. This local re�nement also resulted in a decrease

in mesh size in the radial direction.

Reduced integration hexahedral elements C3D8R were used to mesh all models in

this study. Models were also tested using the preferred full integration hexahedral

elements C3D8 in the adaptive mesh domains at the contact surface. However, given

that C3D8 elements have 8 integration points compared to 1 for C3D8R elements,

the result �les for the former will be approximately 8 times larger in comparison. On

this basis, it was decided to use reduced integration elements for the entire model

for all cases in this study.

Mesh
model

No. of
nodes

No. of
elements

Approx. length of contact
elements (mm)

Typical Smallest

M1 61,157 52,272 0.78 0.390

M2 89,333 70,944 0.39 0.195

M3 136,736 102,816 0.26 0.130

M4 219,113 175,356 0.26 0.065

Table 3.8: Mesh model details
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mesh layouts. Note that mesh was re�ned only in the adaptive mesh regions
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(c) Mesh layout of FEMALE component showing mesh layout for mesh models M1, M3

and M4

Figure 3.9: Mesh models M1-M4
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3.5.10 Analysis Cases

3.5.10.1 Part-1: Preliminary Analysis

Part-1 performed preliminary testing to investigate the wear simulation input

settings and model details to be used for the Parametric study in Part-2. It included

both a mesh size independence study and a time integration method study. As

part of the mesh independence study, a comparison of the node-to-surface and

surface-to-surface contact discretisation approaches was also performed.

All Part-1 analysis cases are listed together in Table 3.9. All cases were performed

using a single model geometry, assembly load and cyclic load. These were Model A,

6 kN and 3.3 kN, respectively. All wear simulations were run for a minimum of 0.5

million load cycles.

Case
Mesh
model

Time int.
method

Max. wear
depth

(micron)

Cyclic
step

factor, ∆N

Surface
discret.
method

1-1 M3 Load cycle 0.050 N/A n-to-s

1-2 M3 Load cycle 0.075 N/A n-to-s

1-3 M3 Load cycle 0.100 N/A n-to-s

1-4 M3 Load cycle 0.200 N/A n-to-s

1-5 M3 Incremental N/A 5,000 n-to-s

1-6 M3 Incremental N/A 7,500 n-to-s

1-7 M3 Incremental N/A 10,000 n-to-s

1-8 M3 Incremental N/A 20,000 n-to-s

1-9 M1 Incremental N/A 5,000 n-to-s

1-10 M2 Incremental N/A 5,000 n-to-s

1-11 M4 Incremental N/A 10,000 n-to-s

1-12 M3 Incremental N/A 10,000 s-to-s

1-13 M4 Incremental N/A 10,000 s-to-s

Table 3.9: Details for Part-1 wear simulation analysis cases
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Time Integration Method and Time Step Size Study

The time integration study evaluated two di�erent methods, the incremental time

integration method and the load cycle time integration method. The analysis cases

used in the time integration method study were cases 1-1 to 1-8. Cases 1-1 through

1-4 corresponded to the load cycle time integration approach and cases 1-5 through

1-8 to the incremental approach.

For each approach the e�ect of changing time step size (or rather the cyclic jumping

factor ∆N) on the wear solution was also investigated. For the load cycle approach,

the value of ∆N is not speci�ed directly by the user. Rather, values of the

maximum change in wear depth per step, ∆hmax, are speci�ed and ∆N is calculated

automatically to ensure these maximum wear depth values are not exceeded. Values

of ∆hmax = 0.05, 0.075, 0.1 and 0.2 µm were used, corresponding to cases 1-1 through

1-4, respectively. For the incremental approach, ∆N is speci�ed directly by the user.

Values of ∆N = 5,000, 7,500, 10,000 and 20,000 were used, corresponding to cases

1-5 through 1-8, respectively.

For details on these time integration methods, refer to Section 3.6.6 Application of

wear and Chapter 4.

Mesh Independence Study

The analysis cases used in the mesh independence study were 1-5, and 1-9 through

to 1-13. All four mesh models, M1 - M4, were evaluated.

Cases 1-5, 1-9, 1-10 and 1-11 corresponded to mesh models M1, M2, M3, and M4,

respectively, all of which used node-to-surface discretisation. The contact solution

of case 1-11 was found to be unsatisfactory, due the combination of node-to-surface

discretisation with the non-matching mesh of mesh model M4. Therefore, cases 1-12

and 1-13 were added, which were essentially repeats of cases 1-7 and 1-11 (for meshes

M2 and M3) but using the alternate surface-to-surface discretisation approach to

determine if this was more suitable for use with non-matching meshes.
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3.5.10.2 Part-2: Parametric Study

In Part-2 of the wear simulations a parametric study was undertaken to investigate

the e�ect of several design, surgical and functional variables on the wear solution.

These variables were the wall thickness of the FEMALE component, the taper

angular mismatch, the assembly force and the magnitude of the hip joint contact

load. All Part-2 analysis cases are listed together in Table 3.10.

Based on the results of Part-1, the incremental time integration method with a cyclic

step size of ∆N = 5,000 was used for all cases in Part-2. All models were run for

400 wear steps corresponding to 2 million load cycles. In regards to contact surface

discretisation, although surface-to-surface contact together with surface smoothing

appeared to work very well in Part-1, due to an unresolved discrepancy between the

contact results saved to the odb results �le and those passed into user subroutine

UMESHMOTION, it was decided to use node-to-surface contact for all Part-2

analysis cases.

Case Descriptions

Case 2-1 was used as the base case in the investigation of all variables on the wear

solution. This case used Model A geometry, with a FEMALE wall thickness of 6mm

and a taper angular mismatch of 0 angular minutes. For this case a load of 6 kN was

used to assemble the taper components, and the cyclic load had a maximum value

of 3.3 kN.

Cases 2-1 to 2-3 were used to investigate the e�ect of changes in key design variables,

speci�cally the taper angular mismatch and the taper sti�ness. Cases 2-1 and Cases

2-2 were compared to evaluate the e�ect of increasing the angular mismatch from

0 to +4 angular minutes. Cases 2-1 and Cases 2-3 were compared to evaluate the

e�ects of increasing the FEMALE wall thickness from 3 mm to 6 mm. A taper

angular mismatch of ±4 angular minutes has been measured in tapers of current

modular implants [53, 54].

Cases 2-1, 2-4 and 2-5 were used to investigate the e�ect of increasing the assembly

load over the values 3 kN, 6 kN and 9 kN, respectively. These values correspond to

three equally spaced loads over the range of assembly load values reported in the
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literature, although typically for head-neck rather than neck-stem taper connections

[41, 43, 50, 144, 145, 221, 242, 287]. Furthermore, an assembly force of 6 kN or

greater was recommended by Abdullah [41, 43]. Similarly, an assembly force of 6.7 -

8.0 kN was shown by Mroczkowski et al [242] to prevent fretting in head-neck tapers

for cyclic loads of less than 2.5 kN; this formed the basis of the 9 kN assembly load

used in this thesis. The 3 kN assembly load value was chosen for being close to the

hip joint contact load of 3.3 kN.

Cases 2-1, 2-6 and 2-7 were used to investigate the e�ect of increasing the peak value

of the cyclic load over the values 3.3 kN, 3.9 kN and 5.34 kN, respectively. Each of

these loads were sinusoidal with an R value of R = Fmin/Fmax = 0.1. The 3.3 kN

cyclic load corresponds to that speci�ed by fatigue tests outlined in Method 1 of

ASTM F1875-98(2014) [221], and the 5.34 kN load corresponds to that speci�ed by

ASTM F2068-09 [288], and more recently ISO 7206-6:2013 [218]. The 3.9 kN is not

speci�ed by any ISO/ASTM standard, but is considered a more realistic load by

Bergmann et al [226] based on in vivo hip contact force measurements. Loads of

similar magnitude have been used by other authors, such as the 3.8kN magnitude

cyclic load used by Grupp et al [2].

Case
Model

geometry
Assembly
force (kN)

Hip joint contact force,
min / max (kN)

2-1 A 6.0 0.330 / 3.30

2-2 B 6.0 0.330 / 3.30

2-3 C 6.0 0.330 / 3.30

2-4 C 3.0 0.330 / 3.30

2-5 C 9.0 0.330 / 3.30

2-6 C 6.0 0.390 / 3.90

2-7 C 6.0 0.534 / 5.34

Table 3.10: Details for Part-2 wear simulation analysis cases
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3.6 Fatigue Damage Calculations

After each wear step in a wear simulation had completed, fatigue life calculations

were performed. This involved calculating the fatigue damage fraction at each

of the points in the MPM for that wear step. A linear damage accumulation

model was used calculate the total fatigue damage for each of these points by

summation of the fatigue damage fraction values. Fatigue failure occurred when

the cumulative fatigue damage reached a value of CD = 1.0. If failure was detected,

then the wear simulations were stopped and any wear steps that were performed

after the wear step in which failure occurred were discarded. The �owchart of the

study methodology, which is illustrated in Figure 3.1, shows that the fatigue life

calculations were performed separately to the wear simulations. This enabled wear

simulations to continue while fatigue life calculations were performed, allowing both

calculations to be carried out simultaneously to reduce overall analysis time. A

potential limitation of this approach is that fatigue damage cannot be used to alter

the material properties of the components in the wear simulations.

Fatigue damage was calculated using a critical plane approach together with a linear

and isotropic damage accumulation model based on the Miner-Palmgren damage

rule. As recommended by Araújo et al [289] to account for both tensile and shear

modes of cracking and early crack growth, the predicted fatigue life was taken as

the lowest value of separate predictions made using both a tensile based and a shear

based critical plane parameter, the Smith-Watson-Topper (SWT) and Fatemi-Socie

(FS) parameters, respectively. After each wear step was completed, the values of

the SWT and FS parameters were both calculated at all points in the MPM, which

involved the transformation of the stresses and strains over a total of 1,296 planes

at 5 degree intervals to locate the associated critical planes. These values were then

used to calculate the number of cycles to failure Nf at each MPM point for the wear

step. As the number of load cycles represented by the wear step, ∆Ni, will be less

than Nf , the damage fraction CDi for the wear step is calculated. Summation of all

the damage fractions up to that point gives the cumulative, or total, fatigue damage

CD for each MPM point. The material mesh point with the highest value of CD is

the point where the fatigue damage is highest, and corresponds to the most likely
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site of crack initiation. For more details on fatigue life predictions, refer to Section

4.6 Prediction of fatigue life.

3.6.1 Material Properties for Fatigue Damage Calculations

Fatigue properties for the MALE and FEMALE taper components used in the

calculation of the SWT and FS parameters are listed in Tables 3.11 and 3.12,

respectively. These material properties are discussed in greater detail with reference

to the fatigue calculations in Section 4.6.1. All material properties were taken from

Burago et al [286] unless otherwise noted.

Material property Property value

Elastic modulus, E (GPa) 110 [40]

Uniaxial fatigue strength coe�cient, σ′f (MPa) 1445

Uniaxial fatigue strength exponent, b -0.095

Uniaxial fatigue ductility coe�cient, ε′f 0.35

Uniaxial fatigue ductility exponent, c -0.69

Table 3.11: Fatigue properties of MALE and FEMALE components material
Ti-6Al-4V used in the calculation of SWT critical plane parameter.
Refer to Equation 4.75 in Section 4.6.1.1.

Material property Property value

Shear modulus, G (GPa) 41*

Yield stress, σy (MPa) 910

FS material constant, k 0.5

Shear fatigue strength coe�cient, τ ′f (MPa) 835

Shear fatigue strength exponent, b′ -0.095

Shear fatigue ductility coe�cient, γ′f 0.20

Shear fatigue ductility exponent, c′ -0.69

Table 3.12: Fatigue properties of the MALE and FEMALE components material
Ti-6Al-4V used in the calculation of FS critical plane parameter. Refer
to Equation 4.77 in Section 4.6.1.2. *The shear modulus G was
calculated from the elastic modulus E using a Poisson's ratio of ν =
0.34, as per Tables 3.6 and 3.11.
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3.6.2 The ABAQUS C++ API

Fatigue life calculations were performed by post-processing of the result �les from

the wear simulations. The �les required were the ABAQUS odb �le containing the

elemental stresses/strains and the output �le containing the details (i.e. containing

element and isoparametric coordinates) of all points in the MPM for each increment

in the wear step. All fatigue life calculations were performed using custom written

C++ code that was run through the ABAQUS C++ API. The ABAQUS C++

API contains header �les and libraries that gives the user both read and write

access to the ABAQUS odb �le. Stresses and strains were read from the odb �le

and interpolated to the locations of each of the MPM points. Field outputs for

the critical plane parameters, SWT and FS, the corresponding number of cycles

to failure, Nf-SWT and Nf-FS, and the corresponding cumulative damage values,

CD-SWT and CD-FS, were all created and written to the odb �le. The critical

values of these �eld outputs (maximum values of SWT/FS and CD-SWT/CD-FS

and minimum values of Nf-SWT/Nf-FS) were then extracted from the model and

used to compare each of the wear simulation analysis cases with respect to fatigue

life.

Critical plane based fatigue life calculations are very computationally expensive

due to the transformation of stresses and strains with respect to a large number

of material planes in the search for the material plane on which the value of the

critical plane parameter is a maximum. For this reason, the high performance C++

language was chosen over the alternative slower Python language, which can be run

through the ABAQUS Python API. The drawback to this approach is that the C++

code needs to be compiled and linked against the ABAQUS libraries, whereas this

is not required for Python as it is a scripting language. However, this is a small

sacri�ce to achieve the quicker execution times associated with C++. To further

speed up the calculations, multi-threading using OpenMP [290] version 2.0 (via

Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 Professional Edition) was implemented to enable the

calculations to be distributed across multiple cores on shared memory systems.

The C++ code used to perform the fatigue life predictions is given in Appendix E.
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3.7 Changes in Taper Strength Over Time

To investigate the change in the taper strength due to an increasing number of

load cycles, disassembly of the taper was performed at a number of selected steps

over the 2 million load cycles simulated in the wear analyses. This was done based

on the recommendations of ASTM F1814-97a (2009) and ASTM F2009-00 (2005),

which suggest evaluating the taper strength after performing a fatigue test. This is

relevant because any signi�cant reduction in taper strength may indicate component

loosening, which could lead to increased micromotion and wear or unintended in

vivo disassembly; on the other hand, any signi�cant increase in taper strength may

compromise surgical extraction of the neck during implant revision, eliminating one

of the bene�ts attributed to modularity.

Numerical methods allow the post-fatigue taper strength evaluation

recommendation to be performed at the end of any wear step in the simulation, not

just at the end of the simulation. This is not done in experimental tests, because

disassembly of the taper in the middle of a fatigue test will disrupt the contact and

will a�ect the taper behaviour once the components are reassembled and testing

recommenced. Numerical simulations do not have this limitation e.g. they can

take the results from the end of any step in a wear simulation without a�ecting the

remaining wear steps.

The methodology used to evaluate the taper strength at any point in the wear

simulation involved performing a restart analysis from the end of the desired wear

step. It is similar in many ways to the methodology used to characterise the

taper strength. This restart analysis was performed using ABAQUS/Standard and

consisted of three static analysis steps:

1. Removal of the hip joint load

The hip joint load was removed from the coupling node at the free end of the

MALE component. The base of the cement mantle remained �xed.

2. Removal of the cement

The cement mantle was removed and the base of the FEMALE component

was �xed.
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3. Taper disassembly

The taper components were disassembled by applying a displacement to the

coupling node while keeping the FEMALE component �xed. The reported

disassembly force was the maximum reaction force measured at the coupling

node during this step.

The wear steps selected were those corresponding to N = 0, 1, 5×103, 1.25×105,

2.5×105, 3.75×105, 5.0×105, 7.5×105, 1.0×106, 1.25×106, 1.5×106, 1.75×106 and

2.0×106 load cycles. Load cycle N = 0 corresponded to wear simulation analysis

Step-3, in which the taper components had been assembled but before any load had

been applied. Load cycle N = 1 corresponded to wear simulation analysis Step-4

in which the load was ramped up from zero to full load, down to minimum load

and then back to the mean load. Although no wear was actually performed in this

step, a taper disassembly analysis was performed at the conclusion of this step to

investigate the e�ect of the cyclic load on the taper strength. This investigates

one of the potential limitations of the standard taper disassembly test as speci�ed

by ASTM F2009, in which the taper strength is based on axial loading alone, and

the e�ects of combined loading (axial, bending and torsional) on taper strength are

ignored.

The change in the disassembly force resulting from cyclic loading and associated

wear at the taper interface was visualised by plotting the disassembly forces at each

of the nominated number of load cycle values against the corresponding number of

cycles. This allowed the various wear simulation analysis cases to be compared with

respect to maintenance of the taper strength over time.



4
Methodology - Part B

The methodology implemented in this thesis has been split into two parts, Part

A and Part B. Part A is a general description of the methodology, whereas Part

B contains detailed discussions of the theory and implementation of the numerical

methods used. It was intended that these chapters should be read together.

This chapter contains Part B. Refer to Chapter 3 for Part A.

4.1 Introduction

Fretting at the contact interfaces of modular implants results in wear, which

includes both the generation of wear debris and the change in shape of the implant

components over time. This change in shape causes an similar evolution of both

the contact stresses and the sub-surface stresses, which can result in formation of

surface cracks that lead to premature failure of the implant.

In the current work, a methodology was established to predict the expected life of

a modular implant using numerical methods and �nite element software package

ABAQUS. In order to capture this evolution of contact and sub-surface stresses, a

time-stepping procedure was adopted that used ABAQUS to calculate the contact

and sub-surface stresses and then removed material based on these results. This

148
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procedure was continued until failure or until a speci�ed number of load cycles was

reached. Failure was assessed using a multi-axial critical plane fatigue approach

together with a linear damage accumulation model.

ABAQUS provides an adaptive mesh framework to facilitate wear simulations, based

on the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) adaptive meshing technique. Material

removal is performed using adaptive mesh constraints, which can be de�ned using

user subroutine UMESHMOTION. The use of this subroutine enables the user to

interact with the ABAQUS solver through custom written FORTRAN code, allowing

the material to be removed according to any user de�ned function including one

based on local contact conditions.

The wear implementation presented here includes two important modi�cations:

� Removal of non-physical wear in penalty contact formulation

Penalty contact is used when it is di�cult to obtain a converged solution with

the Lagrangian contact formulation. However, penalty contact permits a small

amount of elastic slip, which results in non-physical wear, even in regions that

are sticking. A method is presented here that removes this non-physical wear

to achieve a more accurate wear simulation.

� Prevention of non-physical wear when using �nite sliding contact

The geometry of the contact surfaces in a taper connection means that slave

surface extends past one end of the master surface. Slave nodes may become

inactive as a result of movement of the MALE component relative to the

FEMALE. Values of CSLIP1 and CSLIP2 assigned to inactive nodes may

result in an error in the calculation of the incremental slip and wear depth.

The wear implementation presented includes a method to prevent these errors

from occurring by treatment of the inactive nodes.

Although UMESHMOTION is typically used for applying wear to the contact

surfaces, it served two important additional functions in this study:

� Transfer of the contact solution

To enable material removal of both components, UMESHMOTION was also
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used to transfer the contact solution from the slave surface to the master

surface; this is necessary because in the master-slave approach used by

ABAQUS, the contact solution is only available at the nodes of the slave

surface.

� Material point tracking

Fatigue life calculations must be performed using a consistent set of material

points. However, in the Eulerian phase of the ALE adaptive meshing

technique, the mesh is moved independently of the material, meaning that

mesh points (integration points, element centroids etc.) are no longer constant

material points. To overcome this, a material point mesh (MPM), in which

all points correspond to a constant material point, is created. The locations

of these material points within each component are tracked over the course of

the simulation and written to �le so they are available for subsequent fatigue

life calculations.

The life assessments of the modular components were performed using custom C++

code that is run through the ABAQUS C++ Application Programming Interface

(API). This allows the user direct access to the wear simulation results, speci�cally

for post-processing of ABAQUS result �les. ABAQUS provides no in-built fatigue

life assessment utility. Two critical plane parameters, the Smith-Watson-Topper

parameter and the Fatemi-Socie parameter, were used to calculate the fatigue

damage for each wear cycle, and the total fatigue damage was calculated using

the Miner-Palmgren linear damage accumulation rule.

This chapter outlines this methodology in full. But �rst the ALE adaptive meshing

technique is introduced, as this forms the basis of the subsequent discussion.
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4.2 Adaptive Mesh Framework in ABAQUS

To model wear, ABAQUS uses an adaptive mesh technique known as ALE adaptive

remeshing. As the name suggests, this adaptive meshing technique combines the

Lagrangian approach, in which material moves with the mesh, and the Eulerian

approach, in which the mesh nodes remain �xed in space and the material �ows

through the mesh elements. This technique is often used to smooth the mesh in

problems involving large deformations, where a pure Lagrangian analysis approach

might fail due to excessive mesh distortions. This adaptive mesh framework is ideal

for modelling wear because mesh distortions that may occur in cases of high wear

will be prevented by the mesh smoothing techniques implemented by ALE adaptive

remeshing.

ALE adaptive meshing requires an adaptive mesh domain to be de�ned. Wear is

simulated by applying motion to the nodes on the contact surface of the mating

parts, de�ned using spatial adaptive mesh constraints. These constraints apply the

de�ned motion without regard to the current material displacement at the node,

allowing the user to prescribe mesh motion to the nodes on the contact surfaces that

di�ers form the current material displacement, thereby adding or removing material.

The motions can be de�ned using user subroutine UMESHMOTION, which allows

the motion to be prescribed in terms of local solution variables and additionally

provides a local coordinate system in which one of the coordinate directions is

normal to the contact surface at the node. This simpli�es the de�nition of motion

in wear simulations, where the wear rate is typically calculated as a function of local

conditions, such as contact pressure and relative motion, and the wear direction is

along the inwards facing surface normal.

Adaptive meshing in ABAQUS uses an operator split method wherein each analysis

increment consists of a Lagrangian phase followed by a Eulerian phase. The

Lagrangian phase is the typical ABAQUS solution increment in which a number of

iterations are performed until the contact and equilibrium equations have converged.

Once converged, the Eulerian phase takes place, which involves two main steps:
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1. Mesh motion / sweeping

In this part of the Eulerian phase the following steps are performed:

� Mesh motions to de�ne motion, i.e. material removal due to wear, are

calculated

� Mesh motions are applied via spatial adaptive mesh constraints

� Mesh smoothing is applied in a number to iterative sweeps to prevent

mesh distortion

This step is performed immediately after the Lagrangian phase has converged.

User subroutine UMESHMOTION is called at least once for each node for

which adaptive mesh constraints are applied. The �rst call is to apply wear,

and subsequent calls are made to smooth the mesh to improve its quality.

This enables the user to de�ne not only the motion of each node, but also to

in�uence the mesh sweeping for each node.

2. Mesh advection

In this part of the phase, the material point quantities are remapped, or

advected, across from the old mesh (the mesh at the end of the Lagrangian

phase) to the new "swept" mesh. A second order method, based on the

Lax-Wendro� method, is used to integrate the advection equation [282].

This step is performed internally by ABAQUS and therefore the user has no

interaction with this step.

4.2.1 User Subroutine UMESHMOTION

User subroutine UMESHMOTION is a text �le containing FORTRAN code that

is written by the user to enable user customisation of the simulation. It must be

compiled and subsequently linked to create a library �le that is used by ABAQUS

during runtime. As the numerical methods in this chapter are mostly implemented

with user subroutine UMESHMOTION, a brief introduction to user subroutine

UMESHMOTION will be given here to facilitate the discussions.
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In order to call UMESHMOTION correctly, the subroutine must have the following

interface provided by ABAQUS [282]:

SUBROUTINE UMESHMOTION(UREF,ULOCAL,NODE,NNDOF, &
LNODETYPE,ALOCAL,NDIM,TIME,DTIME,PNEWDT, &
KSTEP,KINC,KMESHSWEEP,JMATYP,JGVBLOCK,LSMOOTH)

INCLUDE 'ABA_PARAM.INC'

DIMENSION ULOCAL(NDIM),JELEMLIST(*)
DIMENSION ALOCAL(NDIM,*),TIME(2)
DIMENSION JMATYP(*),JGVBLOCK(*)

! user coding to define ULOCAL

! and, optionally PNEWDT

RETURN
END

where the de�nition of each of these variables is given by the ABAQUS User Manual.

There are several key pieces of information related to UMESHMOTION:

� UMESHMOTION is called at least once for every node in the adaptive mesh

constraint, where NODE is the label of the current node.

� The �rst time UMESHMOTION is called for each node, the mesh motions for

the adaptive mesh constraints are calculated. During this �rst call, parameter

KMESHWEEP will have a value of 0. The subroutine is then called a number

of additional times to perform mesh smoothing. During these subsequent calls,

the value of KMESHSWEEP will be equal to current number of mesh sweeps

i.e. KMESHSWEEP = 1 for the �rst mesh sweep, and so on.

� Wear is de�ned by modi�cation of ULOCAL. In a three-dimensional analysis,

ULOCAL will be an array of length 3.

� ULOCAL is de�ned in terms of local coordinate system ALOCAL. For a node

on the exterior of the adaptive mesh domain, the �rst and second columns

of ALOCAL refer to the coordinate axes that are tangential to the contact

surface, whereas the third column refers to the coordinate axis pointing in the

direction of the outward facing surface normal. For a node on the interior

of the adaptive mesh domain, ALOCAL is the identity matrix. The value of
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LNODETYPE can be used to identify if the node is on the domain exterior

or within the interior.

� The value of ULOCAL passed into the subroutine is the global coordinates of

the current node with respect to ALOCAL. Wear should be de�ned relative

to the value of ULOCAL passed into i.e. if WV is the 3D wear vector, then

wear should be applied using:

ULOCAL(1:3) = ULOCAL(1:3) + WV(1:3)

� Local values of contact variables such as contact pressure (CPRESS),

contact shear stress (CSHEAR1 and CSHEAR2), contact slip (CSLIP1

and CSLIP 2) etc. can be obtained using ABAQUS utility function

GETVRMAVGATNODE. Other utility functions are also available i.e. the

nodal coordinates at the end of the Lagrangian phase of the increment can be

obtained by calling utility function GETVRN.

The full user subroutine that was used in the current work, written using FORTRAN

95, is listed in Appendix D.

4.2.2 Adaptive Mesh Domain and Constraints

The use of user subroutine UMESHMOTION to apply wear requires the setup of

an adaptive mesh domain and adaptive mesh constraints:

� Adaptive mesh domain

The adaptive mesh domain consists of the elements that make up the contact

surface and additionally elements surrounding the contact surface that may

need smoothing as a result of wear. In this study, the adaptive mesh domain

consisted of the contact elements and several layers of elements both below

and next to the contact surfaces. All other elements were not adaptive, but

fatigue life predictions were still made for these elements.
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� Adaptive mesh constraints

In most wear studies, adaptive mesh constraints will typically be applied only

to the nodes on the contact surfaces. This is because these constraints, in such

circumstances, are only used to apply mesh motions to nodes on the contact

surface to simulate wear. However, in this study the node set used to de�ned

the adaptive mesh constraints contained all nodes within the adaptive mesh

domain. This is done to facilitate tracking of points in the material point

mesh. Constraints are still only applied to nodes on the contact surfaces, but

including all nodes in the constraint means that UMESHMOTION will be

called for all of these nodes, passing in coordinate information required by the

material tracking algorithm.

Adaptive mesh constraints can correspond to either nodal displacement or

nodal velocity; the displacement constraint type only was used in this study.

4.2.3 ABAQUS Outputs

The ALE adaptive meshing framework provides a number of di�erent solution

outputs. One of these is the history output VOLC, which is the change in volume

of either the entire adaptive mesh domain or a subset thereof. This output is very

important as it provides the cumulative volume of wear debris worn away from the

taper components. In this study, two subsets were created for VOLC output, one

each for the MALE and FEMALE components.
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4.3 Wear Simulation

Wear simulations were carried out using �nite element software package

ABAQUS/Standard together with ABAQUS user subroutine UMESHMOTION.

This set up enables material removal due to wear to be calculated and applied based

on local contact conditions. The speci�c details of the wear simulation, including the

wear algorithm, time integration method and implementation using these software

tools are discussed here.

4.3.1 Wear Algorithm

Wear between two mated components is simulated by the removal of material at

the contact surfaces. The amount of material removed is based on the well known

governing equation of wear proposed by Archard [291], which has been used by a

number of authors [34, 156, 158�161, 165, 171, 173, 260�263, 265, 292, 293]:

V

s
= Kw ·

Fn
H

(4.1)

where V is the worn volume, s is the sliding distance, Kw is the wear coe�cient, Fn

is the normal load and H is the material hardness. Equation (4.1) can be written

in the more convenient form in terms of wear depth, rather than wear volume, by

dividing both sides by the apparent contact area A

(
V

A

)
·
(

1

s

)
=

(
Kw

H

)
·
(
Fn
A

)
(4.2)

and then simplifying to yield the desired form:

h

s
= kl · p (4.3)

where h = V/A is the wear depth in mm, p = Fn/A is the contact pressure in MPa,

and kl = Kw/H is the local wear coe�cient de�ned as the wear depth per unit

sliding distance per unit contact pressure with units of MPa-1.
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Equation (4.3) is most commonly expressed as a rate equation, of the form [34, 158,

165, 172, 266, 292, 294�296]:
dh

ds
= kl · p (4.4)

or in terms of the incremental wear depth at node n on the contact surfaces during

increment i [34, 162, 171�173, 259, 264]:

∆hincn = kl · pn ·∆sn (4.5)

where pn and ∆sn are the contact pressure and incremental relative slip at node n

over a given increment.

Also of interest is the change in the wear depth over a single load cycle, which

consists of a number of increments. That is, if a load cycle is subdivided into I

increments, then the resulting change in wear depth at node n is the sum of the

incremental wear depth over all increments in the load cycle, from i = 1, 2, . . . , I.

Stated mathematically, this is:

∆hcyclen =
I∑
i=1

∆hi, incn

=
I∑
i=1

kl · pn ·∆sn

(4.6)

If the contact pressure is assumed to vary linearly over each increment, then pn in

Equations 4.5 and 4.6 can be replaced by the average of the contact pressure values

from the current and previous increments, i and i− 1. That is [167]:

pn =

(
pin + pi−1n

2

)
(4.7)

Often the incremental slip is not available, and must be calculated. In ABAQUS,

only the accumulated relative slip in two orthogonal directions tangential to the

surface, CSLIP1 and CSLIP2, is available to the user. The total incremental slip at

node n and in increment i can be calculated from these values by [158]:
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∆sin =

√(
CSINC1in

)2
+
(
CSINC2in

)2
(4.8a)

where CSINC1 and CSINC2 are the incremental wear slips in the surface directions

corresponding to CSLIP1 and CSLIP2, respectively, de�ned as:

CSINC1in = CSLIP1in − CSLIP1i−1n

CSINC2in = CSLIP2in − CSLIP2i−1n

(4.8b)

Wear coe�cients, such as local wear coe�cient kl, must be determined

experimentally. As the name suggests, kl is a function of the local values of contact

pressure and relative slip. However, due to experimental di�culties it is currently

not possible to measure these quantities at a local level. Therefore, kl is often

replaced with the bulk wear coe�cient kb, which assumes that kl ≈ kb. The value of

kb is still determined experimentally, but is done so using bulk contact properties,

such as wear scar dimensions or calculated from pin-on-disk results.

Performing this replacement for kl=kb, and also substituting for pn from Equation

4.7, the expression for the change in the wear depth resulting from single load

increment i can be written:

∆hi,incn = kb

(
pin + pi−1n

2

)
∆sin (4.9a)

and the change in wear depth over all increments i = 1, 2, . . . , I in a load cycle is:

∆hcyclen =
I∑
i=1

∆hi,incn

= kb

I∑
i=1

(
pin + pi−1n

2

)
∆sin

(4.9b)

Note that Equations (4.8) and (4.9) both require values before the �rst increment,

at i = 0, meaning that the initial values of contact pressure and accumulated

relative slip must be known prior to any wear calculations. In most practical

circumstances, such as component assembly, it cannot be assumed that contact

pressure or accumulated relative slip are zero. Therefore initial conditions must be
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provided or a non-wear simulation step prior to the �rst wear simulation step must

be performed.

4.3.2 Time Integration Technique

In the previous section, the change in wear depth at a node on the contact surfaces

was derived for both a single load increment and a single load cycle. To simulate

the progression of wear over time, the wear depths must be applied repeatedly for a

large number of additional increments / load cycles. This section describes how the

wear solution is stepped through time using a numerical time integration technique

known as the forward Euler method.

Two alternative formulations are discussed, one based on the incremental wear and

the other based on the wear over a single load cycle. The former method is often

referred to as the cycle jumping technique and has gained popularity recently with

ABAQUS users since the introduction of user subroutine UMESHMOTION. Both

methods have a number of advantages and disadvantages, several of which will be

discussed. Firstly, the forward Euler method is introduced.

4.3.2.1 The Forward Euler Method

The forward Euler method is a numerical procedure for solving ordinary di�erential

equations with a given initial value that have the following general form:

y′(t) = f(t, y(t)) (4.10a)

y(t0) = y0 (4.10b)

where y′(t) = dy/dt, f(t, y(t)) is a given function and y0 is the initial value at time

t = t0.

If the solution to Equation (4.10a) at time tk is known, denoted yk, an approximation
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to the solution at time tk+1, can be determined using the forward Euler method:

yk+1 = yk + ∆t f(tk, yk)

= yk + ∆t y′(tk) by substitution of Equation (4.10a)
(4.11)

where ∆t is the time step, such that tk+1 = tk + ∆t.

In simple terms, the forward Euler method estimates the value of yk+1 by

extrapolating the solution at time step k by a time period of ∆t into the future

using the �rst derivative (e.g. the gradient) of the solution.

By repeated application of Equation (4.11), the solution can be marched through

time in steps of ∆tk for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , K. This can be summarised as

yk+1 = yk + ∆tk y′(tk) for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , K (4.12a)

tk+1 = tk + ∆tk (4.12b)

where t = t0 and y(t0) = y0 are the initial conditions.

Numerical Stability and Solution Accuracy

The solution obtained using the forward Euler method is an numerical

approximation of the exact solution. The di�erence between the approximation

and the exact solution is referred to the approximation error. In this section, it will

be shown that the approximation error, and therefore the solution accuracy, of this

method are in fact proportional to the time step size. Furthermore, it will be shown

that the choice of time step size is also important in order to maintain stability of

the solution. This is done with the aid of a truncated Taylor series expansion.

A Taylor series is a series expansion of a function about a point. This is where

the function at a point is represented by the sum of an in�nite number of terms,

consisting of the derivatives of the function, evaluated at a nearby point. If only a

�nite number of terms from the beginning of this series expansion are used, then

the resulting expression is an approximation of the function at the point, known as

a truncated Taylor series expansion.
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The 1-D Taylor series of a function y(t+ ∆t) about point t is given by [297]

y(t+ ∆t) = y(t) + y′(t)∆t+
1

2!
y′′(t)∆t2 + · · ·+ 1

m!
ym(t)∆tm + · · · (4.13)

where m is known as the order of the term in the series. This can be simpli�ed to

y(t+ ∆t) = y(t) + y′(t)∆t+O(∆t2) (4.14)

where the term O(∆t2) contains all the terms of order 2 or higher. Dropping these

higher-order terms yields the truncated Taylor series expansion approximation of

the function:

y(t+ ∆t) ≈ y(t) + y′(t)∆t (4.15)

where the O(∆t2) term from Equation (4.14) is referred to as the truncation error.

This equation is clearly similar in form to the forward Euler method in (4.11), which

facilities the following discussion.

The lowest order term in the truncation error is order 2, meaning that the local

error, or the error associated with a single time step, is proportional to the time

step size raised to the power of 2, expressed as O(∆t2). The global error, which is

the cumulative local error up to a given point in time, is an order of one less than the

local error. That is to say, the global error is proportional to the time step size e.g.

O(∆t). This classi�es the forward Euler method as a �rst-order numerical scheme.

It practical terms, it means that if the time step size is reduced by half, then the

global error will also reduce by half.

The low accuracy associated with �rst-order methods means that a small time

step is necessary, resulting in a larger number of total time steps for a given

time duration. However, the improved accuracy of higher order schemes is

achieved through multiple function evaluations per time step and greater complexity

of implementation. These implementation di�culties, particularly within the

ABAQUS framework, is the perceived preference for the Euler method being the

most commonly used time integration method in numerical wear simulations.

The forward Euler method is an explicit numerical method, meaning that the
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solution at time tk+1, is determined from known values at the current time tk only.

Explicit methods are typically conditionally stable, as is true of the forward Euler

method. This means that the solution may become unstable if the size of the the

change in the wear depth over the time step is too large. Resulting instability may

manifest as large holes in the contact surfaces, patchy contact pressure results [156],

oscillations in the wear volume results [261], and even numerical over�ow [298].

4.3.2.2 Time Integration of the Wear Solution

Two di�erent time integration formulations are presented here, both of which were

used and compared in this study. The �rst is referred to as the load cycle approach,

as it is based on integration of the wear depths corresponding to a full load cycle.

The second approach is referred to here as the incremental approach, although is

better known as the cycle jumping technique, which is based on the integration of

the incremental wear depth. The former named is preferred to di�erentiate between

these two approaches, since both use a time step to accelerate the solution analogous

to the cyclic jumping factor used in the cycle jumping technique.

The Load Cycle Time Integration Approach

The forward Euler method is adapted here for wear simulations. In order to do this,

it must be recognised that in this context time t refers to the total number of load

cycles N . Furthermore, the time step size ∆tk is equivalent to ∆Nk, representing

the number of load cycles that are simulated during the kth wear step. With these

changes, the forward Euler method equations given by Equations (4.12) can be

rewritten in terms of wear depth h and number of load cycles N such that the total

wear depth at node n can be calculated at wear step k + 1 from:

hk+1
n = hkn + ∆Nk h′n(Nk) (4.16a)

Nk+1 = Nk + ∆Nk (4.16b)

for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , K where K is the total number of wear cycles.

In this time integration approach, the �rst derivative of the wear depth, h′n(Nk), is
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based on the wear depth for a single full load cycle. That is,

h′n(Nk) = ∆hk,cyclen (4.17)

where ∆hk,cyclen is as de�ned in Equation (4.9b). Equation (4.16a) may then be

rewritten as

hk+1
n = hkn + ∆Nk ∆hk,cyclen (4.18)

or alternatively as

hk+1
n = hkn + ∆hk,stepn (4.19)

where ∆hk,stepn is the change in wear depth at node n during the kth wear step,

equivalent to ∆Nk load cycles, such that:

∆hk,stepn = ∆Nk ∆hk,cyclen (4.20)

Rewriting Equation (4.18) in full, by substitution of Equation (4.9b), gives:

hk+1
n = hkn + ∆Nk

kb Ik∑
i=1

[
pin + pi−1n

2

]
∆sin

 (4.21)

where Ik is the number of load increments in wear step k.

The load cycle time integration approach evaluates Equation (4.21) for every node

only once every wear step, or every ∆Nk load cycles, not every load cycle. Therefore,

using a value of ∆Nk > 1 acts to accelerate the solution. This is repeated for all

K wear steps, such that the total wear depth at each node is the summation of the

wear depths for all wear steps at that node.

The use of ∆Nk to accelerate the solution is very important, because a single load

cycle evaluation is very computationally expensive, so any reduction in the total

number of evaluations will decrease the overall run time accordingly. Of course,

setting ∆Nk as large as possible will also reduce the overall run time by reducing

the number of time steps for a given number of load cycles. However, as discussed

in the previous section, the forward Euler method performs a linear extrapolation of

the solution from one step to the next, which inherently assumes that the value of
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∆hk,cyclen is constant over the next ∆Nk load cycles. Therefore ∆Nk must be chosen

so that this is approximately true, otherwise solution accuracy and stability may be

a�ected.

The Incremental Time Integration Approach

In the incremental time integration approach, or cyclic jumping technique, the wear

depth per wear step increment is often written as:

∆hn = ∆N kb pn ∆sn (4.22)

which is equivalent to

∆hn = ∆N∆hincn (4.23)

where ∆hincn is the change in wear depth per load cycle increment given by Equation

(4.9a) and ∆N is referred to as the cyclic jumping factor. In terms of the forward

Euler method, this is equivalent to writing:

hm+1
n = hmn + ∆hmn

= hmn + ∆N∆hm,incn

(4.24)

for m = 1, 2, . . . ,M where m is the total increment number (not per step) and M

is the total number of increments. Comparison to Equation (4.16) shows that the

�rst derivative term h′n is equivalent to the change in wear depth for a single load

increment ∆hincn . That is:

h′n(Nm) = ∆hm,incn (4.25)

where Nm is the number of load cycles corresponding to total increment m. Being

based on the incremental wear depth, the incremental time integration approach

requires calculation and application of the wear every increment, not just at the

end of the step as per the load cycle integration approach. This requires user

based modi�cation of the model geometry every increment, which is facilitated by

subroutine UMESHMOTION.

The relation between the total increment numberm, wear step number k and number
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of increments i, is given by

m =
K∑
k=1

Ik∑
i=1

ik (4.26)

which states that m is the sum of all completed increments over all wear steps up

to the current increment.

Comparison of the Time Integration Approaches

A number of di�erences between the load cycle and incremental time integration

approaches have already been mentioned. These are related to the di�erent

representations used for the �rst-derivative term in the forward Euler method

equation. The load cycle approach uses the wear depth over a full load cycle and

applies the wear once only at the end of each wear step. The incremental approach

uses the incremental wear depth and applies the wear at the end of each converged

increment. There are a number of other di�erences including ease of implementation,

representation of the physical wear process, and automatic maintenance of solution

stability. Each of these will be discussed.

In the past, wear simulations were typically controlled by an external program that

would open and run a �nite element solver to simulate a single wear cycle. This

external program would then use the contact results to modify the coordinates of the

nodes on the contact surfaces to simulate material removal due to wear, and then

launch the �nite element solver to repeat the process. The load cycle time integration

approach was well suited to this technique, since the model geometry is modi�ed

only once at the end of each wear step. The incremental time integration approach

could not be used in this case since user interaction with the solver at the end of

each increment was not available. More recently, ABAQUS have introduced user

subroutine UMESHMOTION that facilitates wear without the use of an external

program. In a wear simulation, UMESHMOTION is called every time increment,

making it easy to apply wear on an incremental basis. In fact, applying wear using

UMESHMOTION at the end of the step only is now more di�cult than doing so

incrementally, as it requires that the incremental wear depths at each node be stored

until the last increment in the step at which point they must then be combined before
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being applied. However, while more di�cult, it is still possible despite not having

been adopted in any recent studies.

As discussed, the forward Euler method is a �rst-order, explicit time integration

technique that is conditionally stable. Issues related to this technique make the

incremental time integration method appear more attractive than the load cycle

approach, because it allows the user to remove smaller amounts of material more

often, resulting in increased stability and shorter run times through judicious

selection of ∆N and the number of increments per step. Combined with a simpler

implementation, the incremental approach appears to be ideally suited to wear

simulations. However, despite these many advantages, there are also a number

of disadvantages.

The �rst disadvantage is that the wear application method of the incremental time

integration approach is not physically correct. Unlike the load cycle approach, where

the wear depth per wear step in based on the evenly weighted sum of the incremental

wear depths over all increments in the cycle, the incremental approach calculates

the wear depth for a single load increment, and then applies this ∆N times before

proceeding to the next increment. A possible outcome of this wear application

method may be bias of the wear solution towards increments closer to the beginning

of the load cycle, resulting from the fact that most of the wear from an entire wear

step (or ∆N load cycles) is applied before the last increment is performed. Madge et

al [34] did report a negligible di�erence in the results obtained by the two di�erent

approaches. However, this may not hold true in all circumstances, particularly for

loads that vary signi�cantly over the step or for large values of ∆N .

Another disadvantage is that the wear depth cannot be automatically reduced if

required to maintain stability of the solution. Although it has been reported [172]

that when using UMESHMOTION using an incremental approach, stability of the

wear solution can be achieved by reducing the increment size so that the incremental

wear depth always remains below the stability limit, this is incorrect. While it

is certainly possible to reduce the increment size, it is only possible within the

ABAQUS ALE remeshing framework to decrease the increment size of the following

increment, not the current increment where the stability limit may have been
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exceeded. In order to e�ectively maintain stability of the solution an increment

where stability has been exceeded, the increment should be abandoned and repeated

with a smaller time increment. In other ABAQUS user subroutines not related to

wear, it is possible to abandon and repeat an increment. However, this is not possible

when using UMESHMOTION, possibly because the subroutine is called subsequent

to the Lagrangian phase of the increment.

Given these di�erences, it is not clear which approach is best suited for 3D wear

simulations. Both approaches were therefore implemented and used in this study to

enable a comparison to help answer this question.

Automatic Calculation of ∆N in the Load Cycle Integration Approach

Further to the discussion in the previous section regarding automatic maintenance

of solution stability, while it is true that the step cannot be abandoned and repeated

with a smaller time increment, it is possible to automatically adjust the value of ∆N

to reduce the wear depth. However, this is only true for the load cycle approach,

where the wear depth is applied during the last increment of the wear step. A

method to automatically calculate the number of load cycles per wear step ∆N to

ensure wear depths are below a critical value has been implemented is this study

and is discussed here. A similar technique was implemented by Podra et al [292].

In order to maintain stability of the wear solution, the change in wear depth per

wear step may be prevented from exceeding a critical value, beyond which instability

will result. This may be achieved by direct speci�cation of a critical value of the

change in wear depth, i.e. ∆hk,stepn ≤ ∆hstepcrit , or indirectly by the use of a critical

number of load cycles per wear step i.e. ∆Nk ≤ ∆Ncrit. The current implementation

uses a combined approach, by speci�cation of ∆hstepcrit , which was used to calculate

an appropriate value of ∆Nk in order to keep the maximum wear depth at any

node below the critical value. As solution accuracy is also a�ected by the value of

∆N , this method can also be used reduce ∆N further, such that the resulting wear

depth is decreased below the critical value required for stability, in order to increase

solution accuracy.
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The �rst step in this calculation is to search all nodes on the contact surfaces to

determine the maximum value of the wear depth in the step. That is:

∆hk, cyclemax = max
[
∆hk, cyclen

]
for n = 1, 2, . . . , N (4.27)

The number of cycles in the kth wear step is then determined from:

∆Nk = Fs

(
∆hstepcrit

∆hk, cyclemax

)
(4.28)

where ∆hstepcrit is the critical value of change in wear depth per time step, and Fs is a

safety factor.

In Equation (4.28), the value of ∆Nk is calculated to ensure that stability is

maintained by ensuring that the value of ∆hstepcrit is never exceeded. A number of

values for ∆hstepcrit were used in this study, ranging from 0.05 - 0.2 µm.

The use of safety factor Fs is related to timing and implementation of calculations.

That is, when Equations (4.27) and (4.28) are calculated, only the values from the

increments before the last increment in the load cycle are available; therefore, the

value of ∆hk, cyclemax is based on all increments except for the last, and may therefore be

under estimated if wear in the last increment is signi�cant. The factor of safety was

used to account for any changes in ∆hk, cyclemax that occur in the last time increment.

The factor of safety was assigned a value of Fs = 0.975 when 40 increments per

step were used, which re�ects that nominally 2.5% of this change occurs in the last

increment.

4.3.3 Implementation of the Wear Algorithm

ABAQUS provides an adaptive mesh framework and user subroutine

UMESHMOTION that is ideal for carrying out wear simulations. However,

there are several di�culties related to contact modelling that need to be overcome

in order to obtain a converged and accurate wear solution. Two of these di�culties,

one related to possible errors in the incremental slip values when using the

�nite-sliding tracking approach, and the other related to non-physical wear when
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using the penalty contact formulation, are discussed here in detail.

4.3.3.1 Contact Slip and the Finite-Sliding Tracking Approach

Every contact formulation uses a tracking approach to determine which nodes on the

slave surface are in contact with which faces on the master surface. Finite-sliding is

one of the tracking approaches available in ABAQUS. This section discusses the use

of the �nite-sliding tracking approach and di�culties related to wear simulations

that may arise when surface nodes move from outside the tracking range to within

the tracking range, or vice versa. The di�culties are due to changes in the contact

slip values, which if not treated accordingly, will result in excessively large values of

the incremental slip and therefore also of the corresponding incremental wear depth.

These large values of contact slip are numerical, or non-physical, because they are

the result of the limitations of the numerical tracking scheme.

Contact between the male and female components in a taper connection are prone

to these issues because of the relatively large displacement (compared to the

incremental slip values) used to assemble the components, and because of the

one-sided overlap between the components which means that the slave surface will

not extend past the master surface at one end of the taper.

A method is presented here to detect if slave nodes are within the tracking range

or not, and then to calculate the increment slip values in a appropriate way that

prevents incorrect excessive slip values.

Contact Slip and Active/Inactive Contact Nodes

ABAQUS/Standard o�ers both small-sliding and �nite-sliding contact tracking

approaches. In small sliding, the relationships between the slave nodes and the

master surface are determined at the beginning of the analysis and remain unchanged

throughout the entire analysis e.g. a slave node will always interact with the same

master face. In �nite-sliding, the solver tracks the location of each slave node relative

to the master surface, such that this information is continually updated e.g. a slave

node may change contact from one master face to another.

Since contact is not possible if the slave nodes are far away from the master surface,
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the �nite-sliding tracking approach only performs contact calculations if the slave

nodes are within a certain separation distance of the master surface. This distance

is referred to as the tracking thickness. Slave nodes within the tracking thickness

are known as active, whereas those outside the tracking thickness are inactive.

Active contact nodes are assigned the normal solution values. However, ABAQUS

assigns the default values to inactive nodes of:

COPEN = −1.0e+36

CPRESS = CSLIP1 = CSLIP2 = 0

where the large negative value assigned to COPEN can be used to determine if the

contact node is active or not, because this value is not physically possible for active

nodes.

An issue in the calculation of the incremental slip values, CSINC1 and CSINC2,

and therefore the resulting wear depth, arises if a contact node switches between

active and inactive states from one increment to the next. This is because CSINC1

and CSINC2 are based on the di�erence in the slip values from two consecutive

increments. When the contact values switch from the active and inactive values,

the values of CSLIP1 and CSLIP2 drop to zero, which may result in an excessive

increase in the values of CSINC1 and CSINC2 several times larger than the true

incremental slip. The same happens when the node status switches from inactive to

active. As a result, an excessive wear depth will be calculated, leading to errors. A

solution to this is discussed in the following section.

Wear simulations of a taper model geometry, like that performed in the current

work, are sensitive to these changes in tracking states of the slave nodes. This is

because:

� The values of the accumulated slip values CSLIP1 and CSLIP2 are relatively

large compared to the incremental slip values as a result of the initial assembly

of the taper.

� Due to the nature of the taper geometry, the slave surface will always extend

past the master surface. This will occur either at the mouth of the taper or at
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the base of the taper, depending on the chosen assignment of the master and

slave surfaces (which cannot be overcome by swapping the assignment of these

surfaces). The slave nodes at the edge of the master surface are those that will

switch from active to inactive, or vice versa, between increments due to loads.

For this reason, it can be considered an edge e�ect, and slave nodes away from

the edges of the master surface should be una�ected. It it worth noting here

that if slave nodes are a�ected, then master nodes will also be a�ected if the

contact solution is transferred from the slave to the master surface.

Although the tracking thickness can be increased, in most cases this does not

alleviate the problem associated with these nodes. This is because the tracking

thickness is calculated normal to the (master) surface, and the location of the

slave nodes relative to the master face are perpendicular to this direction.

Modi�cation of the Incremental Slip Values to Prevent Errors

In the current work, the calculation of the increment slip values, CSINC1 and

CSINC2, has been modi�ed in the following way to overcome these issues associated

with the �nite-sliding tracking approach:

1. The equation for the calculation of CSINC1 and CSINC2, Equation (4.8b), is

modi�ed based on the tracking status of the contact results in two consecutive

increments. This is done by evaluating the value of COPEN to identify if the

nodes is active or not, as follows:

if
(
COPENi

n = −1.0e+36
)
OR

(
COPENi−1

n = −1.0e+36
)
then

CSINC1in = 0.0

CSINC2in = 0.0

else

CSINC1in =
(
CSLIP1in − CSLIP1i−1n

)
CSINC2in =

(
CSLIP2in − CSLIP2i−1n

)
end if

Essentially, if the contact results are active in two consecutive increments, then

use the values of CSLIP1 and CSLIP2 to calculate the incremental slips. If
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not, i.e. if the results are inactive in either of these increments, then set the

incremental slip values to zero.

2. When transferring the contact solution from the slave to the nodes on the

master surface (discussed in the next section), interpolation of the calculated

variables CSINC1 and CSINC2 is performed, not raw variables CSLIP1 and

CSLIP2.

3. Further to the previous point, when transferring the contact solution from the

slave surface to the nodes on the master surface, values of COPEN, CPRESS,

CSINC1 and CSINC2 must be assigned for both active and inactive master

nodes. If the master node lies within the bounds of an element face on the slave

surface, then the master node is considered to be active and the contact values

are determined by linear interpolation. However, if no containing element is

found, then the master node is considered as inactive and same inactive values

used by ABAQUS for the slave nodes are also assigned to the master node.

4.3.3.2 Penalty Friction and Allowable Elastic Slip

The penalty contact formulation is one of the methods available in ABAQUS to

enforce the contact behaviour governed by the friction model. However, the penalty

contact is not the preferred formulation in fretting studies because it permits a small

amount of elastic slip to achieve convergence. However, convergence is not always

possible in practice using the preferred Lagrangian contact formulation, in which

case the penalty method is the next best alternative.

This section discusses the use of penalty contact in a wear simulation, focusing on

non-physical wear that may result as a consequence of the elastic slip inherent to this

formulation. A method is presented here to eliminate this elastic slip from the wear

depth calculations to prevent non-physical wear in these regions. This is discussed

in the context of the basic isotropic Coulomb friction model available in ABAQUS,

which was used in the current work.

Basic Isotropic Coulomb Friction Model Enforced Using the Penalty

Contact Formulation
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Loads are transmitted between two contacting bodies by forces at the contact

interface. These forces may consist of both a normal component acting perpendicular

to the contact surface and a frictional, or shear, component that acts tangentially

to the surface. The frictional force and normal force components are often related,

the nature of which is governed by a friction model.

Figure 4.1: Frictional stick-slip behaviour

A popular friction model available in ABAQUS for dry (non-lubricated) contact is

the basic Coulomb model with isotropic friction. This model allows two contacting

surfaces to carry a shear stress, τ̄ , up to a certain magnitude before they start

sliding relative to each other. This critical shear stress value, τ̄crit, is assumed to be

proportional to the contact pressure p via the coe�cient of friction µ i.e. τ̄crit = µ p,

up to a maximum value of τmax. Once the surfaces start to slip, τ̄crit is the maximum

shear stress that acts to oppose the relative motion between the surfaces. This

stick-slip behaviour is represented graphically in Figure 4.1 and can be expressed as

[282]:

τ̄ < τ̄crit , point sticking

τ̄ = τ̄crit , point slipping
(4.29a)

where:

τ̄crit = min(µp, τmax) (4.29b)

and furthermore that the value of τmax was estimated from the yield stress of the
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material σy using von Mises theory [282]:

τmax =
σy√

3
(4.30)

In the basic Coulomb model with isotropic friction, the friction coe�cient is the

same in all surface directions and is not a function of any other variables. This

includes being independent of slip rate, meaning that µ represents both the static

and kinetic friction coe�cients.

In three-dimensional simulations ABAQUS de�nes a Cartesian coordinate system at

each point on the contact surface. This coordinate system is orientated such that two

of the coordinate directions are tangential to the surface and the third coordinate

direction is normal to the surface. The directions tangential to the surface are

referred to as the 1- and 2- surface directions. The shear stresses in each of these

directions are denoted τ1 and τ2. Similarly, the corresponding relative slip values

are denoted γ1 and γ2. To determine the frictional state at a point using Equation

(4.29), ABAQUS de�nes τ̄ as the magnitude of these two shear stress components :

τ̄ =
√
τ 21 + τ 22 (4.31)

which is referred to as the equivalent shear stress. In a similar fashion, the two slip

components are combined to give the equivalent slip, γ̄, de�ned as:

γ̄ =
√
γ21 + γ22 (4.32)

ABAQUS provides two numerical formulations to enforce the frictional behaviour

de�ned by the Coulomb friction model: the Lagrangian multiplier method and

the penalty contact method. The Lagrangian contact formulation strictly enforces

this sticking behaviour, and is therefore the preferred formulation in fretting

studies where capturing the correct contact behaviour is of the utmost importance.

Several studies, predominantly 2D studies using simpli�ed geometries such as the

cylinder-on-plane con�guration, have used the Lagrangian multiplier formulation

[156, 158, 256]. However, in practical problems where the geometry can be quite
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complex, convergence can be di�cult using this formulation. In such situations the

penalty contact formulation can be used, which allows a small amount of elastic slip

in order to achieve convergence. This method approximates the no-slip condition

using sti� elastic behaviour, where the contact sti�ness is chosen such that the

magnitude of the allowable elastic slip is maintained below a critical value speci�ed

by the user γ̄crit. If the value of the allowable elastic slip speci�ed is too small,

however, convergence issues may still occur. The penalty contact formulation has

been successfully implemented in several wear related contact studies, and has been

shown to closely approximate the Lagrangian multiplier method. In each of these

studies, the allowable elastic slip value was chosen to be small relative to the size of

the contact width [191, 293].

A comparison of the Lagrangian and penalty contact formulations to the analytical

solution for contact between a cylinder and plane without wear was presented by

Mäntylä et al. [167]. This work showed that contact shear and slip behaviour

obtained using the Lagrange multiplier method closely matched the analytical

solution, but also that the results obtained using the penalty method converge

towards those of the Lagrangian formulation as the magnitude of the allowable

elastic slip is decreased. The results obtained with the penalty method with an

allowable elastic slip value of γ̄crit = 1.0e−6 mm were shown to closely match those

obtained using the Lagrangian formulation.

Wear Simulations and Non-Physical Wear

Since the penalty friction formulation is an approximation of the stick-slip behaviour

at the contact interface, then it follows on that the use of this formulation will a�ect

the wear solution. This is because the small amount of elastic slip permitted by

this formulation may result in wear, even in regions that are sticking. Even if

the allowable elastic slip is very small, combined with the high contact pressures

in sticking zones it could result in non-negligible wear in a single time increment

which becomes increasingly signi�cant over the course of the simulation. Wear

resulting from elastic slip can be considered numerical, or non-physical, because the

elastic slip itself is the result of a numerical approximation. To prevent numerical

wear from occurring Mäntylä et al. [167] suggested that the wear algorithm be
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modi�ed by eliminating the elastic slip from the calculated slip values. Although

no implementation details were provided by the authors, the intent of this approach

was adopted in this work.

A new method is presented here to eliminate the elastic slip from the total contact

slip values provided by ABAQUS i.e. CSLIP1 and CSLIP2. This is achieved by

calculating the elastic slip components using the value of the allowable elastic slip

together with local values of the shear stress, and then subtracting the elastic slip

from the total contact slip values. The result is the true (physical) slip components,

which are used to calculated the incremental slip magnitude and then substituted

into the wear algorithm without causing non-physical wear in regions that are

sticking.

Elimination of the Elastic Slip

The penalty contact formulation approximates frictional sticking using sti� elastic

behaviour. It does this by formulating the shear stress in terms of the tangential

contact sti�ness, or penalty sti�ness, and a small amount of elastic slip. The penalty

sti�ness ks at a node is calculated to ensure that the magnitude of the elastic slip γ̄el

never exceeds the allowable elastic slip γ̄crit. To achieve this, ks is calculated using

the local critical shear stress τ̄crit as follows:

ks =
τ̄crit
γ̄crit

(4.33)

The penalty sti�ness ks is then used to relate the equivalent shear stress τ̄ to the

equivalent elastic slip, γ̄el:

τ̄ = ks γ̄el (4.34)

where:

γ̄el =

√
(γ1,el)

2 + (γ2,el)
2 (4.35)

and γ1,el and γ2,el are the components of the elastic slip in the 1- and 2- surface

directions, respectively.

The relationships between the critical shear stress τ̄crit, equivalent shear stress τ̄ ,

allowable elastic slip γ̄crit, and the equivalent elastic slip γ̄el are shown graphically
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in Figure 4.2. Given that the equivalent shear stress τ̄ cannot exceed the critical

shear stress τ̄crit, it is clear from this �gure that the requirement that the equivalent

elastic slip γ̄el never exceed the allowable elastic slip γ̄crit will be satis�ed.

Figure 4.2: Approximation of true stick-slip behaviour using penalty contact which
permits a small amount of elastic slip

For isotropic friction, where the coe�cient of friction is the same in all directions,

the slip occurs in the same direction as the corresponding shear stress. The elastic

slip components in the 1- and 2- surface directions can be expressed in terms of the

corresponding shear stress components as [282]:

γ1,el =
(τ1
τ̄

)
γ̄el and γ2,el =

(τ2
τ̄

)
γ̄el (4.36)

which, by substitution of Equation (4.34), is equivalent to writing:

γ1,el =
τ1
ks

and γ2,el =
τ2
ks

(4.37)

Since τ̄ , γ̄el, and ks will always be positive, if τ1 is in the positive 1- surface direction,

then γ1,el will also be in the positive 1- direction. Similarly if τ1 is in the negative

1- direction, then γ1,el will also be negative. The same applies for τ2 and γ2,el.

When penalty contact is used, the slip values stored by ABAQUS in variable CSLIP1

and CSLIP2 consist of two components: the true (physical) slip plus the elastic

(non-physical, or, numerical) slip. This can be expressed mathematically, where the
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total slip in the 1- and 2- surface directions at increment i, γi1 and γ
i
2, are given by:

γi1 = γi1,el + γi1,sl

γi2 = γi2,el + γi2,sl

(4.38)

where subscripts el and sl refer to the elastic and true components, respectively,

of the relative slip. In wear simulations the incremental slip, or the change in the

relative slip between two consecutive increments, is of most interest because it is

used to calculated the incremental wear depth, done here using Equation (4.9).

Accordingly, the true incremental slip in surface directions 1- and 2- from increment

i− 1 to increment i can be derived by the subtraction of Equation (4.38) at each of

these increments to give:

∆γi1,sl =
(
γi1 − γi−11

)
−
(
γi1,el − γi−11,el

)
∆γi2,sl =

(
γi2 − γi−12

)
−
(
γi2,el − γi−12,el

) (4.39)

where ∆γi1,sl = (γi1,sl − γi−11,sl ) and ∆γi2,sl = (γi2,sl − γi−12,sl ). Substitution of Equation

(4.37) into the above then yields:

∆γi1,sl =
(
γi1 − γi−11

)
−
(
τ i1
kis
− τ i−11

ki−1s

)
∆γi2,sl =

(
γi2 − γi−12

)
−
(
τ i2
kis
− τ i−12

ki−1s

) (4.40)

and further, by substitution of Equation (4.33) for ks, as:

∆γi1,sl =
(
γi1 − γi−11

)
− γ̄crit

(
τ i1
τ̄ icrit
− τ i−11

τ̄ i−1crit

)
∆γi2,sl =

(
γi2 − γi−12

)
− γ̄crit

(
τ i2
τ̄ icrit
− τ i−12

τ̄ i−1crit

) (4.41)

The incremental slip magnitude, originally presented in Equations (4.8a) and (4.8b),

can be rewritten as the true incremental slip, minus the elastic slip component, as:

∆sin =

√(
∆γi1,sl

)2
+
(
∆γi2,sl

)2 (4.42)
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In terms of the ABAQUS contact variables, this can be expressed as:

∆sin =

√(
CSINC1in

)2
+
(
CSINC2in

)2
(4.43)

where:

CSINC1in =
(
CSLIP1in − CSLIP1i−1n

)
− γ̄crit

(
CSHEAR1in

τ̄ icrit
− CSHEAR1i−1n

τ̄ i−1crit

) (4.44a)

CSINC2in =
(
CSLIP2in − CSLIP2i−1n

)
− γ̄crit

(
CSHEAR2in

τ̄ icrit
− CSHEAR2i−1n

τ̄ i−1crit

) (4.44b)

and:

τ̄ icrit = min(µ CPRESSin, τmax) (4.44c)

τ̄ i−1crit = min(µ CPRESSi−1n , τmax) (4.44d)

Equations (4.44a) and (4.44b) are similar to Equation (4.8b), but with an additional

term to remove the elastic slip.

There are two special cases where these equations for the true incremental slip at a

point can be simpli�ed. These are:

1. Point remains sticking between increments

With reference to Equation (4.38), if a point is sticking in both increment i−1

and subsequent increment i, then the total slip will consist of an elastic slip

component only i.e. the true slip components will be zero. If this is the case,

then the incremental slip magnitude ∆sin de�ned in Equation (4.42) will also

be zero. Therefore, rather than eliminating the elastic slip from the total slip

values, it is better to simply set the true incremental slip values to be zero i.e.

γi1,sl = γi2,sl = 0. By setting the components to zero, ∆sin will also be zero.
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This can be expressed mathematically as:

∆γi1,sl =

 0, (τ̄ i < τ̄ icrit) and (τ̄ i−1 < τ̄ i−1crit )

As per Eq. (4.41), (τ̄ i = τ̄ icrit) or (τ̄ i−1 = τ̄ i−1crit )
(4.45a)

∆γi2,sl =

 0, (τ̄ i < τ̄ icrit) and (τ̄ i−1 < τ̄ i−1crit )

As per Eq. (4.41), (τ̄ i = τ̄ icrit) or (τ̄ i−1 = τ̄ i−1crit )
(4.45b)

2. Point remains slipping between increments

With reference to Equation (4.39), if a point is slipping in both increment i−1

and subsequent increment i, then the elastic slip in both increments will be

equal to allowable elastic slip value, γ̄crit. Therefore, when the subtraction of

the slip values is performed in Equation (4.39), the elastic slip terms cancel

out such that the true incremental slip components are equal to the di�erence

in the corresponding total slip components. This can be expressed as:

∆γi1,sl =

 γi1 − γi−11 , (τ̄ i = τ̄ icrit) and (τ̄ i−1 = τ̄ i−1crit )

As per Eq. (4.41), (τ̄ i < τ̄ icrit) or (τ̄ i−1 < τ̄ i−1crit )
(4.46a)

∆γi2,sl =

 γi2 − γi−12 , (τ̄ i = τ̄ icrit) and (τ̄ i−1 = τ̄ i−1crit )

As per Eq. (4.41), (τ̄ i < τ̄ icrit) or (τ̄ i−1 < τ̄ i−1crit )
(4.46b)

Importantly, this shows that no correction is needed to the slip values provided

by ABAQUS when a point is slipping between increments.

Allowable Elastic Slip Value

The value of the allowable elastic slip γ̄crit may be speci�ed by the user. In the

absence of a value, the default value is 0.5% of the characteristic length of the

elements on the contact surfaces, which is determined by ABAQUS.

In the current work, a small value of γ̄crit=1.0e−6 was speci�ed, which is the same

as the smallest value used by Mäntylä et al [167].
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4.4 Transfer of the Contact Solution

In ABAQUS, contact surfaces are typically de�ned in pairs. To simulate contact

between these surfaces, a pure master-slave contact algorithm is most often used,

where one of the surfaces is designated as the master surface and the other the

slave surface. Contact constraints are applied to ensure that the nodes on the slave

surface do not penetrate the faces of the master surface.

A current limitation of this approach is that the contact results are only available on

the slave surface, not the master. Given that the wear algorithm can only apply wear

at nodes where the contact results are known, if the contact results are available

on the slave surface only, then wear can only be applied to the nodes on the slave

surface. In some situations this is satisfactory, such as where the hardness of one

of the materials is signi�cantly greater than the other and the wear of the harder

material is negligable i.e. wear simulations of metal on polyethylene bearing surfaces

[260�263, 265]. However, where materials with similar hardness values are in contact,

wear of both materials must be considered. To overcome this restriction, the contact

results must be made available at the nodes on the master surface. This can be done

by transferring the results from the slave surface to the master surface

With reference to Figure 4.3, the transfer process generally involves �nding the

closest slave face that intersects with master node p. The intersection point q can

be found by projecting p along the master surface normal n̂m. The contact variable

values U1 and U2 at the slave face nodes N1 and N2, respectively, can then be

interpolated to q based on the relative distance between N1 and N2. The resulting

value at the master node is then Uq.

The transfer of contact results from the slave to the master has been performed by

several authors, however the methods used to perform the transfer are often not

discussed in detail. This is most likely because wear studies are typically 2D, where

a simple 1D linear interpolation method can be used which does not require separate

discussion, as done so by Madge et al. [172]. However, this transfer process is much

more complicated in three dimensional space, as can be observed by the few 3D

studies that discuss it [165, 299]. For example, Cruzado et al. [299] compared three

interpolation methods to transfer the solution from the slave to the master surface;
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bivariate interpolation, triangle-based linear interpolation and nearest-neighbour

interpolation. These �rst two methods are more complex than the last, requiring

triangulation of the slave surface and solution of a set of equations. The last method

is the simplest and fastest, where the value at the slave node nearest to the master

node is used, without consideration of other neighbouring slave nodes. Due to its

speed, the nearest-neighbour method was adopted by the Cruzado et al., despite

reduced accuracy compared to the other methods.

Figure 4.3: Transfer of contact solution from the slave surface to the master surface

A new technique was implemented in the current work to transfer the contact results

from the slave surface to the nodes of the master surface. Rather than requiring

triangulation of the slave surface, this technique uses the interpolation function of

the underlying element faces to locate the slave face nearest to the master node and

subsequently linearly interpolate the results from the 4 nodes of this face to the

master node based on its location within the face. This new technique is discussed

next.

4.4.1 Outline of Contact Results Transfer Method

The contact results are transferred from the nodes of slave surface to the nodes of

the master surface using linear interpolation, based on the interpolation function of

the underlying element faces. This allows the values of the contact results stored

at the nodes of the nearest intersecting slave face to be interpolated to the master
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node which may be located at any point within the bounds of the element face.

Figure 4.4: Search for slave face that contains the master node. If an intersection is
found such that point q lies within the slave face, the nodal values can
be interpolated to point q at isoparametric coordinates (g, h) using the
element face interpolation function.

Each slave face may be represented by a linear quadrilateral element, which has an

element interpolation that uses bilinear interpolation to interpolate the values of any

variable U from each of the element face nodes to a point q located at isoparametric

coordinates (g, h), such that the interpolated value at point q can be found from

[282]:

Uq =
4∑
i=1

Ni(g, h)Ui (4.47a)

where i is the node number, Ui is the variable value at node i and Ni are the shape

functions given by

N1 =
1

4
(1− g)(1− h)

N2 =
1

4
(1 + g)(1− h)

N3 =
1

4
(1 + g)(1 + h)

N4 =
1

4
(1− g)(1 + h)

(4.47b)
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Before the interpolation to the master node can be performed:

1. the nearest intersecting slave face must be located

This nearest intersecting slave face is referred to as the containing element face,

because for an intersection to be possible the master node must be contained

within the bounds of this face. This face is found by �nding the intersection

point q between the master node p and the slave face, by projecting p along

the master surface normal n̂m onto the slave face plane and then testing if the

point lies within the face. See Figures 4.3 and 4.4.

2. the (g, h) isoparametric coordinates of the master node with respect

to the containing element face must be calculated

The (g, h) coordinates are �rst used to test if point q lies within the bounds of

the slave face. If so, then (g, h) are then used in the element face interpolation

function to interpolate the contact variable values at each of the slave nodes

(N1, N2, N3, N4) to point q. The resulting value is assigned as the contact

variable at the master node p.

3. the values of both the global coordinates and the variable to be

interpolated must be known at each of the slave face nodes

The former is required to evaluate the (g, h) coordinates and the latter is

required to perform the interpolation.

There are several intermediate steps associated with �nding the (g, h) coordinates in

item (2). These involve the conversion of the 3D x-y-z global coordinates of point q

(resulting from the projection of point p onto the slave face) to isoparametric (g, h)

coordinates (required for the interpolation). With reference to Figure 4.4, these

steps include:

� converting the 3D global coordinates (x, y, z) of point q and the four attached

nodes N1, N2, N3, and N4 to a local x′-y′-z′ 3D coordinate system attached to

the slave face. The slave face lies in the x′-y′ plane of this coordinate system

and the slave face normal is parallel to the z′ coordinate axis.
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� converting the 3D (x′, y′, z′) coordinates to 2D (x′, y′) coordinates. This is

achieved by simply disregarding the z′ components, which are all zero as all

points lie on the x′-y′ plane. The result of this is that the coordinates of the

point q and all the face nodes are 2D coordinates with respect to the plane of

the slave face, which is a requirement of the next item

� converting the 2D (x′, y′) coordinates to (g, h) isoparametric coordinates.

Each of these steps will be discussed in greater detail in the following sections.

As this process relies heavily on the use of the element interpolation function and

isoparametric coordinates, a detailed discussion of isoparametric elements is given

in Appendix A.

4.4.1.1 Projection of the Master Node Onto the Slave Faces

This section describes the method used to project the master node onto the slave

face plane. This is based on the intersection between a plane and line in 3D. The

result is the (x,y,z) 3D global coordinates of intersection point q.

All points P on a plane in 3D space must satisfy

n̂ · (P − P0) = 0 (4.48)

where n̂ is the plane normal and P0 is a point on the plane, as shown in Figure 4.5.

This equation is the vector equation of a plane.

All points P on a line in 3D space that passes through point P1 and is parallel to

vector u must satify

P = P1 + su (4.49)

which is the vector form of the equation of a line and where s is the coordinate of

P along the line with respect to point P0. See Figure 4.5.

The intersection point between the plane and line in 3D can be found by substitution

of Equation (4.49) into Equation (4.48) for P , such that:
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Figure 4.5: 3D plane (left) and line (right) used in the intersection between slave
face and master node surface normal

n̂ · (P1 + siu− P0) = 0 (4.50a)

which simpli�es to

n̂ · (si u) = n̂ · (P0 − P1) (4.50b)

Then, solving for the value of s corresponding to the intersection point, denoted si,

yields

si =
n̂ · (P0 − P1)

n̂ · u
(4.51)

With reference to Figure 4.4, we can re-write this equation in terms of the master

node and slave face. That is, the (x, y, z) coordinates of intersection point q is given

by

q = p+ sin̂m (4.52a)

and

si =
n̂s · (N1 − p)
n̂s · n̂m

(4.52b)

where p represents the (x, y, z) coordinates of the master node, n̂m is the master
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node normal, n̂s is the slave face normal, and node N1 connected to the slave face

is used as the known point on the plane.

4.4.1.2 Creation of the Local 3D Coordinate System

This section describes the methodology used to create the 3D Cartesian coordinate

system x′-y′-z′ local to the slave face, whose origin is located at node N1 and which

is orientated such that z′-axis is parallel to the slave face normal n̂s.

Figure 4.6: Creation of 3D Cartesian coordinate system x′-y′-z′ attached to face of
element using three of the face nodes

Creating coordinate system x′-y′-z′ involves �nding the unit normals {ı̂′1, ı̂′2, ı̂′3}

corresponding to each of the coordinate axes, as illustrated in Figure 4.6. To do

this, 3 nodes on the slave face are used to create two linearly independent vectors,

V1 and V2, that lie on the plane of the slave face:

V1 = (x2, y2, z2)− (x1, y1, z1)

V2 = (x4, y4, z4)− (x1, y1, z1)
(4.53)

where (xi, yi, zi) are the coordinates of face node Ni in the global coordinate system

x-y-z. Vector V3, normal to the plane of the face, is then calculated from the cross

product of these two vectors

V3 = V1 × V2 (4.54)

Although V3 is perpendicular to both V1 and V2, typically V1 will not be
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perpendicular to V2. To create an orthogonal set of vectors, V2 is recalculated

using the cross-product

V2 = V3 × V1 (4.55)

Lastly, dividing vectors V1, V2 and V3 by their vector norms yields the unit vectors

{ı̂′1, ı̂′2, ı̂′3} of coordinate system x′-y′-z′:

ı̂′1 =
V1

|V1|
, ı̂′2 =

V2

|V2|
, and ı̂′3 =

V3

|V3|
(4.56)

4.4.1.3 Conversion of the 3D Global to 3D Local Coordinates

This section describes how to convert the coordinates of any point from global

(x, y, z) coordinates to the local x′-y′-z′ coordinate system created in the previous

section, denoted (x′, y′, z′). This involves calculation of the transformation matrix

that maps (x, y, z) to (x′, y′, z′) coordinates. Note that this conversion must be done

for the projected master node and each of the nodes attached to the slave face.

When performing a�ne transformations of points and vectors, such as translations,

rotations, or scaling, it is convenient to represent the points/vectors using

homogeneous coordinates. In 3D space, this involves converting the 3x1 array

representing a point (X, Y, Z) to 4x1 array (X, Y, Z, 1) and the 3x1 array representing

a vector (A,B,C) to 4x1 array (A,B,C, 0). Once in this form, such transformations

can be carried out by matrix multiplication using a transformation matrix, denoted

TM . In 3D space, TM is a 4x4 matrix that can be used to combine multiple

transformations into a single matrix.

Considering two right-handed Cartesian coordinate systems, x-y-z with unit vectors

{ı̂1, ı̂2, ı̂3} and x′-y′-z′ with unit vectors {ı̂′1, ı̂
′
2, ı̂

′
3}, a point (x, y, z) can be

transformed to (x′, y′, z′) coordinates by �rst converting to homogeneous coordinates

(x, y, z, 1) and then multiplying by transformation matrix TM as follows:
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x′

y′

z′

1

 = TM


x

y

z

1

 (4.57)

Converting point coordinates from one right handed Cartesian coordinate system

to another, such as x-y-z to x′-y′-z′, requires two transformations; a translation

followed by a rotation. If the translation matrix is denoted by T and the rotation

matrix by R, the resulting transformation matrix can be expressed as:

TM = R .T (4.58a)

where the rotation and translation matrices are given by [300]:

R =


ı̂′1 · ı̂1 ı̂′1 · ı̂2 ı̂′1 · ı̂3 0

ı̂′2 · ı̂1 ı̂′2 · ı̂2 ı̂′2 · ı̂3 0

ı̂′3 · ı̂1 ı̂′3 · ı̂2 ı̂′3 · ı̂3 0

0 0 0 1

 and T =


1 0 0 x0 − x′0
0 1 0 y0 − y′0
0 0 1 z0 − z′0
0 0 0 1

 (4.58b)

and where (x0, y0, z0) are the x-y-z origin coordinates and (x′0, y
′
0, z
′
0) are the

coordinates of the x′-y′-z′ system origin with respect to x-y-z.

If the x-y-z coordinate system represents the global coordinate system where

(x0, y0, z0) = (0, 0, 0), with unit vectors ı̂1 = (1, 0, 0) , ı̂2 = (0, 1, 0), and ı̂3 =

(0, 0, 1) and if the unit vectors of coordinate system x′-y′-z′ are ı̂′1 = (̂ı′11, ı̂
′
12, ı̂

′
13),

ı̂′2 = (̂ı′21, ı̂
′
22, ı̂

′
23), and ı̂

′
3 = (̂ı′31, ı̂

′
32, ı̂

′
33), then the rotation matrix R reduces to:

R =


ı̂′11 ı̂′12 ı̂′13 0

ı̂′21 ı̂′22 ı̂′23 0

ı̂′31 ı̂′32 ı̂′33 0

0 0 0 1

 =


( ı̂′1 ) 0

( ı̂′2 ) 0

( ı̂′3 ) 0

0 0 0 1

 (4.59)
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and the translation matrix T can be simpli�ed to:

T =


1 0 0 −x′0
0 1 0 −y′0
0 0 1 −z′0
0 0 0 1

 (4.60)

These equations clearly show that the �rst 3 column entries in the �rst 3 rows of R

are actually the components of unit vectors ı̂′1, ı̂
′
2 and ı̂

′
3 and the last column of T

contains only the origin coordinates components x′0, y
′
0, and z

′
0. Therefore, all that

is required to form matrix TM are the origin and unit vectors of coordinate system

x′-y′-z′.

In essence, Equations (4.57) and (4.58) perform a translation that moves the origin

of coordinate system x-y-z to that of x′-y′-z′, and then performs a rotation that

aligns each of the coordinates axes of the x-y-z coordinate system with those of the

x′-y′-z′ coordinate system. The result is the coordinates of the point with respect

to x′-y′-z′.

After performing the transformation of point (x, y, z) from coordinate system

x-y-z to x′-y′-z′ using Equation (4.57), the transformed homogeneous coordinates

(x′, y′, z′, 1) can be converted back to 3D Cartesian coordinates (x′, y′, z′) by simply

discarding the 4th row of the homogeneous coordinate vector.

4.4.1.4 Conversion of the 3D Local Coordinates to 2D Local Coordinates

The (x′, y′, z′) coordinates are converted to (x′, y′) coordinates simply by

disregarding the z′-component.

4.4.1.5 Conversion of the 2D Local Coordinates to Isoparametric

Coordinates

After converting the (x′, y′, z′) coordinates of the projected master node and all slave

face nodes to (x′, y′) coordinates, the next step is to convert the projected master

node coordinates (x′, y′) to isoparametric coordinates (g, h). Equations (A.3a) and
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(A.3b) can be used, as described in detail in Appendix A, which are repeated here:

 g

h

 = J−1


x′ − 1

4

4∑
i=1

x′i

y′ − 1

4

4∑
i=1

y′i

 (4.61a)

where J is the Jacobian matrix evaluated from:

J =
1

4

 x′1 x′2 x′3 x′4

y′1 y′2 y′3 y′4



−1 −1

1 −1

1 1

−1 1

 (4.61b)

and where (x′i, y
′
i) for i = 1 to 4 are the coordinates of the face nodes with respect

to the x′-y′ coordinate system.

4.4.1.6 Testing If the Master Node Lies Within the Bounds of a Slave

Face

Once the parametric coordinates (g, h) of the projected master node are known, a

simple test can be applied to determine if this point lies within the bounds of the

slave face. As described in Appendix A, the master node lies within the slave face if

−1 ≤ g ≤ 1 and − 1 ≤ h ≤ 1 (4.62)

If these conditions are met, then interpolation can be carried out as described using

Equation set (4.47).

4.4.1.7 Implementation Details

Checking for potential intersections between a master node and the many slave faces

can be time consuming. A number of strategies were used to optimise the nearest
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intersection slave face search and subsequent interpolation process. This includes:

� Check of the previous containing element face i.e. often the containing

element face in a current increment will be the same as the last increment. If

this is so, by checking the containing element face from the previous step �rst

may prevent the need to check additional slave faces.

� Distance checks i.e. slave faces that are located more than a certain distance

away from either the master node or projected master node were not checked

� Checking the angle between the master node and slave face normals

i.e. if the master node and slave face normals are almost perpendicular, then no

intersection will be possible and the corresponding slave faces can be skipped.
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4.5 Material Point Tracking

The adaptive mesh framework within ABAQUS is based on the Arbitrary

Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) adaptive meshing technique, in which each analysis

increment consists of two phases; a Lagrangian phase followed by a Eulerian

phase [282]. As explained in the introduction, the Lagrangian phase is the typical

ABAQUS solution increment in which a number of iterations are performed until the

contact and equilibrium equations have converged. The Eulerian phase applies mesh

motions to apply wear and to smooth the mesh. User subroutine UMESHMOTION

is called during the Eulerian phase to enable the user to specify the mesh motions

as a function of solution variables and to provide user interaction with the mesh

smoothing process.

A requirement for fretting fatigue simulations and associated fatigue life predictions

is the availability of a consistent set of material points at which fatigue damage can

be accumulated. As fatigue damage parameters are functions of stress and strain,

the element integration points, at which stresses are strains are calculated, are the

most convenient location to do this. However, one of the consequences of using ALE

adaptive meshing is that the element integration points are no longer associated

with constant material points throughout the entire analysis.

In a pure Lagrangian analysis, where the material moves with the mesh, the

integration points are material points [282]. Although this is also true for the

Lagrangian phase of an ALE analysis increment, this is not so in the Eulerian

phase where mesh motions are applied to the nodes independently of the material

displacement. In this phase, mesh motions are �rst carried out at the surface

nodes to apply wear via adaptive mesh constraints, and then during mesh sweeping

where the (typically internal) nodes are smoothed to improve the shape quality of

the elements. As the integration points are located at �xed isoparametric (g, h, r)

coordinates within an element (i.e. their position is relative to each of the attached

nodes), moving the nodes of the element while keeping the material displacement

constant results in a change in global coordinates (x, y, z) of the integration points.

As the material is �xed such that material points have constant global coordinates

during the Eulerian phase, the integration points are no longer associated with the
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same material points that they were at the end of the Lagrangian phase.

4.5.1 The Material Point Mesh

To overcome this di�culty, Madge et al [172] proposed the use of a material point

mesh (MPM) at which damage may be accumulated. The MPM as de�ned by Madge

et al consisted of a number of points whose coordinates were �xed over all wear cycles

in the simulation. The stress / strain results from the worn mesh were then linearly

interpolated to the points in the MPM, where the incremental fatigue damage was

calculated and accumulated. Points from the MPM that were found to no longer lie

within the bounds of the worn mesh were considered worn away, and fatigue damage

was no longer accumulated at these points. Madge et al demonstrated use of the

MPM through combined fretting wear and fatigue analyses of a cylinder-on-�at and

round-edge-on-punch fretting con�gurations using 2D �nite element models.

The solution proposed and implemented by Madge et al is suitable when the

deformation of the worn geometry is dominated by wear alone such that the worn

mesh can in e�ect by overlayed on top of the MPM to facilitate the interpolation of

results. However, in many practical applications this will not be the case, such that

the use of a MPM as a global reference for damage accumulation in this form is not

possible. An example is where one or more of the components have undergone either

a signi�cant displacement (such as a global translation and/or rotation) and/or a

signi�cant deformation (linear/shear), such that the worn mesh has moved relative

to the MPM so that corresponding areas no longer overlap, even in unworn areas.

Two alternative methods, which are somewhat similar to each other but apparently

developed independently, are those proposed by Cruzado et al [259] and Zhang et

al [204]. The method of Cruzado et al was developed for the 3D analysis of fretting

between thin steel wires, and accumulates damage at the centroids of elements

making up the �rst three element layers below the contact surface. As element

centroids su�er the same limitations as integration points, this method calculates

the total accumulated damage at each centroid by �rst estimating the previous

accumulated damage at its current location and then adding the damage from the

current wear cycle. The previous accumulated damage is approximated by linear
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interpolation of the values at the centroids in the �rst three element layers based

on the locations of the centroids in both the previous and current wear cycle. The

method proposed by Zhang et al was developed for a 2D axisymmetric fretting

analysis of a Morse taper in the head-neck connection of a modular hip prosthesis

and is similar to that of Cruzado et al in that it performs linear interpolation of

cumulative fatigue damage between a number of element layers below the contact

surface. However, fatigue damage is accumulated at integration points (4 per

element), rather than at element centroids, using the integration point coordinates

from the current step.

Although these methods do not use a consistent set of material points to accumulate

fatigue damage, they overcome the problem related to the moving centroid /

integration point locations by mapping the accumulated damage from the worn

mesh from previous steps to the worn mesh in the current step. This method is not

limited by the same restrictions of the �xed MPM de�ned by Madge et al related

to large displacements / deformation relative to the wear deformation. However,

several limitations still exist. For example, these methods:

� require 2-3 (or more) regular layers of elements at the surface to facilitate

the linear interpolation to the points at which damage is accumulated. This

limits the method to simply geometries where regular element layers can be

generated. In addition, as the interpolation is based on only one coordinate

(the depth below the surface), this assumes that damage points move in this

direction only and are independent of neighbouring elements within the same

layer.

� assume that damage can be linearly interpolated between element layers and

furthermore that the maximum damage occurs on the same plane in all three

element layers. This limits the damage accumulation model to isotropic.

� contain some accumulated error in both the linear-interpolation method itself,

and for the Cruzado method, additional error as a result of ignoring changes

in location of the centroid in the third element layer to reduce post-processing

time. Zhang et al noted that the accuracy of their method is dependent
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on a highly re�ned mesh, which would be signi�cantly more computationally

challenging for a full 3D model such that simpler methods may be required.

4.5.2 New Material Point Mesh Tracking Method

A new method is proposed here that addresses the limitations of these various MPM

implementations. This new method adopts the concept of the MPM �rst proposed

by Madge et al [173], but rather than using �xed coordinates, implements a unique

method of tracking the MPM points within the elements of the worn mesh over

the entire simulation. As the name suggests, the material tracking method involves

keeping a record of the current locations of the MPM points during every ALE

increment in which the wear is applied or mesh sweeping is carried out within

the Eulerian phase. This is necessary because the MPM details calculated by

the tracking algorithm cannot be determined from the analysis results after the

simulation has ended.

The new MPM tracking method has a number of advantages over the existing MPM

implementations discussed. These include:

� Works within the same ALE adaptive mesh framework as the wear algorithm

� Provides a consistent set of material points at which damage can be calculated

and accumulated

� Can be used in both two- and three- dimensions

� Uses the element shape function for interpolation of stress / strains results to

material points. This is bilinear in 2D and trilinear in 3D.

� Can be used in applications where the components experience large

displacements and/or deformations

� Can be used in complex geometries and with an unstructured mesh e.g. does

not require the mesh to be constructed in regular layers

� Can be used with any element type (hexahedral / tetrahedral etc. and linear

/ quadratic (using iterative methods), although currently ABAQUS supports
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relatively few element types for ALE remeshing)

� Accuracy of material point locations does not depend on having a highly

re�ned mesh

4.5.2.1 Overview of the Material Tracking Method

In fatigue life predictions, the stress and strains must be interpolated from the

integration points to the material mesh points. If stresses and strains are �rst

extrapolated to the element nodes, then this can be achieved using the isoparametric

coordinates of the material point together with the element interpolation function.

This interpolation requires that both the element containing each material point

as well as the position of the point within the element be known for all points

in the MPM. The issue with this is that one or both of these may change from

one increment to the next. That is, although the isoparametric coordinates and

containing element are constant over the Lagrangian phase, mesh motions due to

the application of wear or as a result of mesh smoothing will nearly always result

in the isoparametric coordinates of some of the material points changing. If mesh

sweeping is signi�cant, then a material point may also move from its containing

element into one of the neighbouring elements. Furthermore, as noted by Madge

et al, if signi�cant wear occurs then it is also possible that material points will be

worn away, in which case the points will move outside of the worn mesh and will

not lie within any of the elements in the worn mesh. These points must be �agged

somehow such that during fatigue life predictions no more fatigue damage will be

accumulated at material points that have worn away. Each of these scenarios are

illustrated in Figure 4.7.

In order to provide a consistent set of points at which to accumulate fatigue damage

and facilitate interpolation of the stress/strain results to these points, any tracking

algorithm must be able to keep a record of the containing element and isoparametric

coordinates for all points in the MPM for all ALE increments in the wear simulation

and be able to handle a number of possible scenarios where material points change

location within its current containing element, change containing element or are

worn away. These records are then available for subsequent fatigue life predictions.
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MP1

Element 1

Element 2

Element 3

Wear
vectors

Contact surface

MP1

MP2

MP3

Element 1

Element 2

Element 3

(worn away)

(changed cte)

(changed (g,h,r))

Mesh at end of Lagrangian phase Mesh at end of Eulerian phase

MP2
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Figure 4.7: Illustration showing the e�ect of the mesh motions that occur during the
Eulerian phase of an ALE increment and the di�erent scenarios that the
MPM tracking algorithm must take into consideration. For example,
material point MP1 is close to the contact surface and becomes worn
away, MP2 changes containing element (cte) (from Element 2 to 1), and
MP3 moves to a di�erent location within the same cte.

4.5.2.2 Implementation Details

The basic steps involved in the implementation of the proposed MPM tracking

method are as follows:

1. Setting up the adaptive mesh and adaptive mesh constraints. Although both

of these steps are already required to perform the wear simulation, the MPM

tracking algorithm requires that all the nodes within the adaptive mesh be

included in the adaptive mesh constraint. This di�ers from the typical set

up for a wear analysis, where only the nodes on the contact surface are

included in the adaptive mesh constraint. This ensures that user subroutine

UMESHMOTION will be called for all nodes in the adaptive mesh.

2. Setting up the MPM. This is done within user subroutine UMESHMOTION,

by creating a material point at the centriod, i.e. (g, h, r) = (0, 0, 0), for every

element in the adaptive mesh.
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3. Keeping track of the current containing element (cte) label and isoparametric

coordinates (ipc) of all material points in the MPM.

4. Writing the current cte and ipc to �le for all ALE increments to form a

history over the entire simulation that can be used for subsequent fatigue

life predictions to interpolated stress/strain results to each point in the MPM.

5. Development of a method to perform the interpolation of the stresses/strains

from the integration points to each point in the MPM.

As explained, there is an issue associated with item (3), because mesh motions

applied during the Eulerian phase of an ALE increment result in a shift of the nodal

positions relative to the material points, invalidating the isoparametric coordinates

and perhaps even resulting in a change of the containing element. This can be

overcome by:

1. Recognising that the global coordinates of the material mesh points do not

change over the Eulerian phase

2. Recognising that a material point can be represented by both its (x, y, z) global

coordinates and its (g, h, r) isoparametric coordinates

3. Recognising that the element interpolation function can be used to relate the

global and isoparametric coordinates

4. Development of a set of equations able to convert the isoparametric coordinates

to global coordinates at the end of the Lagrangian phase, followed by the

inverse conversion from global coordinates back to isoparametric coordinates

at the end of the Eulerian phase

Despite issues associated with Eulerian mesh motions, it is possible to always keep

track of the current isoparametric coordinates for each ALE increment by �rst

converting to global coordinates before the mesh motions are applied, and then

back again to isoparametric coordinates at the end of the Eulerian phase. This is

because isoparametric coordinates are constant in the Lagrangian phase (although

global coordinates change), but global coordinates are constant in the Eulerian phase
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(although isoparametric coordinates change). This is illustrated in Figure 4.8, which

shows the changes in the global and isoparametric coordinates of a material point

over an ALE increment.

P

P' P'

N1 N2

N3N4

N1
N2

N2
N1

N3 N3

N4 N4

P

x

y

g

h

Figure 4.8: Change in the coordinates of a material point over an ALE increment
showing the material point P and containing element at the start
of the increment (left), at the end of the Lagrangian phase of the
increment (middle), and at the end of the Eulerian phase (right). Global
coordinates of the material point change in the Lagragian phase, from
(x, y) to (x′, y′), but isoparametric coordinates are constant. In the
Eulerian phase, where mesh smoothing is applied to improve shape
quality, the isoparametric coordinates of the material point change from
(g, h) to (g′′, h′′) due to changes in the coordinates of the element nodes
but global coordinates remain constant.

As will be discussed, the set of equations proposed here to perform these coordinate

conversions is based on the underlying element interpolation function, which itself

requires that the global coordinates of the nodes of each containing element be

known at the time of each conversion. That is, at the end of the Lagrangian phase

(to convert from (g, h, r) to (x, y, z)) and at the end of the Eulerian phase (to

convert from (x, y, z) to (g, h, r)). Unfortunately, this is complicated by the fact

that the nodal coordinates at the end of the Eulerian phase are not made available

by ABAQUS, although can be calculated from other information provided. The

methods used to convert the coordinates and calculate the nodal coordinates at the

end of the Eulerian phase are both discussed in detail in following sections.
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A visual representation of the MPM tracking algorithm is presented in Figure

4.9. This represents a single call to subroutine UMESHMOTION made during the

Eulerian phase, at which point the current values of the increment number, mesh

sweep number and node number are given by variables KINC, KMESHSWEEP and

NODE. During the very �rst call to the subroutine, the MPM mesh is created and

initialised. This involves creating a material point at the centroid at every element

in the adaptive mesh, such that there will be the same number of points in the

MPM as there are elements in the adaptive mesh domain. The initial isoparametric

coordinates of all material points were (g, h, r) = (0, 0, 0), which corresponds to

the element centroid, and the original containing element was the element that the

point was generated within. During the very �rst call to the subroutine, the arrays

containing the global coordinates of the nodes at the end of the Lagrangian phase,

ncLag, and at the end of the Eulerian phase, ncEul, were created.

During the �rst call of each increment, the MPM details at all points are updated

using current values of arrays ncLag and ncEul. This includes calculating the

global coordinates of each material point at the end of the Lagrangian phase, and

then converting back to isoparametric coordinates at the end of the Eulerian phase.

Checks are made to determine if any of the material points have either changed

containing element, or have worn away. Points are worn away if they have been

found to have changed containing element but have not moved into any of the

surrounding elements. In each case the values of the cte and (g, h, r) isoparametric

coordinates are updated. For the worn elements, the containing element label is set

to cte = 0, which indicates this wear status such that no more fatigue damage will

be accumulated there from this point on in the fatigue life prediction calculations.

Lastly, the cte and (g, h, r) values are written to �le, the nodal coordinates in ncLag

are updated, and the nodal coordinates in ncEul are calculated.

The order of actions in this process is extremely important. It should be noted

that the nodal coordinate arrays ncLag and ncEul are both updated / calculated

after the MPM details have been updated. That is, the values of ncLag and ncEul

used to update the MPM details during increment KINC are actually obtained

during the Eulerian phase from the previous increment, KINC-1. This is because

the MPM details at the end of the Eulerian phase in the previous correspond to the
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CALL to subroutine UMESHMOTION
from ABAQUS Eulerian phase routine

Setup MPM and initialise MPM details
Containing element cteV

Isoparametric coords (g,h,r)

First call to
subroutine during

KINC?

Yes

No

Loop through all points in Material Point Mesh <MPMv
p = 1 to numPoints

p < numPoints?

Loop through all nodes in adaptive mesh constraint and
update nodal array ncLag to contain the nodal coords at the end
of the current Lagrangian step using utility function GETVRN

Is MP still
within cte?

Yes

No

Search surrounding elements

New cte found?
YesNo

Update cte and (g,h,r)Point worn awayV set cte = 0

Calculate the global coordinates of node NODE at the
end of the Eulerian phase and store in ncEul

First call to
subroutine?

Yes

Convert isoparametric coordinates (g,h,r) of MP to global coordinates
(x,y,z) at the end of the Lagrangian phase using nodal array ncLag

Convert global coordinates (x,y,z) of MP to isoparametric coordinates
(g,h,r) at the end of the Eulerian phase using nodal arrayV ncEul

Subroutine
UMESHMOTION

Yes

No

Write current MPM details <cte and (g,h,r)v to file

RETURN to ABAQUS
Eulerian phase routine

Increment numberV KINC
Mesh sweep numberV KMESHSWEEP
Node numberV NODE

Initialise nodal coordinate arrays
Coords at end of Lagrangian phaseV ncLag
Coords at end of Eulerian phaseV ncEul

Open MPM output file

No

p = p+1

Figure 4.9: Flowchart showing process used to track points in the Material Point
Mesh (MPM) over an ALE increment
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containing element and isoparametric coordinates in the Lagrangian phase of the

current increment.

Lastly, it is worth noting here that while only a single material point per element

was used in this implementation, this method allows for multiple points per element.

An alternative approach would be to place a material point at the initial location

of each of the integration points. For a 3D hex element, this equates to 8 material

mesh points. Using more material elements than this, or placing them at di�erent

locations, is not recommended as it makes visualisation di�cult. The user should

be aware that this will generate 8x more data, which is already signi�cant in 3D

simulations.

4.5.2.3 Conversion Between Isoparametric and Global Coordinates

The set of equations to convert from isoparametric to global coordinates and back

again are given here, both of which are based on the element interpolation function.

A detailed derivation of the element shape function and a derivation of these

equations for both 2D and 3D linear elements is given in Appendix A.

The conversion of isoparametric coordinates to global coordinates is fairly trivial.

That is, for the trilinear hexahedral element (ABAQUS element C3D8 and its

derivatives), the global coordinates (x, y, z) can be determined at local coordinates

(g, h, r) by interpolation from the values of the global coordinates at the nodes,

(xi, yi, zi) for i = 1 to 8. That is (repeating Equations (A.16)):

x =
8∑
i=1

Ni(g, h, r)xi (4.63a)

y =
8∑
i=1

Ni(g, h, r) yi (4.63b)

z =
8∑
i=1

Ni(g, h, r) zi (4.63c)

where Ni is the shape function corresponding to node i which, for a trilinear hex

element are (repeating Equation (A.15b)):
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N1 =
1

8
(1− g)(1− h)(1− r)

N2 =
1

8
(1 + g)(1− h)(1− r)

N3 =
1

8
(1 + g)(1 + h)(1− r)

N4 =
1

8
(1− g)(1 + h)(1− r)

N5 =
1

8
(1− g)(1− h)(1 + r)

N6 =
1

8
(1 + g)(1− h)(1 + r)

N7 =
1

8
(1 + g)(1 + h)(1 + r)

N8 =
1

8
(1− g)(1 + h)(1 + r)

(4.63d)

The inverse conversion, from global coordinates to isoparametric coordinates

involves a more rigorous derivation but the result is fairly simple to evaluate

numerically. That is, the local coordinates (g, h, r) of a point (x, y, z) within a

trilinear hex element may be found from the nodal coordinates (xi, yi, zi) using the

following expression (repeating Equations (A.17)):


g

h

r

 = J−1



x− 1

8

8∑
i=1

xi

y − 1

8

8∑
i=1

yi

z − 1

8

8∑
i=1

zi


(4.64a)

where J is the Jacobian matrix given by:

J =
1

8


x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8

y1 y2 y3 y4 y5 y6 y7 y8

z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8





−1 −1 −1

1 −1 −1

1 1 −1

−1 1 −1

−1 −1 1

1 −1 1

1 1 1

−1 1 1


(4.64b)
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and where once again (xi, yi, zi) for i = 1 to 8 are the global coordinates of each of

the element nodes.

The values of the isoparametric coordinates can also be used to determine if a point

lies within a given element or not, which is important when determining if a material

point has moved outside its containing element into one of its neighbours or has been

worn away. A point lies within a given element only if the isoparametric coordinates

are with the range from -1 to +1. That is, only if:

−1 ≤ g ≤ 1, −1 ≤ h ≤ 1, and − 1 ≤ r ≤ 1 (4.65)

It is worth mentioning that these equations, although presented here for a single

element, can be extended for use with a large number of elements. This includes

both 2D and 3D, and �rst- and second- order elements. For used with second-order

elements, the inverse transformation from global coordinates back to isoparametric

coordinates must be applied iteratively. However, only a few element types are

currently supported by ABAQUS for use with ALE adaptive remeshing.

4.5.2.4 Calculating the Nodal Coordinates at the End of the Eulerian

Phase

One of the main di�culties associated with the MPM tracking algorithm is its

implementation within the ABAQUS user subroutine UMESHMOTION. More

speci�cally, the issue is that, although the nodal coordinates at the end of the

Lagrangian phase are available within the subroutine, the values at the end of the

Eulerian phase are not. Despite this, they can be calculated using information passed

into the subroutine, speci�cally the nodal coordinates at the end of the Lagrangian

phase and the changes in the nodal displacement that take place in the Eulerian

phase.

This issue is further complicated by the mesh sweeping routine, which may modify

the nodal displacements outside of the subroutine but then not pass the �nal

value back to subroutine UMESHMOTION. The reason for this is that mesh

sweeping at a node occurs after the subroutine has returned to the solver. If
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the mesh smoothing routine has determined that the mesh smoothing solution has

either converged or reached the maximum number of sweeps (maxSweeps), then

subroutine UMESHMOTION will not be called again for that node before the start

of the next ALE increment, such that the �nal changes to the nodal displacements

made by the mesh smoothing routine are not passed back to UMESHMOTION. If

this occurs, then the actual displacements of the nodes at the end of the Eulerian

phase will be lost to the user, such that the calculation of the corresponding global

coordinates will not be possible.

Early termination of the mesh smoothing algorithm can be prevented by speci�cation

of the value of variable LSMOOTH in user subroutine UMESHMOTION, which can

be used to either activate or deactivate mesh smoothing at a node. If LSMOOTH

is initially given a value of 1, which is then modi�ed to a value of 0 after the

desired number of mesh sweeps (numSweeps) have been performed, then the mesh

smoothing routine will not perform any further smoothing of that node after the

subroutine returns. Additionally, the value of maxSweeps should be set such that

maxSweeps > numSweeps to prevent the mesh smoothing routine from terminating

after reaching maximum number of mesh sweeps. If this is done, the user can be

con�dent that the nodal displacements last available within UMESHMOTION are

equal to those at the end of the Eulerian phase and have not been further altered

by the mesh smoothing routine.

The �owchart shown in Figure 4.10 illustrates how the nodal coordinates at the

end of the Eulerian phase, ncEul, were calculated in this study. As noted, these

coordinates are calculated using the nodal coordinates at the end of the Lagrangian

phase plus the change in the local nodal displacement, ULOCAL. ULOCAL is

also the variable that is modi�ed by the user to apply wear. For this reasons, for

nodes on the contact surface ULOCAL is not speci�ed within the global coordinate

system, but rather in terms of ALOCAL, a local coordinate system where one of

the coordinate directions is normal to the contact surface and the other two are

tangential. As changes to the nodal displacements over the Eulerian phase are

equivalent to changes in the nodal coordinates, it is possible to use the changes to

ULOCAL to calculate the global coordinates of the nodes at the end of the Eulerian

phase.
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CALL to subroutine UMESHMOTION
from ABAQUS Eulerian phase routine

KMESHSWEEP = 0?

Subroutine
UMESHMOTION First call to

subroutine?

Initialise arrays:
Disp at end of Lagrangian phaseG ULOCAL0
Coords at end of Lagrangian phaseG ncLag
Coords at end of Eulerian phaseG ncEul

Increment numberG KINC
Mesh sweep numberG KMESHSWEEP
Node numberG NODE
Displacement at node NODEG ULOCALG with
respect to local coordinate system ALOCAL

Update array ULOCAL0
ULOCAL0BNODET = ULOCAL

If node is on surfaceG then apply wear
by adding wear vector WV to ULOCAL

ULOCAL = ULOCAL + WV

Set value of numSweeps B< maxSweepsT

Yes

No

Yes

No

Calculate change in displacement due to mesh motions
�ULOCAL = ULOCAL - ULOCAL0BNODET

Calculate change global nodal coords
Bx,y,zT after mesh motions applied

ncEulBNODET = ncLagBNODET + �UGLOBAL

Convert change in displacement to global coordinatesG
rather than with respect to ALOCAL
�UGLOBAL = ALOCAL x �ULOCAL

KMESHSWEEP
< numSweeps?

YesNo

LSMOOTH = 1LSMOOTH = 0

RETURN to ABAQUS
Eulerian phase routine

First call to
subroutine during

KINC?

Loop through all nodes in adaptive mesh constraint
and update ncLag using utility function GETVRN

Yes

No

Figure 4.10: Flowchart showing process used to calculated the nodal coordinates at
the end of the Eulerian phase of an ALE increment
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This involves storing the value of the current local nodal displacement ULOCAL

before any mesh motions were applied, referred to as ULOCAL0. Then, the change

in ULOCAL, referred to as ∆ULOCAL, after each mesh sweep can be calculated

by:

∆ULOCAL = ULOCAL− ULOCAL0 (4.66)

To convert the changes in the local nodal displacement ∆ULOCAL with respect

to the global coordinate system, referred to as ∆UGLOBAL, requires matrix

multiplication by ALOCAL. That is:

∆UGLOBAL = ALOCAL × ∆ULOCAL (4.67)

Lastly, because changes to the nodal displacements are equivalent to changes in the

nodal coordinates, the global coordinates of the nodes at the end of the Eulerian

phase can be calculated from the coordinates at the end of the Lagrangian phase

plus changes in displacements using:

ncEul = ncLag + ∆UGLOBAL (4.68)

4.5.2.5 MPM Data for Fatigue Life Predictions

The �le generated by the MPM tracking algorithm should contain both the

containing element and isoparametric coordinates for all points in the MPM at

every ALE increment. In the fatigue damage calculations this information can be

used to interpolate the stress and stress from the nodes of the containing element

to the location of the material point. As stress / strain data is calculated at the

integration points, extrapolation of the stresses / strains to the nodes must �rst be

carried out. This can be done by requesting stress / strain output at the element

nodes, or within the ABAQUS C++ post-processing code.

The interpolation from the nodes of an element to a material point contained within

is similar to the interpolation of the coordinates in Equations (4.63). However,

instead of 3 coordinate values (in 3D), there are 6 stress and 6 strain components.

For example, the stress components at the material point located at isoparametric
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coordinates (g, h, r) can be found from:

σij =
8∑

k=1

Nk(g, h, r)σij,k for ij = 11, 22, 33, 12, 13, 23 (4.69)

where Nk is the shape function for node k given by Equation (4.63d).
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4.6 Prediction of Fatigue Life

This section outlines the methodology which is used together with the wear cycle

simulations to predict the fatigue life of the taper components.

An uncoupled approach for the prediction of fatigue life for the taper components

has been adopted in this study, where material properties were not a�ected by

fatigue damage. The advantage of this method is that fatigue life calculations can

be carried out as a post-processing task subsequent to each wear cycle.

The fatigue life calculations involved running custom code through the ABAQUS

C++ API together with the results of the wear simulation, i.e. the ABAQUS result

(.odb) �le containing stresses / strains together with data �les generated during this

simulation by subroutine UMESHMOTION containing the details of all points in

the material point mesh (MPM). A 3D critical plane approach was implemented

to determine the fatigue damage fraction at each material point at the end of

each wear step, combined with a linear damage accumulation model to calculate

the total fatigue damage and ultimately determine if either taper component had

failed. Two critical plane parameters, the Smith-Watson-Topper parameter and the

Fatemi-Socie parameter, were used to calculate fatigue damage applicable to both

tensile and shear cracking modes, respectively. The damage accumulation model

was based on the Miner-Palmgren rule.

The C++ code for calculation of fatigue damage is listed in Appendix E.

4.6.1 The Critical Plane Approach for Fatigue Life Prediction

The stress distribution near the contact interface between two components in fretting

is a result of the combined e�ects of cyclic contact pressure, shear forces, and bulk

stresses. This corresponds to a multiaxial stress state, in which there is more

than one sign�cant principal stress component. Furthermore, loading is typically

non-proportional, in which the orientations of the principal axes of the cyclic stresses

change direction with respect to the loading axes. This produces additional strain

hardening in some materials which is not observed under proportional loading

conditions and may result in shorter fatigue life compared to proportional loading.
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There have been many fatigue parameters that have been used for life prediction

under multiaxial stress states. These can be generally classi�ed into stress-based,

strain-based, energy-based, and critical plane approaches. Although many of

these have been demonstrated to be unsuitable to life predictions in multiaxial,

non-proportional loading [194, 301], the critical plane approach has proven to be

e�ective under such complex load conditions, particularly if material removal due

to wear is included. For example, several critical plane parameters have been shown

to be able to correctly predict the fatigue life (or time to crack initiation), the

location of crack initiation, and the crack orientation [33, 34, 158, 171�173, 194, 302].

Furthermore, these critical plane parameters can be correlated to plain fatigue data

[70, 151, 234, 303], which is often derived from uniaxial (bending) fatigue tests

using a variety of di�erent stress ratios R = (σmin / σmax) i.e. R = -1.0 (a complete

reversal with zero mean stress). The equivalence between plain fatigue data and

fretting fatigue life is of great importance because it eliminates or reduces fretting

fatigue experiments which are extremely time-consuming and relatively expensive

to conduct [70].

The critical plane approach is based on the physical observations of several

investigators that cracks nucleate and grow on preferred material planes rather than

with random orientation. The preferred orientation depends on the material and the

state of loading. For example, in ductile materials, cracks typically nucleate along

slip bands in the crystal of the material, which coincide with the plane of maximum

shear strain amplitude. Following nucleation, crack growth is categorised into Stage

1 early growth along maximum shear planes, followed by Stage II growth, which is

driven by the maximum alternating principal stress and occurs along the plane of

maximum tensile stress [172, 194].

Observations have also shown that the stress and strain normal to these planes e�ect

crack nucleation, where a compressive stress will tend to retard crack growth, and a

tensile stress will accelerate crack growth. This is attributed to friction acting along

the irregularly shaped crack surface; a compressive stress or strain acting normal

to the crack face will act to force the crack faces together, which inhibits slipping

and decreases crack tip stress by increasing the frictional force on the crack face.

A normal tensile stress or strain will have the opposite e�ect, separating the crack
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faces and decreasing the frictional force leading to an increase in crack tip stresses

and a reduction in fatigue life.

The critical plane parameters are formulated to re�ect these damage mechanisms

by relating the fatigue damage to certain combinations of both shear and normal

stresses and strains on each plane. The plane with the maximum fatigue damage

is known as the critical plane. The damage on this plane is used to determine the

number of cycles to crack initiation using the relevant critical plane parameter to

fatigue life correlation. Furthermore, the orientation of this plane corresponds to

that of the crack surface.

It has been shown that there are at least two distinct modes of crack initiation and

early growth; a shear cracking mode and a tensile cracking mode. For cracks that

grow in planes of high tensile strain, the Smith-Watson-Topper (SWT) parameter

is often used. For cracks that grow in regions of high shear strain, Fatemi and Socie

formulated the Fatemi-Socie (FS) parameter. Given the existence of these multiple

modes of crack initiation, Socie [194, 304] noted that the failure mode must be

identi�ed �rst so that an appropriate life model can be applied. However, Araújo

et al [289] suggest a conservative approach in which both a tensile and shear based

parameter are used to estimate fatigue life, where the expected life is the lowest of

the two estimates. This approach was implemented in this study.

4.6.1.1 The Smith-Watson-Topper Critical Plane Parameter

The classical method of fatigue life assessment is referred to as the strain-life

approach. This approach is based on two sets of uniaxial fatigue tests, a high

cycle fatigue (HCF) test and a low cycle fatigue (LCF) test. These tests are

characterised by cyclic strain amplitudes in the elastic and plastic ranges of the

material, respectively. For each set of tests, the number of cycles required to nucleate

a crack of a given size is plotted against the applied strain amplitude giving a

relationship referred to as the stain-life curve. Using the equivalent stress instead of

strain gives the stress-life, or S-N, curve.

The strain-life curve for the HCF tests is known as Basquin's rule. Written in terms

of strain[151, 178, 194], this is:
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(
∆ε

2

)
e

=
σ′f
E

(2Nf )
b (4.70)

where ∆ε is the applied strain range equal to (εmax - εmin), σ′f and b are the uniaxial

fatigue strength coe�cient and exponent, 2Nf is the number of reversals to failure

(where 1 cycle = 2 reversals, such that Nf is the number of cycles to failure) and E

is Young's modulus of elasticity.

The strain-life curve for the LCF tests is given by the Co�n-Manson equation [151,

178, 194]: (
∆ε

2

)
p

= ε′f (2Nf )
c (4.71)

where ε′f and c are the uniaxial fatigue ductility coe�cient and exponent.

The strain-life curve for total strain can be obtained by summation of Basquin's

equation and the Co�n-Manson equation to give [151, 178, 194, 289]:

(
∆ε

2

)
total

=

(
∆ε

2

)
e

+

(
∆ε

2

)
p

=
σ′f
E

(2Nf )
b + ε′f (2Nf )

c (4.72)

This resulting equation has a weakness, however, in that it does not consider the

detrimental e�ects of mean stress or mean strain on fatigue life. This weakness

have been demonstrated by Lykins and colleages [151, 234] by showing that fatigue

curves obtained from fatigue tests at di�erent stress ratios form a family of curves

and therefore can only be used to predict life for stress states with the same ratio.

To overcome this, Smith et al [305] modi�ed the strain life equation to incorporate

the e�ects of mean stress and demonstrated that di�erent mean stress data could be

collapsed on to the fully reversed R = -1.0 data [151]. This showed that component

life under complex loading can be estimated by reference to a fully reversed uniaxial

(bending) test. This was achieved by multiplying the total strain-life equation by

the maximum normal stress experienced during the load cycle, given by Basquin's

rule in terms of stress [289]:

σmax = σ′f (2Nf )
b (4.73)
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to obtain the Smith-Watson-Topper (SWT) parameter [289]:

σmax

(
∆ε

2

)
(4.74)

which is related to fatigue life by [151, 178, 194, 195, 289]:

σmax

(
∆ε

2

)
=

(
σ′f
)2

E
(2Nf )

2b + σ′fε
′
f (2Nf )

b+c (4.75)

Socie [151, 304] was the �rst to propose a critical plane implementation of the SWT

parameter, which was further modi�ed by Szolwinski and Farris [194] who assumed

that nucleation occurred on the plane where the combination of the amplitude of

the strain normal to the plane over the loading cycle (∆ε/2) and maximum stress

normal to the plane at any point in the cycle (σmax) is most damaging.

Smith-Watson-Topper Fatemi-Socie

Microcrack

Figure 4.11: Cracking mechanism for tensile damage (left) corresponding to the
SWT critical plane parameter, and shear damage (right) corresponding
to the FS critical plane parameter [37]

As evident by the form of Equation (4.74) and illustrated in Figure 4.11, the SWT

parameter applies to cracks that form in planes of maximum strain amplitude, the

growth of which are accelerated by maximum normal stress acting to pull apart

the crack surface. As the form of the SWT parameter, being the product of the

maximum normal stress and maximum shear strain amplitude, indicates that there

is no fatigue damage on a material plane in the absence of tensile normal stress.

Furthermore, the value of the SWT parameter is set to zero for compressive normal

stresses, such that compressive stress are not a cause of fatigue damage.
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The values of the fatigue parameters for titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V estimated by

Burago et al [286] were used in this study, which are σ′f = 1445 MPa, b = -0.095, ε′f

= 0.35, and c = -0.69. Other values are available, such as those provided by Madge

et al [34, 173]. In comparison to these alternatives, the values provided by Burago

et al are considered more conservative.

4.6.1.2 The Fatemi-Socie Critical Plane Parameter

The Fatemi-Socie (FS) parameter is analogous to the SWT parameter for shear and

can be written as [302]:

∆γ

2

(
1 + k

σmax
σy

)
(4.76)

where ∆γ is the di�erence between the minimum and maximum values of the shear

strain on the critical plane experienced during the cycle (e.g. ∆γ/2 is the shear

strain amplitude), σmax is the maximum normal stress that acts on the critical

plane during the cycle, σy is the monotonic yield strength of the material, k is a

material constant which approaches unity at long lives and is reduced at shorter

lives. The ratio σy/k is often very close to the value of σ′f . A value of k = 0.5 was

used in this study [286].

The FS parameter is related to the fatigue life using plain fatigue data under pure

shear loading as follows [37, 151, 195, 289, 302]:

∆γ

2

(
1 + k

σmax
σy

)
=
τ ′f
G

(2Nf )
b′ + γ′f (2Nf )

c′ (4.77)

where τ ′f is the shear fatigue strength coe�cient, b′ is the shear fatigue strength

exponent, γ′f is the shear fatigue ductility coe�cient, c′ is the shear fatigue ductility

exponent, and G is the shear modulus.

Equation (4.76) and Figure 4.11 show that the FS parameter applies to cracks that

form in planes of maximum shear strain amplitude. The form of this equation

indicates that fatigue damage will occur in the absence of a normal stress on the
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plane, but that the fatigue damage will be decreased by compressive stresses and

increased by tensile stresses.

The values of the shear fatigue parameters in the torsional fatigue life equation are

often not readily available, but can be approximated from tests under pure bending

using the von Mises criterion [37, 151, 306]

τ ′f = σ′f/
√

3, γ′f =
√

3 ε′f , b′ = b, and c′ = c (4.78)

This was done in this study, where the resulting values were τ ′f = 835 MPa, b′ =

-0.095, γ′f = 0.606, and c′ = -0.69.

4.6.2 Implementation of the Critical Plane Approach

The critical plane approach involves identi�cation of the orientation of the material

plane that maximises the relevant fatigue damage parameter, at each spatial location

of interest, covering the complete loading cycle [178].

In 2D implementations of the critical plane approach, the frame of reference x-y of

the stresses (σ11, σ22, τ12) and strains (ε11, ε22, ε12) at any location is rotated by

angle θ to new orientation x′-y′, as shown in Figure 4.12. The stress and strain

components are then transformed with respect to x′-y′, to give stresses (σ′11, σ
′
22,

τ ′12) and strains (ε′11, ε
′
22, ε

′
12). The angle θ is that between the x and x′ axes, such

that the normal to the material plane at angle θ corresponds to the x′-axis of the

transformed reference frame. The value of the fatigue damage parameter on the

material plane orientated at angle θ is based on the stress and strain components

on the x′-face of the transformed element i.e. stresses σ′11, τ
′
12 and strains ε′11, ε

′
12.

The other transformed components are not used.

This transformation is often referred to as a change of basis [300], as the stresses and

strains are transformed from basis x = {x, y} to basis x′ = {x′, y′}. The reason this

transformation is needed is that the initial orientation of the frame of reference is

somewhat arbitrary, such that the maximum value of the fatigue damage parameter

will generally not lie on the initial plane. Rotating the frame of reference over
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Material plane

Figure 4.12: Two-dimensional stress transform showing the material plane, which is
de�ned by its orientation x′

the entire stress/strain space and evaluating the fatigue damage parameter on the

corresponding plane enables identi�cation of the plane where the fatigue damage

parameter is greatest. This is analogous to stress and strain transformations that

are used to �nd the planes of principal stress and principal strain, which are often

visualised using Mohr's circle. The di�erence is that the critical plane approach

maximises the fatigue damage parameter, and the stresses and strains on the critical

plane may not correspond to the principal stresses or principal strains.

Identi�cation of the critical plane at a single location using numerical methods

typically involves rotation of the initial frame of reference over a range of 0◦ ≤

θ < 180◦. Using an increment of ∆θ = 5◦, as often done [172, 289], results in 36

candidate material planes for each material point.

To evaluate the fatigue damage resulting due to a single loading cycle, the stress

and strain transformations must be performed for each location over all increments

within the relevant loading cycle. The strain amplitude term (∆ε/2) in the SWT

parameter formulation given in Equations (4.74) and (4.75) therefore represents the

di�erence between the maximum and minimum strain values on a candidate plane

over the complete period of the loading cycle. The same applies for the shear strain

amplitude term (∆γ/2) in the FS parameter formulation given in Equations (4.76)

and (4.77). Assuming there are 100 increments per step, this would result in 100
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× 36 = 3,600 stress and strain transformations for a single material point. Going

further, assuming there are 100,000 spatial locations of interest and that a single

analysis consisted of 100 load cycles; this would result in 36 billion stress and strain

transformations, showing that this process is very computationally expensive even

in 2D.

The 3D critical plane implementation introduces an additional angle of rotation

to consider, requiring both more complex stress and strain transformations and a

greater number of unique planes to consider. Sum et al developed a 3D critical plane

implementation in which they de�ned a set of equations that could be used to �nd

the normal n of all candidate planes as a function of two angles θv and θh, together

with equations that could be used to evaluate the values of the normal stress and

strain as a function of the normal components (nx, ny, nz). Although the angular

increment and the range of the two angles used in the 3D transformations were not

explicitly stated, assuming intervals of ∆θv = ∆θh = 5◦ and a range of 0 ≤ θ < 180◦

for both angles would result in 36 x 36 = 1296 unique candidate material planes. A

similar implementation was developed by Houghton et al [301, 307].

Jen et al [195] also performed a 3D critical plane analysis to compare the

performance of a number of di�erent critical plane parameters, which included both

the SWT and FS parameters. This implementation similarly de�ned the plane

normal as a function of two angles, this time α and β with respect to a spherical

coordinate system, although no equations were provided to transform the stress

and strain components with respect to the plane normal. The stress/strain space

was de�ned by angular ranges of 0◦ ≤ α ≤ 180◦ and 0◦ ≤ β ≤ 360◦ using a 1◦

interval for both angles, resulting in 65,341 candidate planes. However, many of

these planes are not unique because the plane normals will be parallel but pointing

in opposite directions. Therefore, if symmetry was used this could have been reduced

to angular ranges of 0◦ ≤ α < 180◦ for both α and β, resulting in 32,400 unique

candidate planes.

Li et al [38] published a paper outlining e�orts made to devise a simple method

for assessing fatigue life using a critical plane approach based on the maximum

shear strain range, the normal strain range and the maximum normal stress on the
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maximum shear strain range plane. Similar to the other studies already discussed, Li

et al transformed the stresses and strains onto a number of candidate critical planes

orientated by two angles. However, unlike the others, Li et al provided detailed

methodology on how to transform the shear strains with respect to the material

plane. Furthermore, they provided methodology how to calculate the shear strain

amplitude on a plane, which is required to calculate the FS critical plane parameter.

This is important because, in comparison to the normal strain amplitude required for

the SWT parameter, calculation of the shear strain amplitude is more complicated

because it is a function of the two shear strain components acting on each material

plane and is not well documented.

In this study, a modi�ed 3D critical plane implementation was developed based on

the implementations by Sum et al [178] and Li et al.

4.6.2.1 3D Implementation of Critical Plane Approach

The details of the 3D critical plane approach used in this study are explained using

a series of �owcharts, shown in Figures 4.13 - 4.15. These �owcharts outline the

process behind the calculation of both the SWT and FS critical plane parameters

for a single element over a number of increments making up a single loading step.

The �rst of these �gures together show the initial stage of the critical parameter

calculations, involving transforming the stresses and strains onto all candidate planes

over all increments in the load cycle.

This involves extracting the stress and strain from the model with respect to the

initial material reference frame, x-y-z, followed by interpolation of these values to

the material mesh points using the element shape function as outlined in Equation

(4.69). Using a rotation matrix R = RzRy, the reference frame is then rotated by

angle α about the �xed y-axis to give transformed reference frame x′-y′-z′, followed

by a second rotation by angle β about the �xed z-axis to give transformed reference

frame x′′-y′′-z′′. The stress and strain are then transformed onto the material plane

corresponding to the rotated reference frame. The resulting stresses and strains

transformed with respect to the x′′-y′′-z′′ reference frame are denoted as σ′′ij and ε
′′
ij.

Using this method with angle ranges of −90◦ ≤ α < 90◦ and 0◦ ≤ β < 180◦,
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No
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No

To
PART 2

Figure 4.13: 3D implementation of critical plane approach showing transformation
of stress and strain components onto all candidate planes over all
increments within a single loading cycle. This is continued in Figures
4.14 and 4.15.
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Figure 4.14: 3D implementation of critical plane approach continued from Figure
4.13 showing calculation of critical SWT plane
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Figure 4.15: 3D implementation of critical plane approach continued from Figure
4.13 showing calculation of critical FS plane
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the x′′-axis of the transformed reference frame coincides with the ranges of rotated

plane normals as described by Sum et al, Jen et al, Houghton et al and Li et al. By

performing the second rotation about the �xed z-axis (as opposed to rotating the

x′-y′-z′ reference frame about its own z′-axis), these rotations can be referred to as

a sequence of y-z extrinsic rotations.

Most of the transformed stress and strain components are not required for

calculation of the fatigue damage parameters; only the normal stress (σ′′11) and

strain components (ε′′11, ε
′′
12 and ε

′′
13) acting on the material plane are relevant to the

calculation of the SWT and FS parameters. To save computing time, only these

components were transformed.

To determine the fatigue damage resulting from the entire load step, this process of

transforming the stresses and strains onto all material planes at a given location is

repeated for every load increment over the load cycle to �nd the minimum and

maximum values of these stress components on all planes over the step. The

maximum value of the normal stress σ′′11 on each plane over the step and both

the minimum and maximum values of the normal strain ε′′11 and shear strains ε′′12

and ε′′13 are required. These minimum and maximum values are subsequently used

in the calculation of the fatigue damage parameters.

The last two of these �gures show the second stage of the critical plane parameter

calculations and are speci�c to the calculations of the SWT fatigue parameter

and the FS fatigue parameter, respectively. For the SWT parameter, Figure 4.14

shows that once the minimum and maximum values of all candidate planes over all

increments in the step have been found, an additional loop over all material planes is

carried out to calculate the SWT parameter. The critical plane is that on which the

maximum value of the SWT is found. The orientation of the critical plane, which

is de�ned by the plane normal, is also determined. This is the unit vector along the

x′′-axis of the transformed reference frame corresponding to the critical plane.

Figure 4.15 shows a similar �owchart for the calculation of the FS parameter. The

FS critical plane is the one where the maximum value of the FS parameter is found.

This is considered a modi�cation of the classical FS parameter [37], in which the

critical plane is that which maximises the shear strain amplitude only, not the
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entire parameter. However, in preliminary calculations using this classical form, the

magnitude of the FS was found to oscillate between wear steps; this was found to be

a result of two or more planes with very similar shear strain amplitudes, but with

signi�cantly di�erent normal stress values. For this reason, the modi�ed version

was adopted in this study. Similarly to the SWT parameter, the plane normal

corresponds to the x′′-axis of the transformed x′′-y′′-z′′ reference frame.

Several of these steps will be discussed in greater detail in the following sections.

4.6.2.2 3D Stress and Strain

The 3D stress state at any point can be represented using the 3D stress tensor

σ =


σ11 σ12 σ13

σ21 σ22 σ23

σ31 σ32 σ33

 (4.79)

where stress σij acts on face i in the jth direction. The three diagonal terms, where

i = j, are the normal (or direct) stresses. The 6 o�-diagonal terms, where i 6= j are

the shear stresses.

For static equilibrium, it is required that σij = σji. Therefore the 3D stress tensor

is symmetric, and there are only 6 independent stress terms i.e. σ11, σ22, σ33, σ12,

σ13 and σ23, where σ21 = σ12, σ31 = σ13, and σ32 = σ23.

Similarly the 3D strain tensor can be written as:

ε =


ε11 ε12 ε13

ε21 ε22 ε23

ε31 ε32 ε33

 (4.80)

where the diagonal terms are the normal strains and the o�-diagonal terms are the

shear strains. It is also symmetric, with only 6 independent terms i.e. ε11, ε22, ε33,

ε12, ε13 and ε23, where ε21 = ε12, ε31 = ε13, and ε32 = ε23.
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4.6.2.3 Converting Shear Strains from ABAQUS

ABAQUS stores these 6 independent terms for both stress and strain. The ABAQUS

stress components are (σ11, σ22, σ33, τ12, τ13, τ23), which are equivalent to the tensor

components given above. On the other hand, the ABAQUS strain components,

(ε11, ε22, ε33, γ12, γ13, γ23), are not equivalent to the tensor strain components. This is

because ABAQUS uses engineering strains, where γij = εij+εji [282]. Since εij = εji,

this can also be written as [37, 286]:

γij = 2εij (4.81)

Therefore, before performing the transformations of the strain tensor, it is required

that the engineering strains be converted to tensor components by dividing by a

factor of 2:

εij =
γij
2

(4.82)

such that the 3D strain tensor could be written as:

ε =


ε11 ε12 ε13

ε21 ε22 ε23

ε31 ε32 ε33

 =


ε11 γ12/2 γ13/2

γ12/2 ε22 γ23/2

γ13/2 γ23/2 ε33

 (4.83)

This factor of 2 can cause confusion when di�erent strain conventions are used by

di�erent authors. For example, in 2D strain transformation equation presented by

Lykins et al [151], the factor of 2 is used together with engineering shear strain

conventions, whereas Sum et al [178] uses strain tensor components and therefore

does not use a factor of 2. However, Madge [172] shows the factor of 2 despite using

strain tensor component convention.

As can be seen from Equation (4.76), the FS is related to the amplitude of the

engineering shear strain, γ. Therefore, after transformations have been performed,

conversion back to engineering strains is required using Equation (4.81).

It is also worth noting that when performing a geometrically non-linear analysis,

ABAQUS stores the logarithmic strain and not the elastic strain i.e. ABAQUS �eld
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output variable LE as opposed to E. For small strains (less than 0.1%), as was the

case in all analyses carried out as part of this study, the di�erence is negligible.

4.6.2.4 Material Orientation

When performing a geometrically non-linear analysis with solid elements in

ABAQUS, the default (global) orientations do not rotate with the material [282].

Therefore, even if an element rotates relative to the global coordinate system, the

stresses and strains reported by ABAQUS will still be in original global coordinate

system. This is not satisfactory for critical plane calculations, because each plane

examined in the process of identi�cation of the critical plane is a material plane that

is �xed relative to the material orientation. That is, the orientations of material

planes rotate with the material orientation. See Figure 4.16.

If material orientations are not updated, then the stresses and strains reported

by ABAQUS will not necessarily correspond to the same material plane in every

increment over an analysis step. This is particularly true if a ramped or time

varying load causes bending, resulting in varying degrees of rotation of any individual

solid element at di�erent increments over the loading cycle. This may result in

errors in the value of the critical plane parameter magnitude on a given plane and

therefore also the orientation of the critical plane which maximises the critical plane

parameter. If rotations are small, less than 5 degrees or so, this error will be small.

The resulting error will also be a function of the angular spacing between candidate

critical planes.

Other studies will have typically neglected rotations of the material orientations

because the applied loading, which is often simpli�ed in 3D studies, does not

result in signi�cant bending and rotations. However, bending is one of the primary

loads on neck-stem taper junctions, and therefore has been included in this study.

This was achieved by speci�cation of a user-de�ned material orientation, which

had the same initial orientation as the global coordinate system was adopted. In

this way, orientations of stresses and strains written to the ABAQUS results �le

corresponded to the true material orientation for each element to ensure accuracy of

the critical plane calculations. Transformations of the stresses and strains (discussed
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Figure 4.16: Simple cantilevered beam showing unloaded condition in (a) and
loaded in bending in (b) and (c). Figure (b) shows the default case
where material orientations do not rotate, whereas Figure (c) shows
the rotated material orientations when a user coordinate system is
used. Note the di�erence θ between the �xed and rotated material
orientations, particularly at Element 1, which could lead to errors in
determination of the critical plane orientation.

on the following section) used in the calculation of fatigue damage parameters were

therefore relative to the material orientation of each element, such that each angle

of rotation corresponded to the same material plane within each increment, despite

variations in the material orientation over the step.

4.6.2.5 Rotation Matrices for Orientation of Material Planes

As already brie�y discussed, the initial frame of reference for the stresses and strains

at each location of interest is rotated by angle α about the �xed y-axis, followed by a

rotation of β about the �xed z-axis. This is illustrated in Figure 4.17. Each of these
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rotations can be represented by a rotation matrix, which can then be combined

together to form the overall rotation matrix. The �rst rotation about y can be

represented by rotation matrix Ry, where:

Ry =


cosα 0 sinα

0 1 0

−sinα 0 cosα

 (4.84)

This rotation matrix rotates the initial reference frame x-y-z about �xed axis y

to give reference frame x′-y′-z′. The second rotation, which rotates reference frame

x′-y′-z′ about the �xed z-axis to produce reference frame x′′-y′′-z′′ can be represented

by rotation matrix Rz, where:

Rz =


cosβ −sinβ 0

sinβ cosβ 0

0 0 1

 (4.85)

The overall rotation matrix, representing a sequence of y-z extrinsic rotations that

rotates reference frame x-y-z to x′′-y′′-z′′, can be written as:

R = Rz Ry =


cosα cosβ −sinβ sinα cosβ

cosα sinβ cosβ sinα sinβ

−sinα 0 cosα

 (4.86)

Furthermore, if x is a basis such that x = {x, y, z} and similarly x′′ is a basis such

that x′′ = {x′′, y′′, z′′}, then we can express the transformation as:

x′′ = Rx (4.87)

Note that the order of matrix multiplication is important here; reversing the order

would result in a sequence of intrinsic y-z rotations, which would result in the second

rotation about the transformed z′-axis, rather than the �xed z-axis.

The �rst column of the basis x′′ matrix is the x′′-axis of the rotated coordinate

system and the material plane normal, relative to the (rotated) material orientation.
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Material plane

Figure 4.17: 3D transformation of strain onto a candidate critical plane orientated
by a rotation by angle -α about the �xed y-axis followed by a rotation
by β about the �xed z-axis. Modi�ed from Li et al [38].

This normal is used for determination and visualisation of the critical plane

and corresponding crack orientation. This should be done with reference to the

undeformed state of the components, where material rotations are zero, such that

we can take the x′′-axis as the plane orientation. That is:

n̂ =


R11

R21

R31

 =


cosα cosβ

cosα sinβ

−sinα

 (4.88)

where components R11, R21 and R31 are the components in the �rst column of the

rotation matrix R.

4.6.2.6 Transformation of Stress and Strains Onto the Material Planes

The stress / strain tensor can be transformed from the initial x-y-z reference frame

to the transformed x′′-y′′-z′′ reference frame using the following expression [300]:
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S′′ = QS QT (4.89)

where S is a tensor representing either the stress or strain tensors, Q is the

transformation matrix, QT is the transpose of the transformation matrix. It can

be shown that the transformation matrix is equal to the transpose of the rotation

matrix R:

Q = RT (4.90)

or, from substitution of Equation (4.86):

Q =


cosα cosβ cosα sinβ −sinα

−sinβ cosβ 0

sinα cosβ sinα sinβ cosα

 (4.91)

Use of Equation (4.89) will transform all 9 components to the x′′-y′′-z′′ reference

frame. However, only 6 of these components are independent, of which only

1 component of the stress tensor, namely σ′′11, and 3 components of the strain

tensor, ε′′11, ε
′′
12 and ε

′′
13, are required for the calculation of the SWT and FS fatigue

parameters. Therefore, it is more e�cient to transform only these four required

components. If tensor S and matrix Q are both expressed in matrix form as:

S =


S11 S12 S13

S21 S22 S23

S31 S32 S33

 and Q =


Q11 Q12 Q13

Q21 Q22 Q23

Q31 Q32 Q33

 (4.92)

then by expansion of Equation (4.89) it can be shown that the relevant components
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of transformed tensor S′′ can be expressed as:

S ′′11 = Q2
11S11 +Q2

12S22 +Q2
13S33

+ 2 [(Q11Q12)S12 + (Q11Q13)S13 + (Q12Q13)S23] (4.93a)

S ′′12 = Q11Q21S11 +Q12Q22S22 +Q13Q23S33 + (Q11Q22 +Q12Q21)S12

+ (Q11Q23 +Q13Q21)S13 + (Q12Q23 +Q13Q22)S23 (4.93b)

S ′′13 = Q11Q31S11 +Q12Q32S22 +Q13Q33S33 + (Q11Q32 +Q12Q31)S12

+ (Q11Q33 +Q13Q31)S13 + (Q12Q33 +Q13Q32)S23 (4.93c)

Equation (4.93a) was used to transform σ11 to σ′′11 and ε11 to ε
′′
11. Similarly, Equations

(4.93b) and (4.93c) were used to transform ε12 and ε13 to ε′′12 and ε
′′
13, respectively.

The transformed strain components are shown in Figure 4.17.

Angle ranges of −90◦ ≤ α < 90◦ and 0◦ ≤ β < 180◦ in increments of ∆α = ∆β =

5◦ were used to represent a total of 36 x 36 = 1,296 candidate critical planes in

calculations of all the fatigue damage parameters evaluated in this study.

4.6.2.7 Shear Strain Amplitude in 3D and the FS Parameter

The shear strain amplitude on a plane can be calculated from the two transformed

shear strain components, ε′′12 and ε
′′
13, by [38]:

∆γ = 2

√
(∆ε′′12)

2 + (∆ε′′13)
2 (4.94a)

where ∆ε′′12 is the amplitude of the ε′′12 component and ∆ε′′13 is the amplitude of the

ε′′13 component, calculated in a similar fashion the normal shear amplitude ∆ε. That

is:

∆ε′′12 =
(
∆ε′′12,max −∆ε′′12,min

)
(4.94b)

∆ε′′13 =
(
∆ε′′13,max −∆ε′′13,min

)
(4.94c)

The factor of 2 in Equation (4.94a) is the conversion from strain tensor components

back to engineering strains as per Equation (4.81).
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4.6.2.8 Number of Cycles to Failure

Once the values of the critical plane parameters have been found at each material

location for a single wear step, the number of cycles to failure Nf can be determined

based on the correlation between the fatigue damage parameter and fatigue life i.e.

Equation (4.72) for the SWT critical plane parameter and (4.77) for the FS critical

plane parameter. These equations can be solved using an appropriate root-�nding

algorithm to �nd Nf . The bisection method [308], one of the simplest root-�nding

methods available, was used in this study. The value of Nf was then used as an

input to a damage accumulation model to determine the total amount of fatigue

damage at each material point resulting from several consecutive wear steps, and to

determine if failure had occurred.

4.6.3 Damage Accumulation Model

The removal of material due to wear results in changes in the pro�le of the contact

surface. This, in turn, results in evolution of the contact and subsurface stresses. As

the values of the critical plane parameters are based on stresses and strains acting

on the critical plane, these too will evolve with increasing number of loading cycles

such that the number of cycles to failure predicted by the fatigue parameters at

each material point will di�er between load cycles. To account for these di�erences

and determine the total fatigue damage over all loading cycles in order to provide a

quantitative prediction of fatigue life, a damage accumulation model is required.

The most commonly used fatigue damage accumulation model is the

Miner-Palmgren rule. This is a linear damage rule based on the concept of a damage

fraction, CDi, de�ned as the fraction of life used up following ni number of cycles

at stress magnitude Si, which can be expressed as

(
ni
Nf,i

)
= CDi (4.95)

where Nf,i is the number of cycles to failure at stress level Si. Failure is assumed

to have occurred when the summation of the damage fraction for I di�erent stress
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levels, expressed as:

n1

Nf,1

+
n2

Nf,2

+ ...+
nI
Nf,I

=
I∑
i=1

(
ni
Nf,i

)
=

I∑
i=1

CDi = CD, (4.96)

is equal to or larger than a damage criterion, DC , where a value of CD = 0

corresponds to undamaged material. That is, failure has occurred if

CD ≥ DC (4.97)

The damage criterion corresponding to fatigue failure has been found experimentally

to be within the range DC = 0.7 - 2.2 [160], however typically a value of DC = 1.0

is used.

The Miner-Palmgren rule has been adopted in a number of fretting fatigue studies,

where a cycle jumping technique is used to accelerate the material removal simulation

and critical plane fatigue damage parameters are used to determine the number of

cycles to failure. In this context, the damage fraction CDk is the fraction of life used

up following a single wear cycle representing ∆Nk cycles, over which the relevant

fatigue damage parameter is assumed constant, and where Nf,k is the number of

cycles to failure based on the value of the fatigue damage parameter during the kth

cycle. Equation (4.96) can be rewritten to re�ect these changes, such that the total

accumulated damage can now be expressed as:

CD =
K∑
k=1

CDk =
K∑
k=1

(
∆Nk

Nf,k

)
(4.98)

where K is the total number of wear cycles and ∆Nk is the cycle jumping factor

for the kth cycle. Once again failure occurs according to Equation (4.97). A value

of DC = 1.0 was used in this study. Failure is often de�ned as the development of

crack of a certain size, typically 1 mm [34, 171�173, 178, 194, 289], although this

de�nition depends on the failure criterion on which the underlying fatigue tests were

based and the corresponding parameters using in the fatigue life equations.
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In most practical cases it is not possible to know a priori which fatigue parameter

should be used to evaluate fatigue life, the tensile based SWT parameter or the shear

based FS parameter. To address this, Araújo and Nowell [289] suggested calculating

the fatigue life according to both the SWT and FS critical plane parameters, where

the expected life is then the lowest of the two estimates. This approach was adopted

in this study. As such, two values of cumulative damage corresponding to each of

these parameters were calculated at each material point, referred to as CD-SWT

and CD-FS.

The simplicity and successful use of the Miner-Palmgren rule together with the SWT

critical plane parameter in capturing fretting behaviour observed experimentally

[34, 171�173, 204, 259, 301] was the reason for its adoption in this thesis.

Note that the damage accumulation model as described here relates to a simple linear

and isotropic accumulation of damage. In this model, the total damage at a material

point is a summation of the damage per wear cycle, calculated using the damage

corresponding to the maximum value of the relevant fatigue damage parameter at

that point. The damage fraction at each wear cycle and the cumulative damage

are both treated as scalar quantities, such that damage is accumulated at a point

regardless on which plane the damage has occurred. This is a conservative approach,

as the maximum damage at each point, regardless of the plane on which damage

occurs, is used in the calculation of fatigue life. However, it ignores any possible

relationship between damage on neighbouring planes and assumes that damage on

planes with di�erent orientations has the same e�ect on the fatigue life. More

complex non-linear damage accumulation models are available, although none of

these are well established for use in multiaxial fatigue [172]. Furthermore, it is

an uncoupled approach, where the resulting damage does not a�ect the material

properties used in the wear analysis. The advantage of this approach, is that the

fatigue life calculations can be carried out as a post-processing task, independent of

the fretting wear analyses.
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Chapter 5 - Results & Discussion

5.1 Results

This section presents the results of the taper strength evaluations, wear simulations

and fatigue damage predictions.

5.1.1 Taper Strength Characterisation

5.1.1.1 Constant Rate Assembly Method

Results for characterisation of the taper strength using the constant rate assembly

method are shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2.

Figure 5.2(a) is a plot of the assembly force against the resulting axial displacement

of the MALE component as it was forced into the FEMALE component. The slope

of each curve corresponds to the axial sti�ness of the taper. The curves for all

models with 0 taper angular mismatch (i.e. CR-1, CR-2, CR-3, and CR-4) were

approximately linear. The curves for the cases with a positive angular mismatch

(i.e. CR-5 and CR-6) were non-linear, where the sti�ness increased the further the

MALE component was pushed into the FEMALE component.

Comparison of the curves for the di�erent cases shows a signi�cant variation

in sti�ness. For example, for an assembly force of 5kN, the displacement of

235
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case CR-2 was 0.018mm compared to 0.112mm for case CR-3, meaning that the

MALE component of case CR-3 moved approx 6.2 times further into the FEMALE

component than it did in case CR-2.

The cases with the higher coe�cient of friction (COF) value of µ = 0.8 (i.e. CR-2,

CR-4, and CR-6) were all found to be sti�er than the same taper model with the

lower COF value of µ = 0.5. The ratio of sti�ness values was approximately equal

to the ratio of the friction coe�cients. For example, the ratios of sti�ness values at

an assembly force of 30kN for CR-2 to CR-1 and for CR-6 to CR-5 were 1.57 and

1.5 respectively, compared to the ratio of friction coe�cients of 0.8/0.5 = 1.6.

The cases with a thick (6mm) FEMALE wall thickness (i.e. CR-1 and CR-2)

were sti�er than the cases with a thin (3mm) FEMALE wall thickness (i.e. CR-5

and CR-6). The ratio of the sti�ness values of case CR-2 to CR-6 (thick to thin

component walls with µ=0.8) was 1.72, and of case CR-1 to CR-5 (thick to thin

component walls with µ=0.5) was 1.63. Therefore, the change in wall thickness of

the FEMALE component from 3mm to 6mm had a larger e�ect on axial sti�ness

than increasing the COF from µ = 0.5 to 0.8.

Figure 5.2(b) is a plot of the disassembly force versus assembly force. Thesef curves

(or variations of) have been used in the past by several authors [50, 51, 137, 240,

241, 309] to show the ability of the taper to resist axial disassembly. The slope of

these curves, or the ratio of the disassembly force to assembly force is also often

reported. This ratio typically has a value in the range of 0-1, where a taper that

is better able to resist axial disassembly will have a value closer to 1. The ratio of

disassembly force to assembly force is presented in Figure 5.2(c). The range in ratio

values was found to be approx between 0.5 and 0.8. The analysis cases with the thin

FEMALE wall thickness, CR-5 and CR-6, had nearly constant ratio values of 0.75

and 0.77, respectively. The analysis cases with the thick FEMALE wall thickness,

CR-1 and CR-2, had much lower values of approx. 0.51 and 0.56.

The ratios for the cases with a positive angular mismatch (i.e. CR-3 and CR-4) are

di�erent to other cases because they are not constant across the range of assembly

force values. For case CR-3, the ratio starts at a low value of 0.56, increases to a

peak value of approx 0.73 at 18kN, and then starts to fall again, �nally reaching 0.67
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at 30kN. The curve for CR-4 is similar, starting at about 0.48 at 1kN and increasing

to a ratio of 0.735 at an assembly force of 28kN.

This increase in ratio of disassembly force to assembly force observed in cases CR-3

and CR-4 signi�es an increase in the ability of the taper to resist axial disassembly.

This behaviour can be explained with the aid of Figure 5.1, which is a plot of area

of the taper interface in contact over the assembly force range for cases CR-2, CR-3

and CR-4. This �gure shows that the fraction of taper interface between the MALE

and FEMALE components that was in contact is low at low assembly loads, but

increased as the assembly force was increased. For case CR-3, 100% of the taper

interface was in contact at assembly loads of 18kN or greater. For case CR-4, 100%

of the taper interface was in contact at assembly loads of 28kN or greater. Note that

the peak ratio of disassembly force to assembly force occurs when the percentage

of the taper interface in contact had just reached 100%; as the assembly force was

increased further, this ratio started to decrease in value.
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Figure 5.1: Taper contact area (CAREA) vs. assembly force for selected constant
rate assembly cases. Note that the taper contact area for Case CR-2 is
constant, indicating that the taper interface is fully closed regardless of
the assembly load. However, for Cases CR-3 and CR-4, which have a
positive angular mismatch, assembly forces of approx. 18kN and 28kN,
respectively, were required to fully seat the taper components.
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Figure 5.2: Results of taper characterisation using constant rate method over an
assembly force range of 0-30kN
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5.1.1.2 Drop Weight Assembly

This section presents the results of the analyses used to characterise the taper

performance using the drop weight method. This includes evaluation of the e�ects

of number of hits, drop height and o�-axis impaction. Results are shown Figures

5.3 to 5.6.

First of all, Figure 5.3 shows the e�ect of the number of consecutive drop weight

impactions, or hits, on the axial displacement, peak impact force (i.e. assembly

force) and disassembly force for cases DW-1 to DW-3. These results show that the

axial displacement, peak impact force, and disassembly force all increased as the

drop height was increased. For example, for the case DW-1 results shown on the

left in Figure 5.3(b), the assembly force for a single hit case was 6.6kN at 1-inch

drop height, which increased to 9.3kN at 2-inches, 16.5kN at 5-inches and 24.1kN

at 10-inches. As the drop weight height is associated with a larger strike velocity

(and kinetic energy at impact), these plots show that a faster hammer strike can be

used to achieve both a greater assembly force and disassembly force. Impact energy

can also be increased by increasing the mass of the hammer, although only a single

drop weight mass was evaluated in this study.

These plots also show that the axial displacement, peak impact force and disassembly

force all increased with the number of hits. This e�ect is best observed by

examination of Figure 5.4, which are the same results as shown in Figure 5.3 but

rearranged with respect to the number of hits. Because of this e�ect, a higher

assembly force and disassembly force can also be achieved increasing the number of

hits. However, the plots in Figure 5.4 show that the e�ect of multiple hits follows

the law of diminishing returns, whereby each additional hit has a reduced e�ect.

For example, for the 10-inch drop weight results for case DW-1 in Figure 5.4(c),

the disassembly force increased from 0kN to 12.7kN after 1 hit (78% of �nal value),

15.3kN after 2 hits (94% of �nal value) and 16.2kN after 3 hits. This shows that

the majority of the change (78%) in disassembly force occurred as a result of �rst

impact, a smaller yet still signi�cantly change (16%) occurred due to the second

impact, followed by a small change (6%) due to the third impact.

The signi�cance of this e�ect also depends on the taper geometry i.e. changes in
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the disassembly force for multiple consecutive hits were found to be much more

signi�cant for case DW-2, with positive angular mismatch, compared to the other

cases with no mismatch. That is, with reference to the 10-inch drop height results

for case DW-2 in Figure 5.4(c), the disassembly force increased from 0kN to 14.8kN

after 1 hit (62% of the �nal value), 21.5kN after 2 hits (91% of the �nal value) and

23.7kN after hit 3. This equates to a 62% increase from the �rst hit, 29% from the

second and 9% increase from the third.

This increased ability of taper geometries with a positive angular mismatch to resist

axial disassembly increases at higher assembly loads results from an increase in

the fraction of the taper interface in contact as the assembly load is increased,

which was demonstrated on the previous section on constant rate assembly by plots

of the disassembly force to assembly force ratio against assembly force (see Figure

5.2(b)) and contact area against assembly force (see Figure 5.1). Similar calculations

can also be carried out for the drop weight assembly results. With reference to

Figures 5.3(b) and (c), at a drop height of 10-inches the ratio of of disassembly

force to assembly force for DW-2 was 14.8/19.9 = 0.74 after 1 hit, 21.5/25.5 =

0.84 after 2 hits and 23.7/29.9 = 0.79 after 3 hits. The ratios for case DW-1 were

12.7/24.1 = 0.53 after 1 hit, 15.3/28.9 = 0.53 after 2 hits and 16.2/30.4 = 0.54 after

3 hits. Comparison shows that the ratio for the taper geometry with a positive

angular mismatch, case DW-2, increased at higher assembly loads (as assembly load

increased with the number of hits), whereas the ratio for the taper geometry with

line-to-line contact, case DW-1, did not increase.

The increase in taper interface area in contact is best observed by the comparison of

plots (a) and (b) in Figure 5.5 showing the area in contact over time during assembly

via the drop weight method for cases DW-1 and DW-2 respectively. For case DW-1

in (a), the initial contact area (prior to the �rst hit) was 0mm2, but increased to

800mm2 (corresponding to 100% in contact) following hit 1 where it remained after

both hits 2 and 3. In contrast, for the 5-inch drop height case in (b), the contact

area only reached a value of 500mm2 after hit 1, which increased to 610mm2 after

hit 2 and 650mm2 after hit 3 i.e. the taper interface never reached 100% contact at

the drop height 5-inches. The reason for this is that the assembly force of 19.8kN

from hit 3 of the 5-inch drop weight (as shown in Figures 5.3(b) and 5.4(b)) was
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not su�ciently high to fully seat the taper components i.e. referring back to the

constant rate assembly results in Figure 5.1, a force of approx 28kN is required to

achieve full contact between the MALE and FEMALE taper components. However,

when the drop height was increased to 10-inches, the higher assembly force of 25.5kN

for hit 2 was almost su�cient to fully seat the taper components of DW-2.

In absolute terms, Figure 5.4 shows that the di�erent taper geometries perform

di�erently at di�erent drop heights (or impact velocities) and with the number of

hits. Consequently, some taper geometries perform better than others at a particular

assembly force. Furthermore, this also shows that the assembly procedure used to

assembly each taper to optimise the disassembly force will be di�erent for each taper

geometry. This can be observed by comparing the disassembly forces for cases DW-1

and DW-2, the values of which were 6.3kN and 4.6kN, respectively, after a single

2-inch hit. At this low impact velocity / single hit assembly, the taper strength of

case DW-1 was signi�cantly higher than DW-2. However, when the number of hits

was increased to 3, the disassembly force for case DW-2 increased to 7.9kN, exceeding

the value of 7.6kN for DW-1. Alternatively, when the drop height / impact velocity

was increased to 10-inch for a single hit, the taper strength of case DW-1 once again

surpassed that of DW-2, with values of 14.8kN and 12.7kN, respectively. Therefore,

case DW-2 performed best, but only if multiple, high velocity impacts were used for

assembly. Cases DW-1 and DW-3 both performed well even with after a single, low

velocity hammer hit.
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Figure 5.3: Drop weight assembly method results as a function of drop height for
cases DW-1 (left column), DW-2 (middle column), and DW-3 (right
column)
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Figure 5.4: Drop weight assembly method results as a function of number of hits
for cases DW-1 (left column), DW-2 (middle column), and DW-3 (right
column)
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Figure 5.5: Taper contact area for drop weight cases. Note that the taper is not
fully seated for Case DW-2 until the 2nd 10-inch impact. Also, note the
taper contact is not entirely stable for Case DW-4.
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Evaluation of O�-Axis Impaction

To evaluate the e�ect of an o�-axis impaction on taper strength, case DW-1 was

repeated but with impact location between the drop weight and the free end of the

MALE component shifted 6mm away (radially) from the taper axis. This o�-axis

case is referred to as DW-4. The impaction results for DW-1 and DW-4 are plotted

side-by-side in Figures 5.5 to 5.6 in order to facilitate this comparison.

The plots of taper interface contact area for case DW-4 shown in Figure 5.5(c)

indicate that some instability occurred at the taper interface when an o�-axis hit

was used for assembly. This is because an o�-axis hit also applies a torque to

the MALE component, causing the component to rotate as it is pushed into the

FEMALE component. This rotation prevents the contact from establishing evenly

over the taper interface and allows the MALE component to vibrate within the bore

of the FEMALE component, resulting in an oscillation in the area of taper interface

in contact. Compare this to Figure 5.5(a) for case DW-1, where stable contact was

established immediately following the �rst impact.

Figures 5.7 and 5.8 are similar to previous Figures 5.3 and 5.4 showing results of the

ideal assembly with no o�set for axial displacement, peak impact (assembly) force,

and disassembly force obtained using the drop weight method with an o�set. These

new plots show that when the impact was o�set from the axis, the assembly was

compromised. That is, the axial displacement, peak assembly force and disassembly

force were all signi�cantly reduced compared to the ideal case. For example, the

disassembly force after 3 impacts at a drop height of 10-inches decreased from

16.2kN to 6.8kN, a reduction of 58.2%. While all the output variables increased

with increasing drop height (impact velocity), the �atter curves in Figure 5.7 for

case DW-4 show that the e�ect of drop height was reduced. Similarly, the �atter

curves in Figure 5.8 for case DW-4 show that any impacts subsequent to the �rst

had much less e�ect than for the ideal assembly of case DW-1.

The taper strength of cases DW-1 and DW-4 are summarised in Figure 5.6, which

shows the variation of both assembly force and disassembly force with both drop

height and number of hits. The horizontal distance separating corresponding data

points (i.e. point A3 vs O3 for the 10-inch impact curves) reveals the large reduction
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in assembly force despite use of the same drop height (an impact energy). The slopes

of the best �t curves, representing the ratio of the disassembly force to assembly

force, dropped from 0.54 for case DW-1 to 0.31 for case DW-4, indicating that

the e�ectiveness of the assembly force was reduced in the o�set case i.e. at lower

ratios the same assembly force results in a lower disassembly force. The lower

assembly force and reduced ratio have a multiplying e�ect, reducing the disassembly

force signi�cantly. This is re�ected in the vertical separation between corresponding

data points. The near 60% reduction in disassembly force resulting from o�-axis

impaction is best observed by comparison of points A3 and O3 for the 10-inch

impact curves.

This large variation in disassembly force highlights the extreme variability in

taper strength resulting from impaction based taper assembly. Large variations

in assembly forces may result in similar variability in modular implant performance,

particularly the generation of metallic wear debris and implant fatigue life.
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Figure 5.7: Drop weight assembly results as a function of drop height for cases
DW-1 (left column) and DW-4 (right column) to evaluate the e�ect
of an o�-axis impaction
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Figure 5.8: Drop weight assembly results as a function of number of hits for cases
DW-1 (left column) and DW-4 (right column) to evaluate the e�ect of
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5.1.1.3 Comparison of Taper Assembly Methods

This section compares the results of the constant rate and drop weight assembly

methods. This not only provides veri�cation of the results, but also highlights

the di�erences in the resulting taper strength between the two assembly methods

outlined by ASTM F2009-00.

The comparisons are made using Figures 5.9 and 5.10. Figure 5.9 is a plot of

impact force / assembly load versus axial displacement for drop weight cases DW-1,

DW-2 and DW-3 and the corresponding constant rate cases CR-2, CR-4 and CR-6,

respectively. Figure 5.10 is a similar plot for these same cases plot but of disassembly

load versus impact force / assembly load. In both these �gures, there is generally

good agreement between the drop weight and constant rate assembly method results

i.e. both results predict the similar values of the axial sti�ness during assembly and

the value of the ratio of disassembly force to assembly force.

These graphs show that the disassembly forces resulting from the constant rate

assembly method, where a 2kN quasi-static load is used to assemble the taper, were

very di�erent to those resulting from the drop weight method, where a 0.907kg

weight is dropped from a height of 10-inches. Speci�cally, the disassembly forces

from the constant rate method were 1.05kN, 1.01kN and 1.6kN for cases CR-2, CR-4

and CR-6, respectively. The corresponding values from the drop weight method were

12.7kN, 14.8kN and 16.3kN.

Although these disassembly forces can be considered at the high end of the spectrum,

given that they were assembled under ideal conditions, these large di�erences in

disassembly forces show that the taper strength resulting from the constant rate

method is much lower than that resulting from the drop weight method. This

suggests that the constant rate method based on a load of 2kN is not representative

of surgical impaction. This has number of implications, including the suitability of

preclinical tests used to evaluate performance of modular implants that use constant

rate method to assemble tapers, despite impact methods being used intraoperatively.
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of assembly force vs. displacement between constant rate
and drop weight assembly methods. The slope of these curves represents
the axial sti�ness of the taper during assembly. Note that both
CR-2/DW-1 and CR-6/DW-3 have a linear sti�ness curve, whereas
CR-4/DW-2 has a non-linear curve, which increases in sti�ness as the
assembly load is increased.
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of disassembly force vs. assembly force between constant
rate and drop weight assembly methods. The slope of these curves
corresponds to the taper strength of the assembled components.
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5.1.2 Wear Simulations: Part-1

This section presents the results for the Part-1 wear simulation cases. Results are

presented in the form of a number of charts in Figures 5.11 to 5.15 showing the wear

volumes and fatigue damage variables based on the FS critical plane parameter.

This includes the FS parameter itself, the number of cycles to failure Nf-FS and the

cumulative fatigue damage CD-FS. The charts are grouped based on the di�erent

variables under investigation to enable comparison between cases using di�erent

time integration methods / time step sizes, di�erent mesh sizes and di�erent contact

discretisation methods. Although the di�erences in variables are also visible in plots

of contact variables such as contact pressure and relative slip, the focus is given here

to the generation of wear debris and fatigue damage; these results are more clinically

relevant, and their analysis leads to the same conclusion as a similar analysis of

contact variables given that changes in wear depth are calculated from local contact

conditions.

Comparison of Time Integration Approach and Time Step Size

Firstly, the wear volumes generated from the MALE and FEMALE components

are shown for all Part-1 cases in Figure 5.11. The uppermost plot shows di�erences

between cases 1-1 to 1-8; of these cases, 1-1 to 1-4 use the load cycle time integration

method, whereas cases 1-5 to 1-8 use incremental time integration. The values of the

wear volumes at N = 5.0x105 are also listed in Table 5.1. These results show that the

wear volume was lowest for 1-1 with a value of 0.3185 mm3, and increased in order

of increasing case number by approx 20% up to 0.3833 mm3 for 1-8. Lower wear

volumes were observed for both smaller step sizes (value of ∆hmax for the load cycle

integration method, and DN for the incremental method); this indicates that lower

wear volumes are more accurate, because smaller time steps reduce the global error

in the �rst-order Euler numerical method used to step the wear solution through

time. However, the disadvantage of using a smaller time step is that more steps are

required to simulated a given number of load cycles. The number of cycles for each

load case is shown in Table 5.1, and shows that 319 steps were required for 1-1, but

only 25 steps for case 1-8 i.e. a reduction of over approx 12.5 times.
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Further to the time step size, the lower wear volumes of all the load cycle time

integration approach cases compared with those of the incremental time integration

cases might at �rst appear that the load cycle approach is more accurate; however,

the plots in Figure 5.12 show that the values of DN (which were automatically

determined by the UMESHMOTION subroutine to maintain the speci�ed value of

∆hmax) for the load cycle integration cases were signi�cantly smaller than those for

the incremental cases. For example, DN for case 1-1 varied over a range of 1,000

< DN < 3,000, compared with values of DN = 5,000-20,000 used for cases 1-5 to

1-8. The exception to this was 1-4, which had a slightly lower wear volume that

incremental case 1-5, but had an average value of DN = 7,234 compared with the

�xed value of DN = 5,000 for case 1-5. This does indicate that the load cycle method

is marginally more accurate than the incremental time integration approach.

Secondly, with respect to fatigue damage, the results for cases 1-1 to 1-8 shown

in Figures 5.13(a) to 5.15(a) generally indicate that greater fatigue damage was

sustained for the cases that used a smaller time step size. Although all load cycle

time integration cases and case 1-5 of the incremental cases produced reasonable

fatigue damage results, the results for incremental cases 1-6 to 1-8 produced much

lower levels of fatigue damage. For example, the minimum number of cycles to failure

for the MALE component of cases 1-1 to 1-5 were all less than Nf-FS < 20 million

cycles, whereas the minimum value for 1-8 was Nf-FS > 60 million. Furthermore,

values of cumulative damage at N = 5.0x105 cycles were CD-FS > 0.08 for cases 1-1

to 1-5, but as low as CD-FS = 0.052 for 1-8.

Consideration of both the wear volume and fatigue damage results suggests that for

the incremental time integration approach there is a maximum acceptable value

of the cyclic step factor, with an approximate value of DNmax = 5,000. This

corresponded to a maximum value of the maximum change in wear depth of ∆hmax

= 0.2 µm for the load cycle time integration approach.

In Part-2 of the wear simulations, the incremental time integration approach was

used with a cyclic step factor value of DN = 5,000 (as used in case 1-5). These

setting were considered the optimum balance of solution accuracy and simulation

time, with a solution time of 0.31 relative to 1-1. Another alternative would have
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been to use the load cycle time incremental with ∆hmax = 0.2 µm, corresponding to

case 1-4.

Comparison of Mesh Size

The wear volume from the MALE component for each of the cases with di�erent

mesh models, cases 1-5, 1-9 and 1-10, were quite similar, with a di�erence of less

than 4.0% between all three cases as shown in Figure 5.11(b) . However, di�erences

in fatigue damage were more signi�cant, with the �ner mesh model M3 used in case

1-5 sustaining the greatest level of fatigue damage. That is, as shown in Figure

5.15(b), the cumulative fatigue damage at N = 5.0x105 cycles was CD-FS = 5.53e-3

for case 1-9 and 8.09e-3 for case 1-10, an increase of 46.2%. Furthermore, the fatigue

damage for case 1-5 was 8.51e-3, an increase of 54% compared to 1-9.

In Part-2 of the wear simulations, mesh model M3 (that used for case 1-5) was used

for all analysis to ensure that fatigue damage was predicted as accurately as possible.

Comparison of Contact Discretisation Methods

Once again, small di�erences were observed in the wear volumes between the

cases with di�erent contact discretisation formulations, cases 1-7, 1-12 and 1-13,

as shown in Figure 5.11(c). However, signi�cant di�erences were observed in the

cumulative fatigue damage of case 1-13, which used surface-to-surface contact with

highly re�ned mesh close to the mouth and based of the FEMALE component.

For example, the number of cycles to failure for the FEMALE component was

consistently at Nf-FS = 4x105 or below after N = 2.5x105 load cycles, which resulted

in the very high level of cumulative fatigue damage of CD-FS = 0.162 at N = 5x105.

This was approximately a 32 fold increase of the fatigue damage values of 0.005 and

0.00513 for cases 1-7 and 1-12. Note that this increase was only observed for the

FEMALE component of case 1-13, not for the MALE component which didn't have

the highly re�ned mesh.

The purpose of case 1-12 was to determine if the model could be optimised by local

re�nement of the mesh at locations where fatigue damage was expected (perhaps

based on initial run using a coarser model). It was concluded that this is currently
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not feasible, for two main reasons:

1. Discrepancies in the contact pressures: Local re�nement of the contact

surface at locations where fatigue damage is expected is currently restricted

to surface-to-surface contact, because node-to-surface cannot deal with

non-matching meshes in circular contacts as demonstrated by the poor results

(not shown) obtained from case 1-11. As already reported, a discrepancy

was found between the contact pressure results passed into subroutine

UMESHMOTION compared with those written to the ABAQUS results (odb)

�le, which was not present in the simulations that used node-to-surface contact

e.g. the contact pressures passed into UMESHMOTION were initially over

20% greater than those written to the odb �le. This uncertainty associated

with the contact pressures precluded the use of surface-to-surface contact until

further investigation can be carried out.

2. Order of component failure: In case 1-12, only the FEMALE component

was given a highly re�ned mesh. The FEMALE component was chosen because

it was also the slave contact surface, and best practices dictate that the mesh

of the slave surface be smaller relative to the master (to prevent the nodes on

the slave surface penetrating the master). Consequently, the fatigue damage

sustained by the FEMALE component increased signi�cantly relative to that of

the MALE component, indicating that failure of the FEMALE component was

more likely than the MALE. This is the opposite to the results obtained using

a matching mesh e.g. the order of failure of components had been reversed.

Although a matter of opinion, either a matching mesh or similar re�nement

of the MALE component was considered important in order to maintain the

correct order of component failure.

These results show that although a highly re�ned mesh has only a small e�ect on the

resulting wear volumes, it is very important in fatigue calculations, as demonstrated

by a number of fretting fatigue related studies [178, 289]. Furthermore, they also

show that currently a matching mesh with node-to-surface contact is the most

appropriate set up for fretting wear and fatigue analyses of taper connections.
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For this reason, the most re�ned matching mesh (M3) was used together with

node-to-surface contact for all Part-2 wear simulations.

Simulation Times

For mesh model M3 used in cases 1-1 to 1-8 (and also in Part-2), the wear simulations

were in the order of 3 hours per wear step. The total analysis time was dependent

on the total number of steps, which are listed in Table 5.1. For case 1-1, which

consisted of 319 wear steps, the total time duration was approx 38 days to simulate

0.5 million load cycles. For case 1-8, consisting of 25 steps, the run time was about

3 days and 8 hours to simulate 0.5 million load cycles.

The settings used in case 1-5 were the same as those used in the Part-2 wear

simulations. The total run time of case 1-5 was about 12 days to simulate 0.5

million cycles. This equates to 48 days to simulate 2 million cycles in the Part-2

wear simulations.

In comparison, fatigue damage calculations took about 5-6 minutes per wear step

for the same model. This equates to approx 30 hours for post-processing of case

1-1, and 2.5 hours to process the case 1-8 results. However, these calculations could

be performed at the same time as the wear simulations (although delayed by one

analysis), so did not increase the overall simulation time signi�cantly.

All simulations were performed on the single node of a Linux cluster with 12 cpus

at 2.9 GHz with 48 GB of RAM.
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Figure 5.11: Wear volume over time for MALE component (left column) and
FEMALE component (right column) for all Part-1 analysis cases
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Case

Wear volume Number of steps

Absolute
value (mm3)

Relative to
1-1

Absolute
value

Relative to
1-1

1-1 0.3185 1.00 319 1.00

1-2 0.3244 1.02 214 0.64

1-3 0.3274 1.03 148 0.46

1-4 0.3373 1.06 69 0.22

1-5 0.3406 1.07 100 0.31

1-6 0.3520 1.11 67 0.21

1-7 0.3590 1.13 50 0.16

1-8 0.3833 1.20 25 0.08

Table 5.1: Analysis results for Part-1 wear simulation cases 1-1 to 1-8 showing wear
volumes at N = 5.0x105 load cycles and the number of steps per analysis
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Figure 5.12: Plots of resulting DN values for cases 1-1 to 1-4 (left) and resulting
∆hmax values for cases 1-5 to 1-8
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Figure 5.13: The FS parameter over time for MALE component (left column) and
FEMALE component (right column) for all Part-1 analysis cases
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Figure 5.14: Nf-FS, the number of cycles to failure based on the FS parameter, over
time for MALE component (left column) and FEMALE component
(right column) for all Part-1 analysis cases
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Figure 5.15: CD-FS, the cumulative damage based on the FS parameter, over time
for MALE component (left column) and FEMALE component (right
column) for all Part-1 analysis cases
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5.1.3 Wear Simulations: Part-2

5.1.3.1 Contact Results

Wear at the taper interface progressively alters the taper surface pro�le over time,

changing the loading and the distributions of contact variables such as pressure,

shear and relative slip. To show the evolution of the contact variables over time, a

series of images and plots for each Part-2 analysis case is presented here in Figures

5.16 to 5.25.

In Figures 5.16 to 5.22, results for peak contact pressure, cyclic sliding distance and

peak contact opening are shown for the FEMALE component of each case at N

= 5x103, 5x105 and 2x106 load cycles. These result variables are not raw outputs

corresponding to a particular load increment, but correspond to the peak or total

(i.e. the sum) values from all increments in a given load cycle. A description and

explanation of each variable is as follows:

� Peak contact pressure: The maximum contact pressure from all increments

in a given load cycle. This variable is used to help identify which regions of

the taper surface are most heavily loaded over the load cycle.

� Cyclic sliding distance: The sum of the magnitude of the relative slip over

all increments in a given load cycle. This is the sum of the sliding distances

over both the loading and unloading phases of the load cycle, which should

not be confused with the half-stroke relative displacement that is often quoted

in fretting studies. Furthermore, the value of this variable is based on the

relative slip only when the contact is closed.

This variable is used to help identify regions corresponding to the di�erent

fretting regimes, namely sticking, partial slip and gross slip. As fatigue damage

often occurs at the stick-slip boundary, these regions help to identify potential

fatigue crack locations. Furthermore, regions of high sliding distance that

coincide with regions of high contact pressure will correspond to regions of

highest wear.

� Peak contact opening: The maximum opening distance between the taper
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components recorded over a given load cycle. This variable is used to identify

regions over the taper interface that are open su�ciently far that body �uids

could penetrate. This has implications in terms of interfacial corrosion.

Contours of peak contact pressure are shown in Figures 5.16(a) to 5.22(a) for analysis

cases 2-1 to 2-7, respectively. In all cases the regions of peak contact pressure are

predominantly located diagonally opposite to each other at the superolateral (top

surface at the base of the taper) and interomedial (bottom surface at the mouth

of the taper) aspects. This indicates that a rocking motion due to the bending

component of the load dominates, as opposed to a pistoning motion from the axial

component of the applied cyclic load. In all cases, these two main regions were

initially joined together by a region of contact pressure. However after 2x106 cycles,

this region reduced in size and then disappeared completely in all cases with the

exception of 2-1.

Contours of cyclic sliding distance shown in Figures 5.16(b) to 5.22(b) for all cases.

On each of these plots regions of very low sliding distance are identi�ed and labelled

open zones and sticking zones. As the name suggests, the sliding distance is low in

the �rst of these zones because it is always open under load; this can be con�rmed

by observation of the corresponding plot of peak contact opening in (c) showing

large contact openings at these locations. The sliding distance is low in the latter of

these zones because these are regions that are sticking due to high contact pressures

(where the corresponding shear stress is less than the critical shear stress), as shown

in the corresponding plots of peak contact pressure in (a).

The area over which sliding distance is greatest is at the inferomedial aspect of the

taper interface for all cases, and at the superolateral aspect for cases 2-3 to 2-7.

The highest sliding distance does not coincide with the highest contact pressure,

but is typically closer to the edge of the contact patch. The contour plots at the

di�erent values of N show how the shape and location of these areas of high sliding

distance change over time. Additionally, they show that the peak sliding distance

reaches a maximum at around 5x105 for cases 2-1 and 2-2, after which point the

sliding distance starts to decrease. For cases 2-3 to 2-7, however, the sliding distance

continues to increase with N, reaching a maximum at 2x106 load cycles.
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Contours of peak contact opening are shown in Figures 5.16(c) to 5.22(c) for all cases.

Initially, contact opening occurs at the superomedial and inferolateral aspects of the

taper interface. These areas are diagonally opposite to each other, and also the

reverse of the locations of peak contact pressure. This again shows that a rocking

motion is dominating the relative movement between the taper components. As a

result of wear, these areas of peak contact opening expand over time and new areas

form. Assuming that the taper surfaces were cleaned prior to assembly, corrosive

body �uids will be con�ned to open areas that are connected to the taper mouth i.e.

the large superomedial area. However, as these areas of contact opening expand,

di�erent areas join together, at which point bodily �uids will be able to penetrate

into the base of the taper. This is undesirable because it exposes more of the taper

interface to conditions promoting crevice corrosion.

Potential �uid penetration is best observed in 5.22(c) for case 2-7, where at 2x106

load cycles the superomedial and inferolateral regions have joined together and the

majority of the taper interface is now exposed to bodily �uids. To a lesser extent,

this also occurs in case 2-2, 2-4 and 2-6. On the other hand, case 2-1 performed

very well in this regard, with the least fraction of taper interface exposed. This

suggests that higher levels of corrosion may be associated with increased hip contact

loads, decreased assembly loads, greater angles of angular mismatch and a decreased

FEMALE wall thickness.

Further evidence of the evolution of the contact pressure (CPRESS) is shown in

Figure 5.24 over node Path-4 at the superolateral aspect of the taper interface for

case 2-7 (see Figure 5.23 for location of Path-4). This plot shows that the contact

pressure distribution is essentially parabolic with the highest value of 400MPa at

0 degrees (superior aspect). However, over time, this pressure increases and has

reached approx 900MPa at 3x105 cycles. As a result of wear on the superolateral

aspect of the interface, this contact pressure distribution splits into two, now

symmetric about the taper midline with high spikes of contact pressure at the edges

of the wear patch. Over time, these spikes in contact pressure continued to move

towards the anterior/posterior aspects of the interface; at 2x106 cycles, the pressure

spikes were located approx 65 degrees from the taper midline and had increased to

a value of approx 1500MPa.
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Additionally, plots of the evolution of the maximum contact pressure over the taper

interface are shown in Figure 5.25 (a) for all Part-2 wear cases. The �rst of these show

that in many of the analysis cases, the maximum contact pressure drops within the

�rst few hundred thousand cycles, as the contact surface becomes more conforming

due to wear, and then continues to increase until the end of the wear simulations.

The exceptions to this are cases 2-1 and 2-2, where the maximum contact pressure

stays relatively constant. For cases 2-3 to 2-7 the contact pressure at 2x106 cycles

has doubled, and reached a value of approx 1800 MPa for case 2-7. Although these

high pressures are con�ned to small areas of sticking contact, at these high pressures

localised yielding of the material has occurred, con�rmed by comparison of the von

Mises stress to the yield stress of Titanium alloy. Note that yielding did not occur

in cases 2-1 and 2-2.

The plot of Figure 5.25 (b), showing the evolution of the maximum sliding distance

over the taper interface for all Part-2 wear cases. This reiterates the �ndings from the

contour plots of sliding distance, showing that sliding distance tended to increases

over time for most cases, again with the exception of cases 2-1 and 2-2. For these

cases, the sliding distance reached a peak at about 5x105 load cycles, after which

point it slowly reduced, reaching a steady value at 2x106 cycles. There was signi�cant

variation in the sliding distance values between the cases, with values starting at

16.4µm for case 2-1, followed by values of 18.2, 36.8, 38.1, 38.5, 46.7 and 64.0 µm

for cases 2-2, 2-5, 2-3, 2-4, 2-6 and 2-7, respectively.

These maximum sliding distance values show that sliding distance is increased

predominantly with increasing hip joint force and decreased FEMALE wall

thickness. While there are some di�erences between cases 2-3 to 2-5 initially to

suggest that the magnitude of the assembly load helps to reduce the sliding distance,

the very similar values at the end of the wear simulations suggest that the e�ects of

assembly load on sliding distance are no longer evident after 1.5x106 - 2x106 cycles.
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Number of load cycles

(a) Peak contact pressure (MPa) over all load increments in fretting wear step. Maximum

contour value is 50 MPa.

Number of load cycles
Sticking zonesOpen zones

(b) Sliding distance (mm) over all load increments in fretting wear step.

Number of load cycles

Fluid

Fluid

(c) Peak contact opening (µm) over all load increments in fretting wear step. Maximum

contour value is 5 µm.

Figure 5.16: Contours of contact results for FEMALE component of analysis case
2-1 at N = 5x103, 5x105 and 2x106 load cycles
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Number of load cycles

(a) Peak contact pressure (MPa) over all load increments in fretting wear step. Maximum

contour value is 50 MPa.

Number of load cycles
Sticking zonesOpen zones

(b) Sliding distance (mm) over all load increments in fretting wear step.

Number of load cycles

Fluid

Fluid

Potential
fluid passage

(c) Peak contact opening (µm) over all load increments in fretting wear step. Maximum

contour value is 5 µm.

Figure 5.17: Contours of contact results for FEMALE component of analysis case
2-2 at N = 5x103, 5x105 and 2x106 load cycles
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Number of load cycles

(a) Peak contact pressure (MPa) over all load increments in fretting wear step. Maximum

contour value is 50 MPa.

Number of load cycles
Sticking zonesOpen zones

(b) Sliding distance (mm) over all load increments in fretting wear step.

Number of load cycles

Fluid

Fluid

(c) Peak contact opening (µm) over all load increments in fretting wear step. Maximum

contour value is 5 µm.

Figure 5.18: Contours of contact results for FEMALE component of analysis case
2-3 at N = 5x103, 5x105 and 2x106 load cycles
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Number of load cycles

(a) Peak contact pressure (MPa) over all load increments in fretting wear step. Maximum

contour value is 50 MPa.

Number of load cycles
Sticking zonesOpen zones

(b) Sliding distance (mm) over all load increments in fretting wear step.

Number of load cycles

Fluid

Fluid

(c) Peak contact opening (µm) over all load increments in fretting wear step. Maximum

contour value is 5 µm.

Figure 5.19: Contours of contact results for FEMALE component of analysis case
2-4 at N = 5x103, 5x105 and 2x106 load cycles
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Number of load cycles

(a) Peak contact pressure (MPa) over all load increments in fretting wear step. Maximum

contour value is 50 MPa.

Number of load cycles
Sticking zonesOpen zones

(b) Sliding distance (mm) over all load increments in fretting wear step.

Number of load cycles

Fluid

Fluid

(c) Peak contact opening (µm) over all load increments in fretting wear step. Maximum

contour value is 5 µm.

Figure 5.20: Contours of contact results for FEMALE component of analysis case
2-5 at N = 5x103, 5x105 and 2x106 load cycles
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Number of load cycles

(a) Peak contact pressure (MPa) over all load increments in fretting wear step. Maximum

contour value is 50 MPa.

Number of load cycles
Sticking zonesOpen zones

(b) Sliding distance (mm) over all load increments in fretting wear step.

Number of load cycles

Fluid

Fluid

(c) Peak contact opening (µm) over all load increments in fretting wear step. Maximum

contour value is 5 µm.

Figure 5.21: Contours of contact results for FEMALE component of analysis case
2-6 at N = 5x103, 5x105 and 2x106 load cycles
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Number of load cycles

(a) Peak contact pressure (MPa) over all load increments in fretting wear step. Maximum

contour value is 50 MPa.

Number of load cycles
Sticking zonesOpen zones

(b) Sliding distance (mm) over all load increments in fretting wear step.

Number of load cycles

Fluid

Fluid

Fluid

(c) Peak contact opening (µm) over all load increments in fretting wear step. Maximum

contour value is 5 µm.

Figure 5.22: Contours of contact results for FEMALE component of analysis case
2-7 at N = 5x103, 5x105 and 2x106 load cycles
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Figure 5.23: Location of mesh node paths Path-1 to Path-4 used to present results
of wear simulations. The arrows indicate the direction of each path.
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Figure 5.24: Evolution of contact pressure over Path-4 at taper base of FEMALE
component for analysis case 2-7. Path angle of 0 degrees corresponds
to the superior aspect of the taper surface, and values of -90/90
degrees correspond to the anterior/posterior aspects. Material yielding
occurred at N = 3.5x103 and beyond at regions of high contact pressure.
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Figure 5.25: Evolution over time of maximum contact pressure (left) and maximum
sliding distance over the step (right) for all Part-2 analysis cases.
Material yielding occurred at regions of high contact pressures for all
cases with the exception of 2-1 and 2-2.

5.1.3.2 Wear Results

This section presents the results relating to wear over the taper interface for all

Part-2 wear simulation cases. This includes plots of both wear depths and wear

volumes for each case at a number of points in time. Since metallic wear particles

illicit an adverse biological response that can compromise the long term outcome

of the hip implant, a successful modular implant needs to minimise the volume of

metallic wear particles generated at the taper interfaces.

Wear Depth

Figures 5.26 to 5.28 show contour plots of the wear depth over the taper interface

for all analysis cases at N = 2x106 load cycles. Figure 5.26 presents the results for

cases 2-1 to 2-3 to enable comparison of the e�ects resulting from di�erent design

variables. Similarly, Figure 5.27 shows results of cases 2-3 to 2-5 associated with

di�erent assembly loads, and Figure 5.28 shows cases 2-3, 2-6 and 2-7, all associated

with di�erent hip joint contact loads.
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Most notable in all these �gures is that the distribution of the wear patterns are all

very similar; that is, the wear distribution consists of two main wear patches, one

located inferomedially and the other superolaterally. In most cases, the maximum

wear depth on the inferomedial wear patch is approximately double that on the

superolateral wear patch. The exceptions to this are cases 2-1 and 2-2, where the

maximum value at the superolateral patch is less than 10% of the inferomedial

maximum value; this can be attributed to the very low levels of sliding distance

that occurred superolaterally in these two cases.

The relative amount of wear between each case is best observed in Figure 5.29, which

shows plots of wear depth over four node paths, Path-1 to Path-4, over the taper

interface. The location of these paths is shown in Figure 5.23. These plots show

that the highest wear depth occurred in case 2-7, with a depth of 130µm at the

mouth and 75µm at the base of the taper. The cases with the lowest wear depths

were 2-1 and 2-2, with depths less than 25µm inferomedially and less than 2 µm

superolaterally. The plot of the maximum wear depth value over the entire taper

interface for all cases, shown in Figure 5.33, tells a similar story.

Collectively, these wear depth results indicate that a rocking motion dominates the

relative movement between the taper components. Furthermore, they indicate that

wear depth can be minimised by increasing the FEMALE wall thickness, increasing

the assembly load, and reducing the hip joint contact load.

Wear Volume

Plots of the variation of wear volume with number of load cycles are shown in Figure

5.31, for both the MALE and FEMALE components. What is clearly evident from

these plots is that the volume of material removed from the MALE and FEMALE

components is nearly identical. This should be expected, as both materials are made

from the same material (and therefore assigned the same bulk wear coe�cient), and

contact results (from which wear depths are derived) for the MALE (master surface)

component are transferred from the FEMALE (slave surface) component. What is

also evident are the e�ects of the di�erent taper design variables, assembly loads

and hip joint contact loads on the resulting wear volume, as shown in plots (a), (b)
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and (c), respectively.

Figure (a) shows that the wear volumes for cases 2-1 and 2-2 are very similar

at approx 2.7mm3 (the sum of the wear volumes for both MALE and FEMALE

components), whereas the total for case 2-3 was 6.82mm3, an increase of 153%. This

shows that reducing the wall thickness of the FEMALE component had a signi�cant

adverse e�ect on wear volume, whereas the e�ect of taper angular mismatch was

negligible.

Furthermore, the plots in (b) show that the magnitude of the assembly load had

a moderate bene�cial e�ect on reducing volumetric wear. For example, increasing

the assembly load from 3kN to 6kN (cases 2-4 and 2-3) resulted in a 4.3% reduction

in wear volume from 7.13mm3 to 6.82mm3. Similarly, increasing the assembly load

from 3kN to 9kN (cases 2-4 and 2-5), resulted in a 15.7% decrease in wear volume,

from 7.13mm3 to 6.0mm3.

The magnitude of the hip joint contact load had the most signi�cant e�ect on wear

volume, as shown in (c). That is, increasing the load from 3.3kN to 3.9kN (cases

2-3 and 2-6) resulted in a 55% increase in volumetric wear volume from 6.82mm3 to

10.58mm3. Increasing the load from 3.3kN to 5.34kN resulted in a 235% increase

in wear volume, from 6.82mm3 to 22.87mm3. This increase in wear volume was

not proportional to the increase in the magnitude of the applied cyclic load. This

indicates that a heavy patient will produce signi�cantly higher wear volumes than

a patient of average weight.

Identical to the conclusions drawn from the wear depth results, the wear volume

�ndings indicate that volumetric wear can be decreased by increasing the FEMALE

wall thickness, increasing the assembly load, and reducing the hip joint contact load.

Rate of Change of Wear Volume

The wear volume and the rate of change in wear volume over the �rst wear cycle

of the wear simulation for the FEMALE component of case 2-3 are both shown in

Figure 5.32.

The latter plot is of special interest because it shows that the rate of change of wear

volume is biphasic i.e. it occurs in two phases, the �rst associated with the increase
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in applied cyclic load and the second associated with the decrease in the cyclic load.

This behaviour is in agreement with the experimental results of Gilbert et al [39].

Gilbert and colleagues measured the fretting corrosion currents to estimate the level

of fretting corrosion occurring at the modular taper junction of a head-neck taper,

and reported the resulting waveform to be biphasic in shape and that the waveform

peaks correlated well with the cyclic load waveform. This helps to provide partial

(qualitative) validation of the numerical results of this study.

The biphasic nature of the cyclic wear appears to be related to the rocking motion of

the taper under the application of the sinusoidal load, as discussed in Section 5.1.3.1

with reference to the contour plots of contact pressure and contact opening. When

the load is increased from the mean to the peak load value, the taper rocks one

way, increasing the contact pressures on the inferomedial and superolateral aspects

of the taper. This results in wear primarily at these two locations, and corresponds

to the �rst phase of the wear cycle. The highest rate of wear occurs over this cycle,

because the contact pressures are highest, yet there is still some relative slip that

occurs. As the load then ramps from the peak load back down to the mean load,

very little slip occurs over the taper interface as the taper starts to rock back in the

opposite direction. Slip does occur once again as the load ramps down further from

mean to minimum load, corresponding to the second phase of the wear cycle. In this

phase, despite the lower contact pressures resulting from the lower hip joint contact

load, the wear is still signi�cant due to the higher relative slip compared to that in

the �rst phase. The area in contact is also increased over this section of the cycle,

which assists to increase wear. In the last quarter of the wear cycle, the taper again

rocks back the other way, and both the relative slip and resulting wear are minimal.
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(a) Case 2-1 inferior surface (left) and superior surface (right)

(b) Case 2-2 inferior surface (left) and superior surface (right)

(c) Case 2-3 inferior surface (left) and superior surface (right)

Figure 5.26: Wear depth over FEMALE component interface after 2x106 load cycles.
Comparison of di�erent design variable cases
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(a) Case 2-4 inferior surface (left) and superior surface (right)

(b) Case 2-3 inferior surface (left) and superior surface (right)

(c) Case 2-5 inferior surface (left) and superior surface (right)

Figure 5.27: Wear depth over FEMALE component interface after 2x106 load cycles.
Comparison of di�erent assembly force cases
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(a) Case 2-3 inferior surface (left) and superior surface (right)

(b) Case 2-6 inferior surface (left) and superior surface (right)

(c) Case 2-7 inferior surface (left) and superior surface (right)

Figure 5.28: Wear depth over FEMALE component interface after 2x106 load cycles.
Comparison of di�erent hip joint contact load cases
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(b) Pro�le of wear depth on Path-3 (left) and Path-4 (right)

Figure 5.29: Wear depth along node paths on contact interface for all Part-2 analysis
cases at N = 2x106 load cycles
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(b) Pro�le of wear depth on Path-3 (left) and Path-4 (right)

Figure 5.30: Evolution over time of wear depth on contact interface for case 2-7
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Figure 5.31: Wear volumes for MALE component (left column) and FEMALE
component (right column) for all Part-2 analysis cases
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Figure 5.32: Cumulative wear volume (left) and the rate of change of wear volume
(right) for the FEMALE component over �rst wear step in analysis
case 2-3. The �rst is the output from ABAQUS, and the latter is
the derivative (gradient) of the ABAQUS output. The derivative
curve shows that wear over the taper interface occurs in two main
peaks, during loading and unloading of the taper. This behaviour is
in agreement of Gilbert et al [39], who found the measured fretting
corrosion waveforms for a head-neck taper to be biphasic and correlated
well with the applied cyclic load.
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Figure 5.33: Maximum wear depth on contact surface of FEMALE component over
time for all Part-2 analysis cases
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5.1.4 Fatigue Results for Part-2 Wear Simulations

This section presents the fatigue results for all Part-2 wear simulation cases. A

number of results are presented to both quantify the level of fatigue damage

sustained by each case and to identify the most likely locations of fatigue crack

initiation. This includes a combination of contour plots and charts of fatigue damage

variables based on both the Fatemi-Socie (FS) and Smith-Watson-Topper (SWT)

critical plane parameters.

Although not representative of all cases, the focus here is primarily given to case

2-7 because, as will be shown, the MALE component of this case sustained the

highest level of fatigue damage over the 2 million cycles simulated. Furthermore,

greater attention was given to fatigue damage based on the FS parameter, which

was found to be signi�cantly higher for all cases than that based on the SWT

parameter, indicating that the fatigue life of the tapers was limited by shear-based,

not tensile-based, fatigue damage.

5.1.4.1 Fatigue Results for Case 2-7

To visualise the evolution of the fatigue damage sustained by case 2-7, contour plots

of fatigue variables FS / CD-FS and SWT / CD-SWT for the MALE component

are presented in Figures 5.34 to 5.37. Furthermore, charts of these same fatigue

variables over a number of node paths on the taper surface are also presented in

Figures 5.55 to 5.57. Similar contour plots are then presented for the FEMALE

component in Figures 5.38 - 5.41.

Shear based fatigue damage based on the FS parameter is discussed �rst, followed

by a similar discussion for tensile based fatigue damage corresponding to the SWT

parameter.

FS Based Fatigue Damage

Following initial loading, Figures 5.34 and 5.57(a) show that two zones of high

shear-based fatigue damage are evident. The region of highest FS value is at the

base of the taper (superolateral aspect), and the other is closer to the mouth of
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the taper (superomedial aspect). As the number of cycles was increased, the value

of the FS parameter at the base of the taper increased signi�cantly. At approx N

= 3.5x105, this region split into two smaller zones of high FS that were symmetric

about the taper midplane. After this split, the peaks values of FS in these zones had

a value of approx 6.2e-3 and were located at path angles of ± 22.5 degrees. However,

over time, the FS value at these peaks decreased in value and moved progressively

further anteriorly / posteriorly. At N = 2x106 the peaks have reduced in value to

approx 4.0e-3 and were located at a path angle of 62.5 degrees.

The corresponding cumulative damage results for CD-FS in Figures 5.35 and 5.57(b)

show that signi�cant fatigue damage occurred at the base of the taper. Within this

region, two symmetric peaks of high CD-FS values developed, which reached a value

of approx. CD-FS = 0.70 at N = 5x105 and were located at path angles of ± 22.5

degrees. As the number of cycles was increased, the locations of these peak fatigue

damage zones were unchanged, although the values increased slightly to 0.715. This

means that 70% of the implants life was expended within the �rst 0.5 million load

cycles, but increased only marginally to 71.5% over the next 1.5x106 load cycles.

From the contour plots of FS and CD-FS for the FEMALE component in Figures

5.38 and 5.39, we see that the FS parameter predicted the likely location of crack

initiation on the FEMALE component as the matching site of failure on the taper

surface of the MALE component. However, the cumulative damage value of CD-FS

= 0.115 was much lower than the MALE component, indicating that the MALE

component is more likely to failure before the FEMALE component.

SWT Based Fatigue Damage

The SWT based fatigue damage results for the MALE component of case 2-7 were

similar in many ways to those of the FS parameter. For example, examination

of Figures 5.36(a), 5.55(a) and 5.56(a) shows the same initial two zones of high

fatigue damage, one near the base (superolateral aspect) and the other closer to

the mouth (superomedial aspect) of the taper. The region at the base divided into

two symmetrical regions at about N = 3.5x105 load cycles, at which point the two

peaks had a value of approx SWT = 1.05 and were located at path angles of ± 22.5
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degrees. As the number of cycles was increased, these peaks reduced in value and

progressively moved anteriorly / posteriorly, with �nal values of approx SWT = 0.63

located at path angles of ± 62.5 degrees.

The plots of cumulative damage CD-SWT in Figure 5.37, 5.55(b) and 5.56(b) show

that the sites of fatigue crack initiation are likely to either be at the base of the

taper between a path angle of -22.5 and +22.5 degrees, or at the other zone near the

mouth of the taper. In fact, the latter site is the most likely location, with a value

of CD-SWT = 0.127, compared with a value of CD-SWT = 0.105 for the site at the

taper base. Since the values of CD-SWT are less than those of CD-FS, shear-based

fatigue damage is shown to dominate in the MALE component.

From the contour plots of SWT and CD-SWT for the FEMALE component in

Figures 5.40 and 5.41, the maximum value of CD-SWT = 0.079 was located on the

outer wall of the FEMALE component, with the second highest value located on

the contact surface at the base of the taper. This suggests that a tensile-based crack

is more likely to initiate on the outer wall of the FEMALE component than on the

taper interface. Once again, the greater value of CD-FS compared to CD-SWT, i.e.

0.115 versus 0.079, indicates that a shear-based failure of the FEMALE component

is more likely than a tensile-based failure.

Fretting Regime and Fatigue Damage

Using the results of the current fatigue damage variables based on the FS critical

plane parameter together with results showing changes in the evolution of the contact

variables, this attempts to explain the evolution of fatigue damage sustained by case

2-7, and in particular why the cumulative fatigue damage initially increased rapidly,

reaching a value of CD-FS = 0.7 at 4x106 load cycles, but then only increased by

a further 0.015 over the next 1.6x106 cycles. Fatigue damage is discussed in the

context of changes in the surface pro�le of the taper interface due to wear, the local

fretting regime (based on the local contact conditions) and the dominant form of

surface damage that results from the fretting regime.

Firstly, comparison of the current results for the FS parameter and the contour

plots of total sliding distance presented earlier shows that the regions of high FS are
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located at the edge of the wear patch that borders with areas of sticking contact on

the taper interface. This is in agreement with reports from previous fretting studies

[171] that maximum fatigue damage occurs at the stick-slip boundary. Regions of

high SWT values were also observed at these locations. However, the value of the

cumulative damage based on the FS parameter was signi�cantly higher than that

based on SWT, indicating that the fatigue damage is shear-based rather than tensile

based.

Initially there is a region of sticking contact located on the taper surface at the base

of the MALE component (i.e. superolaterally), and the value of the FS parameter

at this same location is low. However, over time a wear patch develops at the

midline of the taper (see Figure 5.30(b)), forming geometric discontinuities at the

anterior/posterior edges of the wear patch. Consequently, the contact pressure

within the worn area falls to 400MPa at N = 3.5x106, and to 0MPa by N=4.0x106

(see Figure 5.24), and two spikes of high pressure are formed at these discontinuities.

The region of sticking contact is also split into two, located at the same location

as high contact pressure zones. Local contact conditions within the wear patch

correspond to the gross slip fretting regime, and to partial slip at the boundary

of the wear patch and sticking regions. Two spikes of high FS were observed

at these stick-slip boundaries, as shown in Figure 5.57(a). These regions of high

FS remained high from approx 2x105 to 4x106, resulting in the rapid increase in

cumulative damage variable CD-FS at path angles of ± 22.5 degrees as shown in

Figure 5.57(b).

As the wear patch continued to expand in size (see Figure 5.30(b)), the

stick-slip boundary, and therefore also the region of high FS, moved further

anteriorly/posteriorly. At N = 5x106, the wear patch had extended from the taper

minline to a path angle of about ± 40 degrees, such that the material at patch

angle ± 22.5 was located within the wear patch. Consequently, the fretting regime

changed from partial-slip to gross-slip, resulting in a change in the dominant form

of surface damage from fatigue (i.e. initiation of surface cracks) to wear. As a result

of this change, no further fatigue damage was sustained at these regions of highest

CD-FS value. As the wear patch continued to grow, small amounts of wear were

observed (only within a limited number of increments over the step) within the two
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areas of low sliding distance (formerly regions of sticking contact), which reduced the

value of the FS parameter to the extent that an further increase in the cumulative

damage was negligible. Therefore, the material at path angles of ± 22.5 degrees

retained the highest value of CD-FS for the remainder of the wear simulation, which

is why failure of the 2-7 taper did not occur.

Critical Values of FS Based Fatigue Damage Variables

To further demonstrate the evolution of the FS based fatigue damage, charts of the

values of FS, Nf-FS and CD-FS at the critical elements for case 2-7 are presented

in Figure 5.64. A critical element is one which displayed the minimum / maximum

value of a given fatigue damage variable at any point over the simulation, as

represented by the coloured curves in Figure 5.64. The black, broken line is the

overall minimum / maximum, which is constructed from the values of the critical

elements.

Figure 5.64(a) shows the critical values of FS. For most elements, the initial value

of FS is low, indicting low fatigue damage. However, over time, the FS value at

each element increases, reaches a peak, and then decreases. When the value of one

curve drops, the value of another curve increases to become the new maximum. This

indicates that fatigue damage is not concentrated at a single located, but shifts from

element to element. Additionally, it shows that the FS value generally decreases over

time, although does start to increase once again near the end of the wear simulation.

The shape of the curves of critical Nf-FS values in Figure 5.64(b) are similar in

nature, although the reciprocal, of those for FS i.e. the number of cycles to failure,

Nf-FS, for most curves is high to start with (indicating long life), decreases to a

minimum, and then increases again. Notably, the values of Nf-FS between N =

2.5x105 and 7.0x105 are consistently low, predicting failure within 3x105 cycles.

However, failure did not occur even after 2x106 cycles. This is because, as a result

of the expansion of the wear patch and change in the location of the stick-slip

boundary over time, this level of high fatigue damage was not maintained at each

element for long enough for the cumulative damage to reach a value of CD-FS = 1

corresponding to failure.
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The last chart in Figure 5.64 shows the critical values of the cumulative damage

variable, CD-FS, and is a good summary of the fatigue damage sustained by the

MALE component of case 2-7. It shows that the fatigue damage was initially

relatively low, but increased rapidly from approx N = 2x105 to 4x105 load cycles.

At this point it reached a value of 0.7, which increased only a small amount to 0.715

at N = 2x106 cycles i.e. failure did not occur within the simulated number of cycles.

5.1.4.2 Comparison of Fatigue Results for All Cases

To enable comparison of the 2-7 results to all the other Part-2 wear simulation

cases, contour plots of FS and SWT over the MALE component are shown for cases

2-1 to 2-6 in Figures 5.42 to 5.53. Plots of cumulative fatigue damage CD-FS are

shown side-by-side in Figure 5.54 to illustrate the most likely sites of fatigue crack

initiation. Furthermore, plots of the evolution of the critical SWT, Nf-SWT and

CD-SWT values over time are shown in Figures 5.58 to 5.60, and the critical FS,

Nf-FS and CD-FS values in Figures 5.61 to 5.63. These latter two sets of plots

(which are similar to those discussed in the previous section for 2-7) are arranged

according to changes in design variables, assembly force and hip joint contact load

to help highlight di�erences in the fatigue results corresponding to each of these

variables.

To begin with, the contour plots of FS, SWT and CD-FS show that the fatigue

results for cases 2-3 to 2-6 are similar, although less extreme, to those already

discussed for 2-7; however, the results for cases 2-1 and 2-2 are very di�erent. That

is, where the results of cases 2-3 to 2-6 all predict failure to occur on the superior

surface at the base of the taper (superolateral aspect) similar to 2-7, the locations

of the most likely sites of crack initiation for cases 2-1 are 2-2 were predicted to lie

on the inferior surface of the MALE component near the taper mouth (inferomedial

aspect). In both cases, there were two likely crack locations, which were symmetric

about the midline of the taper and located at a path angle of ± 41.25 degrees.

With reference to Figure 5.54, the risk of failure was highest for case 2-7, followed

in order of decreasing risk by cases 2-6, 2-4, 2-3, 2-2, 2-5, and 2-1. The associated

cumulative damage values were CD-FS = 0.715, 0.140, 0.105, 0.070, 0.049, 0.048,
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and 0.023, respectively. These values alone indicate that:

� Increasing the taper (positive) angular mismatch from 0 minutes to 4 minutes

resulted in an increase in fatigue damage of 0.023 to 0.049 i.e. an increase of

113%.

� Reducing the wall thickness of the FEMALE component from 6mm to 3mm

resulted in an increase in fatigue damage of 0.023 to 0.07 i.e. an increase of

204%.

� Increasing the assembly load from 3kN to 6kN reduced the fatigue damage

from 0.105 to 0.07, a reduction of 33.3%. Furthermore, an increase from 3kN

to 9kN reduced the fatigue damage to 0.048, a reduction of 54.3%.

� Increasing the magnitude of the cyclic load from 3.3kN to 3.9kN increased

the fatigue damage from 0.07 to 0.140, an increase of 200%. Furthermore,

increasing the load from 3.3kN to 5.34kN increased the fatigue damage to

0.715, an increase of 921.4%.

The charts showing the evolution of the critical values of SWT / Nf-SWT / CD-SWT

and FS / Nf-FS / CD-FS fatigue damage variables in Figures 5.58 to 5.63 con�rm

these �ndings, particularly the last of these �gures showing the values of CD-FS. In

addition, these charts show that:

� The fatigue damage is higher in the MALE component than the FEMALE

component for all cases, suggesting failure of the MALE component will occur

prior to failure of the FEMALE component.

� As evident by the larger values of CD-FS compared to CD-SWT for all cases,

shear-based fatigue damage is dominant over tensile-based damage.
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splits into two smaller zones

Two zones of high shear
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Figure 5.34: Contours of FS parameter on the superior surface of the MALE
component of analysis case 2-7 at N = 1x105, 2x105, 3x105, 4x105,
5x105 and 1x106 load cycles. Peak contour value shown is FS = 0.0062.

Number of load cycles

Single zone of shear fatigue damage Probable crack locations (0.715)

Figure 5.35: Contours of CD-FS parameter on the superior surface of the MALE
component of analysis case 2-7 at N = 2x105, 3x105, 4x105, 5x105,
1x106 and 2x106 load cycles. Peak contour value shown is CD-FS =
0.7.
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Number of load cycles

Single zone at base of taper
splits into two smaller zones

Two zones of high tensile
fatigue damage

Figure 5.36: Contours of SWT parameter on the superior surface of the MALE
component of analysis case 2-7 at N = 1x105, 2x105, 3x105, 4x105,
5x105 and 1x106 load cycles. Peak contour value shown is SWT = 1.1.

Number of load cycles

Two zones of tensile fatigue damage Probable crack locations (0.105)

Probable crack location (0.127)

Figure 5.37: Contours of CD-SWT parameter on the superior surface of the MALE
component of analysis case 2-7 at N = 2x105, 3x105, 4x105, 5x105,
1x106 and 2x106 load cycles. Peak contour value shown is CD-SWT =
0.1.
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Figure 5.38: Contours of FS parameter on the superior surface of the FEMALE
component of analysis case 2-7 at N = 2.5x105, 5x105 and 1x106 load
cycles. Peak contour value shown is FS = 0.0055.
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Figure 5.39: Contours of CD-FS variable on the superior surface of the FEMALE
component of analysis case 2-7 at N = 5x105, 1x106 and 2x106 load
cycles. Peak contour value shown is CD-FS = 0.1.
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Figure 5.40: Contours of SWT parameter on the superior surface of the FEMALE
component of analysis case 2-7 at N = 2.5x105, 5x105 and 1x106 load
cycles. Peak contour value shown is SWT = 0.8.
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Figure 5.41: Contours of CD-SWT variable on the superior surface of the FEMALE
component of analysis case 2-7 at N = 5x105, 1x106 and 2x106 load
cycles. Peak contour value shown is CD-SWT = 0.07.
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Figure 5.42: Contours of FS parameter on the inferior (left) and superior (right)
surfaces of the MALE component of analysis case 2-1 at N = 5x105

and 2x106 load cycles.
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Figure 5.43: Contours of the SWT parameter on the inferior (left) and superior
(right) surfaces of the MALE component of analysis case 2-1 at N =
5x105 and 2x106 load cycles.
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Figure 5.44: Contours of FS parameter on the inferior (left) and superior (right)
surfaces of the MALE component of analysis case 2-2 at N = 5x105

and 2x106 load cycles.
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Figure 5.45: Contours of the SWT parameter on the inferior (left) and superior
(right) surfaces of the MALE component of analysis case 2-2 at N =
5x105 and 2x106 load cycles.
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Figure 5.46: Contours of FS parameter on the inferior (left) and superior (right)
surfaces of the MALE component of analysis case 2-3 at N = 5x105

and 2x106 load cycles.
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Figure 5.47: Contours of the SWT parameter on the inferior (left) and superior
(right) surfaces of the MALE component of analysis case 2-3 at N =
5x105 and 2x106 load cycles.
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Figure 5.48: Contours of FS parameter on the inferior (left) and superior (right)
surfaces of the MALE component of analysis case 2-4 at N = 5x105

and 2x106 load cycles.
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Figure 5.49: Contours of the SWT parameter on the inferior (left) and superior
(right) surfaces of the MALE component of analysis case 2-4 at N =
5x105 and 2x106 load cycles.
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Figure 5.50: Contours of FS parameter on the inferior (left) and superior (right)
surfaces of the MALE component of analysis case 2-5 at N = 5x105

and 2x106 load cycles.
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Figure 5.51: Contours of the SWT parameter on the inferior (left) and superior
(right) surfaces of the MALE component of analysis case 2-5 at N =
5x105 and 2x106 load cycles.
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Figure 5.52: Contours of FS parameter on the inferior (left) and superior (right)
surfaces of the MALE component of analysis case 2-6 at N = 5x105

and 2x106 load cycles.
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Figure 5.53: Contours of the SWT parameter on the inferior (left) and superior
(right) surfaces of the MALE component of analysis case 2-6 at N =
5x105 and 2x106 load cycles.
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Figure 5.54: Comparison of CD-FS for all Part-2 analysis cases showing most
probable crack location at N = 2x106 load cycles.
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(b) CD-SWT over Path-4 located at the base of the MALE component

Figure 5.55: Evolution of SWT and CD-SWT with number of cycles along a Path-4
at the base (superolateral aspect) of the MALE component for analysis
case 2-7. A value of 0 degrees corresponds to the superior aspect of the
taper surface, and -90/90 degrees corresponds to the anterior/posterior
aspect of the taper surface.
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Figure 5.56: Evolution of SWT and CD-SWT with number of cycles along the
superior aspect of the MALE component for analysis case 2-7. A value
of 0 degrees corresponds to the mouth (superiomedial aspect) of the
taper, and a value of 1 corresponds to the base (superiolateral aspect)
of the taper.
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Figure 5.57: Evolution of FS and CD-FS with number of cycles at the base of
the MALE component for analysis case 2-7. A value of 0 degrees
corresponds to the superior aspect of the taper surface, and -90/90
degrees corresponds to the anterior/posterior aspect of the taper
surface.
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Figure 5.58: Evolution of SWT, the Smith-Watson-Topper parameter, for MALE
component (left column) and FEMALE component (right column) for
all Part-2 analysis cases
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(c) Nf-SWT for di�erent hip joint contact loads, cases 2-3, 2-6 and 2-7

Figure 5.59: Evolution of Nf-SWT, the number of cycles to failure based on the
SWT parameter, for MALE component (left column) and FEMALE
component (right column) for all Part-2 analysis cases
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Figure 5.60: Evolution of CD-SWT, the cumulative damage based on the SWT
parameter, for MALE component (left column) and FEMALE
component (right column) for all Part-2 analysis cases
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Figure 5.61: Evolution of FS, the Fatemi-Socie parameter, for MALE component
(left column) and FEMALE component (right column) for all Part-2
analysis cases
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(b) Nf-FS for di�erent assembly forces, cases 2-3, 2-4 and 2-5
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(c) Nf-FS for di�erent hip joint contact loads, cases 2-3, 2-6 and 2-7

Figure 5.62: Evolution of Nf-FS, the number of cycles to failure based on the
FS parameter, for MALE component (left column) and FEMALE
component (right column) for all Part-2 analysis cases
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Figure 5.63: Evolution of CD-FS, the cumulative damage based on the FS
parameter, for MALE component (left column) and FEMALE
component (right column) for all Part-2 analysis cases
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Figure 5.64: Evolution of FS based fatigue damage variables with number of cycles
for case 2-7 showing the contributions from all critical elements
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5.1.5 Evaluation of Taper Strength Over Time

To evaluate the change in the taper strength over time, the disassembly force was

calculated at a number of intervals over each wear simulation representing a total

of 2 million load cycles. The results for this evaluation are shown in Figures 5.65(a)

- (c). Figure (a) shows the disassembly forces for analysis cases with variations in

taper geometry, Figure (b) shows cases with di�erent assembly loads, and Figure

(c) shows cases with cyclic loads of di�erent magnitudes.

For all cases presented, an immediate drop in the disassembly load was observed

following the �rst step at which the cyclic loading was applied. No wear was applied

in this step, indicating that the decrease in taper strength was a result of the cyclic

load itself, which had both an axial and bending component. This e�ect of cyclic

load on disassembly force is best observed in Figure (c), where the same taper

geometry (Model C) and assembly force (6kN) was used; in this plot, the decrease

in disassembly force is roughly proportional to the peak magnitude of the cyclic load.

That is, after the �rst loading step, the disassembly force for case 2-3 dropped from

4.65kN to 3.02kN (a reduction of 1.6kN), case 2-6 dropped to 2.77kN (reduction

of 1.9kN) and 2-7 dropped to 2.31kN (a reduction of 2.3kN). The ratio of drop in

disassembly force for case 2-7 relative to 2-3 was 2.3/1.6 = 1.44, which is similar to

the ratio of load magnitudes i.e. 5.34kN / 3.3kN = 1.62.

In terms of the cases with di�erent taper geometries shown in Figure (a), the

magnitude of the drop varied with each case. For example, case 2-1 dropped by

0.82kN (from 3.0 to 2.2kN), 2-2 dropped by 0.73kN (from 3.58 to 2.86kN) and

2-3 dropped by 1.63kN (from 4.65 to 3.02kN). Therefore, despite the initial taper

strength of 2-3 being signi�cantly higher than the other cases, the larger reduction

due to cyclic loading resulted in a taper strength comparable to 2-2. As the number

of cycles increased, the taper strength of 2-3 dropped further, such that at approx

2.5x105 cycles the taper strength of 2-3 was the lowest of all three cases at 1.51kN.

This reached a minimum of 0.53kN at 1x106 cycles, at which point it started to

increase, reaching a �nal value of 0.82kN at 2x106 cycles. At the end of the wear

simulation, the order of cases ranked by taper strength had completely reversed;

case 2-1 had the highest taper strength with a value of 1.10kN, followed by 2-2 with
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0.91kN, and 2-3 with 0.82kN.

With reference to the cases with di�erent assembly loads in Figure 5.65(b), each

case once again experienced an initial drop in the disassembly load following the �rst

load cycle. However, due to the large di�erences in the assembly loads, the resulting

disassembly loads following initial loading for each case were still very di�erent,

with values of 2.31kN for case 2-4, 4.65kN for 2-3 and 7.0kN for 2-5. Furthermore,

although the initial assembly loads had a signi�cant e�ect of the taper strength for

the �rst 2.5x105 load cycles, after 1.5x106 load cycles there was negligible di�erence

in taper strength between the cases. This trend continued until the end of the wear

simulations, at which point all cases displayed a disassembly force of approx 0.8kN.

This implies that the assembly load does not have a lasting e�ect over the life of the

implant.

Returning the discussion back to the cases with di�erent hip joint loads shown in

Figure 5.65(c), after the initial decrease in disassembly force each case dropped to a

minimum value of approx 0.55-0.6kN, from which point the disassembly force then

generally increased (although 2-7 does start to slowly decrease towards the end).

The �nal disassembly force values were 0.82kN for 2-3, 1.05kN for 2-6 and 1.18kN

for 2-7. In a similar fashion to the cases in Figure (a), the order of cases ranked

by taper strength was completely reversed by the end of the wear simulations. As

such, the case with the largest hip joint contact load �nished with the greatest taper

strength.

The evolution of the disassembly forces, characterised by a reduction followed by

small recovery, can be explained with the help from the results of previous sections,

such as the results relating to the evolution of contact variables and wear. With

reference to the cases in Figures (a) and (c), the rapid decrease of taper strength

of case 2-3 can be attributed to the high volumetric wear associated with this case

(as shown by the comparison of wear volumes in Figure 5.31). The increase in

disassembly force that follows is thought to be the result of an increase in contact

pressure in the sticking regions on the taper interface. This increase in contact

pressure is best shown by Figure 5.24, showing the change in contact pressure at

the base of taper for case 2-7. Not only does this pressure increase in magnitude,
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but the location shifts from the top (superior aspect) of the taper to the sides

(anterior/posterior aspects) of the taper, which are less a�ected by the rocking

motion of the taper components. The contact pressure, and resulting disassembly

load, was increased further with higher hip joint contact loads, as evident by the

recovery in disassembly load of the case with the largest load, case 2-7, which also

displayed the largest taper strength at the end of the wear simulations. This trend

may not continue much further, due to the slow reduction in size of the sticking

zones, which decreases the force resisting disassembly.

After N = 1x106 load cycles, all disassembly forces were less than 1.3kN, and at

N = 2x106 load cycles all disassembly forces were found to be in the range from

approx 0.8 to 1.2kN. At these magnitudes the neck-stem modular junction could be

manually disassembled, if required, during revision surgery. It is important to note

here that these results are based on the e�ects of abrasive wear only e.g. the e�ects

of adhesive wear and corrosion, which will tend to bond the surfaces together to

the extent that the components can no longer be disassembly, were not considered.

This suggest that the reports in the literature of modular junctions that cannot be

disassembled are not a result of abrasive wear, but indicate the presence of adhesive

wear / corrosion.
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Figure 5.65: Change in taper strength over time for all Part-2 wear simulations
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5.2 Discussion

Results were presented in the previous section showing the e�ects of assembly load

and hip joint contact load on the taper strength (initial and long-term), wear rates

and fatigue damage for a number of di�erent taper geometries. These results

are discussed here in terms of the three fretting regimes and associated surface

damage modes to identify characteristics of both successful and unsuccessful tapers

and thereby improve the current lack of understanding of taper behaviour and

performance. This section also addresses a number of issues raised in the literature

review regarding accelerated testing and impaction assembly of modular implants.

In this discussion, taper performance is generally based on the following criteria:

� Minimum production of metallic wear debris to prevent failure as a result of

adverse biological response

� Maximum fatigue life

� Su�cient taper strength to resist taper dissociation, but low enough to enable

separation and removal of the neck component during revision surgery

� Ability of the taper to prevent the ingress of bodily �uids into the taper, which

may increase the e�ects of crevice corrosion

Although all e�orts have been made to validate the results of this thesis to the

literature, the paucity of data related speci�cally to neck-stem taper junctions of

dual modular hip prostheses makes such comparisons di�cult. Although there are a

much larger number of studies that focus on head-neck taper junctions, di�erences

in loading (speci�cally the large bending loads experienced by neck-stem tapers)

makes direct comparisons invalid.

5.2.1 Micromotion and Fretting Regime

In many of the taper junction studies available in the literature, the common aim

was to identify parameters that would reduce micromotion at the taper interface.

The logic behind this was that reducing micromotion would in turn reduce wear,
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resulting in the production of lower amounts of wear debris. Little regard was given

to the e�ects of fretting fatigue, which is understandable considering that these

studies were investigations of head-neck taper junctions, in which fatigue fractures

are very rare.

Decreasing micromotion will typically reduce wear and damage to the protective

surface oxide layer. However, the issue with decreasing micromotion is that the

fretting regime may also change, potentially increasing the risk of fatigue fractures.

That is, simpli�ed fretting studies have shown that a decrease in the micromotion

(or increase in contact pressure) may cause a shift from the gross slip fretting regime,

in which wear is the dominant mode of surface damage, to the partial slip regime,

in which fatigue damage dominates [157]. A further decrease in micromotion (or

increase in contact pressure) may cause another shift, this time from the partial slip

regime to the stick regime. This is the ultimate aim, since minimal fretting damage

(wear or fatigue) occurs within the stick regime. However, it is questionable whether

contact conditions corresponding to sticking contact can be achieved over the entire

taper interface [1].

As discussed in Section 2.6, a number of recent studies related to neck-stem taper

junctions still aim to reduce micromotion at the interface in order to minimise wear

[40, 41, 43, 250, 252]. However, case reports of fatigue fractures of the neck in dual

modular hip implants indicate that contact conditions within the neck-stem junction

of these devices most likely correspond to the partial slip regime. Therefore, in

an attempt to reduce wear it is possible that fatigue damage of these devices has

increased. Many of these failures were associated with long modular necks, which

may have resulted in micromotions close to the minimum fretting fatigue life within

the partial slip regime.

In this study, contours of relative slip over the taper surfaces corresponding to a

single load cycle were presented. These showed a large variation in micromotion

values over the interface, which also changed over time. Regions corresponding

to sticking, slipping and open contact were identi�ed, which also evolved as

time progressed. As the size of the wear patch expanded over time, the size of

sticking contact zones was decreased and the locations shifted. Regions of high
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fatigue damage were identi�ed at the boundaries of the sticking and slipping zones,

indicative of partial slip contact conditions.

The range of peak micromotions for all cases was initially between 10-25µm,

which had increased to 15-65µm by the end of the wear simulations. These

micromotion results are comparable to the 10-50µm range reported in the literature

[2, 157, 186, 187]. Taper wall thickness had the largest e�ect on micromotion, with a

124% increase in micromotion when wall thickness was halved from 6 mm to 3 mm.

Increasing the hip joint contact load from 3.3 kN to 5.34 kN resulted in a 73% increase

in micromotion. Although higher assembly loads did decrease micromotions early

on, di�erences in micromotion were negligible at the end of the simulations. Taper

angular mismatch also had a negligible e�ect on peak micromotion.

Importantly, these results show that there is no single micromotion value that

corresponds to a taper junction. Furthermore, typically all three fretting regimes

will be present within a single taper interface. Estimates of taper micromotion

using measurements of relative motion between components at the taper mouth

[1, 186, 237, 239] cannot be considered representative of the contact conditions at

all points over the taper interface. Furthermore, the plots of interfacial micromotion

presented here show that peak micromotion values do not occur at the taper

mouth where contact pressures are high, but a few millimetres inside the taper,

where contact pressures are lower. Therefore, measurements at the mouth may

underestimate peak micromotions within the taper. These measurements should

be used together with numerical modelling to better understand the e�ects of

micromotion and contact pressures on fretting regime to help minimise wear and

reduce fatigue damage.

Instead on minimising micromotion alone, the new aim of taper related studies

should be to minimise both fatigue damage, damage to the protective oxide layer

and the generation of metallic wear debris.

5.2.2 Wear Predictions

In this study, wear volumes of between 2.7 mm3 and 22.89 mm3 were predicted.

These were total wear volumes (the summation of the single component values)
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corresponding to wear-fatigue simulations representing 2 million load cycles using

cyclic loads magnitudes of between 3.3 kN - 5.34 kN. If 2 million cycles are assumed

to be equivalent to 1 year of implantation time, based on estimates from Bergmann

et al [226] and Nganbe et al [208], then the corresponding volumetric wear rates

per component are 1.35− 11.45 mm3/year. If results of the higher cyclic load are

removed, then the volumetric wear rates within the more clinically relevant load

range of 3.3 kN - 3.9 kN are 1.35− 5.3 mm3/year.

The predicted volumetric wear rates are similar to those reported by Langton et

al [53] and Matthies et al [115] for taper and bearing surfaces of LH-MoM THRs.

For example, Langton et al reported mean volumetric wear rates of 0.44 (0.02 -

8.34)mm3/year for female ASR components, and Matthies et al reported median

values of 0.54 (0.0 - 4.29) mm3/year for female taper components and 1.31 (0.06 -

45.55) mm3/year for femoral head bearing surfaces.

The wear rates values predicted in this study for the neck-stem taper junction at

loads of 3.3 kN - 3.9 kN are very similar to the maximum values in the measured

wear ranges for the female taper components and greater than the median volumetric

wear rates of the bearing surfaces. This indicates that the wear at the neck-stem

junction in modular implants with exchangeable necks may be equivalent to a poorly

performing LH-MoM THR head-neck taper, despite the simpli�ed loading conditions

(i.e. sinusoidasl hip joint loading without the application of torsion) used in this

thesis, and in some cases will exceed wear at the bearing surfaces. This may be

expected, given the highly eccentric loading placed on neck-stem modular junctions,

particularly those with long necks. However, given that the neck-stem components

in this study were made from titanium alloy and the volumes measured for the

LH-MoM implants corresponded to a Ti-CoCr stem-neck material coupling, direct

comparisons cannot be made. Although lower micromotions are associated with

Ti-CoCr couplings, this does not mean that wear rates will also be lower.

Langton et al also reported median linear wear rates of 5.92 (0.57 - 32.78) µm/year

for the female ASR tapers that were analysed. In comparison, linear wear rates of

between 24 and 129 µm/year were predicted in this study for the neck-stem taper

junction. Again, despite the larger bending loads in neck-stem tapers, these latter
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results can be considered clinically relevant and indicate that wear of the neck-stem

taper junction is comparable to that of the head-neck junction in LH MoM implants.

The volumetric wear rates predicted in this study were found to be a�ected

predominantly by load magnitude and FEMALE wall thickness. For example, the

volumetric wear increased by 55% as the load magnitude was increased from 3.3 kN

to 3.9 kN and by 235% when increased from 3.3 kN to 5.34 kN. This non-linear

increase in wear volume shows that heavy patients will produce signi�cantly higher

wear debris volumes than a patient of average weight. Furthermore, the volumetric

wear increased by 153% when the FEMALE wall thickness was halved from 6 mm

to 3 mm, showing that taper (relative) sti�ness also a�ects wear signi�cantly.

Surprisingly, the e�ect of taper angular mismatch on reducing taper wear was found

to be negligible. Although taper mismatch has shown to e�ect the taper contact

quite signi�cantly in head-neck tapers [249], it is thought that the much larger

bending moment reduces any signi�cance in neck-stem tapers. The analysis of a

neck-stem taper with a negative angular mismatch may shed some light in this

di�erence. Also, the e�ect of increasing assembly loads on reducing wear volumes

was only minor. For example, for a cyclic load magnitude of 3.3 kN, the volumetric

wear decreased by only 4.3% as the assembly load was increased from 3 kN to 6 kN

and by 15.7% when increased from 3 kN to 9 kN. A similar result was also reported

by Elkins et al [111] in simulations of head-neck taper junctions of LH-MoM THRs.

Elkins et al found that the decrease in micromotion at higher assembly loads was

o�set by the increase in contact pressure, resulting in a near negligible change in

the corresponding taper wear rate.

In summary, to decrease the volume of wear debris produced at the taper interface,

increase taper sti�ness, increase assembly load and decrease patient weight / activity

level to reduce hip joint contact load.
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5.2.3 Fatigue Damage

5.2.3.1 Fatigue Damage Predictions

Fatigue damage fraction at each wear step was calculated using two critical plane

parameters, the SWT parameter and the FS parameter. Combined with the

Miner-Palmgren linear damage accumulation model, the total fatigue damage was

calculated for both fatigue parameters by summation of the damage fractions over

all steps in a wear simulation. These were referred to as the cumulative damage

variables, CD-SWT and CD-FS. The taper components were assumed to have failed

when either one of these reach a value of 1.0. CD-SWT and CD-FS were also used

to identify the likely site of fatigue crack initiation.

In all cases the shear based FS critical plane parameter predicted higher levels of

fatigue damage i.e CD-FS > CD-SWT. This suggests that failure is more likely

to be the result of shear-based fatigue damage rather than tensile based damage.

Furthermore, in all cases the CD-FS value damage was higher in the MALE

component, predicting fracture of the neck prior to that of the stem. However,

in none of the cases did either of the taper components fail within the 2 million load

cycles simulated. Case 2-7, which had the highest cyclic load magnitude of 5.34 kN,

had the highest level of fatigue damage after this time, with CD-FS = 0.715 i.e.

71.5% of the fatigue life of the component had been reached. The case with the

next highest amount of fatigue damage was case 2-6, which had a cyclic load of

3.9 kN. Notably, these two cases also exhibited the highest volumetric wear rates,

indicating that wear damage and fatigue damage occur simulataneously within the

same taper contact interface.

Two unique locations of crack initiation were predicted. For cases 2-1 and 2-2, two

equally likely sites were identi�ed. These were located symmetrically about the

taper axis on the inferior side of the taper surface, close the the mouth of the taper

and at path angles of ± 41.25 degrees (i.e. inferomedially on both the anterior and

posterior sides). For cases 2-3 to 2-7, two equally likely sites were again identi�ed,

but on the superior side of the taper surface, close to the base of the taper at path

angles of ± 22.5 degrees (i.e. superolaterally on both the anterior and posterior
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sides).

The di�erence between these di�erent locations appears to be related to the relative

sti�ness between the MALE and FEMALE components, given that the former cases

are associated with a FEMALE wall thickness of 6 mm, and the latter cases with

the thinner FEMALE wall thickness of 3 mm. This di�erence in wall thickness

results in a signi�cant change in the contact conditions over the taper interface i.e.

the contact conditions at the superolateral end of the taper in cases 2-1 and 2-2

correspond to the stick fretting regime, characterised by high pressures and low or

negligible micromotion. Consequently, both the fatigue damage and wear damage at

the base of the taper are low. However, for cases 2-3 to 2-7, the contact conditions at

the taper base correspond mainly to gross slip regime, with small regions of sticking

contact at the edges of the wear patch. High wear occurs in the gross-slip areas and

high fatigue damage occurs in the partial slip region between the zones of gross slip

and sticking contact. None of these regions of high fatigue damage were present at

the start of fatigue loading, but formed over time due to the changing shape of the

taper surfaces as a result of material removal due to wear.

The location of high fatigue damage appears to be the result of a geometrical

discontinuity at the edges of the wear patch. Due to the rocking motion between the

taper components under load, two main wear patches develop, one inferomedially

and the other superolaterally. This helps to explain the two unique locations of crack

initiation predicted. With reference to the superolateral wear patch, the location of

the discontinuity at the taper base was initially close to the mid-line of the taper,

but progressively moved more anteriorly/posteriorly as the wear patch increased in

size. Fatigue damage was high during the initial stages of fatigue loading, when

the discontinuity was within approximately ± 25 degrees of the taper mid-line.

However, as the discontinuity moved further away from the mid-line, less and less

fatigue damage was sustained. This was thought to be related to the distance to the

neutral axis of bending; as this distance is decreased, the tensile/shear stresses and

the micromotion at the interface are all reduced, resulting in a decrease in fatigue

damage parameters.

As noted in Section 5.1.3 the stress was found to exceed the yield stress of the
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material in cases 2-3 to 2-7, indicating that yielding occurred in the cases with a

thin FEMALE wall. These high stresses were not present during the early stages of

the wear simulations, but evolved over time as a result of material removal due to

wear on the taper interface. All materials were linear-elastic e.g. material plasticity

was not included. Had material plasticity been included, the stress would have been

limited to the ultimate stress and plastic deformation may have occurred. This

would have had an a�ect on the values on the SWT and FS critical plane fatigue

parameters, and therefore ultimately on the cumulative fatigue damage CD, which

is used to determine the fatigue life. Further investigation into the e�ects of material

plasticity on fatigue life is recommended.

All factors investigated were found to e�ect the resulting fatigue damage. Increasing

the taper angular mismatch from 0 to +4 degrees increased fatigue damage by 113%,

reducing the taper wall thickness from 6 mm to 3 mm increased fatigue damage by

204%, and increasing the assembly load from 3 kN to 9 kN decreased fatigue damage

by 54%. The magnitude of cyclic load had the largest e�ect, resulting in increases

of 200% and 921% when the cyclic load was increased from 3.3 kN to 3.9 kN and

3.3 kN to 5.34 kN, respectively. This indicates an elevated risk in heavy or obese

patients.

5.2.3.2 Comparisons to the Literature

The majority of modular implant fractures reported in the literature are fatigue

failures of the modular neck of dual modular implants or of the stem in modular

implants with stem-sleeve modularity. The site of crack initiation is typically

documented to be within the modular taper, on the anterolateral surface of the

male component close to the mouth of the taper for dual modular implants

[2, 12, 16, 17, 19, 21, 24, 118�121], and on the lateral side of the stem at the location

of highest cyclic bending (tensile) stresses for stem-sleeve tapers [23, 123]. A single

crack front is most often reported, but a double crack front in a CoCr neck has also

been reported which originated on the inferior surface of the neck [16]. A report of

fatigue fracture of a female component was also found to originate on the inferior

side of the taper [20].
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The following comparisons can be made to the predictions made in this study:

� This study predicted fracture of the implant to be a result of fatigue failure

of the MALE component, which is in agreement with the case reports in the

literature [2, 12, 16, 17, 19, 21, 24, 118�121].

� This study identi�ed two likely sites of crack initiation, which were related

to the wall thickness of the FEMALE stem component. One was on the

inferior taper surface near the taper mouth, and the other was on the superior

taper surface at the base of the taper. Sites on both the inferior [16, 20] and

superior taper surfaces [2, 12, 17, 19, 21, 24, 118�121] have been reported

in the literature, however these both appear to be close to the mouth of

the taper. Although this discrepancy may be attributed to many factors,

it is likely to be the result of di�erences in the contact conditions and the

corresponding severity of surface damage associated with the partial slip and

gross slip fretting regimes.

� This study predicted two crack fronts. Although single crack fronts are more

common, double crack fronts have been reported in the literature [16], which

shows that this type of failure is both possible and clinically relevant.

It is thought that a double crack front corresponds to loading conditions where

the fatigue damage is equally spread between two di�erent locations, which

has been shown to increase the fatigue life of a component [171]. This may, in

part, be the reason why fractures with double crack fronts are less common i.e.

because fatigue life is increased and less failures occur as a result. However,

there is not su�cient evidence in the literature to determine if single crack

failures typically occur earlier or later than double crack failures in modular

hip implants.

Double crack fronts may also occur when symmetrical loading is applied, as

was the case in all the wear simulation cases. This suggests that the use

of symmetrical load conditions may over-estimate the fatigue life of modular

implant components where fretting is a possible failure mode compared to

more realistic physiological load conditions.
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� A conical taper was used in this study, although all clinical fatigue fractures

correspond to oval shaped (rectangular with rounded corners) modular necks

[2, 12, 16, 17, 19, 21, 24, 118�121].

Based on the theory presented above that high fatigue damage is sustained at

geometrical discontinuities and is greatest at larger distances from the neutral

axis of bending, it is possible that conical shape neck-stem tapers may also

be less susceptible than oval shaped tapers to fatigue failures. This is because

the wear patch in an oval shaped taper will be con�ned close to the short

edge of the taper, which will lead to increased fatigue damage at the rounded

corners of the neck as wear progresses. This does not occur in conical tapers

because there are no corners to prevent the boundaries of the wear patch, and

the corresponding regions of high fatigue damage, from extending away from

the location of highest bending stresses.

Furthermore, although a torsional load applied to a conical taper will not

concentrate the load at any speci�c point, it will increase the contact forces

at the rounded corners of an oval shaped taper.

� The failure times for case reports of failed dual modular hip implants reported

in the literature varies between 0.7 years [2] up to 5 years [118]. The maximum

fatigue damage of 71.5% fatigue life occurred in case 2-7 after 2 × 106 load

cycles, equivalent to approximately 1 year of physiological loading [208, 226].

At this point the fatigue damage is increasing slowly, making it di�cult to

determine the time until failure without running the simulation for longer.

This makes comparison of failure times to case reports in the literature di�cult.

As discussed in the previous point, additional di�culty arises due to di�erences

in taper shape, plus di�erences in other factors including design, surgical, and

functional variables. Despite this, 71.5% of fatigue life corresponding to 1 year

is not unreasonable. Validation of the methodology presented in this thesis

using a commercially available implant tested using the ASTM or ISO fatigue

test standards is suggested.
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5.2.4 Coe�cient of Friction

In this thesis, two friction coe�cients values of 0.5 and 0.8 were used in the drop

weight assembly simulations, and a single value of COF = 0.8 was used for all wear

simulations. In comparison to the literature, friction values of COF = 0.34 - 1.05

have been reported for titanium-titanium couplings. For example, a range of COF

= 0.37 - 1.05 was reported by Jin et al [33], COF = 0.37 � 0.46 by Iyer et al [277],

COF = 0.35 � 0.65 by Vadiraj et al [63] and COF = 0.34 � 0.8 by Sabelkin et al

[278]. The COF depends on several factors including the relative displacement [33],

the number of load cycles [33], and the normal load [156].

The value of COF = 0.8 was used by Madge et al [34] for fretting wear and fatigue

studies using titanium alloy. Contact pressures were reported to be in the range of 0 -

400 MPa for slip distances of up to 10µm. These contact pressures and displacement

values are similar to what was reported here. This value was based on the work of

Sabelkin et al [278], who reported that the COF varied from about 0.34 just before

a fretting fatigue test to about 0.8 after application of 10,000 or more fretting cycles.

Therefore, a value of COF = 0.8 can be considered the stabilised value of COF after

several thousand load cycles.

It should be noted that the use of a higher COF value will tend to lead to higher

predictions of the resulting material stresses and critical plane parameter values.

For example, by increasing the COF from 0.5 to 0.8, Namjoshi et al [70] found

a 12% - 32% increase in critical plane parameter MSSR. Similarly, Lee [29] found

a 15% increase in the MSSR parameter by increasing the COF from 0.4 to 1.0.

Based on this, it could be expected that higher COF values will result in lower

fatigue life predictions. On the other hand, higher COF values also lead to lower

relative slip at the interface [278], potentially resulting in lower values of wear debris

generated. Therefore, the COF value would appear to be critical in producing the

correct balance between wear damage and fatigue damage at the interface. This has

been discussed by Madge [172]. More work is required to investigate the sensitivity

of surface damage type in this regard.
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5.2.5 Taper Strength

A number of analyses were performed to evaluate both the initial taper strength,

used to characterise the taper strength over a clinically relevant range of assembly

loads, and the change in the taper strength over time, to investigate the e�ects of

cyclic loading and wear on taper strength.

5.2.5.1 Characterisation of Initial Taper Strength

The results of the taper strength characterisation analyses showed that the axial

force required to disassemble the tapers increased with increasing assembly force

and drop weight height. This suggests that the assembly force should be as high as

possible to maximise the resulting taper strength, but low enough to prevent bony

fractures. This can be achieved by increasing the impact energy, by increasing the

velocity and/or mass of the hammer.

Taper geometry was shown to have a signi�cant e�ect on initial taper strength.

This was best observed in plots of the ratio of disassembly force to assembly load

versus assembly load. Ratio values were found to be between 0.5 and 0.8. Models

featuring a 6mm thick female wall had values close to 0.5, whereas those with the

thinner 3mm wall thickness had values close to 0.8. For taper geometries with a

0 angular mismatch, these values were relatively constant over the entire assembly

load range of 0 - 30 kN. However, the ratios corresponding to the cases with an

angular mismatch of +4 minutes were not constant, but were found to increase with

increasing assembly load. For example, the case with a COF value of µ = 0.5 was

found to have ratio values of 0.48 and 0.735 at assembly loads of 1 kN and 28 kN,

respectively. Based on the results of all cases, this taper strength test implies that

the geometries with 6mm wall thickness will have the highest taper strength for any

given assembly load, the geometries with 3mm thick walls will have the lowest (over

most of the assembly range), and the cases with the +4 minute angular mismatch

will have low taper strengths at low assembly loads and higher taper strengths at

higher assembly loads. The reason for this variation in taper strength ratio was

found to be related to the fraction of taper area in contact i.e. at low assembly

loads, only a small fraction of the taper area was found to be in contact. As the
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taper components were forced further together under higher assembly loads, the

area in contact increased, which was then better able to resist disassembly.

The drop weight assembly method also showed that the taper strength can be

increased using multiple hits of the same impact velocity. In all cases the �rst impact

had the most e�ect on increasing taper strength, with each additional hit having

less and less e�ect. This is in agreement with several other studies [50, 137, 139].

However, what has not been observed by others is that the e�ectiveness of multiple

consecutive hits depended on the taper geometry. That is, for the taper geometries

that had 0 angular mismatch, the �rst and second hits accounted for 78% and 16%

of the �nal taper strength, compared to 62% and 29% for the model with a positive

angular mismatch of +4 angular minutes. Given than the taper angular mismatch is

unknown unless measured, this shows that at least 2 �rm impactions should always

be applied, even under ideal conditions, to assemble the taper connection. This

contradicts the surgical assembly instructions provided by implant manufacturers,

often which suggest only a single �rm hammer blow.

Good agreement was found between the ratio of disassembly force to assembly force

for all cases using the two alternative assembly methods. However, the magnitude

of the disassembly force resulting from the drop weight impaction assembly method

was far in excess of that resulting from the constant rate assembly method. This

was because the assembly force resulting from a single impaction from a drop

height of 10 inches was much higher than the 2 kN assembly force used in the

latter method. For example, the assembly force corresponding to the drop weight

assembly for the model with thin female walls was 20.2 kN, an order of magnitude

greater than the constant rate method. The corresponding disassembly forces were

16.3 kN and 1.6 kN for the drop weight and constant rate methods, respectively.

Since the constant rate method is often used in preclinical testing, and hammer

impaction during surgery, these di�erent taper strength results highlight possible

inconsistencies between preclinical testing and clinical practice. Such inconsistencies

may reduce the ability of preclinical tests to predict, and thereby prevent, clinical

failures of modular implants.

It should be noted that the drop weight assembly method is a simpli�ed method
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in which simulations were carried out under ideal conditions i.e. the drop weight

was modelled as a rigid mass and the base of the female component was �xed using

a boundary condition. This simulated system is more rigid than an equivalent

experimental drop weight system. As a consequence, the simulations will tend to

produce an impact with a higher force magnitude that occurs over a shorter duration.

Furthermore, as discussed in the Appendix of ASTM F2009 [276] and in Section

2.5, the drop weight method may not be fully representative of surgical impaction

because it does not take into consideration factors such as soft tissue damping,

presence of bodily �uids, and movement of the patient during impaction, all of

which tend to lower the assembly forces on the taper during surgical impaction.

Using studies of simulated surgical impactions available in the literature, an

estimation of how close the drop weight simulations represent surgical impaction

can be made. For example, in a recent study by Scholl et al [310] impaction forces,

velocities and energies were measured during the simulated surgical impaction of

the head-neck taper connection by experienced surgeons using a saw bone model.

To account for damping, rubber mats were placed underneath the saw bone. The

authors reported impaction forces of 14.9 ± 6.8 kN (range 3.6 � 26.6 kN), impact

velocities of 4.8 ± 1.6 m/s (range 2.3 � 9.0 m/s), and impact energies of 5.0 ± 3.1 J

(range 0.8 � 11.2 J). Another study by Nassutt et al [311], reported impaction

forces range from 270 � 7850 N from measurements of 39 orthopaedic surgeons. In

comparison, the results presented in this thesis using the simpli�ed drop weight

method, the impaction forces for 1-3 hits from a drop height of 10 inches were

found to be in the range of 20 � 30 kN (depending on the model geometry). The

corresponding impact velocity was 2.23 m/s, with a corresponding impact energy of

2.3 J. This shows that the simpli�ed drop weight simulations predict impact forces

of similar magnitude, but at much lower impact velocities and energies. Therefore,

the simpli�ed approach can be considered to place an upper bound on the problem.

Modi�cation of this simpli�ed approach, such as the addition of damping and the

replacement of rigid components and boundary conditions, could be made in future

studies to better represent the simulated system and improve correlation.

Case reports for a range of clinical failures related to modular junctions have often

listed inadequate assembly force as a cause of failure. Although taper contamination
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has been shown to compromise taper strength, another factor is the variable and

unpredictable nature of taper impaction. This was demonstrated in this study using

an o�-axis impaction, which was found to decrease the resulting taper strength by

close to 60%. Some implants use assembly tools featuring a load cell to ensure that

a minimum assembly force is applied, ensuring a more reliable taper connection

[91, 248].

5.2.5.2 Changes in Taper Strength Over Time

The investigations of taper strength over time involved evaluations of the taper

strength at a number of time points over the course of each wear simulation.

Comparison of the results at N = 1 to those at N = 0 showed a signi�cant decrease

in the disassembly force for all cases following the �rst load cycle. This decrease

was found to be approximately proportional to the peak magnitude of the applied

cyclic load, suggesting that cyclic loads have a destabilising e�ect on taper strength,

although the opposite was reported by Duda et al [243]. Furthermore, ranking of

taper models in order of decreasing taper strength was found to have completely

reversed after about 2.5 × 105 load cycles. This suggests that evaluations of initial

taper strength that do not apply cyclic loading prior to disassembly may not be a true

measure of the ability of the taper to resist applied cyclic loads. This is particularly

relevant for neck-stem modular junctions due to the large applied bending moments

which tend to open up gaps between the taper surfaces.

The exact reasons for the discrepancy with Duda et al in regards to the e�ect of

cyclic loading on taper strength is unclear. Although secondary seating during the

�rst few hundred load cycles has been reported [1, 239] and cyclic axial loading

appears to increase taper strength [144], it is not clear if cyclic axial load and cyclic

bending combined together also increases taper strength. Some possible reasons for

this discrepancy may be due to the smaller taper angle, smaller bending moment,

and the constant axial force used by Duda et al during cyclic bending testing.

Dynamic frictional e�ects, which were unable to be captured in the quasi-static wear

simulations, could have also played a role. Lower wear rates resulting from lower

loads applied by Duda et al could also have helped maintain stability compared to
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this thesis, given that wear results in a reduction of the taper interface contact

area over time (shown by the contours of contact openings in Figures 5.16 to

5.22), thereby reducing the proportion of the taper interface that is able to resist

disassembly. However, it should be noted that Chao et al reported only a 10%

di�erence in distraction forces between and single assembly load and cyclic axial

loading, and also a similar di�erence for cyclic axial compression and cyclic bending

[243]. More work on the e�ects of cyclic axial and cyclic bending loads, rather than

a single assembly load as speci�ed by ASTM F2009 or the cyclic axial force used by

Pallini et al [144], on the taper strength of taper connections is required.

The e�ect of increasing the assembly load on taper strength was unexpected.

Although the taper strengths remained close to their initial values within the �rst

2 × 105 load cycles, after 1.5 × 106 cycles, the disassembly forces for all cases had

dropped to a value of around 0.8 kN. The lowest taper strength value of 250 N

was observed for the 3 kN assembly load case. This indicates that the e�ects

of assembly load do not last, due to the destabilising e�ect of the cyclic load

and the loosening of the components due to micromotion and wear. However,

these values should be su�ciently high to prevent unwanted taper dissociation

[2, 6, 15, 57, 76, 121, 134, 135]. Adhesive wear and corrosion, neither of which were

considered here, may have been responsible for increasing the disassembly forces in

these cases.

At the completion of the wear simulations corresponding to 2.0 × 106 load cycles,

the disassembly forces for all cases were found to be less than about 1.2 kN. This is

less than the force that can be applied during revision surgery to extract a damaged

modular neck. Therefore, fretting at the taper surface is unlikely to be the cause of

failures to disassemble.

5.2.6 Crevice Corrosion and Fluid Penetration

Rocking motion of the taper under cyclic (bending) load and changes in the taper

surface pro�le due to wear both cause gaps between the taper surfaces to open

up, through which corrosive �uids may �ow into the taper space, leading to crevice

corrosion which accelerates the e�ects of fretting. Although only mechanical aspects
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of fretting damage were considered in this study e.g. electrochemical processes such

as corrosion were not considered, the size of these gaps were analysed to identify

parameters that can prevent or reduce �uid penetration and associated crevice

corrosion.

At the start of the wear simulations, all tapers were opened up due to the bending

load, causing gaps to form on the superior taper surface near the mouth and on the

inferior surface at the base of the taper. The regions were not connected, so �uid

could only initially penetrate into the zone near the mouth. Over time, the extent of

these areas increased, and in some cases these two regions joined together such that

�uid could penetrate into the base of the taper as well. Factors that increased the

potential for �uid penetration included increased cyclic load magnitudes, increased

(positive) angular mismatch and (to a lesser extent) assembly load and female wall

thickness.

5.2.7 Accelerated Test Methods in Modular Implants

One of the issues raised in the literature is the suitability of accelerated test methods

in preclinical fatigue testing of modular implants were fretting is a potential damage

mode. In particular, the use of a very high load (in excess of the normal physiological

range) in fatigue testing was raised. The issue is again related to fretting regimes,

with an increased load having the potential to cause a shift in the fretting regime

from gross slip to partial slip, as discussed above for reductions in micromotion.

This concern was shown to be unwarranted over the load range of 3.3 kN - 5.34 kN

used in this study. This is evident by the contour plots of contact pressure and

micromotion and the plots of the fatigue damage parameters for wear simulations

for which di�erent cyclic loads were used. The size and locations of the zones of

sticking, slipping and open contact were similar for all cases, indicating that the

fretting regimes were not signi�cantly a�ected by increases in load magnitude over

this range. The reason for this is attributed to simultaneous increases in both

pressure and micromotion. However, there was some di�erence in the predicted

location of the crack initiation site; at higher loads, this was located closer to the

midline on the superior surface of the taper.
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This indicates that high loads may used in fatigue testing of modular implants

without causing a shift in the fretting regime and corresponding damage modes.

However, this may not be the case at excessive loads loads, such as those used by

Nganbe et al [57, 128] or for di�erent taper geometries.

5.2.8 Is Impaction Assembly Necessary?

One of the recommendations made in the literature was that impaction assembly is

not necessary, since adequate taper seating will occur as a result of loading during

post-operative load bearing exercises [144]. Although there a number of issues

related to this recommendation (as explored in Section 2.5 ), no regard was given

to the e�ects of assembly loads higher than hip joint contact loads or the e�ect on

fretting wear, fatigue and corrosion. Therefore, this recommendation is discussed

here in the context of the e�ects of fretting already discussed.

In the results of this study, increasing the assembly load from 3 kN to 9 kN resulted

in a number of bene�ts, including a 15.7% decrease in volumetric wear rate, a 54%

decrease in fatigue damage and a decrease in the potential for �uid to penetrate into

the taper space. On the other hand, assembly force was found to have little e�ect

on long-term values of peak micromotion and taper strength.

As reported by Mroczkowski et al [242], the assembly load should be large in

comparison to the hip joint contact load in order to prevent fretting in a head-neck

taper i.e. an assembly load of 6.7 - 8.0 kN was shown to prevent fretting in cyclic

loads of less than 2.5 kN. The closest assembly load and hip joint contact load

combination analysed in this thesis was 9 kN and 3.3 kN, respectively, corresponding

to case 2-5. Fretting was still observed in this case, suggesting that an assembly force

signi�cantly in excess of 9 kN may be required to prevent fretting in the neck-stem

taper connection of a dual modular hip prosthesis.

As shown in Figure 5.1 (c), the taper strength ratio for the positive angular mismatch

taper geometry was found to vary signi�cantly between 0.5 - 0.7 for an assembly load

of approx 1 - 10 kN. In response to this variation in taper strength with assembly

load, it is suggested that taper strength testing be performed using multiple forces or

drop heights, corresponding to a clinically relevant range, as opposed to a single load
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of 2 kN or drop height of 10 inches as speci�ed by ASTM F2009, to fully characterise

the taper performance. This will help to eliminate taper designs that have a low

taper strength within the clinically relevant range of assembly loads.

Taper assembly using loads up to 9 kN has be shown to have a number of bene�ts

and should not be considered unnecessary. On this basis, surgical impaction loads

of up to 9 kN using between 2 - 3 hammer hits are recommended to maximise taper

performance, although lower loads should be considered if necessary to prevent bony

fractures. Note that the assembly force delivered to the taper depend on where the

force is measured (how close to the taper the force sensor was placed) [310]; this

should be taken into consideration when determining the impaction force required

to deliver the necessary force to the taper. Results for the o�-axis impaction showed

a reduction in taper strength in the order of 60%. Therefore, care should be taken

during surgical impaction to ensure that hammer hits are along the taper axis,

not just aligned with the axis of the taper. Consideration should also be given to

alternative forms of taper assembly as discussed in Section 2.5.5, which could apply

assembly forces in excess of 9 kN without the risk of bony fractures.

5.2.9 Study Limitations

Each of the analyses in this thesis had a number of limitations, which include:

� The mesh size used in these simulations was between 1 and 2 orders

of magnitude greater than that used in other numerical fretting studies,

many of which are 2D i.e. element lengths of 10µm or less are typical

[34, 158, 171, 172, 259]. Although contact pressure, micromotion and wear

rates were found to be not particularly sensitive to the mesh resolutions used,

fatigue life has been shown to be heavily dependent on mesh size [178, 289].

To address this, local mesh re�nement of the FEMALE taper component was

performed by Part-1 of the wear simulations. The related analyses did show a

dependence on mesh size. However, there were several issues related to these

models that excluded their use in Part-2. These included the poor contact

results obtained using node-to-surface contact and unresolved discrepancies
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in the contact solution between UMESHMOTION and the odb �le when

surface-to-surface contact was used. Furthermore, re�nement of only one

component resulted in change in the order of component failure compared

to when matching meshes were used.

� Local yielding of the taper component material was observed in the wear

simulation cases with the thin FEMALE wall, cases 2-3 to 2-7. This was

limited to regions of high fatigue damage around the areas of sticking contact.

This violated the assumption that the material behaviour was linear elastic. In

such cases, material plasticity together with a strain hardening model would

be more appropriate.

� Constant values of the COF were used for all simulations, despite experimental

measurements showing that the COF typically increases with increasing

number of cycles. The COF values used correspond to stabilised friction values.

� Only the e�ects of abrasive wear at the taper interface were investigated. Other

forms of wear, such as adhesive wear, and other forms of surface damage, such

as corrosion, were not included.

� Although the methods implemented in this study were derived from 2D fretting

studies that had been validated using experimental data, no validation of the

results presented here has been performed. However, the results (wear rate

per cycle and volumetric wear rates) do correspond well with the results of

other studies from the literature.



6
Conclusion

6.1 Conclusion

In this thesis a methodology was developed to perform 3-D �nite element simulations

of taper junctions in modular implants. This methodology is unique in that it is

the �rst to incorporate material removal due to wear in 3D taper models to account

for the e�ects of wear on fatigue life and to estimate the volume of metallic wear

debris that is generated at the interface. A unique method of tracking a consistent

set of material points to facilitate fatigue calculations when using an adaptive mesh

framework was also demonstrated.

Although this was developed for the analysis of any orthopaedic modular junction,

the focus of this thesis has been on the neck-stem junction of dual modular hip

prostheses. These implants have been shown to have double the revision rates

of femoral stems with �xed necks. These reports are independent of the bearing

surfaces, implicating the modular junction itself as the reason for these high revision

rates. Fatigue fractures of the neck and stem components, taper dissociations and

failure of tapers to disassemble when required during revision surgery are other

clinically relevant issues related to modular devices. The exact causes of these

failures are still poorly understood. Many members of the orthopaedic community

have suggested that modular devices are �awed and that these implant failures

337
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outweigh any of the advantages associated with modularity.

The aim of this thesis was to improve the understanding of taper behaviour and

performance, with the ultimate aim of reducing clinical failures. The subsequent

3-D simulations performed using this methodology have helped to achieve this,

through investigations to evaluate the e�ect of a number of design, surgical and

function factors on taper strength, volumetric wear rates and fatigue life including

taper geometry, assembly load and hip load contact load magnitude. Clinically

relevant volumetric wear rates and fatigue fractures were predicted in this study.

The implementation of a wear algorithm to remove material based on local contact

conditions was found to be critical in achieving these results.

6.2 Future Directions

Recommended areas of further research for future studies include:

� Using di�erent hip joint load orientations to study the e�ects of a

non-symmetric load i.e. to include to e�ects of torsion.

� Development of drop weight and surgical impaction taper assembly simulations

to be be realistic. This might involve replacing the rigid drop weight with

a deformable weight, replacing the rigid boundary conditions a mechanical

vice as used in drop weight assembly tests, and include damping to take into

account soft tissue e�ects and movement of the patient on the operating table.

� Simulation of an oval shaped modular neck-stem taper junction. Ideally this

would be a full scale commercially available dual modular implant, or another

coupon model.

� Invesitage the sensitivity of di�erent coe�cient of friction values on wear and

fatigue life

� Investigate the e�ect of cyclic axial and cyclic bending loads on taper strength

� Further investigation of the e�ects of material plasticity on fatigue parameters

and fatigue life.
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� Simulations of modular taper components with di�erent material combinations

i.e. a Ti stem coupled with a CoCr neck.

� Investigations of strategies to improve mesh resolution and resulting fatigue life

predictions. This might include regions of local re�nement or sub-modelling

techniques.

� Investigations of alternative time integration methods. The load cycle and

incremental time integration methods were both conditionally stable and

�rst-order accurate, requiring a very small time step to achieve an accurate and

stable solution. Higher order, multi-step time integration methods are more

desirable, allowing much larger time step sizes and greater solution accuracy

at the expense of more function evaluations per wear step.

� Modi�cation of contact/wear algorithm to include other forms of surface

damage i.e. adhesive wear, corrosion etc.

� Wear simulations are extremely computationally expensive and time

consuming, taking up to 50 days to simulate 2 million load cycles. Methods

to speed up the calculations, such as Distributed Memory Parallel (DMP)

computing methods, should be investigated. This will likely require

modi�cations to user subroutine UMESHMOTION, which was written for

shared memory parallel (SMP) systems.

� Experimental validation of the current numerical results.



A
Isoparametric Elements

This section discusses �nite elements that have an isoparametric formulation and

the relevance of these elements to the current work. The ABAQUS element library

contains many isoparametric elements, two of which are discussed here in detail; the

4-node bilinear quadrilateral element (i.e. ABAQUS elements CPE4 and CPS4) and

the 8-node trilinear hexahedral element (i.e. ABAQUS element type C3D8). Note

that although many other elements are available in the ABAQUS element library,

currently only a small subset of these are supported for use within the adaptive

mesh framework, of which these above mentioned elements are included.

This discussion focuses on how the mathematical formulation of these elements

can be used to perform several key tasks that form the basis of the algorithms

developed and implemented in the current work. To simplify this discussion as much

as possible, the bilinear quadrilateral element is �rst used to explain the underlying

theory behind these methods. The discussion is then extended to include the more

complicated trilinear hexahedral element.

A.1 Isoparametric Elements

In �nite element analysis, solution variables are typically calculated and stored at

a number of discrete points within an element. For example, displacements are

340
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calculated and stored at the nodes. Element shape functions are used to interpolate

from these discrete points to any location within the element.

Both parametric and non-parametric elements use shape functions. Non-parametric

elements use shape functions for the interpolation of displacement alone, whereas

parametric elements use shape functions for the interpolation of both displacement

and coordinates e.g. to de�ne element shape. This di�erence means that

non-parametric elements are restricted to basic, regular shapes, whereas parametric

elements may take any arbitrary shape, making them particularly suitable for

building �nite element models of complex geometries.

Parametric elements can be further classi�ed into isoparametric, subparametric, and

superparametric types, based on di�erences in the number of shape functions used

for the interpolation of the displacements compared with that of the coordinates

[312]. Only isoparametric elements, where the same shape functions are used for the

interpolation of both the displacement and element shape [313], are discussed here.

A.1.1 Local Coordinates

The derivation of element shape functions and subsequent development of the

element sti�ness matrix in terms of the global coordinate x-y-z system is extremely

di�cult, with the exception of the simplest element types. This process can be

simpli�ed by use of a local coordinate system g-h-r attached to the element, often

referred to as the natural coordinate system, followed by derivation of the element

shape functions in terms of the associated local coordinates. The local element

sti�ness matrix is then developed using these shape functions and subsequently

transformed into the global coordinate system as required to assemble the global

sti�ness matrix.

Local coordinates g, h and r vary from -1 on one side to +1 on the opposite side of

the element, and all have a value of 0 in the centre of the element. This range from

-1 to +1 is used to facilite integration over the element using standard numerical

integration methods, such as that performed to evaluate the local element sti�ness

matrix. In general the g, h and r axes need not be orthogonal and neither has to

be parallel to the x, y or z axes of the global coordinate system; as such, linear
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isoparametric elements may take any arbitrary shape with straight sides.

A.2 The Bilinear Quadrilateral Element

The bilinear quadrilateral (or quad for short) element is classi�ed as a 2D solid

element and has 4 nodes. This element is shown in A.1, in terms of the local

coordinates and mapped to the global coordinate system. The node numbers shown

in A.1 correspond to the convention used by ABAQUS.

(a) Local coordinates (b) Mapped to global coordinates

Figure A.1: The 4-node bilinear quad element

A.2.1 Element Interpolation Function

The interpolation function is used to interpolate any variable U from the nodal

values Ui to any location (g, h) within the element. For the bilinear quad element,

it can be written as:

U =
I∑
i=1

Ni(g, h)Ui (A.1a)

where i is the node number as shown in Figure A.1, I = 4 is the total number of

nodes, and Ni is the shape function corresponding to node i. These shape functions
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are given by:

N1 =
1

4
(1− g)(1− h)

N2 =
1

4
(1 + g)(1− h)

N3 =
1

4
(1 + g)(1 + h)

N4 =
1

4
(1− g)(1 + h)

(A.1b)

The interpolation function is essentially the sum of the shape functions Ni(g, h),

which give the contribution of the nodal value at node i to the interpolated value at

location (g, h).

A.2.2 Finding Global Coordinates from Local Coordinates

Isoparametric elements utilise the same set of shape functions for the interpolation

of element shape as well as for other solution variables. Therefore, the global (x, y)

coordinates at any point (g, h) within the element can be determined in the same

way as any solution variable, from the nodal coordinate values together with the

element interpolation function given by Equations (A.1a) and (A.1b).

For the bilinear quad element, the global coordinates (x, y) at location (g, h) are

given by

x =
4∑
i=1

Ni(g, h)xi (A.2a)

y =
4∑
i=1

Ni(g, h) yi (A.2b)

A.2.3 Finding Local Coordinates from Global Coordinates

In the previous section, it was shown to be fairly straight forward to �nd the global

coordinates (x, y) if the local coordinates (g, h) are known. However, the reverse

procedure is more complex. The equation for achieving this for the bilinear quad

element is presented here, followed by its derivation.

The equation used for determining the local coordinates (g, h) of a point within a
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bilinear quad element from the corresponding global coordinates (x, y), given the

global coordinates (xi, yi) at each node i = 1, . . . , 4, can be expressed as:

 g

h

 = J−1


x− 1

4

4∑
i=1

xi

y − 1

4

4∑
i=1

yi

 (A.3a)

where J is the Jacobian matrix that relates the local and global coordinates. This

can be evaluated from:

J =
1

4

 x1 x2 x3 x4

y1 y2 y3 y4



−1 −1

1 −1

1 1

−1 1

 (A.3b)

In short, this equation essentially uses the element shape functions and global

coordinates to linearly extrapolate the local coordinates at the centre of the element

to the location in question. From the above equations, the solution of (g, h) requires

calculation of the global coordinates at the element centre, inversion of the Jacobian

matrix and two matrix multiplications.

The derivation of Equations (A.3a) and (A.3b) is now given.

A.2.3.1 Derivation

Let A and B be two points inside an element. At point A, both the local coordinates

(g, h) and global coordinates (x, y) are known. At point B, only global coordinates

(x, y) are known. The task is to �nd local coordinates (g, h) at point B. Refer to

Figure A.2.
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Figure A.2: The bilinear quad element showing points A and B

Points A and B can be related using both the local and global coordinates: gB

hB

 =

 gA

hA

+

 ∆g

∆h

 (A.4a)

 xB

yB

 =

 xA

yA

+

 ∆x

∆y

 (A.4b)

The local and global coordinates can be related using derivates. That is, the total

derivatives of x(g, h) and y(g, h) can be written as [314]:

dx =
∂x

∂g
dg +

∂x

∂h
dh (A.5a)

dy =
∂y

∂g
dg +

∂y

∂h
dh (A.5b)

Using the following linear approximation df ≈ ∆f = f ′(g)∆g + f ′(h)∆h [314] for

both x and y, these equations can be rewritten in matrix form as:

 ∆x

∆y

 =


∂x

∂g

∂x

∂h

∂y

∂g

∂y

∂h


 ∆g

∆h

 = J

 ∆g

∆h

 (A.6)
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where J is the Jacobian matrix. Note that the Jacobian matrix is often quoted as

the transpose of that quoted above, but both are valid forms.

Rearranging this equation in terms of local coordinates and combining with Equation

(A.4b) gives:

∆g

∆h

 = J−1

∆x

∆y

 = J−1

xB − xA
yB − yA

 (A.7)

Then, substituting this into Equation (A.4a) yields:

 gB
hB

 =

 gA
hA

+ J−1

xB − xA
yB − yA

 (A.8)

This equation shows that the di�erence in local coordinates can be determined from

the di�erence in global coordinates; the conversion between the coordinate types is

provided by the Jacobian matrix.

Two issues remain: (i) how to evaluate the Jacobian matrix J, and (ii) how to select

point A. These issues are discussed next.

A.2.3.2 The Jacobian Matrix

The Jacobian matrix can be derived by the substitution of Equations (A.2a) and

(A.2b) into the Jacobian matrix from Equation (A.6):

J =


∂x

∂g

∂x

∂h

∂y

∂g

∂y

∂h

 =


∂

∂g

(
4∑
i=1

Nixi

)
∂

∂h

(
4∑
i=1

Nixi

)

∂

∂g

(
4∑
i=1

Niyi

)
∂

∂h

(
4∑
i=1

Niyi

)


(A.9)

which simpli�es to
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J =



4∑
i=1

xi
∂Ni

∂g

4∑
i=1

xi
∂Ni

∂h

4∑
i=1

yi
∂Ni

∂g

4∑
i=1

yi
∂Ni

∂h


(A.10)

and which can be expanded to give

J =

 x1 x2 x3 x4

y1 y2 y3 y4





∂N1

∂g

∂N1

∂h

∂N2

∂g

∂N2

∂h

∂N3

∂g

∂N3

∂h

∂N4

∂g

∂N4

∂h


(A.11)

Using Equation (A.1b), we can write the partial derivates of the shape functions

with respect to g as:

∂N1

∂g
= −1

4
(1− h)

∂N2

∂g
=

1

4
(1− h)

∂N3

∂g
=

1

4
(1 + h)

∂N4

∂g
= −1

4
(1 + h)

(A.12a)

and with respect to h as:

∂N1

∂h
= −1

4
(1− g)

∂N2

∂h
= −1

4
(1 + g)

∂N3

∂h
=

1

4
(1 + g)

∂N4

∂h
=

1

4
(1− g)

(A.12b)
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Combining Equations (A.11), (A.12a) and (A.12b), we can write:

J =
1

4

 x1 x2 x3 x4

y1 y2 y3 y4



−(1− h) −(1− g)

(1− h) −(1 + g)

(1 + h) (1 + g)

−(1 + h) (1− g)

 (A.13)

A.2.3.3 Selection of Point A

At the location chosen for point A, both the local and global coordinates must be

known. The most obvious choices are the nodes, but in fact any point (g, h) may

be chosen because the corresponding global coordinates can be calculated using the

element interpolation function, Equations (A.2a) and (A.2b). If this approach is

taken, then Equation (A.8) may be re-written as

 gB

hB

 =

 gA

hA

+ J−1


xB −

4∑
i=1

Ni(gA, hA)xi

yB −
4∑
i=1

Ni(gA, hA) yi

 (A.14a)

where the Jacobian matrix, which is evaluated at point A, becomes

J =
1

4

 x1 x2 x3 x4

y1 y2 y3 y4



−(1− hA) −(1− gA)

(1− hA) −(1 + gA)

(1 + hA) (1 + gA)

−(1 + hA) (1− gA)

 (A.14b)

In the current work, the centre of the element, where (gA, hA)=(0, 0), has been

chosen for point A because this simpli�es the above equations. Performing this

substitution and dropping the A, B notation yields the originally quoted equations,

Equations (A.3a) and (A.3b).

Note that for a linear element, Equations (A.14a) and (A.14b) are exact, because

the relationship between local and global coordinates was assumed to be linear in

the derivation of the Jacobian matrix. This equation can still be used for a higher

order elements, where the shape functions are non-linear, however it must be used
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in conjunction with an iterative method such as the Newton-Raphson method for a

system of equations [297, 298].

A.2.4 Testing If a Point Lies Within the Element

To test if point (x, y) lies within the bilinear quad element requires two steps:

1. Use Equations (A.3a) and (A.3b) to �nd local coordinates (g, h)

2. Test if the resulting local coordinates are within the element limits. That is,

the point lies within the element only if −1 ≤ g ≤ 1 and −1 ≤ h ≤ 1.

A.3 The Trilinear Hexahedral Element

The trilinear hexahedral (also known as the hex or brick) element is classi�ed as a

3D solid element and has 8 nodes. This element is shown in A.3 in terms of the

local coordinates. Once again, the node numbers shown in A.3 correspond to the

convention used by ABAQUS.

Figure A.3: The 8-node trilinear hex element showing local coordinate system g-h-r
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A.3.1 Element Interpolation Function

The interpolation function is used to interpolate any variable U from the nodal

values Ui to any location (g, h, r) within the element. For the trilinear hex element,

it can be written as:

U =
I∑
i=1

Ni(g, h, r)Ui (A.15a)

where i is the node number as shown in Figure A.3, I = 8 is the total number of

nodes, and Ni is the shape function corresponding to node i. These shape functions

are given by:

N1 =
1

8
(1− g)(1− h)(1− r)

N2 =
1

8
(1 + g)(1− h)(1− r)

N3 =
1

8
(1 + g)(1 + h)(1− r)

N4 =
1

8
(1− g)(1 + h)(1− r)

N5 =
1

8
(1− g)(1− h)(1 + r)

N6 =
1

8
(1 + g)(1− h)(1 + r)

N7 =
1

8
(1 + g)(1 + h)(1 + r)

N8 =
1

8
(1− g)(1 + h)(1 + r)

(A.15b)

A.3.2 Finding Global Coordinates From Local Coordinates

For the trilinear hex element, the global coordinates (x, y, z) can be determined at

local coordinates (g, h, r) by interpolation from the values of the global coordinates

at the nodes, (xi, yi, zi). That is,
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x =
8∑
i=1

Ni(g, h, r)xi (A.16a)

y =
8∑
i=1

Ni(g, h, r) yi (A.16b)

z =
8∑
i=1

Ni(g, h, r) zi (A.16c)

A.3.3 Finding Local Coordinates From Global Coordinates

Similar to Equations (A.3a) and (A.3b) for the bilinear quad element, the local

coordinates (g, h, r) of a point (x, y, z) within a trilinear hex element may be found

from the nodal coordinates using:


g

h

r

 = J−1



x− 1

8

8∑
i=1

xi

y − 1

8

8∑
i=1

yi

z − 1

8

8∑
i=1

zi


(A.17a)

where J is the Jacobian matrix, which can be evaluated as:

J =
1

8


x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8

y1 y2 y3 y4 y5 y6 y7 y8

z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8





−1 −1 −1

1 −1 −1

1 1 −1

−1 1 −1

−1 −1 1

1 −1 1

1 1 1

−1 1 1



(A.17b)
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The above equations can be derived by �rst writing the equation relating two points

within an element, point A and point B, similar to Equation (A.8) for the 2D case:


gB

hB

rB

 =


gA

hA

rA

+ J−1


xB − xA
yB − yA
zB − zA

 (A.18a)

where the 3D Jacobian matrix is:

J =



∂x

∂g

∂x

∂h

∂x

∂r

∂y

∂g

∂y

∂h

∂y

∂r

∂z

∂g

∂z

∂h

∂z

∂r


(A.18b)

Substituting Equations (A.16a) - (A.16c) into the Jacobian matrix gives:

J =



∂

∂g

(
8∑
i=1

Nixi

)
∂

∂h

(
8∑
i=1

Nixi

)
∂

∂r

(
8∑
i=1

Nixi

)

∂

∂g

(
8∑
i=1

Niyi

)
∂

∂h

(
8∑
i=1

Niyi

)
∂

∂r

(
8∑
i=1

Niyi

)

∂

∂g

(
8∑
i=1

Nizi

)
∂

∂h

(
8∑
i=1

Nizi

)
∂

∂r

(
8∑
i=1

Nizi

)


(A.19)

which can be simpli�ed to

J =



8∑
i=1

xi
∂Ni

∂g

8∑
i=1

xi
∂Ni

∂h

8∑
i=1

xi
∂Ni

∂r

8∑
i=1

yi
∂Ni

∂g

8∑
i=1

yi
∂Ni

∂h

8∑
i=1

yi
∂Ni

∂r

8∑
i=1

zi
∂Ni

∂g

8∑
i=1

zi
∂Ni

∂h

8∑
i=1

zi
∂Ni

∂r


(A.20)
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and then expanded to give:

J =


x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8

y1 y2 y3 y4 y5 y6 y7 y8

z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8





∂N1

∂g

∂N1

∂h

∂N1

∂r

∂N2

∂g

∂N2

∂h

∂N2

∂r

∂N3

∂g

∂N3

∂h

∂N3

∂r

∂N4

∂g

∂N4

∂h

∂N4

∂r

∂N5

∂g

∂N5

∂h

∂N5

∂r

∂N6

∂g

∂N6

∂h

∂N6

∂r

∂N7

∂g

∂N7

∂h

∂N7

∂r

∂N8

∂g

∂N8

∂h

∂N8

∂r



(A.21)

The matrix on the right contains the partial derivates of the shape functions.

Referring back to Equation (A.15b), these partial derivates with respect to g can be

written as:

∂N1

∂g
= −1

8
(1− h)(1− r)

∂N2

∂g
=

1

8
(1− h)(1− r)

∂N3

∂g
=

1

8
(1 + h)(1− r)

∂N4

∂g
= −1

8
(1 + h)(1− r)

∂N5

∂g
= −1

8
(1− h)(1 + r)

∂N6

∂g
=

1

8
(1− h)(1 + r)

∂N7

∂g
=

1

8
(1 + h)(1 + r)

∂N8

∂g
= −1

8
(1 + h)(1 + r)

(A.22a)
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and similarly with respect to h and r as:

∂N1

∂h
= −1

8
(1− g)(1− r)

∂N2

∂h
= −1

8
(1 + g)(1− r)

∂N3

∂h
=

1

8
(1 + g)(1− r)

∂N4

∂h
=

1

8
(1− g)(1− r)

∂N5

∂h
= −1

8
(1− g)(1 + r)

∂N6

∂h
= −1

8
(1 + g)(1 + r)

∂N7

∂h
=

1

8
(1 + g)(1 + r)

∂N8

∂h
=

1

8
(1− g)(1 + r)

∂N1

∂r
= −1

8
(1− g)(1− h)

∂N2

∂r
= −1

8
(1 + g)(1− h)

∂N3

∂r
= −1

8
(1 + g)(1 + h)

∂N4

∂r
= −1

8
(1− g)(1 + h)

∂N5

∂r
=

1

8
(1− g)(1− h)

∂N6

∂r
=

1

8
(1 + g)(1− h)

∂N7

∂r
=

1

8
(1 + g)(1 + h)

∂N8

∂r
=

1

8
(1− g)(1 + h)

(A.22b)

If we once more assume that point A can be any point (g, h, r) within the element,

then Equation (A.18a) can be written:


gB

hB

rB

 =


gA

hA

rA

+ J−1



xB −
8∑
i=1

Ni(gA, hA, rA)xi

yB −
8∑
i=1

Ni(gA, hA, rA) yi

zB −
8∑
i=1

Ni(gA, hA, rA) zi


(A.23a)

where, for readability, the Jacobian matrix has been split into matrices J1 and J2

J = J1J2 (A.23b)

which are given by

J1 =


x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8

y1 y2 y3 y4 y5 y6 y7 y8

z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8

 (A.23c)
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and

J2 =
1

8



−(1− hA)(1− rA) −(1− gA)(1− rA) −(1− gA)(1− hA)

(1− hA)(1− rA) −(1 + gA)(1− rA) −(1 + gA)(1− hA)

(1 + hA)(1− rA) (1 + gA)(1− rA) −(1 + gA)(1 + hA)

−(1 + hA)(1− rA) (1− gA)(1− rA) −(1− gA)(1 + hA)

−(1− hA)(1 + rA) −(1− gA)(1 + rA) (1− gA)(1− hA)

(1− hA)(1 + rA) −(1 + gA)(1 + rA) (1 + gA)(1− hA)

(1 + hA)(1 + rA) (1 + gA)(1 + rA) (1 + gA)(1 + hA)

−(1 + hA)(1 + rA) (1− gA)(1 + rA) (1− gA)(1 + hA)



(A.23d)

Taking point A to be the centre of the element, such that (gA, hA, rA) = (0, 0, 0),

and dropping the A, B notation, the above equation simpli�es to yield Equations

(A.17a) and (A.17b) as required.

A.3.4 Testing If a Point Lies Within the Element

To test if point (x, y, z) lies within the trilinear hex element requires two steps:

1. Use Equations (A.17a) and (A.17b) to �nd local coordinates (g, h, r)

2. Test if the resulting local coordinates are within the element limits. That

is, the point lies within the element only if −1 ≤ g ≤ 1, −1 ≤ h ≤ 1 and

−1 ≤ r ≤ 1.



B
Wear Simulation ABAQUS Input Files

This Appendix details the ABAQUS input �les used for the wear simulations.

These �les have been organised by dividing the commands into a main �le and a

number of sub-�les, referred to as include �les. A list of all the include �les is given

below. Only the critical �les required to gain an understanding of the ABAQUS

setup are listed in this Appendix. Files that are not listed here, typically lengthy

�les containing node and element information, are tagged as not listed.

The main ABAQUS input �le is 'fretting_casename_cement.inp', where casename

was a string identi�er for each analysis case. The corresponding include �les are as

follows:

� fretting-step.inp

� fretting-outputs-timepoints.inp

� fretting-outputs.inp (not listed)

� amplitudes_load_R10.inp (not listed)

� FEMALE_casename_nodesElems.inp (not listed)

� FEMALE_casename_sets.inp (not listed)

� MALE_casename_nodesElems.inp (not listed)

� MALE_casename_sets.inp (not listed)

� CEMENT_5by5by6_nodesElems.inp (not listed)

356



357

� CEMENT_5by5by6_sets.inp (not listed)

To run a datacheck analysis in order to check the model inputs and generate an odb

�le (required to run Python pre-processing scripts), the following command can be

used:

abaqus job=jobname datacheck

where the jobname is equal to 'fretting_casename_cement', the name of the main

input �le.
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B.1 Main ABAQUS Input File

1 *Heading

2 *Preprint, echo=NO, model=NO, history=NO, contact=NO

3 **

4 ** UMESHMOTION v3.3.0_dev

5 ** Scale penalty stiffness 1x

6 ** Node-to-surface contact

7 ** Penalty method to enforce friction constraints with esliptol=1e-6

8 ** Base of cement instance fixed

9 ** 40 increments per step

10 **

11 ** 1.5, 3.0, 6.0, 10.0, 15.0, 20.0, 25.0

12 ** 0.009024, 0.018048, 0.036123, 0.060291, 0.090410, 0.120535, 0.150681

13 **

14 ** 6kN assembly force

15 ** cof = 0.8

16 **

17 *Parameter

18 assemblyDisp = 0.036123

19 neckAngle = 145.

20 neckOffset = 40.0

21 numMeshSweeps = 4

22 HipForce = 3300.

23 frictionCoeff = 0.8

24 sigmay = 910.0

25 Dt = 5000

26 **

27 neckOffset = -neckOffset

28 neckAngleRad = neckAngle*(pi/180.)

29 ForceX = 0.0

30 ForceY = -HipForce*cos(neckAngleRad)

31 ForceZ = -HipForce*sin(neckAngleRad)

32 taumax = sigmay/sqrt(3.0)

33 **

34 ** PARTS

35 **

36 *Part, name=FEMALE

37 *Include, input=FEMALE_circ-c6a_nodesElems.inp

38 *Include, input=FEMALE_circ-c6a_sets.inp

39 *Orientation, name=Ori-1

40 1., 0., 0., 0., 1., 0.

41 3, 0.

42 *Solid Section, elset=ALL, orientation=Ori-1, controls=EC-1, material=Titanium

43 ,

44 *End Part

45 **

46 *Part, name=MALE

47 *Include, input=MALE_circ-c4e_nodesElems.inp

48 *Include, input=MALE_circ-c4e_sets.inp

49 *Orientation, name=Ori-1

50 1., 0., 0., 0., 1., 0.

51 3, 0.

52 *Solid Section, elset=ALL, orientation=Ori-1, controls=EC-1, material=Titanium

53 ,

54 *End Part

55 **

56 *Part, name=CEMENT

57 *Include, input=CEMENT_5by5by6_nodesElems.inp

58 *Include, input=CEMENT_5by5by6_sets.inp

59 *Orientation, name=Ori-1

60 1., 0., 0., 0., 1., 0.

61 3, 0.

62 *Solid Section, elset=ALL, orientation=Ori-1, controls=EC-1, material=Cement

63 ,

64 *End Part

65 **

66 ** ASSEMBLY

67 **

68 *Assembly, name=Assembly

69 **

70 ** ASSEMBLY INSTANCES
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71 **

72 ** NOTE: FEMALE (SLAVE IN CONTACT PAIR) MUST BE DEFINED FIRST SO IT

73 ** IS CALLED BY UMESHMOTION FIRST

74 *Instance, name=FEMALE, part=FEMALE

75 0., 0., 0.

76 *End Instance

77 **

78 *Instance, name=MALE, part=MALE

79 0., 0., 0.

80 *End Instance

81 **

82 *Instance, name=CEMENT, part=CEMENT

83 0., 0., 0.

84 *End Instance

85 **

86 ** ASSEMBLY SETS

87 **

88 *Node

89 1, 0., <neckOffset>, 0.

90 *Nset, nset=MALE-ENDPOINT

91 1,

92 *Surface, type=NODE, name=MALE_ENDSURF

93 MALE.END, 1.

94 *Elset, elset=ADAPTIVE

95 MALE.MFINE, FEMALE.FFINE

96 *Elset, elset=NON_ADAPTIVE

97 MALE.COARSE, FEMALE.COARSE

98 *Elset, elset=FINE

99 MALE.MFINE, FEMALE.FFINE

100 **

101 ** CONSTRAINTS

102 **

103 *Coupling, constraint name=Coupling-MALE, ref node=MALE-ENDPOINT, surface=MALE_ENDSURF

104 *Kinematic

105 **

106 *Tie, name=Tie-MALE, adjust=yes

107 MALE.FINETIE, MALE.COARSETIE

108 *Tie, name=Tie-FEMALE, adjust=yes

109 FEMALE.FINETIE, FEMALE.COARSETIE

110 **

111 *Tie, name=Tie-FEMALE-to-CEMENT, adjust=yes

112 CEMENT.INNER, FEMALE.OUTER

113 **

114 ** Define orientation for contact slip directions

115 *Orientation, name=Ori-2, SYSTEM=CYLINDRICAL

116 0., 0., 0., 0., 1., 0.

117 1, 0.

118 **

119 *End Assembly

120 **

121 *Constraint controls, no checks

122 **

123 ** ELEMENT CONTROLS

124 **

125 *Section Controls, name=EC-1, hourglass=ENHANCED

126 1., 1., 1.

127 **

128 ** MATERIALS

129 **

130 *Material, name=Titanium

131 *Density

132 4.5e-09,

133 *Elastic

134 110000., 0.34

135 **

136 *Material, name=Cement

137 *Elastic

138 2500., 0.3

139 **

140 ** INTERACTION PROPERTIES

141 **

142 *Surface Interaction, name=contactFriction

143 1.,
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144 *Surface behavior, penalty=linear

145 ,,1.

146 *Friction, elastic slip=1.0e-6, taumax=<taumax>

147 <frictionCoeff>,

148 **

149 ** INTERACTIONS

150 **

151 *Contact Pair, interaction=contactFriction, type=node to surface, adjust=0.005

152 FEMALE.FSURF, MALE.MSURF, Ori-2

153 **

154 ** INITIAL CONDITIONS

155 **

156 *Boundary

157 MALE-ENDPOINT, 1, 3

158 FEMALE.END, 1, 3

159 **

160 ** AMPLITUDES / TIME POINTS

161 **

162 *Time Points, name=TimePoints-1, generate

163 0.0, 1.0, 0.025

164 **

165 *Include, input=amplitudes_load_R10.inp

166 **

167 *Amplitude, name=constant, value=relative, time=step time

168 0.0,1.0, 1.0,1.0,

169 **

170 ** ----------------------------------------------------------------

171 **

172 *Step, name=Step-1, nlgeom=YES, unsymm=no

173 Apply displacement to assembly taper

174 *Static

175 0.05, 1., 1e-05, 0.05

176 **

177 *Model change, remove, type=element

178 CEMENT.ALL

179 **

180 *Boundary, op=MOD

181 MALE-ENDPOINT, 2, 2, <assemblyDisp>

182 **

183 *Include, input=fretting-outputs.inp

184 *Output, history

185 *Node Output, nset=Male-Endpoint

186 RF,

187 **

188 *End Step

189 **

190 ** ----------------------------------------------------------------

191 **

192 *Step, name=Step-2, nlgeom=YES

193 Release end and reach static equilibrium

194 *Static

195 0.01, 1., 1e-05, 0.2

196 **

197 *Controls, analysis=discontinuous

198 **

199 *Boundary, op=NEW

200 FEMALE.END, 1, 3

201 **

202 *Include, input=fretting-outputs.inp

203 *Output, history

204 *Node Output, nset=Male-Endpoint

205 RF,

206 **

207 *End Step

208 **

209 ** ----------------------------------------------------------------

210 **

211 *Step, name=Step-3, nlgeom=YES

212 Add cement mantle

213 *Static

214 1., 1., 1e-05, 1.

215 **

216 *Model change, add=strain free, type=element
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217 CEMENT.ALL

218 **

219 *Boundary, op=NEW, FIXED

220 CEMENT.Outer_Base, 1, 3

221 **

222 *Include, input=fretting-outputs.inp

223 **

224 *End Step

225 **

226 ** ----------------------------------------------------------------

227 **

228 *Step, name=Step-4, nlgeom=YES, INC=100, extrapolation=linear

229 Ramp up load with no wear

230 *Static

231 0.025, 1.0, 1e-05, 0.025

232 **

233 ** ADAPTIVE MESH

234 **

235 *Adaptive Mesh Controls, name=Ada-1

236 1.0, 0.0

237 **

238 *Adaptive Mesh, elset=Adaptive, controls=Ada-1, frequency=1, mesh sweeps=<numMeshSweeps>, op=NEW

239 **

240 *Adaptive Mesh Constraint, user, amplitude=constant

241 Male.FINENODES_AMC, ,,0

242 Female.FINENODES_AMC,,,0

243 **

244 ** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

245 **

246 *CLOAD, op=NEW, amplitude=sinRamp

247 MALE-ENDPOINT, 1, <ForceX>

248 MALE-ENDPOINT, 2, <ForceY>

249 MALE-ENDPOINT, 3, <ForceZ>

250 **

251 *Include, input=fretting-outputs.inp

252 **

253 *End Step

254 **

255 ** ----------------------------------------------------------------

256 **

257 ** FIRST WEAR STEP = 5

258 **

259 *Step, name=Step-5, nlgeom=YES, INC=100, extrapolation=linear

260 *Include, input=fretting-step.inp

261 *End step

262 **

263 ** ----------------------------------------------------------------

264 **

265 *Step, name=Step-6, nlgeom=YES, INC=100, extrapolation=linear

266 *Include, input=fretting-step.inp

267 *End step

268 **

269 ** ----------------------------------------------------------------

270 **

271 *Step, name=Step-7, nlgeom=YES, INC=100, extrapolation=linear

272 *Include, input=fretting-step.inp

273 *End step

274 **

275 ** ----------------------------------------------------------------

276 **

277 *Step, name=Step-8, nlgeom=YES, INC=100, extrapolation=linear

278 *Include, input=fretting-step.inp

279 *End step

280 **

281 ** ----------------------------------------------------------------

282 **

283 *Step, name=Step-9, nlgeom=YES, INC=100, extrapolation=linear

284 *Include, input=fretting-step.inp

285 *End step

286 **

287 ** ----------------------------------------------------------------

288 **

289 *Step, name=Step-10, nlgeom=YES, INC=100, extrapolation=linear
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290 *Include, input=fretting-step.inp

291 *End step

292 **

293 ** ----------------------------------------------------------------

294 **

295 *Step, name=Step-11, nlgeom=YES, INC=100, extrapolation=linear

296 *Include, input=fretting-step.inp

297 *End step

298 **

299 ** ----------------------------------------------------------------

300 **

301 *Step, name=Step-12, nlgeom=YES, INC=100, extrapolation=linear

302 *Include, input=fretting-step.inp

303 *End step

304 **

305 ** ----------------------------------------------------------------

306 **

307 *Step, name=Step-13, nlgeom=YES, INC=100, extrapolation=linear

308 *Include, input=fretting-step.inp

309 *End step

310 **

311 ** ----------------------------------------------------------------

312 **

313 *Step, name=Step-14, nlgeom=YES, INC=100, extrapolation=linear

314 *Include, input=fretting-step.inp

315 *End step

316 **

317 ** ----------------------------------------------------------------

318 **

319 *Step, name=Step-15, nlgeom=YES, INC=100, extrapolation=linear

320 *Include, input=fretting-step.inp

321 *End step

322 **

323 ** ----------------------------------------------------------------

324 **

325 *Step, name=Step-16, nlgeom=YES, INC=100, extrapolation=linear

326 *Include, input=fretting-step.inp

327 *End step

328 **

329 ** ----------------------------------------------------------------

330 **

331 *Step, name=Step-17, nlgeom=YES, INC=100, extrapolation=linear

332 *Include, input=fretting-step.inp

333 *End step

334 **

335 ** ----------------------------------------------------------------

336 **

337 *Step, name=Step-18, nlgeom=YES, INC=100, extrapolation=linear

338 *Include, input=fretting-step.inp

339 *End step

340 **

341 ** ----------------------------------------------------------------

342 **

343 *Step, name=Step-19, nlgeom=YES, INC=100, extrapolation=linear

344 *Include, input=fretting-step.inp

345 *End step

346 **

347 ** ----------------------------------------------------------------

348 **

349 *Step, name=Step-20, nlgeom=YES, INC=100, extrapolation=linear

350 *Include, input=fretting-step.inp

351 *End step

352 **

353 ** ----------------------------------------------------------------

354 **

355 *Step, name=Step-21, nlgeom=YES, INC=100, extrapolation=linear

356 *Include, input=fretting-step.inp

357 *End step

358 **

359 ** ----------------------------------------------------------------

360 **

361 *Step, name=Step-22, nlgeom=YES, INC=100, extrapolation=linear

362 *Include, input=fretting-step.inp
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363 *End step

364 **

365 ** ----------------------------------------------------------------

366 **

367 *Step, name=Step-23, nlgeom=YES, INC=100, extrapolation=linear

368 *Include, input=fretting-step.inp

369 *End step

370 **

371 ** ----------------------------------------------------------------

372 **

373 *Step, name=Step-24, nlgeom=YES, INC=100, extrapolation=linear

374 *Include, input=fretting-step.inp

375 *End step

376 **

377 ** ----------------------------------------------------------------

378 **

379 *Step, name=Step-25, nlgeom=YES

380 Last step - To complete ALE step

381 *Static

382 1., 1., 1e-05, 1.

383 **

384 ** - Adaptive mesh will continue from previous step

385 ** - Loads will continue from last step. If we only use one increment,

386 ** then load will be constant (as load is equal at start and end of

387 ** load amplitude)

388 ** - Set UREF to -1. This will do everything except apply wear.

389 **

390 *Adaptive Mesh Constraint, user, amplitude=constant

391 Male.FINENODES_AMC, ,,-1.0

392 Female.FINENODES_AMC,,,-1.0

393 **

394 *Include, input=fretting-outputs.inp

395 **

396 *End Step

397 **

398 ** ----------------------------------------------------------------
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B.2 Include File: fretting-step.inp

1 Sinusoidal load with wear

2 *Static

3 0.025, 1.0, 1e-05, 0.025

4 **

5 *Controls, parameter=time incrementation

6 15,15,15,15

7 **

8 ** Redefine adaptive mesh

9 **Adaptive Mesh, elset=Adaptive, controls=Ada-1, frequency=1, mesh sweeps=<numMeshSweeps>, op=NEW

10 **

11 ** NOTE: Need amplitude=constant, UREF otherwise value will be ramped

12 *Adaptive Mesh Constraint, user, amplitude=constant

13 Male.FINENODES_AMC, ,,<Dt>

14 Female.FINENODES_AMC,,,<Dt>

15 **

16 ** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

17 **

18 *CLOAD, op=NEW, amplitude=sin

19 MALE-ENDPOINT, 1, <ForceX>

20 MALE-ENDPOINT, 2, <ForceY>

21 MALE-ENDPOINT, 3, <ForceZ>

22 **

23 *Include, input=fretting-outputs-timePoints.inp

B.3 Include File: fretting-outputs-timepoints.inp

1 ** OUTPUT REQUESTS

2 **

3 ** RESTART FILES

4 *Restart, write, number interval=1

5 **

6 ** FIELD OUTPUTS

7 *Output, field, time points=TimePoints-1

8 *Node Output

9 UT

10 *Node Output, nset=Cement.OuterNodes

11 RT

12 *Element Output, directions=YES, position=INTEGRATION POINTS

13 LE, S

14 *Contact Output

15 CDISP, CSTRESS, CSTATUS

16 **

17 ** HISTORY OUTPUTS

18 *Output, history, variable=PRESELECT

19 *Output, history

20 *Element Output, elset=Female.FFINE

21 VOLC,

22 *Output, history

23 *Element Output, elset=Male.MFINE

24 VOLC,

25 *Output, history

26 *Node Output, nset=Male-Endpoint

27 U,

28 *Output, history

29 *Contact Output, master=MALE.MSURF, slave=FEMALE.FSURF

30 CAREA, CFN, CFS, CFT, XT

31 *Print, adaptive mesh=yes

32 **

33 ** CONTACT OUTPUTS

34 *Contact Print, slave=FEMALE.FSURF, frequency=1

35 CDISP, CSTRESS



C
Python Pre-Processing Scripts

To facilitate the wear simulations, some pre-processing of the ABAQUS model is

done prior to running the analysis. The pre-processing phase involves running a

number of Python scripts to extract model data that is required by user subroutine

UMESHMOTION. This model data consists of:

� nodal connectivities for all element faces making up the contact surfaces

� nodal connectivities for all elements in the adaptive mesh domain

� a list of all nodes in the adaptive mesh domain that are also slave nodes in a

TIE constraint

These scripts are written in Python and are run through ABAQUS/Viewer in the

usual manner via File → Run script. They all require that the ABAQUS odb �le

be opened in the current viewport. If the ABAQUS odb has not been generated,

then this can be done by performing an analysis datacheck.

A list and description of each of the Python script �les is as follows:

1. pre1.py

Generates �les containing the nodal connectivity information for all element

faces making up the contact surfaces. Two �les are generated, one for the
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element faces on the MASTER contact surface, and one for the element faces

on the SLAVE contact surface:

� surfElemConnect_MALE.txt

� surfElemConnect_FEMALE.txt

where, in this example, MALE refers to the part instance containing the

MASTER surface and FEMALE refers to the part instance containing the

SLAVE surface.

2. pre2.py

Generates �les containing the nodal connectivity information for all elements

in the adaptive mesh domain. As above, two �les are generated, one for each

of the part instances associated with the contact surfaces:

� elemConnect_MALE.txt

� elemConnect_FEMALE.txt

3. pre3.py

Generates a single �le, labelled tiedNodeList.txt, containing a list of all nodes

(in all part instances) that are both in the adaptive mesh domain and slave

nodes in a TIE constraint. Note that if no nodes ful�l this criterion, then the

output �le consists of single integer value of 0.

Each of these Python script �les are listed in this Appendix.
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C.1 Script 1 - pre1.py

1 """

2 Filename: pre1.py

3 Author: Michael Hogg

4 Last modified: 2 Feb 2012

5

6 Description: Script to create input files required by ABAQUS subroutine UMESHMOTION

7

8 To be used together with pre2.py and pre3.py. First need to run a datacheck on the

9 model inp file, then run these scripts using the resulting odb file.

10

11 This script outputs two files, one for the male component and one for the female

12 component. Each file contains a list of all elements of which one of its faces form

13 part of the wear surface. It also contains a list of all nodes connected to each

14 element face.

15

16 Usage: Run through abaqus viewer. Must have odb open in current viewport. File > Run script

17

18 Outputs: surfElemConnect_SLAVE.txt

19 surfElemConnect_MASTER.txt

20 """

21

22 from abaqusConstants import *

23

24 # User inputs

25 # -----------

26 partInstNames = ('FEMALE','MALE')

27 surfNames = ('FSURF','MSURF')

28 outfileNames = ('surfElemConnect_SLAVE.txt','surfElemConnect_MASTER.txt')

29

30 vpName = session.currentViewportName

31 vp = session.viewports[vpName]

32 odb = vp.displayedObject

33 for ii in range(2):

34

35 # Open output file

36 file1 = open(outfileNames[ii],'w')

37

38 # Get current instance and surface names

39 partInstName = partInstNames[ii]

40 surfName = surfNames[ii]

41

42 partInst = odb.rootAssembly.instances[partInstName]

43 surface = partInst.surfaces[surfName]

44

45 surfElems = surface.elements

46 surfFaces = surface.faces

47 numElems = len(surfElems)

48 surfaceFaces={}

49 for i in range(numElems):

50 elabel = surfElems[i].label

51 surfaceFaces[elabel] = surfFaces[i]

52

53 # Get nodal connectivity of all surface elements

54 connect={}

55 for elem in partInst.elements:

56 elabel = elem.label

57 if surfaceFaces.has_key(elabel):

58 connect[elabel] = elem.connectivity

59

60 faces = {FACE1: [0,3,2,1], FACE2: [4,5,6,7], FACE3: [0,1,5,4],

61 FACE4: [1,2,6,5], FACE5: [2,3,7,6], FACE6: [0,4,7,3]}

62 faceConnect={}; surfNodes={}

63 for elem in surfaceFaces.keys():

64 thisFace = surfaceFaces[elem]

65 nodeList = []

66 for i in faces[thisFace]:

67 nlabel = connect[elem][i]

68 nodeList.append(nlabel)

69 surfNodes[nlabel] = nlabel

70 faceConnect[elem] = nodeList
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71

72 # Get the number of elements and the number of nodes

73 numElems = len(faceConnect.keys())

74 numNodes = len(surfNodes.keys())

75

76 # Write the number of elements and the number of nodes to file - these are used by UMESHMOTION

77 # to size dynamic arrays

78 file1.write('%10d%10d%10s\n' % (numElems,numNodes, partInstName))

79

80 # For each element on the surface, write the nodes corresponding to the element face that makes

81 # up the surface. Note that these need to be written in an order that creates an outward facing

82 # normal

83 for elem in faceConnect.keys():

84 file1.write('%10d' % (elem))

85 for node in faceConnect[elem]:

86 file1.write('%10d' % (node))

87 file1.write('\n')

88

89 # Close output file

90 file1.close()
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C.2 Script 2 - pre2.py

1 """

2 Filename: pre2.py

3 Author: Michael Hogg

4 Last modified: 2 Feb 2012

5

6 Description: Script to create input files required by ABAQUS subroutine UMESHMOTION.

7

8 To be used together with pre1.py and pre3.py. First need to run a datacheck on the

9 model inp file, then run these scripts using the resulting odb file.

10

11 Creates two files, one for the MALE and one for the FEMALE component. Each file is

12 a list of the nodal connectivity for all elements in the adaptive mesh domain.

13

14 Usage: Run through abaqus viewer. Must have odb open in current viewport. File > Run script

15

16 Outputs: elemConnect_SLAVE.txt

17 elemConnect_MASTER.txt

18 """

19

20 from abaqusConstants import *

21

22 # User inputs

23 # -----------

24

25 file1Name = 'elemConnect_MASTER.txt'

26 file2Name = 'elemConnect_SLAVE.txt'

27 adaptiveDomainElsetName = 'ADAPTIVE'

28 masterName = 'MALE'

29 slaveName = 'FEMALE'

30

31 vpname = session.currentViewportName

32 odb = session.viewports[vpname].displayedObject

33

34 adelems={}; adnodes={}

35 for inst in odb.rootAssembly.elementSets[adaptiveDomainElsetName].elements:

36 for e in inst:

37 if not(adelems.has_key(e.instanceName)):

38 adelems[e.instanceName]={}

39 adnodes[e.instanceName]={}

40 adelems[e.instanceName][e.label] = e.connectivity

41 for n in e.connectivity:

42 adnodes[e.instanceName][n] = n

43

44 numElemsMaster = len(adelems[masterName].keys())

45 numNodesMaster = len(adnodes[masterName].keys())

46 numElemsSlave = len(adelems[slaveName].keys())

47 numNodesSlave = len(adnodes[slaveName].keys())

48

49 file1 = open(file1Name,'w')

50 file2 = open(file2Name,'w')

51

52 file1.write('%10i%10i%10s\n' % (numElemsMaster,numNodesMaster,masterName))

53 file2.write('%10i%10i%10s\n' % (numElemsSlave, numNodesSlave, slaveName))

54

55 for instName in adelems.keys():

56 for node in adelems[instName]:

57 if instName == masterName:

58 file1.write('%10d%s\n' % (node,"".join(["%10d" % i for i in adelems[instName][node]])))

59 elif instName == slaveName:

60 file2.write('%10d%s\n' % (node,"".join(["%10d" % i for i in adelems[instName][node]])))

61

62 file1.close()

63 file2.close()
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C.3 Script 3 - pre3.py

1 """

2 Filename: pre3.py

3 Author: Michael Hogg

4 Last modified: 2 Feb 2012

5

6 Description: Script to create input files required by ABAQUS subroutine UMESHMOTION

7

8 To be used together with pre1.py and pre2.py. First need to run a datacheck on the

9 model inp file, then run these scripts using the resulting odb file.

10

11 This script creates a list of all the nodes in the adaptive mesh domain that are also

12 slave nodes in a TIE constraint. Also gives the total number of these nodes, which is

13 used by UMESHMOTION to create a dynamic array

14

15 Usage: Run through abaqus viewer. Must have odb open in current viewport. File > Run script

16

17 Outputs: tiedNodeList.txt

18 """

19

20 from abaqusConstants import *

21

22 # User inputs

23 # -----------

24

25 file1Name = 'tiedNodeList.txt'

26 tiedNsetName = 'AdativeMeshTied' # There should be a spelling mistake here! (Mistake by ABAQUS)

27

28 vpname = session.currentViewportName

29 odb = session.viewports[vpname].displayedObject

30

31 numTiedNodes=0; tiedNodes={}

32 if odb.rootAssembly.nodeSets.has_key(tiedNsetName):

33 for inst in odb.rootAssembly.nodeSets[tiedNsetName].nodes:

34 for node in inst:

35 if not(tiedNodes.has_key(node.instanceName)):

36 tiedNodes[node.instanceName]={}

37 tiedNodes[node.instanceName][node.label] = node.label

38

39 for inst in tiedNodes.keys():

40 numTiedNodes += len(tiedNodes[inst].keys())

41

42 file1 = open(file1Name,'w')

43 file1.write('%10i\n' % (numTiedNodes))

44

45 for inst in tiedNodes.keys():

46 for node in sorted(tiedNodes[inst].keys()):

47 file1.write('%10s %10i\n' % (inst,node))

48

49 file1.close()
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UMESHMOTION User Subroutine

This Appendix lists the Fortran source code for ABAQUS user subroutine

UMESHMOTION and several associated Fortran modules: umeshmotion_types,

umeshmotion_functions and search_utilities.

To use this subroutine and modules together, they should all be copied into a

single �le, for example umeshmotion.f, with the modules placed before subroutine

UMESHMOTION. Furthermore, the modules should be placed in the �le in the

order listed above due to dependencies.

All �les are written in free format Fortran and were compiled and linked using Intel

Fortran compiler 11.1. It should be noted that ABAQUS uses expects �xed format

Fortran; in order to use free format, the compiler option 'free' must be added to the

Fortran compiler options in the ABAQUS environment �le.

Compiling and linking was done automatically when the job was submitted, using

the command:

abaqus job=jobname user=umeshmotion.f

where jobname is the name of the ABAQUS job.

Required input �les, speci�c to a particular model, to UMESHMOTION are:

� surfElemConnect_MALE.txt
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� surfElemConnect_FEMALE.txt

� elemConnect_MALE.txt

� elemConnect_FEMALE.txt

� tiedNodeList.txt

These �les are generated using the Python pre-processing scripts. Refer to Appendix

C for a description of each input �le.

User subroutine UMESHMOTION outputs a number of result �les. A list and

description of each is:

� jobname_postCycles.txt

A text (ASCII) �le containing the cycle step size DN and the total number of

fretting cycles N for each fretting step

� jobname_postSLAVE_1.dat

A binary �le containing contact data results for the SLAVE surface. Variables

include KSTEP, KINC, CPRESS, CSHEAR1, CHEAR2, COPEN, CSLIP1,

and CSLIP2

� jobname_postMASTER_1.dat

As above, but for the MASTER surface

� jobname_postSLAVE_2.dat

A binary �le containing wear data results for the SLAVE surface. Variables

include KSTEP, KINC, average contact pressure value over increment

CPRESSavg, incremental slip CSINC, and incremental wear depth WDI

� jobname_postMASTER_2.dat

As above, but for the MASTER surface

� jobname_mpmDetails.dat

A binary �le containing material point tracking information including KSTEP,

KINC, part name, containing element, iso-parametric coordinates (g,h,r)

These �les are all required inputs to the ABAQUS C++ post-processing code.
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D.1 ABAQUS User Subroutine UMESHMOTION

1 ! **********************************************************************************************

2 ! **********************************************************************************************

3 !

4 ! Filename: umeshmotion.f

5 ! Version: dev

6 ! Author: Michael Hogg

7 ! Last modified: 7 April 2015

8 !

9 ! Description: Abaqus user subroutine used to calculate fretting wear between

10 ! mechanical components under oscillating load.

11 ! - Implements a material wear algorithm based on Archard's law. Wear is applied

12 ! to both the master and the slave surfaces

13 ! - Performs interpolation of contact variables from the slave to the master

14 ! surface. Interpolates contact pressure and incremental contact slip (not

15 ! cumulative slip CSLIP1 and CSLIP2). Interpolation is based on the underlying

16 ! shape function of the hex element face

17 ! - Implements a unique method of tracking material mesh points in order to

18 ! facilitate fatigue life predictions.

19 ! - If penalty contact formulation is used, eliminates elastic slip from

20 ! incremental slip values to prevent wear from occurring in sticking regions

21 !

22 ! Usage: abaqus job=jobname user=umeshmotion.for cpus=X

23

24 ! **********************************************************************************************

25 ! **********************************************************************************************

26

27 SUBROUTINE UMESHMOTION(UREF,ULOCAL,NODE,NNDOF,LNODETYPE,ALOCAL, &

28 NDIM,TIME,DTIME,PNEWDT,KSTEP,KINC, &

29 KMESHSWEEP,JMATYP,JGVBLOCK,LSMOOTH)

30

31 ! NOTE: Integer parameter firstWearStep must be modified as needed.

32 ! firstWearStep = First wear step. This will be the second step where the adaptive mesh domain

33 ! is defined, as no wear is applied in first step with adaptive mesh domain

34

35 use umeshmotion_types

36 use umeshmotion_functions

37 use search_utilities

38

39 INCLUDE 'ABA_PARAM.INC'

40

41 ! Interface to overload subroutine Sort

42 INTERFACE Sort

43 MODULE PROCEDURE Sort_integer, Sort_hexElemFace, Sort_hexElem

44 END INTERFACE

45

46 DIMENSION :: ULOCAL(NDIM),ALOCAL(NDIM,*),TIME(2)

47 DIMENSION :: JMATYP(*),JGVBLOCK(*)

48

49 ! Additional definitions required by utility functions

50 INTEGER, PARAMETER :: NELEMMAX=100

51 INTEGER :: LSMOOTH, LENOUTDIR, LENJOBNAME, LOCELEM, LOCNODE, INTNUM

52 DIMENSION :: ARRAY(15),JELEMLIST(NELEMMAX),JELEMTYPE(NELEMMAX)

53 CHARACTER :: OUTDIR*256, JOBNAME*256, PNELEM*80, PNNODE*80

54

55 ! **********************************************************************************************

56

57 ! User defined variables

58 ! ----------------------

59

60 character*256 :: basename,inname1,inname2,inname3,inname4,inname5

61 character*256 :: inpath1,inpath2,inpath3,inpath4,inpath5

62 character*256 :: resname1,resname2,resname3,resname4,resname5,resname6,resExt

63 character*256 :: respath1,respath2,respath3,respath4,respath5,respath6

64 character*80, save:: mPartName, sPartName, partName

65

66 integer(4), parameter :: maxIncs=150,firstWearStep=5

67 integer(4) :: i,j,k,m,e,eLabel,nLabel,label,cte,cteLoc,eIndex,nIndex,sIndex,restartNum

68 integer(4) :: connectivity4(4),connectivity8(8),lastIntersect,iNODE,mNODE,sNODE,ios,unitNumber

69 integer(4) :: Dtmin,Dtmax,step,inc,arrSize,dummy,Dtprev,Dtsuggested,numSweeps,numSolidElems

70 integer(4), save :: doOnce=0,newStepFirst=0,newStepLast=0,ttotal=0,numIncs=0,Dt=0
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71 integer(4), save :: mNumElems,sNumElems,numElems,mNumNodes,sNumNodes,numNodes,numTiedNodes

72 integer(4), save :: mNumSurfElems,sNumSurfElems,mNumSurfNodes,sNumSurfNodes,numSurfNodes

73 integer(4), allocatable :: elemToElemConnect(:),TEMP(:)

74 integer(4), allocatable, save :: hexElemLabels(:),nodeLabels(:),tiedNodeLabels(:),mIntersect(:)

75 integer(4), allocatable, save :: mSurfElemLabels(:),sSurfElemLabels(:)

76 integer(4), allocatable, save :: mSurfNodeLabels(:),sSurfNodeLabels(:),surfNodeLabels(:)

77

78 logical :: flag, foundIntersection, applyWearInc, removeElasticSlip, isWearStep

79 logical :: isRestart=.FALSE., calcSurfNorm=.FALSE.

80 logical, allocatable, save :: isContactActive(:,:)

81

82 real(8) :: kn,cpressAvg,cslipInc,searchDistance,dist,DtincFac,taumax,sigmay

83 real(8) :: maxWear,wearStep,wearMag,sf,mOpen,Dh_max,esliptol,cof,ntol=0.999

84 real(8) :: tau1_ci,tau2_ci,tauEq_ci,tauCr_ci,ks_ci,gammaEl1_ci,gammaEl2_ci,n_ci

85 real(8) :: tau1_pi,tau2_pi,tauEq_pi,tauCr_pi,ks_pi,gammaEl1_pi,gammaEl2_pi,n_pi

86 real(8) :: TM3(3,3),nv(3,8),ipc2D(2)

87 real(8), dimension(3) :: wvglobal,nodeNorm,gc,point,ipc,mngc,changeULOCAL

88 real(8), dimension(4) :: cp,cs1,cs2,sh1,sh2

89 real(8), allocatable, save, dimension(:,:) :: cpress,copen,cslip1,cslip2,csinc1,csinc2

90 real(8), allocatable, save, dimension(:,:) :: cshear1,cshear2,ULOCAL0,wvlocal,wearInc

91 real(8), allocatable, save, target :: nodeCoords(:,:), ncams(:,:)

92

93 ! **********************************************************************************************

94

95 ! User inputs

96 ! -----------

97

98 cof = 0.8 ! Coefficient of friction

99 sigmay = 910. ! Yield stress of material (MPa)

100 taumax = sigmay/sqrt(3.0) ! Maximum shear stress at interface before material is eroded.

101 ! This should match the value used with *FRICTION in the ABAQUS

102 ! input file. Set to zero to deactivate (REF - ABAQUS User man)

103 kn = 2.75e-08 ! Coefficient of wear (Titanium alloy - Madge et al)

104 maxWear = 1.00e-03 ! Maximum wear value to ensure numerical stability

105 sf = 0.975 ! maxWear safety factor

106 Dtmin = 1 ! Minimum value of Dt

107 Dtmax = 50000 ! Maximum value of Dt

108 DtincFac = 1.50 ! Dt increase factor to limit the increase of Dt

109 numSweeps = 3 ! Number of mesh sweeps. Set numSweeps=0 to deactivate

110 applyWearInc = .TRUE. ! If true, wear is applied every increment. If false,

111 ! wear is applied at the end of the step only

112 searchDistance = 1.5 ! Distance (mm) used for interpolating contact variables

113 ! from the slave surface to the master. If master is

114 ! outside the searchDistance from a node on the slave

115 ! face, then no intersection is possible

116 removeElasticSlip = .TRUE. ! Option to set relative slip to zero if below the

117 ! elastic slip tol when using penalty friction

118 ! i.e. *Surface behavior, penalty=linear

119 esliptol = 1.0e-6 ! Elastic slip tolerance used in ABAQUS inp file

120 ! i.e. *Friction, elastic slip=1e-6

121 inname1 = 'surfElemConnect_MASTER.txt' ! Input file: elements in master

122 inname2 = 'surfElemConnect_SLAVE.txt' ! Input file: elements in slave

123 inname3 = 'elemConnect_MASTER.txt' ! Input file: elements comprising master surface

124 inname4 = 'elemConnect_SLAVE.txt' ! Input file: elements comprising slave surface

125 inname5 = 'tiedNodeList.txt' ! Input file: nodes in tied constraint as slaves

126 resname1 = '_mpmDetails' ! Result file: MPM details

127 resname2 = '_postMASTER1' ! Result file 1 for master (CPRESS, CSHEAR, COPEN, CSLIP)

128 resname3 = '_postMASTER2' ! Result file 2 for master (cpressAvg, cslipInc, wearInc)

129 resname4 = '_postSLAVE1' ! Result file 1 for slave (CPRESS, CSHEAR, COPEN, CSLIP)

130 resname5 = '_postSLAVE2' ! Result file 2 for slave (cpressAvg, cslipInc, wearInc)

131 resname6 = '_postCycles' ! Result file containing values of Dt and t_total

132 resExt = '.dat' ! File extension

133

134 ! **********************************************************************************************

135

136 ! - UREF is set to -1 in inp file to deactivate subroutine in a given step.

137 ! - If applying wear every increment, then get value of Dt from inp file. Not required if applying

138 ! wear at the end of the step, as Dt is automatically calculated (default value is zero)

139 ! NOTE: Must use a constant (ie. 0,1,1,1) amplitude in the adaptive mesh constraint definition,

140 ! otherwise UREF gets ramped automatically

141 if (NINT(UREF)==-1) then

142 isWearStep = .FALSE.

143 if (applyWearInc==.TRUE.) Dt = 0
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144 else

145 isWearStep = .TRUE.

146 if (applyWearInc==.TRUE.) Dt = NINT(UREF)

147 end if

148

149

150 ! Do once only

151 ! ------------

152

153 if (doOnce/=1) then

154

155 write(7,*)

156 write(7,*) 'Running UMESHMOTION to simulate fretting wear'

157 write(7,*)

158

159 doOnce=1

160

161 ! Get the root job name. NOTE: If a restart analysis, name inp file 'rootJobName-rX', where

162 ! X is number of restarts, then the '-rX' is removed to get the root job name. Set flag

163 ! isRestart to true so that previous data files are read in for the initial conditions.

164 CALL GETJOBNAME(JOBNAME,LENJOBNAME)

165 sIndex = INDEX(JOBNAME,'-r')

166 if (sIndex/=0) then

167 isRestart = .TRUE.

168 basename = JOBNAME(1:(sIndex-1))

169 read(JOBNAME((sIndex+2):LENJOBNAME),*) restartNum

170 write(7,*) 'Running restart analysis'

171 else

172 isRestart = .FALSE.

173 basename = JOBNAME

174 restartNum = 0

175 write(7,*) 'Running primary analysis'

176 end if

177

178 ! Get full file names of IO files

179 CALL GETOUTDIR(OUTDIR,LENOUTDIR)

180 inpath1 = trim(adjustl(OUTDIR)) // '/' // inname1

181 inpath2 = trim(adjustl(OUTDIR)) // '/' // inname2

182 inpath3 = trim(adjustl(OUTDIR)) // '/' // inname3

183 inpath4 = trim(adjustl(OUTDIR)) // '/' // inname4

184 inpath5 = trim(adjustl(OUTDIR)) // '/' // inname5

185

186 ! Open input files and result files that are not re-read for restart initial conditions

187 open(unit=101,file=inpath1,status='OLD',action='READ')

188 open(unit=102,file=inpath2,status='OLD',action='READ')

189 open(unit=103,file=inpath3,status='OLD',action='READ')

190 open(unit=104,file=inpath4,status='OLD',action='READ')

191 open(unit=105,file=inpath5,status='OLD',action='READ')

192

193 respath3 = GetFileNameCurr(OUTDIR,basename,restartNum,resname3,resExt)

194 respath5 = GetFileNameCurr(OUTDIR,basename,restartNum,resname5,resExt)

195 respath6 = GetFileNameCurr(OUTDIR,basename,restartNum,resname6,'.txt')

196 open(unit=108,file=respath3,status='NEW',action='WRITE',form='BINARY')

197 open(unit=110,file=respath5,status='NEW',action='WRITE',form='BINARY')

198

199 ! ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

200

201 write(7,*)

202 write(7,*) 'Initialising variables'

203

204 ! (a) Get details of master surface

205 read(101,*) mNumSurfElems, mNumSurfNodes, mPartName

206 allocate( mSurfElemLabels(mNumSurfElems), mSurfElemFaces(mNumSurfElems) )

207

208 eIndex=0

209 readfile1: do

210

211 read(101,*,iostat=ios) elabel, connectivity4

212 if (ios/=0) exit readfile1

213

214 ! Convert element label to internal (Assembly) numbering system

215 CALL GETINTERNAL(mPartName,elabel,1,INTNUM,JRCD)

216 elabel = INTNUM
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217

218 ! Convert node labels to internal numbering system

219 do i=1,4

220 CALL GETINTERNAL(mPartName,connectivity4(i),0,INTNUM,JRCD)

221 connectivity4(i) = INTNUM

222 end do

223

224 eIndex = eIndex + 1

225 mSurfElemLabels(eIndex) = elabel

226 mSurfElemFaces(eIndex)%nl = connectivity4

227

228 end do readfile1

229 close(101)

230

231 ! Sort arrays mSurfElemLabels and mSurfElemFaces in ascending order

232 CALL Sort(mSurfElemLabels,mSurfElemFaces)

233

234 ! ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

235

236 ! (b) Get details of slave surface

237 read(102,*) sNumSurfElems, sNumSurfNodes, sPartName

238 allocate( sSurfElemLabels(sNumSurfElems), sSurfElemFaces(sNumSurfElems) )

239

240 eIndex=0

241 readfile2: do

242

243 read(102,*,iostat=ios) elabel, connectivity4

244 if (ios/=0) exit readfile2

245

246 ! Convert element label to internal (Assembly) numbering system

247 CALL GETINTERNAL(sPartName,elabel,1,INTNUM,JRCD)

248 elabel = INTNUM

249

250 ! Convert node labels to internal numbering system

251 do i=1,4

252 CALL GETINTERNAL(sPartName,connectivity4(i),0,INTNUM,JRCD)

253 connectivity4(i) = INTNUM

254 end do

255

256 eIndex = eIndex + 1

257 sSurfElemLabels(eIndex) = elabel

258 sSurfElemFaces(eIndex)%nl = connectivity4

259

260 end do readfile2

261 close(102)

262

263 ! Sort arrays sSurfElemLabels and sSurfElemFaces in ascending order

264 CALL Sort(sSurfElemLabels,sSurfElemFaces)

265

266 ! ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

267

268 ! (c) Create a list of all the nodes on the master/slave surfaces

269 numSurfNodes = mNumSurfNodes + sNumSurfNodes

270 allocate( mSurfNodeLabels(mNumSurfNodes), sSurfNodeLabels(sNumSurfNodes), &

271 surfNodeLabels(numSurfNodes), isContactActive(numSurfNodes,2) )

272

273 mSurfNodeLabels=0; nIndex = 0

274 do i=1,mNumSurfElems

275 do j=1,4

276 nlabel = mSurfElemFaces(i)%nl(j)

277 if (ANY(mSurfNodeLabels==nlabel)==.FALSE.) then

278 nIndex = nIndex+1

279 mSurfNodeLabels(nIndex) = nlabel

280 end if

281 end do

282 end do

283

284 sSurfNodeLabels=0; nIndex = 0

285 do i=1,sNumSurfElems

286 do j=1,4

287 nlabel = sSurfElemFaces(i)%nl(j)

288 if (ANY(sSurfNodeLabels==nlabel)==.FALSE.) then

289 nIndex = nIndex+1
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290 sSurfNodeLabels(nIndex) = nlabel

291 end if

292 end do

293 end do

294

295 surfNodeLabels(1:mNumSurfNodes) = mSurfNodeLabels

296 surfNodeLabels(mNumSurfNodes+1:) = sSurfNodeLabels

297

298 ! Sort arrays in ascending order

299 CALL Sort(mSurfNodeLabels)

300 CALL Sort(sSurfNodeLabels)

301 CALL Sort(surfNodeLabels)

302

303 ! ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

304

305 ! (d) Get nodal connectivity of all elements in the adaptive mesh domain

306

307 read(103,*) mNumElems, mNumNodes, mPartName

308 read(104,*) sNumElems, sNumNodes, sPartName

309

310 numElems = mNumElems + sNumElems

311 numNodes = mNumNodes + sNumNodes

312

313 allocate(hexElemLabels(numElems),hexElems(numElems))

314 allocate(nodeLabels(numNodes),nodeCoords(numNodes,3),ncams(numNodes,3),ULOCAL0(numNodes,3))

315 nodeLabels=0; nodeCoords=0.0; ncams=0.0;

316

317 eIndex=0

318 readfile3: do

319

320 read(103,*,iostat=ios) elabel, connectivity8

321 if (ios/=0) exit readfile3

322

323 ! Convert element label to internal numbering system

324 CALL GETINTERNAL(mPartName,elabel,1,INTNUM,JRCD)

325 elabel = INTNUM

326

327 ! Convert node labels to internal numbering system

328 do i=1,8

329 CALL GETINTERNAL(mPartName,connectivity8(i),0,INTNUM,JRCD)

330 connectivity8(i) = INTNUM

331 end do

332

333 eIndex = eIndex + 1

334 hexElemLabels(eIndex) = elabel

335 hexElems(eIndex)%label = elabel

336 hexElems(eIndex)%nl = connectivity8

337

338 end do readfile3

339 close(103)

340

341 readfile4: do

342

343 read(104,*,iostat=ios) elabel, connectivity8

344 if (ios/=0) exit readfile4

345

346 ! Convert element label to internal numbering system

347 CALL GETINTERNAL(sPartName,elabel,1,INTNUM,JRCD)

348 elabel = INTNUM

349

350 ! Convert node labels to internal numbering system

351 do i=1,8

352 CALL GETINTERNAL(sPartName,connectivity8(i),0,INTNUM,JRCD)

353 connectivity8(i) = INTNUM

354 end do

355

356 eIndex = eIndex + 1

357 hexElemLabels(eIndex) = elabel

358 hexElems(eIndex)%label = elabel

359 hexElems(eIndex)%nl = connectivity8

360

361 end do readfile4

362 close(104)
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363

364 ! Sort arrays in ascending order

365 CALL Sort(hexElemLabels, hexElems)

366

367 ! ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

368

369 ! (e) Create a list of all the nodes in the adaptive mesh domain

370 nIndex = 0

371 do i=1,numElems

372 do j=1,8

373 nlabel = hexElems(i)%nl(j)

374 if (ANY(nodeLabels==nlabel)==.FALSE.) then

375 nIndex = nIndex + 1

376 nodeLabels(nIndex) = nlabel

377 end if

378 end do

379 end do

380

381 ! Sort array in ascending order

382 CALL Sort(nodeLabels)

383

384 ! ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

385

386 ! (f) Initialise nodes array

387 allocate( nodes(numNodes) )

388 do i=1,numNodes

389 INTNUM = nodeLabels(i)

390 CALL GETPARTINFO(INTNUM,0,PNNODE,LOCNODE,JRCD)

391 nodes(i)%intnum = INTNUM

392 nodes(i)%locnum = LOCNODE

393 nodes(i)%pnnode = PNNODE

394 nodes(i)%ni = GetIndexFromLabel(nodeLabels,INTNUM)

395 nodes(i)%si = GetIndexFromLabel(surfNodeLabels,INTNUM)

396 end do

397

398 ! ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

399

400 ! (g) Get list of all nodes in the adaptive mesh domain that are also involved in a tied

401 ! constraint as slave nodes. Note that there may not always be a tie constraint, so the

402 ! number of tied nodes with be zero.

403

404 read(105,*,iostat=ios) numTiedNodes

405 if (ios/=0 .OR. numTiedNodes==0) then

406

407 allocate( tiedNodeLabels(1) )

408 tiedNodeLabels(1) = 0

409

410 else

411

412 allocate( tiedNodeLabels(numTiedNodes) )

413

414 nIndex=0

415 readfile5: do

416

417 read(105,*,iostat=ios) PNNODE, nlabel

418 if (ios/=0) exit readfile5

419

420 ! Convert node labels to internal numbering system

421 CALL GETINTERNAL(PNNODE,nlabel,0,INTNUM,JRCD)

422 nlabel = INTNUM

423

424 nIndex = nIndex + 1

425 tiedNodeLabels(nIndex) = nlabel

426

427 end do readfile5

428

429 ! Sort array in ascending order

430 CALL Sort(tiedNodeLabels)

431

432 end if

433 close(105)

434

435 ! ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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436

437 ! (h) Create pointers from surface element face nodes to array of nodal coordinates

438

439 do i=1,mNumSurfElems

440 do j=1,4

441 nlabel = mSurfElemFaces(i)%nl(j)

442 mSurfElemFaces(i)%ni(j) = GetIndexFromLabel(surfNodeLabels,nlabel)

443 nIndex = GetIndexFromLabel(nodeLabels,nlabel)

444 mSurfElemFaces(i)%nc(j)%vals => nodeCoords(nIndex,1:3)

445 end do

446 end do

447

448 do i=1,sNumSurfElems

449 do j=1,4

450 nlabel = sSurfElemFaces(i)%nl(j)

451 sSurfElemFaces(i)%ni(j) = GetIndexFromLabel(surfNodeLabels,nlabel)

452 nIndex = GetIndexFromLabel(nodeLabels,nlabel)

453 sSurfElemFaces(i)%nc(j)%vals => nodeCoords(nIndex,1:3)

454 end do

455 end do

456

457 ! ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

458

459 ! (i) Create pointers from hex element nodes to array of nodal coordinates (both before mesh

460 ! sweeping (nc) and after mesh sweeping (ncams)

461 do i=1,numElems

462 do j=1,8

463 nlabel = hexElems(i)%nl(j)

464 nIndex = GetIndexFromLabel(nodeLabels,nlabel)

465 hexElems(i)%nc(j)%vals => nodeCoords(nIndex,1:3)

466 hexElems(i)%ncams(j)%vals => ncams(nIndex,1:3)

467 end do

468 end do

469

470 ! ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

471

472 ! (j) Allocate arrays for surface variables cpress, cshear1, cshear2, cslip1, cslip2,

473 ! cslip1inc, cslip2inc, wvlocal, wearInc and mIntersect

474 allocate (cpress(0:maxIncs,numSurfNodes), copen(0:maxIncs,numSurfNodes), &

475 cslip1(0:maxIncs,numSurfNodes), cslip2(0:maxIncs,numSurfNodes), &

476 csinc1(0:maxIncs,numSurfNodes), csinc2(0:maxIncs,numSurfNodes), &

477 cshear1(0:maxIncs,numSurfNodes), cshear2(0:maxIncs,numSurfNodes), &

478 wvlocal(numSurfNodes,3),wearInc(0:maxIncs,numSurfNodes),mIntersect(mNumSurfNodes))

479 csinc1=0.0; csinc2=0.0; wvlocal=0.0; wearInc=0.0; mIntersect=0

480

481 ! ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

482

483 ! (k) Initialise values of cpress, cshear1, cshear2, copen, clip1 and cslip2. If RESTART,

484 ! then read values from previous results file. Otherwise set to zero.

485 ! NOTE: Also initialise isContactActive here (based on value of COPEN)

486

487 cpress=0.0; copen=0.0; cslip1=0.0; cslip2=0.0; cshear1=0.0; cshear2=0.0; isContactActive=.FALSE.

488 if (isRestart==.TRUE.) then

489

490 write(7,*)

491 write(7,*) 'Reading surface data'

492

493 ! (A) Read in values of cpress, cshear1, cshear2, cslip1 and cslip2 for MASTER

494 respath2= GetFileNamePrev(OUTDIR,basename,restartNum,resname2,resExt)

495 open(unit=107,file=respath2,status='OLD',action='READ',form='BINARY')

496 readfile6: do

497

498 read(107,iostat=ios) svdata

499 if (ios/=0) exit readfile6

500

501 if (svdata%step >= KSTEP-2) then

502

503 CALL GETINTERNAL(mPartName,svdata%label,0,INTNUM,JRCD)

504 nIndex = GetIndexFromLabel(surfNodeLabels,INTNUM)

505 cpress (0,nIndex) = svdata%cpress

506 cshear1(0,nIndex) = svdata%cshear1

507 cshear2(0,nIndex) = svdata%cshear2

508 copen (0,nIndex) = svdata%copen
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509 cslip1 (0,nIndex) = svdata%cslip1

510 cslip2 (0,nIndex) = svdata%cslip2

511 isContactActive(nIndex,1:2) = (svdata%copen > largeNegTest)

512

513 end if

514

515 end do readfile6

516 close(unit=107)

517

518 ! (B) Read in values of cpress, cshear1, cshear2, cslip1 and cslip2 for SLAVE

519 respath4 = GetFileNamePrev(OUTDIR,basename,restartNum,resname4,resExt)

520 open(unit=109,file=respath4,status='OLD',action='READ',form='BINARY')

521 readfile7: do

522

523 read(109,iostat=ios) svdata

524 if (ios/=0) exit readfile7

525

526 if (svdata%step>=KSTEP-2) then

527

528 CALL GETINTERNAL(sPartName,svdata%label,0,INTNUM,JRCD)

529 nIndex = GetIndexFromLabel(surfNodeLabels,INTNUM)

530 cpress (0,nIndex) = svdata%cpress

531 cshear1(0,nIndex) = svdata%cshear1

532 cshear2(0,nIndex) = svdata%cshear2

533 copen (0,nIndex) = svdata%copen

534 cslip1 (0,nIndex) = svdata%cslip1

535 cslip2 (0,nIndex) = svdata%cslip2

536 isContactActive(nIndex,1:2) = (svdata%copen > largeNegTest)

537

538 end if

539

540 end do readfile7

541 close(unit=109)

542

543 end if

544

545 ! Open result files for writing results

546 respath2 = GetFileNameCurr(OUTDIR,basename,restartNum,resname2,resExt)

547 respath4 = GetFileNameCurr(OUTDIR,basename,restartNum,resname4,resExt)

548 open(unit=107,file=respath2,status='NEW',action='WRITE',form='BINARY')

549 open(unit=109,file=respath4,status='NEW',action='WRITE',form='BINARY')

550

551 ! ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

552

553 ! (l) Initialise material mesh points

554 ! NOTES:

555 ! (1) There is 1 material mesh point per hex element, which is located at the centroid.

556 ! In order to use a different number of points, just set different isoparametric

557 ! coordinate values within the same element. For visualisation purposes, it is best

558 ! to use the integration point locations.

559 ! (2) The post-processing script is currently only setup to visualise 1 material mesh

560 ! point located at the centroid. If more points are used, then this script will need

561 ! to be modified accordingly.

562

563 allocate( mpmPoints(numElems) )

564 if (isRestart==.TRUE.) then

565

566 ! Open mpmDetails file, read contents of this file in mpmPoints array, then close and

567 ! then re-open with position=append so that additional results can be written

568

569 write(7,*)

570 write(7,*) 'Reading MPM data'

571

572 respath1 = GetFileNamePrev(OUTDIR,basename,restartNum,resname1,resExt)

573 open(unit=106,file=respath1,status='OLD',action='READ',form='BINARY')

574 readfile8: do

575

576 read(106,iostat=ios) mmp

577 if (ios/=0) exit readfile8

578

579 if (mmp%step>=KSTEP-2) then

580

581 if (mmp%cteLoc==0) then
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582 mpmPoints(mmp%label)%label = mmp%label

583 mpmPoints(mmp%label)%cteInt = 0

584 mpmPoints(mmp%label)%cteLoc = 0

585 mpmPoints(mmp%label)%partName = mmp%partName

586 mpmPoints(mmp%label)%ipc = 0.0

587 mpmPoints(mmp%label)%gc = 0.0

588 mpmPoints(mmp%label)%hexElem%vals => null()

589 else

590 CALL GETINTERNAL(mmp%partName,mmp%cteLoc,1,INTNUM,JRCD)

591 eIndex = GetIndexFromLabel(hexElemLabels,INTNUM)

592 mpmPoints(mmp%label)%label = mmp%label

593 mpmPoints(mmp%label)%cteInt = INTNUM

594 mpmPoints(mmp%label)%cteLoc = mmp%cteLoc

595 mpmPoints(mmp%label)%partName = mmp%partName

596 mpmPoints(mmp%label)%ipc = mmp%ipc

597 mpmPoints(mmp%label)%hexElem%vals => hexElems(eIndex)

598 end if

599

600 end if

601

602 end do readfile8

603 close(106)

604

605 else

606

607 ! Initialise all the points in the material point mesh

608 do i=1,numElems

609

610 cte = hexElemLabels(i)

611 CALL GETPARTINFO(cte,1,PNELEM,LOCELEM,JRCD)

612

613 mpmPoints(i)%label = i

614 mpmPoints(i)%cteInt = cte

615 mpmPoints(i)%cteLoc = LOCELEM

616 mpmPoints(i)%partName = PNELEM

617 mpmPoints(i)%ipc = 0.0

618 mpmPoints(i)%hexElem%vals => hexElems(i)

619

620 end do

621

622 end if

623

624 ! Open mpmDetails file for writing results

625 respath1 = GetFileNameCurr(OUTDIR,basename,restartNum,resname1,resExt)

626 open(unit=106,file=respath1,status='NEW',action='WRITE',form='BINARY')

627

628 ! ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

629

630 ! (m) If restart, get previous value of Dt and t_total

631

632 if (isRestart==.TRUE.) then

633

634 open(unit=111,file=respath6,status='OLD',action='READ',position='REWIND')

635 readfile9: do

636 read(111,*,iostat=ios) dummy, Dtprev, ttotal

637 if (ios/=0) exit readfile9

638 end do readfile9

639 close(unit=111)

640 open(unit=111, file=respath6,status='OLD',action='WRITE',position='APPEND')

641

642 ! If applying wear at the end of the step, then get Dt. This is not required when flag

643 ! applyWearInc=true, because Dt is passed into the subroutine from the inp file via UREF

644 if (applyWearInc==.FALSE.) Dt = Dtprev

645

646 else

647

648 open(unit=111,file=respath6,status='NEW',action='WRITE')

649

650 end if

651

652 ! ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

653

654 ! (n) Initialise nodal coordinate arrays nodeCoords and ncams
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655

656 do i=1,numNodes

657

658 nlabel = nodeLabels(i)

659 CALL GETVRN(nlabel,'COORD',ARRAY,JRCD,JGVBLOCK,0)

660 nodeCoords(i,1:3) = ARRAY(1:3)

661 ncams(i,1:3) = ARRAY(1:3)

662

663 end do

664

665 ! ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

666

667 write(7,*)

668 write(7,*) 'Done initialising variables'

669

670 end if

671

672 ! **********************************************************************************************

673

674 ! Do once every step (at beginning of first increment)

675 ! ----------------------------------------------------

676

677 if (newStepFirst/=KSTEP) then

678

679 newStepFirst = KSTEP

680

681 if (KSTEP>=firstWearStep) then

682

683 ! Set values of contact variables at the start of a new step equal to their values at

684 ! the end of the previous step. Initialise all other increments to zero

685 ! This function is not required in a restart analysis because the first increment of

686 ! cpress,cshear,cslip etc are initialised from the results file of the previous run.

687 cpress(0,1:numSurfNodes) = cpress(numIncs,1:numSurfNodes)

688 cpress(1:maxIncs,:) = 0.0

689 cshear1(0,1:numSurfNodes) = cshear1(numIncs,1:numSurfNodes)

690 cshear1(1:maxIncs,:) = 0.0

691 cshear2(0,1:numSurfNodes) = cshear2(numIncs,1:numSurfNodes)

692 cshear2(1:maxIncs,:) = 0.0

693 copen(0,1:numSurfNodes) = copen (numIncs,1:numSurfNodes)

694 copen(1:maxIncs,:) = 0.0

695 cslip1(0,1:numSurfNodes) = cslip1(numIncs,1:numSurfNodes)

696 cslip1(1:maxIncs,:) = 0.0

697 cslip2(0,1:numSurfNodes) = cslip2(numIncs,1:numSurfNodes)

698 cslip2(1:maxIncs,:) = 0.0

699

700 ! Write mpmDetails at frame 0 to file. This ensures that data is available in all frames

701 ! for post-processing.

702 do i=1,numElems

703 mmp%step = KSTEP

704 mmp%inc = 0

705 mmp%label = mpmPoints(i)%label

706 mmp%partName = padWithNullChar(mpmPoints(i)%partName,packedLength)

707 mmp%cteLoc = mpmPoints(i)%cteLoc

708 mmp%ipc(1:3) = mpmPoints(i)%ipc(1:3)

709 write(106) mmp

710 end do

711

712 ! Write surface variables to file for both the MASTER and SLAVE for INCREMENT 0. This

713 ! ensures that data is available in all frames for post-processing.

714 ! Convert real(8) variables to real(4) for output by using surfVarData type

715 do i=1,mNumSurfNodes

716 nlabel = mSurfNodeLabels(i)

717 nIndex = GetIndexFromLabel(nodeLabels,nlabel)

718 LOCNODE = nodes(nIndex)%locnum

719 nIndex = nodes(nIndex)%si

720 svdata%step = KSTEP

721 svdata%inc = 0

722 svdata%label = LOCNODE

723 svdata%cpress = cpress (0,nIndex)

724 svdata%cshear1 = cshear1(0,nIndex)

725 svdata%cshear2 = cshear2(0,nIndex)

726 svdata%copen = copen (0,nIndex)

727 svdata%cslip1 = cslip1 (0,nIndex)
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728 svdata%cslip2 = cslip2 (0,nIndex)

729 write(107) svdata

730 end do

731

732 do i=1,sNumSurfNodes

733 nlabel = sSurfNodeLabels(i)

734 nIndex = GetIndexFromLabel(nodeLabels,nlabel)

735 LOCNODE = nodes(nIndex)%locnum

736 nIndex = nodes(nIndex)%si

737 svdata%step = KSTEP

738 svdata%inc = 0

739 svdata%label = LOCNODE

740 svdata%cpress = cpress (0,nIndex)

741 svdata%cshear1 = cshear1(0,nIndex)

742 svdata%cshear2 = cshear2(0,nIndex)

743 svdata%copen = copen (0,nIndex)

744 svdata%cslip1 = cslip1 (0,nIndex)

745 svdata%cslip2 = cslip2 (0,nIndex)

746 write(109) svdata

747 end do

748

749 end if

750

751 end if

752

753 ! **********************************************************************************************

754

755 ! Do once every step (during last increment)

756 ! ------------------------------------------

757

758 if (TIME(1)>(1.0D0-small) .AND. newStepLast/=KSTEP) then

759

760 newStepLast=KSTEP

761

762 if (KSTEP>=firstWearStep .AND. isWearStep) then

763

764 ! Find the node with the maximum wear depth (up to this point in the step)

765 wearStepMax=0.0D0

766 do j=1,numSurfNodes

767 wearStep=0.0D0

768 do i=1,KINC-1

769 wearStep = wearStep + wearInc(i,j)

770 end do

771 if (wearStep>wearStepMax) then

772 INTNUM = surfNodeLabels(j)

773 wearStepMax = wearStep

774 end if

775 end do

776 nIndex = GetIndexFromLabel(nodeLabels,INTNUM)

777 LOCNODE = nodes(nIndex)%locnum

778 PNNODE = nodes(nIndex)%pnnode

779

780 ! Wear applied at the end of the step only

781 if (applyWearInc==.FALSE.) then

782

783 ! Calculate Dt based on the value of wearStepMax.

784 ! - Restrict increases in Dt to help prevent oscillations in the Dt value using an

785 ! increase factor (DtincFac). Do not restrict the decrease of Dt, as this helps

786 ! maintain stability.

787 ! - Also use a safety factor, because the final increment will not have been

788 ! completed at this stage so this value may increase. The safety factor is used to

789 ! ensure that the maximum wear depth is not exceeded; otherwise could result in an

790 ! instability

791 Dtprev = Dt

792 Dtsuggested = INT(sf*maxWear/wearStepMax)

793 if ((Dtprev /= 0) .AND. (Dtsuggested >= Dtprev*DtincFac)) then

794 Dt = INT(Dtprev*DtincFac)

795 else

796 Dt = Dtsuggested

797 end if

798 if (Dt < Dtmin) Dt = Dtmin

799 if (Dt > Dtmax) Dt = Dtmax

800 ttotal = ttotal + Dt
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801 Dh_max = (Dt*wearStepMax/sf)*1000

802 write(7,*)

803 write(7,"(X,2A)") "Time step size determined for step: Dt = ",&

804 TRIM(str(Dt))

805 write(7,"(X,2A)") "Total number of load cycles: t_total = ",TRIM(str(ttotal))

806 write(7,"(X,A,F5.3,A)") "Estimated maximum wear depth: Dh_max = ",Dh_max," microns"

807 write(7,"(X,4A)") "Location of maximum wear depth: ",TRIM(PNNODE),".",&

808 TRIM(str(LOCNODE))

809 write(7,*)

810 write(111,"(3I15)") KSTEP, Dt, ttotal

811

812 ! Wear applied every increment

813 else if (applyWearInc==.TRUE.) then

814

815 ttotal = ttotal + Dt

816 Dh_max = (Dt*wearStepMax/sf)*1000

817 write(7,*)

818 write(7,"(X,2A)") "Time step size: Dt = ",TRIM(str(Dt))

819 write(7,"(X,2A)") "Total number of load cycles: t_total = ",TRIM(str(ttotal))

820 write(7,"(X,A,F5.3,A)") "Estimated maximum wear depth: Dh_max = ",Dh_max," microns"

821 write(7,"(X,4A)") "Location of maximum wear depth: ",TRIM(PNNODE),".",&

822 TRIM(str(LOCNODE))

823 if (Dh_max > (maxWear*1000)) then

824 write(7,"(X,A)") "WARNING: Maximum wear depth exceeded user specified value:",&

825 "Solution may not be stable"

826 end if

827 write(7,*)

828 write(111,"(3I15)") KSTEP, Dt, ttotal

829

830 end if

831

832 end if

833

834 end if

835

836 ! **********************************************************************************************

837

838 ! Do once every increment

839 ! -----------------------

840

841 if (numIncs/=KINC) then

842

843 ! numIncs serves two purposes here. It:

844 ! 1. Is used to prevent this IF STATEMENT from being entered more than once in an incement

845 ! 2. Keeps track of the number of increments per step, which is used to copy the surface

846 ! variable results (CPRESS, CSHEAR, CSLIP etc) from the last increment in one step to the

847 ! first increment (increment 0) of the following step

848 numIncs = KINC

849

850 ! (a) MPM calculations

851 ! --------------------

852

853 ! NOTE: This should be performed even in steps where there is no wear, because it needs to be

854 ! updated for wear that may have taken place in the last increment of the previous step

855

856 write(7,*)

857 write(7,*) 'Performing MPM calculations'

858 if (KSTEP>=firstWearStep) then

859

860 ! Get the coordinates of the MPM before mesh sweeping

861 do i=1,numElems

862

863 ! If MPM was previously worn away, then remains worn eg. ignore

864 if (mpmPoints(i)%cteInt==0) cycle

865

866 ! Get containing element and coordinates of all nodes connected to containing element

867 hexElement = mpmPoints(i)%hexElem%vals

868

869 do j=1,8

870 nv(1:3,j) = hexElement%nc(j)%vals

871 end do

872

873 ipc = mpmPoints(i)%ipc
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874 do j=1,3

875 gc(j) = LinearHexInterp(nv(j,1:8),ipc)

876 end do

877 mpmPoints(i)%gc = gc

878

879 end do

880

881 ! Get the details of the MPM after meshing sweeping completed

882 do i=1,numElems

883

884 ! If MPM was previously worn away, then remains worn eg. ignore

885 if (mpmPoints(i)%cteInt==0) cycle

886

887 ! If MPM was not previously worn away, then check current details

888 point = mpmPoints(i)%gc

889 cte = mpmPoints(i)%cteInt

890 cteLoc = mpmPoints(i)%cteLoc

891 ipc = mpmPoints(i)%ipc

892 hexElement = mpmPoints(i)%hexElem%vals

893

894 do j=1,8

895 nv(1:3,j) = hexElement%ncams(j)%vals

896 end do

897 CALL PointInLinearHexElement(point,nv,flag,ipc)

898

899 ! If point still lies within the containing element, then update the iso-parametric

900 ! coordinates.Otherwise, check all elements connected to that element. To do this,

901 ! need to work out which elements are connected to that element. Do this by using

902 ! GETNODETOELEMCONN

903 if (flag==.TRUE.) then

904

905 mpmPoints(i)%ipc = ipc

906

907 else

908

909 ! Notify user if MPM point has changed containing element

910 write(7,"(10X,5A)") 'MPM point ',trim(str(i)),' from part ', &

911 trim(mpmPoints(i)%partName),' has changed containing element'

912 write(7,"(10X,2A)") 'Previous cte = ',trim(str(cteLoc))

913

914 ! Reset dynamic list used to store labels of connected elements

915 if (allocated(elemToElemConnect)) deallocate(elemToElemConnect)

916 allocate( elemToElemConnect(0) )

917

918 ! Get list of all elements connected to former containing element

919 do j=1,8

920

921 nlabel = hexElement%nl(j)

922 NELEMS = NELEMMAX

923 CALL GETNODETOELEMCONN(nlabel,NELEMS,JELEMLIST,JELEMTYPE,JRCD,JGVBLOCK)

924

925 do k=1,NELEMS

926

927 ! Ignore if (a) not a solid element (type=1) or (b) the previous

928 ! containing element

929 if ( (JELEMTYPE(k)/=1) .OR. (JELEMLIST(k)==cte) ) cycle

930

931 ! Check if element is in the current list. If not, then add

932 elabel = JELEMLIST(k)

933 if (ANY(elemToElemConnect==elabel)==.FALSE.) then

934 arrSize = size(elemToElemConnect)

935 allocate( TEMP(1:arrSize+1) )

936 if (arrSize>0) TEMP(1:arrSize) = elemToElemConnect(:)

937 TEMP(arrSize+1) = elabel

938 !deallocate(elemToElemConnect)

939 !allocate(elemToElemConnect(1:arrSize+1))

940 !elemToElemConnect = TEMP

941 !deallocate(TEMP)

942 ! MOVE_ALLOC replaces above 4 lines

943 CALL MOVE_ALLOC(TEMP,elemToElemConnect)

944 end if

945

946 end do
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947

948 end do

949

950 ! If point does not lie within any of the elements connected to the former

951 ! containing element then set cte=0 for that mpmPoint to indicate that this point

952 ! has been worn away. Otherwise set cte to the label of the new containing

953 ! element and the new values of the ipc

954 flag=.FALSE.

955 do e=1,size(elemToElemConnect)

956

957 elabel = elemToElemConnect(e)

958 eIndex = GetIndexFromLabel(hexElemLabels,elabel)

959 if (eIndex==0) cycle

960

961 do j=1,8

962 nv(1:3,j) = hexElems(eIndex)%ncams(j)%vals

963 end do

964 CALL PointInLinearHexElement(point,nv,flag,ipc)

965

966 if (flag==.TRUE.) then

967

968 CALL GETPARTINFO(elabel,1,PNELEM,LOCELEM,JRCD)

969

970 mpmPoints(i)%cteInt = elabel

971 mpmPoints(i)%cteLoc = LOCELEM

972 mpmPoints(i)%ipc = ipc

973 mpmPoints(i)%hexElem%vals => hexElems(eIndex)

974 exit

975

976 end if

977

978 end do

979 deallocate(elemToElemConnect)

980

981 if (flag==.FALSE.) then

982 mpmPoints(i)%cteInt = 0

983 mpmPoints(i)%cteLoc = 0

984 mpmPoints(i)%ipc = 0.0

985 mpmPoints(i)%gc = 0.0

986 mpmPoints(i)%hexElem%vals => null()

987 end if

988

989 ! Notify user of the new containing element

990 write(7,"(10X,2A)") 'New cte = ',trim(str(mpmPoints(i)%cteLoc))

991

992 end if

993

994 end do

995

996 ! Print current MPM details to file. Use function Addnullchar here to ensure that binary

997 ! output is compatible with C++ post-processing code

998 do i=1,numElems

999 mmp%step = KSTEP

1000 mmp%inc = KINC

1001 mmp%label = mpmPoints(i)%label

1002 mmp%partName = padWithNullChar(mpmPoints(i)%partName,packedLength)

1003 mmp%cteLoc = mpmPoints(i)%cteLoc

1004 mmp%ipc(1:3) = mpmPoints(i)%ipc(1:3)

1005 write(106) mmp

1006 end do

1007

1008 end if

1009 write(7,*)

1010 write(7,*) 'Finished MPM calculations'

1011

1012 ! ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

1013

1014 ! (b) Update coordinates of all nodes in the adaptive mesh domain

1015 ! ---------------------------------------------------------------

1016

1017 ! Update coordinates of all nodes. Note that this must be done AFTER the MPM point calcs,

1018 ! which require the nodal coordinates from the previous increment

1019 write(7,*)
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1020 write(7,*) 'Updating nodal coordinates'

1021 do i=1,numNodes

1022

1023 nlabel = nodeLabels(i)

1024 CALL GETVRN(nlabel,'COORD',ARRAY,JRCD,JGVBLOCK,0)

1025 nodeCoords(i,1:3) = ARRAY(1:3)

1026

1027 ! Update variable ncams for nodes involved in tied constraint. This is needed here

1028 ! because the tied nodes are already constrained and therefore are not passed into the

1029 ! subroutine like all the other nodes in the adaptive mesh constraint.

1030 nIndex = GetIndexFromLabel(tiedNodeLabels,nlabel)

1031 if (nIndex/=0) then

1032 ncams(i,1:3) = nodeCoords(i,1:3)

1033 end if

1034

1035 end do

1036 write(7,*)

1037 write(7,*) 'Finished updating nodal coordinates'

1038

1039 ! ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

1040

1041 ! (c) Wear calculations: Update surface element face details

1042 ! ----------------------------------------------------------

1043

1044 ! Get details of all the master element faces

1045 write(7,*)

1046 write(7,*) 'Updating surface element face details'

1047 do i=1,mNumSurfElems

1048

1049 ! Using nodal coordinates, calculate two in-plane vectors

1050 mSurfElemFaces(i)%v1 = mSurfElemFaces(i)%nc(2)%vals(:)-mSurfElemFaces(i)%nc(1)%vals(:)

1051 CALL Norm(mSurfElemFaces(i)%v1)

1052

1053 mSurfElemFaces(i)%v2 = mSurfElemFaces(i)%nc(4)%vals(:)-mSurfElemFaces(i)%nc(1)%vals(:)

1054 CALL Norm(mSurfElemFaces(i)%v2)

1055

1056 ! Calculate element face normal by taking cross product of two vectors

1057 CALL CrossProduct(mSurfElemFaces(i)%v1,mSurfElemFaces(i)%v2,mSurfElemFaces(i)%v3)

1058 CALL Norm(mSurfElemFaces(i)%v3)

1059

1060 ! Recalculate v2 to ensure that v1,v2 and v3 are orthogonal

1061 CALL CrossProduct(mSurfElemFaces(i)%v3,mSurfElemFaces(i)%v1,mSurfElemFaces(i)%v2)

1062

1063 ! Calculate the distance of face plane to the origin

1064 mSurfElemFaces(i)%D = DOT_PRODUCT(mSurfElemFaces(i)%nc(1)%vals(:),mSurfElemFaces(i)%v3)

1065

1066 end do

1067

1068 ! Get details of all slave element faces

1069 do i=1,sNumSurfElems

1070

1071 ! Using nodal coordinates, calculate two in-plane vectors

1072 sSurfElemFaces(i)%v1 = sSurfElemFaces(i)%nc(2)%vals(:)-sSurfElemFaces(i)%nc(1)%vals(:)

1073 CALL Norm(sSurfElemFaces(i)%v1)

1074

1075 sSurfElemFaces(i)%v2 = sSurfElemFaces(i)%nc(4)%vals(:)-sSurfElemFaces(i)%nc(1)%vals(:)

1076 CALL Norm(sSurfElemFaces(i)%v2)

1077

1078 ! Calculate element face normal by taking cross product of two vectors

1079 CALL CrossProduct(sSurfElemFaces(i)%v1,sSurfElemFaces(i)%v2,sSurfElemFaces(i)%v3)

1080 CALL Norm(sSurfElemFaces(i)%v3)

1081

1082 ! Recalculate v2 to ensure that v1,v2 and v3 are orthogonal

1083 CALL CrossProduct(sSurfElemFaces(i)%v3,sSurfElemFaces(i)%v1,sSurfElemFaces(i)%v2)

1084 CALL Norm(sSurfElemFaces(i)%v2)

1085

1086 ! Calculate the distance of face plane to the origin

1087 sSurfElemFaces(i)%D = DOT_PRODUCT(sSurfElemFaces(i)%nc(1)%vals(:),sSurfElemFaces(i)%v3)

1088

1089 end do

1090 write(7,*)

1091 write(7,*) 'Finished updating surface element face details'

1092 write(7,*)
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1093

1094 ! ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

1095

1096 end if !_if (numIncs/=KINC)

1097

1098 ! **********************************************************************************************

1099

1100 ! MPM calculations: Update node coords - PART 1

1101 ! ---------------------------------------------

1102

1103 ! Get node details

1104 mNODE = GetIndexFromLabel(nodeLabels,NODE)

1105

1106 ! Store the value of ULOCAL before (1) mesh sweeping and (2) ULOCAL is modified by the wear

1107 ! calculations

1108 if (KMESHSWEEP==0) ULOCAL0(mNODE,1:3) = ULOCAL(1:3)

1109

1110 ! **********************************************************************************************

1111

1112 ! For nodes on the contact surfaces only (wear calculations only)

1113 ! ---------------------------------------------------------------

1114 iNODE = nodes(mNODE)%si

1115 if (iNODE/=0) then

1116

1117 ! Do during first mesh sweep

1118 ! --------------------------

1119 if (KMESHSWEEP==0) then

1120

1121 ! Retrieve node using ABAQUS utility functions

1122 ! --------------------------------------------

1123

1124 ! Find part name of local number of node

1125 PNNODE = nodes(mNODE)%pnnode

1126 LOCNODE = nodes(mNODE)%locnum

1127

1128 ! Get list of elements attached to node

1129 NELEMS = NELEMMAX

1130 CALL GETNODETOELEMCONN(NODE,NELEMS,JELEMLIST,JELEMTYPE,JRCD,JGVBLOCK)

1131

1132 ! ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

1133

1134 ! Calculate the node surface normal

1135 ! ---------------------------------

1136 ! Notes:

1137 ! 1. Option calcSurfNorm to calculate the surface normal rather than using value from

1138 ! ALOCAL. This may be used at the edge of the contact surface if the surface normal

1139 ! passed in to ABAQUS is not representative of the real normal i.e. if there is a

1140 ! chamfer at the edge of the contact surface.

1141 ! 2. Surface normal must be calculated if node is not on a flat surface on the boundary

1142 ! e.g. LNODETYPE /= 5. This includes any nodes on the symmetry plane in a half-

1143 ! symmetry model.

1144

1145 if ((calcSurfNorm) .OR. (LNODETYPE/=5)) then

1146 ! Count number of solid elements in list (ignore contact elements). Note that solid

1147 ! elements are first in list, followed by contact elements (which are internal)

1148 numSolidElems = COUNT(JELEMTYPE(1:NELEMS)==1)

1149 ! Calculate surf normal at node by vector sum of normals of connected element faces

1150 nodeNorm=0.0

1151 do i=1,numSolidElems

1152 elabel = JELEMLIST(i)

1153 if (TRIM(PNNODE)==TRIM(mPartName)) then

1154 eIndex = GetIndexFromLabel(mSurfElemLabels,elabel)

1155 if (eIndex/=0) nodeNorm = nodeNorm + mSurfElemFaces(eIndex)%v3

1156 else

1157 eIndex = GetIndexFromLabel(sSurfElemLabels,elabel)

1158 if (eIndex/=0) nodeNorm = nodeNorm + sSurfElemFaces(eIndex)%v3

1159 end if

1160 end do

1161 else

1162 nodeNorm = ALOCAL(1:3,3)

1163 end if

1164 CALL Norm(nodeNorm)

1165
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1166 ! ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

1167

1168 ! Get values of cpress, cshear1, cshear2, copen, cslip1 and cslip2 at current node

1169 ! --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1170

1171 ! (1) For slave surface

1172 if (TRIM(PNNODE)==TRIM(sPartName)) then

1173

1174 ! Get CPRESS, CSHEAR1 and CSHEAR2 values

1175 CALL GETVRMAVGATNODE(NODE,0,'CSTRESS',ARRAY,JRCD,JELEMLIST,NELEMS,JMATYP,JGVBLOCK)

1176 cpress (KINC,iNODE) = ARRAY(1)

1177 cshear1(KINC,iNODE) = ARRAY(2)

1178 cshear2(KINC,iNODE) = ARRAY(3)

1179

1180 ! Get COPEN, CSLIP1 and CSLIP2 values

1181 CALL GETVRMAVGATNODE(NODE,0,'CDISP',ARRAY,JRCD,JELEMLIST,NELEMS,JMATYP,JGVBLOCK)

1182 copen (KINC,iNODE) = ARRAY(1)

1183 cslip1(KINC,iNODE) = ARRAY(2)

1184 cslip2(KINC,iNODE) = ARRAY(3)

1185

1186 ! Test if contact node is active

1187 ! NOTE: isContactActive(iNODE,1) is the current increment

1188 ! isContactActive(iNODE,2) is the previous increment

1189 isContactActive(iNODE,2) = isContactActive(iNODE,1)

1190 isContactActive(iNODE,1) = (copen(KINC,iNODE) > largeNegTest)

1191

1192 ! NOTE: COPEN may have incorrect sign due to ABAQUS bug. Need to correct for this.

1193 if (isContactActive(iNODE,1)) copen(KINC,iNODE) = -copen(KINC,iNODE)

1194

1195 ! Calculate csinc1 and cinc2.

1196 ! If the node is not active, set these to zero.

1197 ! If removeElasticSlip is true, then subtract elastic slip from the values of the csinc

1198 ! values. This is to prevent non-physical wear resulting from numerical tolerances

1199 ! when using penalty friction which includes an allowable elastic slip

1200 ! NOTE: This is only carried out for the SLAVE surface

1201 if (isContactActive(iNODE,1) .AND. isContactActive(iNODE,2)) then

1202

1203 csinc1(KINC,iNODE) = cslip1(KINC,iNODE) - cslip1(KINC-1,iNODE)

1204 csinc2(KINC,iNODE) = cslip2(KINC,iNODE) - cslip2(KINC-1,iNODE)

1205

1206 if (removeElasticSlip) then

1207

1208 ! Calculate elastic slip in current increment (ci)

1209 ! Note: tauEq and tauCr are the equivalent and critical shear stress values

1210 tau1_ci = cshear1(KINC,iNODE)

1211 tau2_ci = cshear2(KINC,iNODE)

1212 tauEq_ci = sqrt(tau1_ci**2.0 + tau2_ci**2.0)

1213 tauCr_ci = min(cof * cpress(KINC,iNODE),taumax)

1214 if (tauCr_ci < small) then

1215 n_ci = 0.0

1216 ks_ci = large

1217 else

1218 n_ci = (tauEq_ci / tauCr_ci)

1219 ks_ci = (tauCr_ci / esliptol)

1220 end if

1221

1222 ! Calculate elastis slip in previous increment (pi)

1223 tau1_pi = cshear1(KINC-1,iNODE)

1224 tau2_pi = cshear2(KINC-1,iNODE)

1225 tauEq_pi = sqrt(tau1_pi**2.0 + tau2_pi**2.0)

1226 tauCr_pi = min(cof * cpress(KINC-1,iNODE), taumax)

1227 if (tauCr_pi < small) then

1228 n_pi = 0.0

1229 ks_pi = large

1230 else

1231 n_pi = (tauEq_pi / tauCr_pi)

1232 ks_pi = (tauCr_pi / esliptol)

1233 end if

1234

1235 ! If point is sticking (such that incremental slip is zero), then elastic slip

1236 ! must be below critical value in consecutive increments. If this is the case,

1237 ! then set slip increments to zero. If not, the remove elastic slip from cslip

1238 ! values
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1239 if ((n_ci <= ntol) .AND. (n_pi <= ntol)) then

1240 csinc1(KINC,iNODE) = 0.0

1241 csinc2(KINC,iNODE) = 0.0

1242 else

1243 ! Calculate elastic slip components in each direction for ci and pi

1244 gammaEl1_ci = abs(tau1_ci)/ks_ci

1245 gammaEl2_ci = abs(tau2_ci)/ks_ci

1246 gammaEl1_pi = abs(tau1_pi)/ks_pi

1247 gammaEl2_pi = abs(tau2_pi)/ks_pi

1248 ! Subtract elastic slip from slip increment components

1249 csinc1(KINC,iNODE) = csinc1(KINC,iNODE) - (gammaEl1_ci-gammaEl1_pi)

1250 csinc2(KINC,iNODE) = csinc2(KINC,iNODE) - (gammaEl2_ci-gammaEl2_pi)

1251 end if

1252

1253 end if

1254

1255 else

1256 csinc1(KINC,iNODE) = 0.0

1257 csinc2(KINC,iNODE) = 0.0

1258 end if

1259

1260 ! Write values for SLAVE surface to file. Convert real(8) variables to real(4) for

1261 ! output by using surfVarData type

1262 if (KSTEP >= firstWearStep) then

1263 svdata%step = KSTEP

1264 svdata%inc = KINC

1265 svdata%label = LOCNODE

1266 svdata%cpress = cpress (KINC,iNODE)

1267 svdata%cshear1 = cshear1(KINC,iNODE)

1268 svdata%cshear2 = cshear2(KINC,iNODE)

1269 svdata%copen = copen (KINC,iNODE)

1270 svdata%cslip1 = cslip1 (KINC,iNODE)

1271 svdata%cslip2 = cslip2 (KINC,iNODE)

1272 write(109) svdata

1273 end if

1274

1275 end if

1276

1277 ! (2) For master surface - Need to interpolate from slave surface

1278 if (TRIM(PNNODE)==TRIM(mPartName)) then

1279

1280 ! Get coords of master node

1281 mngc = nodeCoords(mNODE,1:3)

1282

1283 ! Get surface element that master node last intersected with (if any)

1284 nIndex = GetIndexFromLabel(mSurfNodeLabels,NODE)

1285 lastIntersect = mIntersect(nIndex)

1286

1287 ! Check if master node is still intersecting with previous surface element

1288 foundIntersection=.FALSE.

1289 if (lastIntersect/=0) then

1290 CALL FindIntersection(mngc,nodeNorm,sSurfElemFaces(lastIntersect),&

1291 foundIntersection,ipc2D,mOpen)

1292 end if

1293

1294 ! If no previous intersection is found, check all surf elements for an intersection

1295 if (foundIntersection==.FALSE.) then

1296

1297 intersect: do i=1,sNumSurfElems

1298

1299 ! Coarse screening: If distance of master node from one of the face nodes is

1300 ! greater than the search distance then too far away for an intersection, so

1301 ! skip to next

1302 dist = DistanceToPoints(mngc,sSurfElemFaces(i)%nc(1)%vals(:))

1303 if (dist > searchDistance) cycle

1304

1305 CALL FindIntersection(mngc,nodeNorm,sSurfElemFaces(i),foundIntersection,&

1306 ipc2D,mOpen)

1307 if (foundIntersection) then

1308 lastIntersect = i

1309 mIntersect(nIndex) = lastIntersect

1310 exit intersect

1311 end if
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1312

1313 end do intersect

1314

1315 end if

1316

1317 ! If an intersection is found, then interpolate values from slave surface to master

1318 ! node. If no intersection is found, then set all values such that wear will be zero.

1319 if (foundIntersection) then

1320

1321 ! Set contact float

1322 isContactActive(iNODE,1) = .TRUE.

1323

1324 ! Get CPRESS, CSHEAR1, CSHEAR2, CSINC1 and CSINC2 from updated slave surface nodes

1325 do k=1,4

1326 sNODE = sSurfElemFaces(lastIntersect)%ni(k)

1327 cp(k) = cpress (KINC,sNODE)

1328 sh1(k) = cshear1(KINC,sNODE)

1329 sh2(k) = cshear2(KINC,sNODE)

1330 cs1(k) = csinc1 (KINC,sNODE)

1331 cs2(k) = csinc2 (KINC,sNODE)

1332 end do

1333

1334 ! Interpolate CPRESS, CSHEAR1, CSHEAR2, CSINC1 and CSINC2 (NOT CSLIP1 and

1335 ! CSLIP2 as done in earlier revisions). COPEN is not interpolated; rahter, the

1336 ! value returned from the FindIntersection test is used

1337 copen (KINC,iNODE) = mOpen

1338 cpress (KINC,iNODE) = LinearQuadInterp(cp, ipc2D)

1339 cshear1(KINC,iNODE) = LinearQuadInterp(sh1, ipc2D)

1340 cshear2(KINC,iNODE) = LinearQuadInterp(sh2, ipc2D)

1341 csinc1 (KINC,iNODE) = LinearQuadInterp(cs1, ipc2D)

1342 csinc2 (KINC,iNODE) = LinearQuadInterp(cs2, ipc2D)

1343

1344 ! Update values of CSLIP1 and CSLIP2

1345 cslip1(KINC,iNODE) = cslip1(KINC-1,iNODE) + csinc1(KINC,iNODE)

1346 cslip2(KINC,iNODE) = cslip2(KINC-1,iNODE) + csinc2(KINC,iNODE)

1347

1348 else

1349

1350 ! Set contact flag

1351 isContactActive(iNODE,1) = .FALSE.

1352

1353 ! Values for nodes not in contact

1354 copen (KINC,iNODE) = largeNeg

1355 cpress (KINC,iNODE) = 0.0

1356 cshear1(KINC,iNODE) = 0.0

1357 cshear2(KINC,iNODE) = 0.0

1358 csinc1 (KINC,iNODE) = 0.0

1359 csinc2 (KINC,iNODE) = 0.0

1360 cslip1 (KINC,iNODE) = cslip1(KINC-1,iNODE)

1361 cslip2 (KINC,iNODE) = cslip2(KINC-1,iNODE)

1362

1363 end if

1364

1365 ! Write interpolated values for MASTER surface to file. Convert real(8) variables to

1366 ! real(4) for output by using surfVarData type

1367 if (KSTEP >= firstWearStep) then

1368 svdata%step = KSTEP

1369 svdata%inc = KINC

1370 svdata%label = LOCNODE

1371 svdata%cpress = cpress(KINC,iNODE)

1372 svdata%cshear1 = cshear1(KINC,iNODE)

1373 svdata%cshear2 = cshear2(KINC,iNODE)

1374 svdata%copen = copen (KINC,iNODE)

1375 svdata%cslip1 = cslip1(KINC,iNODE)

1376 svdata%cslip2 = cslip2(KINC,iNODE)

1377 write(107) svdata

1378 end if

1379

1380 end if !_if (TRIM(PNNODE)==TRIM(mPartName))

1381

1382 ! ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

1383

1384 ! For all fretting wear steps
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1385 wvlocal(iNODE,1:3)=0.0

1386 if (KSTEP>=firstWearStep .AND. isWearStep) then

1387

1388 ! Calculate the wear depth during increment

1389 ! -----------------------------------------

1390

1391 ! Calculate the change in cslip

1392 cslipInc = SQRT( csinc1(KINC,iNODE)**2 + csinc2(KINC,iNODE)**2 )

1393

1394 ! Calculate the average cpress value over the increment

1395 cpressAvg = 0.5*(cpress(KINC,iNODE) + cpress(KINC-1,iNODE))

1396

1397 ! Calculate the incremental wear

1398 wearInc(KINC,iNODE) = kn * cpressAvg * cslipInc

1399

1400 ! ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

1401

1402 ! Calculate the wear vector

1403 ! -------------------------

1404 ! Calculate the global wear vector, wvglobal (wrt global csys)

1405 ! Then transform to the local wear vector, wvlocal (wrt ALOCAL)

1406

1407 ! Apply wear incrementally

1408 if (applyWearInc==.TRUE.) then

1409

1410 wearMag = Dt * wearInc(KINC,iNODE)

1411 wvglobal = wearMag * -nodeNorm

1412

1413 TM3 = TRANSPOSE(ALOCAL(1:3,1:3))

1414 wvlocal(iNODE,1:3) = MATMUL(TM3,wvglobal)

1415

1416 ! NOTE: The time step size of the NEXT increment (NOT THE CURRENT ONE, where the

1417 ! maximum wear depth may have been exceeded) may be reduced by setting PNEWDT to

1418 ! a value less than 1.0; this has not been done here. Therefore, user must ensure

1419 ! that the results remain numerically stable. This can be done my viewing the

1420 ! value of Dh_max that is written to the message file by this subroutine.

1421

1422 ! Apply wear at the end of the step only

1423 else

1424

1425 wearMag=0.0D0; wvlocal(iNODE,1:3)=0.0

1426 if (TIME(1)>(1.0D0-small)) then

1427

1428 wearStep=0.0D0

1429 do i=1,KINC

1430 wearStep = wearStep + wearInc(i,iNODE)

1431 end do

1432 wearMag = Dt * wearStep

1433 wvglobal = wearMag * -nodeNorm

1434

1435 TM3 = TRANSPOSE(ALOCAL(1:3,1:3))

1436 wvlocal(iNODE,1:3) = MATMUL(TM3,wvglobal)

1437

1438 end if

1439

1440 end if

1441

1442 ! ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

1443

1444 ! Write output files

1445 ! ------------------

1446

1447 ! Write master surface results to file and slave surface results to file. Convert

1448 ! from real(8) to real(4) when writing to output files by using wearVarData type

1449 wvdata = wearVarData(KSTEP,KINC,LOCNODE,cpressAvg,cslipInc,wearMag)

1450 if (trim(PNNODE)==mPartName) unitNumber = 108

1451 if (trim(PNNODE)==sPartName) unitNumber = 110

1452 write(unit=unitnumber) wvdata

1453

1454 ! ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

1455

1456 end if !_if (KSTEP>=firstWearStep .AND. isWearStep)

1457
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1458 ! Assign value to ULOCAL to apply wear. Note that UMESHMOTION only allows ULOCAL to be

1459 ! modified during KMESHSWEEP=0, so keep the update here to remember this. During further

1460 ! mesh sweeps (KMESHSWEEP>=1), the only changes to ULOCAL are made my the mesh smoothing

1461 ! routine (outside this subroutine)

1462 ULOCAL = ULOCAL + wvlocal(iNODE,1:3)

1463

1464 end if !_if (KMESHSWEEP==0)

1465

1466 ! ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

1467

1468 end if !_if (iNODE/=0)

1469

1470 ! **********************************************************************************************

1471

1472 ! MPM calculations: Update node coords - PART 2

1473 ! ---------------------------------------------

1474 ! NOTE: Ensure that these MPM calculations are at the end of the subroutine to ensure that the

1475 ! final coordinates of the surface nodes are captured in the event that mesh smoothing is

1476 ! turned off.

1477

1478 ! Calculate the change in the value of ULOCAL due to mesh sweeping

1479 changeULOCAL(1:3) = ULOCAL(1:3) - ULOCAL0(mNODE,1:3)

1480

1481 ! Store the nodal coordinates after mesh sweeping. If an internal node (LNODETYPE=1), ALOCAL is

1482 ! the identity matrix and there is no need to transform changeULOCAL to get the global

1483 ! coordinates

1484 if (LNODETYPE==1) then

1485 ncams(mNODE,1:3) = nodeCoords(mNODE,1:3) + changeULOCAL(1:3)

1486 else

1487 ncams(mNODE,1:3) = nodeCoords(mNODE,1:3) + MATMUL(ALOCAL(1:3,1:3),changeULOCAL(1:3))

1488 end if

1489

1490 ! **********************************************************************************************

1491

1492 ! General mesh smoothing settings

1493 ! ---------------------------------------

1494 ! Smooth interior nodes only (LNODETYPE=1). All other nodes types (tied nodes (2), corner nodes

1495 ! (3), edge nodes (4), nodes on flat surface of boundary (5), constraint master nodes (6),

1496 ! constraint slave nodes (7)) are not smoothed. This includes the nodes on the wear surfaces;

1497 ! the coordinates of these nodes are modified by updating the value of ULOCAL only.

1498

1499 ! Mesh smoothing is turned off during the last sweep (numSweeps+1) to ensure that the final

1500 ! coordinates of these nodes are known. That is, we update ncams and then set LSMOOTH to 0 so

1501 ! that the mesh smoothing routine will not be called after the last call to UMESHMOTION

1502 LSMOOTH = 0

1503 if (LNODETYPE==1 .AND. KMESHSWEEP<=numSweeps) LSMOOTH = 1

1504

1505 ! **********************************************************************************************

1506

1507 return

1508 end
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D.2 Module umeshmotion_types

1 module umeshmotion_types

2

3 integer(4), parameter :: packedLength=8

4 real(8), parameter :: small=1.0E-06, large=1.0E+30, largeNeg=-1.0E+36, largeNegTest=-1.0E+30

5

6 ! Compound type used to form an array of pointers in type hexElemFace

7 type pointTo

8 real(8), pointer :: vals(:)

9 end type pointTo

10

11 ! Compound type used to point to a hex element

12 type pointToHex

13 type(hexElem), pointer :: vals

14 end type pointToHex

15

16 ! Node type

17 type anode

18 character :: pnnode*80 ! Part instance name

19 integer(4) :: intnum ! Internal node number (corresponding to NODE variable)

20 integer(4) :: locnum ! Local (part instance) node number

21 integer(4) :: ni ! Node index wrt nodeLabels

22 integer(4) :: si ! Node index wrt surfNodeLabels

23 end type anode

24 type(anode), allocatable, save :: nodes(:)

25

26 ! Compound type to describe each hex element

27 type hexElem

28 integer(4) :: label ! Element label

29 integer(4) :: nl(8) ! Labels of nodes connected to element

30 type(pointTo) :: nc(8) ! Coordinates of nodes. Points to array nodeCoords

31 type(pointTo) :: ncams(8) ! Coordinates of nodes after mesh sweep. Points to ncams

32 end type hexElem

33 type(hexElem), allocatable, save, target :: hexElems(:)

34 type(hexElem) :: hexElement

35

36 ! Compound type to describe the faces of hex elements that make up the wear surfaces

37 type hexElemFace

38 integer(4) :: nl(4) ! Labels of nodes connected to face

39 integer(4) :: ni(4) ! Node index wrt surfNodeLabels

40 type(pointTo) :: nc(4) ! Coordinates of nodes. Points to array nodeCoords

41 real(8) :: v1(3),v2(3) ! In-plane vectors

42 real(8) :: v3(3) ! Face normal

43 real(8) :: D ! Perpendicular distance of face plane from origin

44 end type hexElemFace

45 type(hexElemFace), allocatable, save :: mSurfElemFaces(:), sSurfElemFaces(:)

46 type(hexElemFace) :: face

47

48 ! Compound type to describe each point in the Material Point Mesh (MPM)

49 type mpmPoint

50 character :: partName*80 ! Name of part instance that contains point

51 integer(4) :: label ! Point label

52 integer(4) :: cteInt ! Containing element - Internal (assembly) num system

53 integer(4) :: cteLoc ! Containing element - Local (part instance) num system

54 real(8) :: ipc(3) ! Iso-parametric coordinates

55 real(8) :: gc(3) ! Global coordinates

56 type(pointToHex) :: hexElem ! Containing hex element. Points to array hexElems

57 end type

58 type(mpmPoint), allocatable, save :: mpmPoints(:)

59

60 ! Compound type to read/write surface data to/from binary files - Matches struct in C++ post

61 type surfVarData

62 integer(4) :: step,inc,label

63 real(4) :: cpress,cshear1,cshear2,copen,cslip1,cslip2

64 end type

65 type(surfVarData) :: svdata

66

67 ! Compound type to write surface wear data to binary files - Matches struct in C++ post

68 type wearVarData

69 integer(4) :: step,inc,label

70 real(4) :: cpressAvg,cslipInc,wearInc
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71 end type

72 type(wearVarData) :: wvdata

73

74 ! Compound type to read/write material point mesh data to/from file - Matches struct in C++ post

75 type mpmData

76 integer(4) :: step,inc,label ! Step, inc, point label

77 character :: partName*packedLength ! Name of part instance that contains point

78 integer(4) :: cteLoc ! Containing element - Local (part instance) num sys

79 real(4) :: ipc(3) ! Iso-parametric coordinates

80 end type

81 type(mpmData) :: mmp

82

83 end module umeshmotion_types
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D.3 Module umeshmotion_functions

1 module umeshmotion_functions

2

3 use umeshmotion_types

4

5 contains

6

7 ! ~~~~~~~~~~

8

9 function GetFileNamePrev(outdir,basename,restartNum,filename,ext) result(filepath)

10

11 ! Returns the name of the results file from the previous analysis i.e. for reading

12 implicit none

13 character(len=*), intent(in) :: outdir, basename, filename, ext

14 character :: filepath*256

15 integer, intent(in) :: restartNum

16

17 filepath = ""

18 if (restartNum==0) then

19 return

20 else if (restartNum==1) then

21 write(filepath,"(2A)") trim(filename),trim(ext)

22 else

23 write(filepath,"(4A)") trim(filename),'-r',trim(str(restartNum-1)),trim(ext)

24 end if

25 filepath = trim(adjustl(outdir)) // '/' // trim(adjustl(basename)) // filepath

26

27 end function GetFileNamePrev

28

29 ! ~~~~~~~~~~

30

31 function GetFileNameCurr(outdir,basename,restartNum,filename,ext) result(filepath)

32

33 ! Returns the name of the results file for the current analysis i.e. for writing

34 implicit none

35 character(len=*), intent(in) :: outdir, basename, filename, ext

36 character :: filepath*256

37 integer, intent(in) :: restartNum

38

39 if ((restartNum==0) .OR. (ext=='.txt')) then

40 write(filepath,"(2A)") trim(filename),trim(ext)

41 else

42 write(filepath,"(4A)") trim(filename),'-r',trim(str(restartNum)),trim(ext)

43 end if

44 filepath = trim(adjustl(outdir)) // '/' // trim(adjustl(basename)) // filepath

45

46 end function GetFileNameCurr

47

48 ! ~~~~~~~~~~

49

50 character(len=20) function str(k)

51 ! Convert an integer to string

52 integer, intent(in) :: k

53 write (str, *) k

54 str = adjustl(str)

55 end function str

56

57 ! ~~~~~~~~~~

58

59 function DistanceToPoints(a,b) result(dist)

60 ! Calculates the distance from point a to point b in 3D space

61 implicit none

62 real(8), intent(in) :: a(3),b(3)

63 real(8) :: dist

64 integer(4) :: i

65 dist = 0.0

66 do i=1,3

67 dist = dist + (a(i)-b(i))**2

68 end do

69 dist = SQRT(dist)

70 end function DistanceToPoints
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71

72 ! ~~~~~~~~~~

73

74 function padWithNullChar(s_in,packedLength) result(s_out)

75 ! Function used to write char arrays to unformatted file that will be read using a C++ program.

76 ! The C++ code uses an unpacked struct in which alignment is done by the compiler to match

77 ! natural boundaries. Alignment is typically in multiples of 32 bits, or 4 bytes. So the packed-

78 ! Length supplied should be divisible by 4 (or potentially 8 on 64 bit systems)

79 implicit none

80 integer, intent(in) :: packedLength

81 integer :: indx,trimmedLength

82 character(len=*), intent(in) :: s_in

83 character(len=packedLength) :: s_out

84

85 trimmedLength = len_trim(s_in)

86 s_out(1:trimmedLength) = trim(s_in)

87 indx = min(trimmedLength+1,packedLength)

88 s_out(indx:packedLength) = char(0)

89

90 end function padWithNullChar

91

92 ! ~~~~~~~~~~

93

94 subroutine CrossProduct(v1,v2,v3)

95 ! Calculates cross product v3 = v1 x v2

96 implicit none

97 real(8), intent(in) :: v1(3),v2(3)

98 real(8), intent(out) :: v3(3)

99 v3(1) = v1(2)*v2(3) - v1(3)*v2(2)

100 v3(2) = v1(3)*v2(1) - v1(1)*v2(3)

101 v3(3) = v1(1)*v2(2) - v1(2)*v2(1)

102 return

103 end subroutine CrossProduct

104

105 ! ~~~~~~~~~~

106

107 function VectorMag(v) result(vMag)

108 ! Calculates the magnitude of vector v

109 implicit none

110 real(8), intent(in) :: v(:)

111 real(8) :: vMag

112 integer(4) :: i

113 vMag=0.0;

114 do i=1,size(v)

115 vMag = vMag + v(i)**2

116 end do

117 vMag = sqrt(vMag)

118 end function VectorMag

119

120 ! ~~~~~~~~~~

121

122 subroutine Norm(v)

123 ! Normalises vector v

124 implicit none

125 real(8), intent(inout) :: v(:)

126 real(8) :: vMag

127 vMag = VectorMag(v)

128 v = v/vMag

129 return

130 end subroutine Norm

131

132 ! ~~~~~~~~~~

133

134 subroutine PointInLinearHexElement(X2,nv,flag,G2)

135

136 ! Tests if point X2 lies within a linear hexahedral element (C3D8). Does this by first finding

137 ! the corresponding isoparametric coordinates G2 and testing if these are in the correct range

138 ! to lie within the given element.

139

140 implicit none

141

142 real(8), parameter :: tol=1.0D-6,limit=1.0D0+tol

143 real(8), intent(in) :: X2(3),nv(3,8)
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144 real(8), intent(out) :: G2(3)

145 logical, intent(out) :: flag

146

147 real(8) :: X1(3),N(8),dNdG(8,3),dX(3),JM(3,3)

148 integer :: i

149

150 ! Specify a point within the element where both the isoparametric coordinates and the global

151 ! Cartesian coordinates are known, e.g. G1=(g1,h1,r1) and X1=(x1,y1,z1). Do this by nominating a

152 ! value for G1 and then using the element shape function to find X1.

153 G2 = 0.0

154 do i=1,2

155

156 CALL LinearHexShapeFuncMatrix(G2,N)

157 X1 = MATMUL(nv,N) ! (3x1) = (3x8)x(8x1)

158

159 ! Find the dX vector, where dX = (dx,dy,dz) = X2-X1 = (x2-x1,y2-y1,z2-z1)

160 dX = X2-X1

161

162 ! Form the Jacobian matrix, J

163 CALL LinearHexShapeFuncDerivMatrix(G2,dNdG)

164 JM = MATMUL(nv,dNdG) ! (3x3) = (3x8)x(8x3)

165

166 ! Solve for change in isoparametric coordinates dG=(dg,dh,dr) (returned by dX)

167 ! dX = J.dG

168 CALL SolveLinearEquations(JM,dX)

169

170 ! Calculate the isoparametric coordinates of point X2, G2=(g2,h2,r2). That is:

171 ! (g2,h2,r2) = (g1,h1,r1) + (dg,dh,dr)

172 G2 = G2 + dX

173

174 end do

175

176 ! Test if point X2,G2 lies within the hex element

177 if ( (abs(G2(1))<=limit .AND. abs(G2(2))<=limit .AND. abs(G2(3))<=limit) ) then

178 flag = .TRUE.

179 else

180 flag = .FALSE.

181 end if

182

183 return

184 end subroutine PointInLinearHexElement

185

186 ! ~~~~~~~~~~

187

188 function LinearHexInterp(nv,ipc) result(U)

189

190 ! Linear hexahedral element (C3D8) interpolation function. Returns the value of a variable U at

191 ! the specified isoparametric coordinates (g,h,r) given the nodal values of U, nv.

192

193 implicit none

194 real(8), intent(in) :: nv(8),ipc(3)

195 real(8) :: N(8),U

196

197 CALL LinearHexShapeFuncMatrix(ipc,N)

198 U = DOT_PRODUCT(nv,N)

199

200 end function LinearHexInterp

201

202 ! ~~~~~~~~~~

203

204 subroutine LinearHexShapeFuncMatrix(ipc,N)

205

206 ! Returns the shape function matrix N=(N1,N2,...,N8) for a linear hexahedral element (C3D8)

207 ! evaluated at the point defined by the provided isoparametric coordinates, ipc=(g,h,r)

208

209 implicit none

210 real(8), intent(in) :: ipc(3)

211 real(8), intent(out) :: N(8)

212 real(8) :: g,h,r

213

214 ! Unpack isoparametric coordinates

215 g=ipc(1); h=ipc(2); r=ipc(3)

216
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217 ! Shape functions

218 N(1) = (1-g)*(1-h)*(1-r)

219 N(2) = (1+g)*(1-h)*(1-r)

220 N(3) = (1+g)*(1+h)*(1-r)

221 N(4) = (1-g)*(1+h)*(1-r)

222 N(5) = (1-g)*(1-h)*(1+r)

223 N(6) = (1+g)*(1-h)*(1+r)

224 N(7) = (1+g)*(1+h)*(1+r)

225 N(8) = (1-g)*(1+h)*(1+r)

226 N = N/8.0

227

228 return

229 end subroutine LinearHexShapeFuncMatrix

230

231 ! ~~~~~~~~~~

232

233 subroutine LinearHexShapeFuncDerivMatrix(ipc,dNdG)

234

235 ! Returns the matrix containing the partial derivatives of the shape function matrix for a

236 ! linear hexahedral element, dNdG = (dN/dg,dN/dh,dN/dr), evaluated at the point defined by the

237 ! provided isoparametric coordinates, ipc=(g,h,r)

238

239 implicit none

240 real(8), intent(in) :: ipc(3)

241 real(8), intent(out) :: dNdG(8,3)

242 real(8) :: g,h,r

243

244 ! Unpack isoparametric coordinates

245 g=ipc(1); h=ipc(2); r=ipc(3)

246

247 ! Partial derivatives of shape functions

248 ! dNdg (column 1)

249 dNdG(1,1) = -(1-h)*(1-r)

250 dNdG(2,1) = (1-h)*(1-r)

251 dNdG(3,1) = (1+h)*(1-r)

252 dNdG(4,1) = -(1+h)*(1-r)

253 dNdG(5,1) = -(1-h)*(1+r)

254 dNdG(6,1) = (1-h)*(1+r)

255 dNdG(7,1) = (1+h)*(1+r)

256 dNdG(8,1) = -(1+h)*(1+r)

257

258 ! dNdh (column 2)

259 dNdG(1,2) = -(1-g)*(1-r)

260 dNdG(2,2) = -(1+g)*(1-r)

261 dNdG(3,2) = (1+g)*(1-r)

262 dNdG(4,2) = (1-g)*(1-r)

263 dNdG(5,2) = -(1-g)*(1+r)

264 dNdG(6,2) = -(1+g)*(1+r)

265 dNdG(7,2) = (1+g)*(1+r)

266 dNdG(8,2) = (1-g)*(1+r)

267

268 ! dNdr (column 3)

269 dNdG(1,3) = -(1-g)*(1-h)

270 dNdG(2,3) = -(1+g)*(1-h)

271 dNdG(3,3) = -(1+g)*(1+h)

272 dNdG(4,3) = -(1-g)*(1+h)

273 dNdG(5,3) = (1-g)*(1-h)

274 dNdG(6,3) = (1+g)*(1-h)

275 dNdG(7,3) = (1+g)*(1+h)

276 dNdG(8,3) = (1-g)*(1+h)

277

278 dNdG = dNdG/8.0

279

280 return

281 end subroutine LinearHexShapeFuncDerivMatrix

282

283 ! ~~~~~~~~~~

284

285 subroutine PointInLinearQuadElement(X2,nv,flag,G2)

286

287 ! Tests if point X2 lies within a linear quadrilateral element (C3D4). Does this by first finding

288 ! the corresponding isoparametric coordinates G2 and testing if these are in the correct range

289 ! to lie within the given element.
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290

291 implicit none

292

293 real(8), parameter :: tol=1.0D-6,limit=1.0D0+tol

294 real(8), intent(in) :: X2(2),nv(2,4)

295 real(8), intent(out) :: G2(2)

296 logical, intent(out) :: flag

297

298 real(8) :: X1(2),N(4),dNdG(4,2),dX(2),JM(2,2)

299 integer :: i

300

301 ! Specify a point where both the isoparametric coordinates and the global Cartesian coordinates

302 ! are known, e.g. G1=(g1,h1) and X1=(x1,y1). Do this by nominating a value for G1 and then using

303 ! the element shape function to find X1.

304 G2 = 0.0

305 do i=1,2

306

307 CALL LinearQuadShapeFuncMatrix(G2,N)

308 X1 = MATMUL(nv,N) ! (2x1) = (2x4)x(4x1)

309

310 ! Find the dX vector, where dX = (dx,dy) = X2-X1 = (x2-x1,y2-y1)

311 dX = X2-X1

312

313 ! Form the Jacobian matrix, J

314 CALL LinearQuadShapeFuncDerivMatrix(G2,dNdG)

315 JM = MATMUL(nv,dNdG) ! (2x2) = (2x4)x(4x2)

316

317 ! Solve for change in isoparametric coordinates dG=(dg,dh) (returned by dX)

318 ! dX = J.dG

319 CALL SolveLinearEquations(JM,dX)

320

321 ! Calculate the isoparametric coordinates of point X2, G2=(g2,h2). That is:

322 ! (g2,h2) = (g1,h1) + (dg,dh)

323 G2 = G2 + dX

324

325 end do

326

327 ! Test if point X2,G2 lies within the quad element

328 if ( (abs(G2(1))<=limit .AND. abs(G2(2))<=limit) ) then

329 flag = .TRUE.

330 else

331 flag = .FALSE.

332 end if

333

334 return

335 end subroutine PointInLinearQuadElement

336

337 ! ~~~~~~~~~~

338

339 function LinearQuadInterp(nv,ipc) result(U)

340

341 ! Linear quadrilateral element (C3D4) interpolation function. Returns the value of a variable U

342 ! at the specified isoparametric coordinates (g,h) given the nodal values of U, nv.

343

344 implicit none

345 real(8), intent(in) :: nv(4),ipc(2)

346 real(8) :: N(4),U

347

348 CALL LinearQuadShapeFuncMatrix(ipc,N)

349 U = DOT_PRODUCT(nv,N)

350

351 end function LinearQuadInterp

352

353 ! ~~~~~~~~~~

354

355 subroutine LinearQuadShapeFuncMatrix(ipc,N)

356

357 ! Returns the shape function matrix N=(N1,N2,N3,N4) for a linear quadrilateral element (C3D4)

358 ! evaluated at the point defined by the provided isoparametric coordinates, ipc=(g,h)

359

360 implicit none

361 real(8), intent(in) :: ipc(2)

362 real(8), intent(out) :: N(4)
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363 real(8) :: g,h

364

365 ! Unpack the isoparametric coordinates

366 g=ipc(1); h=ipc(2)

367

368 ! Shape functions

369 N(1) = (1-g)*(1-h)

370 N(2) = (1+g)*(1-h)

371 N(3) = (1+g)*(1+h)

372 N(4) = (1-g)*(1+h)

373 N = N/4.0

374

375 return

376 end subroutine LinearQuadShapeFuncMatrix

377

378 ! ~~~~~~~~~~

379

380 subroutine LinearQuadShapeFuncDerivMatrix(ipc,dNdG)

381

382 ! Returns the matrix containing the partial derivatives of the shape function matrix for a linear

383 ! quadrilateral element, dNdG = (dN/dg,dN/dh), evaluated at the point defined by the provided

384 ! isoparametric coordinates, ipc=(g,h)

385

386 implicit none

387 real(8), intent(in) :: ipc(2)

388 real(8), intent(out) :: dNdG(4,2)

389 real(8) :: g,h

390

391 ! Unpack isoparametric coordinates

392 g=ipc(1); h=ipc(2)

393

394 ! Partial derivatives of shape functions

395 ! dNdg (column 1)

396 dNdG(1,1) = -(1-h)

397 dNdG(2,1) = (1-h)

398 dNdG(3,1) = (1+h)

399 dNdG(4,1) = -(1+h)

400 ! dNdh (column 2)

401 dNdG(1,2) = -(1-g)

402 dNdG(2,2) = -(1+g)

403 dNdG(3,2) = (1+g)

404 dNdG(4,2) = (1-g)

405 dNdG = dNdG/4.0

406

407 return

408 end subroutine LinearQuadShapeFuncDerivMatrix

409

410 ! ~~~~~~~~~~

411

412 subroutine FindIntersection(pointGlobalCoords,pointNorm,quadFace,foundIntersection,ipc,sNorm)

413

414 ! Finds intersection between a point normal and an quadrilateral face. If an intersection is

415 ! found, then returns the isoparametric coordinates of the intersection point within the face.

416 ! This subroutine forms the basis of interpolation from surface variables from the slave contact

417 ! surface to the master contact surface.

418 ! INPUT VARIABLES:

419 ! (1) pointGlobalCoords: (x,y,z) coordinates of the point (representing the master node)

420 ! (2) pointNorm: Normal at the point (the surface normal at the node location)

421 ! (3) quadFace: hexElemFace (representing face of element on slave surface)

422 ! OUTPUT VARIABLES:

423 ! (1) ipc: iso-parametric coordinates of the intersection point (g,h)

424 ! (2) sNorm: Point normal scale factor (dist from the point to the quad face, along the normal)

425

426 implicit none

427 real(8), intent(in) :: pointGlobalCoords(3),pointNorm(3)

428 type(hexElemFace), intent(in) :: quadFace

429 real(8), intent(out) :: ipc(2), sNorm

430 logical, intent(out) :: foundIntersection

431

432 integer(4) :: i

433 real(8) :: sDen, sNum

434 real(8) :: R(4,4), T(4,4), TM4(4,4)

435 real(8) :: q(3), temp(4), ncg(4)
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436 real(8) :: pointLocalCoords(2),ncl(2,4)

437

438 ! Check if intersection between point normal and plane defined by quadrilateral face is possible

439 ! (If point and plane normals are facing the same direction (dot>0) or are perpendicular (dot=0),

440 ! then no intersection is possible). If an intersection is possible, then continue to find the

441 ! coordinates of the intersection point and determine if this point lies within the bounds of the

442 ! quadrilateral.

443

444 ipc=0.0

445 sDen = DOT_PRODUCT(pointNorm,quadFace%v3)

446 if (sDen>-small) then

447

448 foundIntersection=.FALSE.

449

450 else

451

452 ! Calculate distance s from the point to the intersection point q. Use the point normal and

453 ! this distance to find coordinates of q

454 sNum = quadFace%D - DOT_PRODUCT(pointGlobalCoords,quadFace%v3)

455 sNorm = sNum / sDen

456 q = pointGlobalCoords + sNorm*pointNorm

457

458 ! Determine if point q lies within the bounds of the quadrilateral

459 ! (a) Transform point coords from global to local csys

460

461 ! Translation matrix

462 T = 0.0D0; do i=1,4; T(i,i)=1.0D0; end do

463 T(1:3,4) = -quadFace%nc(1)%vals(:)

464

465 ! Rotation matrix

466 R = 0.0D0; do i=1,4; R(i,i)=1.0D0; end do

467 R(1,1:3) = quadFace%v1 ! v1 is 1st row

468 R(2,1:3) = quadFace%v2 ! v2 is 2nd row

469 R(3,1:3) = quadFace%v3 ! v3 is 3rd row

470

471 ! Transformation matrix to transform from global to local face

472 TM4 = MATMUL(R,T)

473

474 ! Transform nodal coordinates from global (ncg) to local (ncl)

475 ! (i) Quad element nodes

476 ncg = 1.0D0

477 do i=1,4

478 ncg(1:3) = quadFace%nc(i)%vals(:)

479 temp = MATMUL(TM4,ncg)

480 ncl(1:2,i) = temp(1:2) ! Get x and y coords only (given z=0)

481 end do

482

483 ! (ii) Point

484 temp = 1.0; temp(1:3) = q; temp = MATMUL(TM4,temp)

485 pointLocalCoords = temp(1:2)

486

487 ! (b) Find quadrilateral parametric coordinates (g,h) for point using quad shape function

488 CALL PointInLinearQuadElement(pointLocalCoords,ncl,foundIntersection,ipc)

489

490 end if

491

492 return

493 end subroutine FindIntersection

494

495 ! ~~~~~~~~~~

496

497 subroutine SolveLinearEquations(A,b)

498

499 ! Solves system of linear equations Ax=b using Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting

500

501 implicit none

502 integer(4) :: i,j,k,m,n,pvtStore,Ashape(2)

503 real(8) :: pvt,temp,A(:,:),b(:)

504 integer(4), allocatable :: pivot(:)

505 real(8), allocatable :: x(:)

506

507 ! Allocate memory for dynamic arrays

508 Ashape(:)=shape(A); m=Ashape(2); n=Ashape(1)
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509 allocate(pivot(n),x(n))

510

511 ! Solve equations

512 do j=1,n-1

513 pvt = abs(A(j,j))

514 pvtStore = j

515 pivot(j) = pvtStore

516 ! Find pivot row

517 do i=j+1,n

518 if (abs(A(i,j)) > pvt) then

519 pvt = abs(A(i,j))

520 pvtStore = i

521 end if

522 end do

523

524 ! Switch rows if necessary

525 if (pivot(j)/=pvtStore) then

526 pivot(j)=pvtStore

527 pivot(pvtStore) = j

528 do k=1,n

529 temp = A(j,k)

530 A(j,k) = A(pivot(j),k)

531 A(pivot(j),k)=temp

532 end do

533 temp = b(j)

534 b(j) = b(pivot(j))

535 b(pivot(j)) = temp

536 end if

537

538 ! Store multipliers

539 do i=j+1,n

540 A(i,j)=A(i,j)/A(j,j)

541 end do

542

543 ! Create zeros below main diagonal

544 do i=j+1,n

545 do k=j+1,n

546 A(i,k)=A(i,k)-A(i,j)*A(j,k)

547 end do

548 b(i)=b(i)-A(i,j)*b(j)

549 end do

550

551 end do

552

553 ! Back substitution

554 x(n)=b(n)/A(n,n)

555 do j=n-1,1,-1

556 x(j)=b(j)

557 do k=n,j+1,-1

558 x(j)=x(j)-x(k)*A(j,k)

559 end do

560 x(j)=x(j)/A(j,j)

561 end do

562 b = x

563

564 ! Deallocate dynamics arrays

565 deallocate(pivot,x)

566

567 return

568 end subroutine SolveLinearEquations

569

570 ! ~~~~~~~~~~

571

572 function checkFileExists(fname) result(fileExists)

573 character(len=*), intent(in) :: fname

574 logical :: fileExists

575 inquire(file=fname,exist=fileExists)

576 if (.NOT. fileExists) write(*,*) 'File "',trim(adjustl(fname)),'" does not exist. Exiting.'

577 end function checkFileExists

578

579 ! ~~~~~~~~~~

580

581 end module umeshmotion_functions
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D.4 Module search_utilities

1 module search_utilities

2

3 use umeshmotion_types

4

5 contains

6

7 subroutine IndexTable(iarr,indx)

8

9 ! Code modified from Numerical Recipes F90 subroutine "indexx_i4b"

10 ! Array index should be the same size as iarr (say n) with entries 1,2,...,n

11

12 implicit none

13 integer(4), dimension(:), intent(in) :: iarr

14 integer(4), dimension(:), intent(inout) :: indx

15 integer(4), parameter :: nn=15, nstack=50

16 integer(4) :: a,n,k,i,j,indxt,jstack,l,r

17 integer(4), dimension(nstack) :: istack

18

19 n = size(iarr); jstack=0; l=1; r=n

20 do

21 if (r-l < nn) then

22 do j=l+1,r

23 indxt=indx(j)

24 a=iarr(indxt)

25 do i=j-1,l,-1

26 if (iarr(indx(i)) <= a) exit

27 indx(i+1)=indx(i)

28 end do

29 indx(i+1)=indxt

30 end do

31 if (jstack == 0) return

32 r=istack(jstack)

33 l=istack(jstack-1)

34 jstack=jstack-2

35 else

36 k=(l+r)/2

37 call Swap(indx(k),indx(l+1))

38 call Icomp_xchg(indx(l),indx(r))

39 call Icomp_xchg(indx(l+1),indx(r))

40 call Icomp_xchg(indx(l),indx(l+1))

41 i=l+1

42 j=r

43 indxt=indx(l+1)

44 a=iarr(indxt)

45 do

46 do

47 i=i+1

48 if (iarr(indx(i)) >= a) exit

49 end do

50 do

51 j=j-1

52 if (iarr(indx(j)) <= a) exit

53 end do

54 if (j < i) exit

55 call Swap(indx(i),indx(j))

56 end do

57 indx(l+1)=indx(j)

58 indx(j)=indxt

59 jstack=jstack+2

60 if (jstack > nstack) then

61 write(*,*) 'Subroutine IndexTable: nstack too small'

62 stop 'program terminated'

63 end if

64 if (r-i+1 >= j-l) then

65 istack(jstack)=r

66 istack(jstack-1)=i

67 r=j-1

68 else

69 istack(jstack)=j-1

70 istack(jstack-1)=l
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71 l=i

72 end if

73 end if

74 end do

75

76 contains

77

78 subroutine Icomp_xchg(i,j)

79 implicit none

80 integer(4), intent(inout) :: i,j

81 integer(4) :: swp

82 if (iarr(j) < iarr(i)) then

83 swp = i

84 i = j

85 j = swp

86 end if

87 end subroutine Icomp_xchg

88

89 end subroutine IndexTable

90

91 ! ~~~~~~~~~~

92

93 subroutine Swap(a,b)

94 implicit none

95 integer(4), intent(inout) :: a,b

96 integer(4) :: dum

97 dum = a

98 a = b

99 b = dum

100 end subroutine Swap

101

102 ! ~~~~~~~~~~

103

104 subroutine Sort_integer(iarr)

105

106 implicit none

107

108 integer(4), intent(inout) :: iarr(:)

109 integer(4), allocatable :: indx(:)

110 integer(4) :: i,n

111

112 n = size(iarr)

113 allocate(indx(n))

114 do i=1,n

115 indx(i)=i

116 end do

117

118 CALL IndexTable(iarr,indx)

119 iarr = iarr(indx)

120

121 deallocate(indx)

122

123 end subroutine Sort_integer

124

125 ! ~~~~~~~~~~

126

127 subroutine Sort_hexElemFace(iarr,slave)

128

129 implicit none

130

131 integer(4), intent(inout) :: iarr(:)

132 type(hexElemFace), intent(inout) :: slave(:)

133

134 integer(4), allocatable :: indx(:)

135 integer(4) :: i,n

136 type(hexElemFace), allocatable :: temp(:)

137

138 n = size(iarr)

139 allocate(indx(n))

140 do i=1,n

141 indx(i)=i

142 end do

143
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144 CALL IndexTable(iarr,indx)

145 iarr = iarr(indx)

146

147 allocate(temp(n))

148 do i=1,n

149 temp(i) = slave(i)

150 end do

151 do i=1,n

152 slave(i) = temp(indx(i))

153 end do

154

155 deallocate(indx,temp)

156

157 end subroutine Sort_hexElemFace

158

159 ! ~~~~~~~~~~

160

161 subroutine Sort_hexElem(iarr,slave)

162

163 implicit none

164

165 integer(4), intent(inout) :: iarr(:)

166 type(hexElem), intent(inout) :: slave(:)

167

168 integer(4), allocatable :: indx(:)

169 integer(4) :: i,n

170 type(hexElem), allocatable :: temp(:)

171

172 n = size(iarr)

173 allocate(indx(n))

174 do i=1,n

175 indx(i)=i

176 end do

177

178 CALL IndexTable(iarr,indx)

179 iarr = iarr(indx)

180

181 allocate(temp(n))

182 do i=1,n

183 temp(i) = slave(i)

184 end do

185 do i=1,n

186 slave(i) = temp(indx(i))

187 end do

188

189 deallocate(indx,temp)

190

191 end subroutine Sort_hexElem

192

193 ! ~~~~~~~~~~

194

195 recursive function BinarySearch (a, ival) result (bsresult)

196

197 ! Binary search to find integer value ival within sorted list "a"

198

199 implicit none

200 integer(4), intent(in) :: a(:), ival

201 integer(4) :: bsresult, mid

202

203 mid = size(a)/2 + 1

204 if (size(a) == 0) then

205 bsresult = 0

206 else if (a(mid) > ival) then

207 bsresult= BinarySearch(a(:mid-1), ival)

208 else if (a(mid) < ival) then

209 bsresult = BinarySearch(a(mid+1:), ival)

210 if (bsresult /= 0) then

211 bsresult = mid + bsresult

212 end if

213 else

214 bsresult = mid

215 end if

216
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217 end function BinarySearch

218

219 ! ~~~~~~~~~~

220

221 function InterpolationSearch (a, ival) result (isresult)

222

223 ! Interpolation search to find integer value ival within sorted list a

224 ! For an array of uniform distribution, should be faster than binary search

225

226 implicit none

227 integer(4), intent(in) :: a(:), ival

228 integer(4) :: indx,lb,ub,isresult

229

230 lb = lbound(a,1)

231 ub = ubound(a,1)

232 do while ((a(ub)>=ival) .AND. (ival>a(lb)))

233 indx = (ival-a(lb)) * (ub-lb) / (a(ub)-a(lb)) + lb

234 if (ival > a(indx)) then

235 lb = indx + 1

236 else if (ival < a(indx)) then

237 ub = indx - 1

238 else

239 lb = indx

240 end if

241 end do

242 if (a(lb) == ival) then

243 isresult = lb

244 else

245 isresult = 0

246 end if

247

248 end function InterpolationSearch

249

250 ! ~~~~~~~~~~

251

252 function GetIndexFromLabel(a,ival) result(indx)

253

254 ! Finds index of ival within sorted list a

255

256 implicit none

257 integer(4), intent(in) :: a(:), ival

258 integer(4) :: indx

259

260 indx = BinarySearch(a,ival)

261

262 end function GetIndexFromLabel

263

264 ! ~~~~~~~~~~

265

266 function GetIndexFromLabelInterp(a,ival) result(indx)

267

268 ! Finds index of ival within sorted list a

269 ! Faster than GetIndexFromLabel only if values are uniform

270

271 implicit none

272 integer(4), intent(in) :: a(:), ival

273 integer(4) :: indx

274

275 indx = InterpolationSearch(a,ival)

276

277 end function GetIndexFromLabelInterp

278

279 ! ~~~~~~~~~~

280

281 end module search_utilities



E
C++ Post-Processing Code

This Appendix contains the ABAQUS C++ code used to post-process the result

�les from the wear simulations. This code performs the following tasks:

� Creates odb �eldoutputs for visualisation of the mapping of contact variables

from the SLAVE to the MASTER surface i.e. contact pressure (mPRESS),

contact opening (mOPEN), and contact slip (mSLIP1 and mSLIP2).

� Creates odb �eldoutputs for the wear simulation results i.e. average contact

pressure over increment (PRESSavg), incremental relative slip (CSLIPinc),

incremental wear depth (wearInc), total (cumulative) wear depth (wearTot),

and wear status (WSTATUS)

� Calculates the fatigue damage parameters, SWT and FS, at each of the

material points in the Material Point Mesh (MPM)

� Calculates the corresponding number of cycles to failure for each wear

step, Nf-SWT and Nf-FS, and the corresponding cumulative fatigue damage

variables, CD-SWT and CD-FS.

� Outputs volumetric wear and fatigue damage results to a text �le for external

processing and plotting.

408
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The C++ code consists of 4 source �les:

� post.h

� post.cpp

� postUtils.cpp

� postConsts.cpp

To compile this code and run the post-processing:

abaqus make job=post user=post.cpp

abaqus post jobname

where jobname is the name of the odb �le from the wear simulation to be processed.

A supported C++ compiler is required for this i.e. Microsoft Visual C++ (MSVC).

The professional MSVC version also supports OpenMP to speed-up the calculations

using multiple processors. To use OpenMP, the compiler option '/openmp' must be

added to the compile_cpp list in the ABAQUS environment �le.

The following additional input �les are required for processing of the odb �le:

� jobname_postCycles.txt

� jobname_postMASTER1.dat

� jobname_postMASTER2.dat

� jobname_postSLAVE1.dat

� jobname_postSLAVE2.dat

� jobname_mpmDetails.dat

These �les are generated from user subroutine UMESHMOTION during the wear

simulations. Refer to Appendix D for a description of each input �le.

The name of the text �le generated by the C++ processing code is

jobname_post.csv.
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E.1 File post.cpp

1 /*

2

3 Author: Michael Hogg

4 Version: dev

5 Date modified: 16 June 2015

6 Description: Utility for post-processing results of fretting wear and fatigue analysis

7

8 To run this file through ABAQUS use the following commands at the command prompt:

9

10 abaqus make job=post user=post.cpp

11 abaqus post odbfilename

12

13 where:

14

15 odbfilename is the file name of the odb file from the ABAQUS analysis

16

17 NOTES:

18

19 - Includes OpenMP support. Add '/openmp' to the compile_cpp list used by ABAQUS

20

21 - Added Fatemi-Socie (FS) critical plane parameter (in addition to the Smith-Watson-Topper (SWT)

22 parameter). Identifying the critical plane for the FS parameter involves maximising the magnitude

23 of the FS parameter, not maximising the shear strain amplitude like some formulations.

24

25 - Processes a single odb at a time. This eliminates the need to join the odbs together. It also

26 permits the post-processing to be carried out after each odb is complete, rather than waiting for

27 all odbs to finish

28

29 - To increase speed, removes the use of nested stl containers such as maps and vectors in tight loops.

30 This results in a 5-6x speedup.

31

32 */

33

34 #include <iostream>

35 #include <fstream> // ifstream class

36 #include <sstream> // stringstream class

37 #include <iomanip> // Used for formatting string outputs

38 #include <map>

39 #include <vector>

40 #include <string>

41 #include <set>

42 #include <algorithm> // "find, binary_search" value in stl containers

43 #include <cmath> // pow function

44 #include <ctime> // time function

45

46 #include "post.h" // Post definitions (includes ABAQUS header file)

47 #include "postUtils.h" // Post utility fuctions

48 #include "postConsts.h" // Post utility constants

49

50 // OpenMP headers

51 #ifdef _OPENMP

52 #include <omp.h>

53 #endif

54

55 using namespace std;

56

57 // Main program

58 int ABQmain(int argc, char **argv)

59 {

60

61 // User variables

62 string maleInstName = "MALE"; // Name of male instance in odb file

63 string femaleInstName = "FEMALE"; // Name of female instance in odb file

64 string fceName = "excludeCritical.txt"; // Name of file containing elements to exclude

65 odb_String excludeSetName = "EXCLUDE_CRITICAL"; // Exclude from critical element calcs

66 odb_String wearVolName = "VOLC"; // Name of history output for wear volume

67 odb_String FSname = "FS";

68 odb_String SWTname = "SWT";

69 odb_String Nf_FSname = "Nf-FS";

70 odb_String Nf_SWTname = "Nf-SWT";
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71 odb_String CD_FSname = "CD-FS";

72 odb_String CD_SWTname = "CD-SWT";

73 odb_String wearIncName = "WDI";

74 odb_String wearTotName = "WDT";

75 odb_String maleHrSet = "MFINE"; // Male inst elset used for history region

76 odb_String femaleHrSet = "FFINE"; // Female inst elset used for history region

77 string instNames[2] = {maleInstName,femaleInstName}; // Array of instance names

78 odb_String fineSets[2] = {maleHrSet,femaleHrSet}; // Array of history region sets

79

80 // ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

81

82 // Message user that post-processing is beginning

83 cout << "\nPost-processing started\n" << endl;

84

85 // Get inputs passed into function when called

86 string currentOdbName, previousOdbName;

87 if (argc == 1 || argc >= 3) {

88 cerr << "Input error. Correct usage is:" << endl << endl;

89 cerr << "abaqus post currentOdbName" << endl;

90 exit(1);

91 } else if (argc == 2) {

92 currentOdbName = string(argv[1]);

93 }

94

95 odb_Odb currOdb;

96 try {

97 string odbpath = currentOdbName + ".odb";

98 currOdb = openOdb(odbpath.c_str(),false);

99 cout << "Current odb = " << currOdb.name().CStr() << endl;

100 }

101 catch(odb_BaseException& exc) {

102 cerr << "Abaqus error message: " << exc.UserReport().CStr() << endl; }

103 catch(...) {

104 cerr << "Unknown Exception" << endl; }

105

106 ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

107

108 // Read results from previous odb - WDT, CD_SWT and CD_FS

109 map<string,map<int,float>> wearTot;

110 map<string,vector<float>> CD_SWT, CD_FS;

111 previousOdbName = getPreviousOdbName(currentOdbName);

112 if (!previousOdbName.empty())

113 {

114 odb_Odb prevOdb;

115 try {

116 string odbpath = previousOdbName + ".odb";

117 prevOdb = openOdb(odbpath.c_str(),true);

118 cout << "Previous odb = " << prevOdb.name().CStr() << endl << endl;

119 }

120 catch(odb_BaseException& exc) {

121 cerr << "Abaqus error message: " << exc.UserReport().CStr() << endl; }

122 catch(...) {

123 cerr << "Unknown Exception" << endl; }

124

125 // Get last frame where all variables are available. This should be the

126 // last frame in the second last step

127 odb_StepRepository stepCon = prevOdb.steps();

128 odb_StepRepositoryIT stepConIT (stepCon);

129 odb_Frame lastFrame; bool frameFound=false;

130 for (stepConIT.first(); !stepConIT.isDone(); stepConIT.next())

131 {

132 const odb_Step& step = stepConIT.currentValue();

133 string stepName = step.name().CStr();

134 int numFrames = step.frames().size();

135 odb_Frame& frame = step.frames()[numFrames-1];

136 odb_FieldOutputRepository& foCon = frame.fieldOutputs();

137 if (foCon.isMember(wearTotName) && foCon.isMember(CD_FSname) &&

138 foCon.isMember(CD_SWTname)) {

139 lastFrame = frame;

140 frameFound = true; }

141 }

142

143 // Read values from this frame
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144 if (frameFound) {

145 cout << "Extracting results from previous odb";

146 readScalarFOinFrame(wearTotName.CStr(),lastFrame,wearTot);

147 readScalarFOinFrame(CD_FSname.CStr(), lastFrame,CD_FS);

148 readScalarFOinFrame(CD_SWTname.CStr(), lastFrame,CD_SWT);

149 cout << "...Completed" << endl << endl;

150 }

151

152 } else {

153

154 cout << "Previous odb = None (not a restart analysis)" << endl << endl;

155 }

156

157 ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

158

159 // Get instances (for current odb)

160 odb_Assembly& rootAssem = currOdb.rootAssembly();

161 const odb_Instance& maleInst = rootAssem.instances()[maleInstName.c_str()];

162 const odb_Instance& femaleInst = rootAssem.instances()[femaleInstName.c_str()];

163

164 // Get list of element labels in MALE and FEMALE components.

165 map<string,vector<int>> elements;

166 for (int i=0; i<2; i++) {

167 string instName = instNames[i];

168 odb_Instance& currInst = rootAssem.instances()[instName.c_str()];

169 const odb_SequenceElement& elemList = currInst.elements();

170 int elemListSize = elemList.size();

171 elements[instName].resize(elemListSize);

172 for (int j=0; j<elemListSize; j++) {

173 const odb_Element& element = elemList[j];

174 int elementLabel = element.label();

175 elements[instName][j] = elementLabel; }

176 sort(elements[instName].begin(),elements[instName].end()); }

177

178 // Also put element labels into a map wrt "elements", so the index of the elementLabel in

179 // "elements" can be found (without doing a search)

180 map<string,map<int,int>> elementIndx;

181 for (int i=0; i<2; i++) {

182 string instName = instNames[i];

183 for (int j=0; j<elements[instName].size(); j++) {

184 int elementLabel = elements[instName][j];

185 elementIndx[instName].insert(std::make_pair(elementLabel,j)); }}

186

187 // Create list of elements within the adaptive mesh domain

188 // NOTE: Due to bug in C++ API, don't use assembly element set "ADAPTIVE" to get labels of

189 // elements in the adaptive domain. Instead use instance element sets "FINE".

190 odb_Set& AdaptElset = rootAssem.elementSets()["ADAPTIVE"];

191 map<string,set<int>> elemsAdapt;

192 for (int i=0; i<2; i++) {

193 string instName = instNames[i];

194 odb_Instance& instance = rootAssem.instances()[instName.c_str()];

195 odb_String setName = fineSets[i];

196 odb_Set& AdaptElsetInst = instance.elementSets()[setName];

197 const odb_SequenceElement& elemList = AdaptElsetInst.elements();

198 int elemListSize = elemList.size();

199 for (int j=0; j<elemListSize; j++) {

200 const odb_Element& element = elemList[j];

201 int elementLabel = element.label();

202 elemsAdapt[instName].insert(elementLabel); }}

203

204 // Create list of elements not within the adaptive mesh domain

205 // First create a list of all elements and then remove those in adaptive mesh domain

206 map<string,set<int>> elemsNonAdapt;

207 for (int i=0; i<2; i++) {

208 string instName = instNames[i];

209 vector<int>::iterator it1;

210 for (it1=elements[instName].begin(); it1!=elements[instName].end(); ++it1) {

211 elemsNonAdapt[instName].insert(*it1); }}

212

213 for (int i=0; i<2; i++) {

214 string instName = instNames[i];

215 set<int>::iterator it1;

216 for (it1=elemsAdapt[instName].begin(); it1!=elemsAdapt[instName].end(); ++it1) {
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217 elemsNonAdapt[instName].erase(*it1); }}

218

219 // Create an element set of non adaptive elements

220 odb_Set NonAdaptElset; odb_String NonAdaptElsetName("NON_ADAPTIVE");

221 odb_SequenceString NonAdaptInstNames; odb_SequenceSequenceInt NonAdaptElemLabels;

222 for (int i=0; i<2; i++) {

223 string instName = instNames[i];

224 NonAdaptInstNames.append(instName.c_str());

225 int numElems = elemsNonAdapt[instName].size();

226 odb_SequenceInt elementLabels(numElems);

227 int count=0; set<int>::iterator it1;

228 for (it1=elemsNonAdapt[instName].begin(); it1!=elemsNonAdapt[instName].end(); ++it1) {

229 elementLabels.get(count) = *it1; count++; }

230 NonAdaptElemLabels.append(elementLabels); }

231 odb_SetRepository setCon = rootAssem.elementSets();

232 if (!setCon.isMember(NonAdaptElsetName))

233 NonAdaptElset = rootAssem.ElementSet(NonAdaptElsetName,NonAdaptInstNames,NonAdaptElemLabels);

234 else NonAdaptElset = setCon[NonAdaptElsetName];

235

236 // Create a set of elements to exclude from the critical element calculations

237 // Read file containing list of critical elements, and create set from this

238 map<string,set<int>> excludeList;

239 for (int i=0; i<2; i++) {

240 string instName = instNames[i];

241 set<int> emptySet;

242 excludeList[instName] = emptySet;

243 }

244 // If set exists, then populate excludeList from set

245 for (int i=0; i<2; i++) {

246 string instName = instNames[i];

247 odb_Instance& instance = rootAssem.instances()[instName.c_str()];

248 odb_SetRepository setCon = instance.elementSets();

249 if (setCon.isMember(excludeSetName)) {

250 const odb_Set& excludeSet = instance.elementSets()[excludeSetName];

251 const odb_SequenceElement& excludeSetElems = excludeSet.elements();

252 int excludeSetElemsSize = excludeSetElems.size();

253 for (int j=0; j<excludeSetElemsSize; j++) {

254 const odb_Element& element = excludeSetElems[j];

255 int elementLabel = element.label();

256 excludeList[instName].insert(elementLabel); }

257 }

258 }

259 // If a file exists, then populate excludeList from file. This will not run if an

260 // element set containing the critical elements already exists

261 bool isListEmpty = true;

262 for (int i=0; i<2; i++) {

263 if (!excludeList[instNames[i]].empty()) isListEmpty = false; }

264

265 ifstream fce; fce.open(fceName.c_str(), ios::in);

266 if (isListEmpty && fce.is_open())

267 {

268 // Read file

269 string instName;

270 int elemLabel;

271 while (fce >> instName >> elemLabel)

272 excludeList[instName].insert(elemLabel);

273 fce.close();

274

275 // Create element set(s) containing elements from file

276 for (int i=0; i<2; i++) {

277 string instName = instNames[i];

278 set<int> &elems = excludeList[instName];

279 odb_SequenceInt elemLabels;

280 for (set<int>::iterator it1=elems.begin(); it1!=elems.end(); ++it1)

281 elemLabels.append(*it1);

282 odb_Instance& instance = rootAssem.instances()[instName.c_str()];

283 odb_SetRepository setCon = instance.elementSets();

284 if (!(setCon.isMember(excludeSetName)))

285 instance.ElementSet(excludeSetName,elemLabels);

286 }

287 }

288

289 ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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290

291 // Create rotation matrices for transformation of stresses and strains

292 int Nangles1 = (180.0/delta_angle) + 1;

293 int Nangles2 = (180.0/delta_angle) + 1;

294 double delta_angle_rad = radians(delta_angle);

295

296 vector<float> angles_rad1(Nangles1), angles_rad2(Nangles2);

297 angles_rad1[0] = radians(-90.0);

298 for (int i=1; i<Nangles1; i++)

299 angles_rad1[i] = angles_rad1[i-1] + delta_angle_rad;

300 angles_rad2[0] = radians(0.0);

301 for (int i=1; i<Nangles2; i++)

302 angles_rad2[i] = angles_rad2[i-1] + delta_angle_rad;

303

304 int numPlanes = Nangles1 * Nangles2;

305 float (*R)[3][3] = new float[numPlanes][3][3];

306 getRotMatrix(angles_rad1,angles_rad2,R);

307

308 ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

309

310 // Get names of result files

311 string fin1Name = getResultFileName(currentOdbName, "_postCycles", "txt");

312 string fin2Name = getResultFileName(currentOdbName, "_postMASTER1", "dat");

313 string fin3aName = getResultFileName(currentOdbName, "_postMASTER2", "dat");

314 string fin3bName = getResultFileName(currentOdbName, "_postSLAVE2", "dat");

315 string fin4Name = getResultFileName(currentOdbName, "_mpmDetails", "dat");

316

317 // Open all the input files

318 ifstream fin1,fin2,fin3a,fin3b,fin4;

319 fin1.open(fin1Name.c_str(), ios::in);

320 if (!fin1.is_open()) { cerr << "Unable to open input file " << fin1Name << endl; exit(1); }

321 fin2.open(fin2Name.c_str(), ios::in | ios::binary);

322 if (!fin2.is_open()) { cerr << "Unable to open input file " << fin2Name << endl; exit(1); }

323 fin3a.open(fin3aName.c_str(), ios::in | ios::binary);

324 if (!fin3a.is_open()) { cerr << "Unable to open input file " << fin3aName << endl; exit(1); }

325 fin3b.open(fin3bName.c_str(), ios::in | ios::binary);

326 if (!fin3b.is_open()) { cerr << "Unable to open input file " << fin3bName << endl; exit(1); }

327 fin4.open(fin4Name.c_str(), ios::in | ios::binary);

328 if (!fin4.is_open()) { cerr << "Unable to open input file " << fin4Name << endl; exit(1); }

329

330 ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

331

332 // Read fin1 - Wear cycles per step and total wear cycles

333 map<int,int> DN, Ntotal;

334 int firstWearStep;

335 int kstep,ival1,ival2;

336 while (fin1 >> kstep >> ival1 >> ival2) {

337 DN[kstep] = ival1;

338 Ntotal[kstep] = ival2; }

339 fin1.close();

340 map<int,int>::iterator it;

341 it = DN.begin();

342 firstWearStep = (*it).first;

343

344 ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

345

346 // Declare variables to store variables

347 map<int,float> cpress, copen, cslip1, cslip2;

348 map<string,map<int,float>> cpressAvg, cslipInc, wearInc;

349 map<string,vector<mpmPoint>> mpmPoints;

350 map<string,map<int,pair<int,float>>> critElemsSWT, critElemsNf_SWT, critElemsCD_SWT;

351 map<string,map<int,pair<int,float>>> critElemsFS, critElemsNf_FS, critElemsCD_FS;

352

353 // Resize variables

354 // CD_FS and CD_SWT - Only resize if these do not contain data from previous odb

355 bool isEmpty = (CD_FS.empty() && CD_SWT.empty());

356 for (int i=0; i<2; i++) {

357

358 string instName = instNames[i];

359

360 // Cumulative damage parameters

361 if (isEmpty) {

362 int numElemsInst = elements[instName].size();
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363 CD_FS[instName].resize(numElemsInst);

364 CD_SWT[instName].resize(numElemsInst);

365 }

366

367 // Material mesh points

368 int numElemsSet = elemsAdapt[instName].size();

369 mpmPoints[instName].resize(numElemsSet);

370 }

371

372 // Initialise mpmPoints (labels and cteOrig only). This assumes that the mpmPoints are

373 // labelled in the same order as the instances in instNames. This can be verified by

374 // looking at the first few thousand lines of the first mpmDetails.dat file (ie. prior

375 // to any wear occurring).

376 int mpmCount = 0;

377 for (int i=0; i<2; i++) {

378 string instName = instNames[i];

379 for (int j=0; j<mpmPoints[instName].size(); j++) {

380 mpmCount++;

381 mpmPoints[instName][j].setLabel(mpmCount);

382 mpmPoints[instName][j].setCteOrig(j+1);

383 }

384 }

385

386 // Declare dynamic arrays for stresses/strains related to critical plane parameters

387 float** s11Max = new float*[2];

388 float** e11Min = new float*[2];

389 float** e11Max = new float*[2];

390 float** e12Min = new float*[2];

391 float** e12Max = new float*[2];

392 float** e13Min = new float*[2];

393 float** e13Max = new float*[2];

394 for (int i=0; i<2; i++) {

395 string instName = instNames[i];

396 int numElemsInst = elements[instName].size();

397 int numElemPlanes = numElemsInst*numPlanes;

398 s11Max[i] = new float[numElemPlanes];

399 e11Min[i] = new float[numElemPlanes];

400 e11Max[i] = new float[numElemPlanes];

401 e12Min[i] = new float[numElemPlanes];

402 e12Max[i] = new float[numElemPlanes];

403 e13Min[i] = new float[numElemPlanes];

404 e13Max[i] = new float[numElemPlanes];

405 }

406

407 ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

408

409 odb_StepRepository stepCon = currOdb.steps();

410 odb_StepRepositoryIT stepConIT (stepCon);

411

412 for (stepConIT.first(); !stepConIT.isDone(); stepConIT.next())

413 {

414 // Get current step

415 const odb_Step& step = stepConIT.currentValue();

416 string stepName = step.name().CStr();

417 int stepNumber = atoi(stepName.substr(stepName.find_first_not_of("Step-")).c_str());

418

419 map<int,int>::iterator it = DN.find(stepNumber);

420 if (it!=DN.end())

421 {

422 // Get all frames in step

423 const odb_SequenceFrame& allFramesInStep = step.frames();

424 int numFrames = allFramesInStep.size();

425

426 // Set/reset arrays used for min/max stress/strain values for critical plane calcs

427 for (int i=0; i<2; i++) {

428 string instName = instNames[i];

429 int numElemsInst = elements[instName].size();

430 for (int j=0; j<numElemsInst; j++) {

431 for (int k=0; k<numPlanes; k++) {

432 int indx = j*numPlanes + k;

433 s11Max[i][indx] = largeNeg;

434 e11Min[i][indx] = largePos;

435 e11Max[i][indx] = largeNeg;
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436 e12Min[i][indx] = largePos;

437 e12Max[i][indx] = largeNeg;

438 e13Min[i][indx] = largePos;

439 e13Max[i][indx] = largeNeg;

440 }}}

441

442 for (int f=0; f<numFrames; f++)

443 {

444 // Get current frame

445 odb_Frame frame = allFramesInStep[f];

446 int frameId = frame.frameId();

447 // Print status to screen

448 string gap(""); gap.insert(gap.end(),3,' ');

449 cout << gap << stepName.c_str() << ", Frame-" << frameId << endl;

450

451 // ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

452

453 // Read input file data corresponding to current frame

454 bool dataAvail_fin2,dataAvail_fin3a,dataAvail_fin3b,dataAvail_fin4;

455 dataAvail_fin2 = readSurfaceVarsBinary(fin2Name,fin2,stepNumber,frameId,

456 cpress,copen,cslip1,cslip2);

457 dataAvail_fin3a = readWearVarsBinary(fin3aName,fin3a,stepNumber,frameId,

458 maleInstName,cpressAvg,cslipInc,wearInc,wearTot);

459 dataAvail_fin3b = readWearVarsBinary(fin3bName,fin3b,stepNumber,frameId,

460 femaleInstName,cpressAvg,cslipInc,wearInc,wearTot);

461 dataAvail_fin4 = readMMPDataBinary(fin4Name,fin4,stepNumber,frameId,mpmPoints);

462

463 // NOTES ON AVAILABILITY OF DATA

464 // Subroutine UMESHMOTION is setup that data should be available for ALL frames

465 // (including Frame 0) in result files mpmDetails.dat, postSLAVE1.dat (not used by

466 // post) and postMASTER1.dat. Files postSLAVE2.dat and postMASTER2.dat have data

467 // available in all frames, EXCEPT for Frame 0. This means that fieldoutputs for

468 // these wear variables will not be available in Frame 0 of each step.

469 bool dataAvail_fin3[2] = {dataAvail_fin3a,dataAvail_fin3b};

470 if (!dataAvail_fin2)

471 cout << gap + "Surface variable data not available for Frame-" << frameId << endl;

472 if (!dataAvail_fin3a || !dataAvail_fin3b)

473 cout << gap + "Wear variable data not available for Frame-" << frameId << endl;

474 if (!dataAvail_fin4)

475 cout << gap + "MMP data not available for Frame-" << frameId << endl;

476

477 // ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

478

479 // mCPRESS, mCOPEN, mCSLIP1, mCSLIP2 for MALE component (interp from slave surface)

480 if (dataAvail_fin2) {

481 int numVals = cpress.size();

482 odb_SequenceInt nodeLabelsCopen, nodeLabels(numVals);

483 odb_SequenceSequenceFloat mCopen, mCpress(numVals);

484 odb_SequenceSequenceFloat mCslip1(numVals), mCslip2(numVals);

485 odb_SequenceFloat dataCopen(1), dataCpress(1), dataCslip1(1), dataCslip2(1);

486 int count=0;

487 for (map<int,float>::iterator it1=cpress.begin(); it1!=cpress.end(); ++it1) {

488 int nodeLabel = (*it1).first;

489 dataCpress.get(0) = cpress[nodeLabel];

490 dataCopen.get (0) = copen [nodeLabel];

491 dataCslip1.get(0) = cslip1[nodeLabel];

492 dataCslip2.get(0) = cslip2[nodeLabel];

493 nodeLabels.get(count) = nodeLabel;

494 mCpress.get(count) = dataCpress;

495 mCslip1.get(count) = dataCslip1;

496 mCslip2.get(count) = dataCslip2;

497 count++;

498 if (dataCopen[0] > largeNeg) {

499 nodeLabelsCopen.append(nodeLabel);

500 mCopen.append(dataCopen); }}

501

502 const odb_String& CPRESSName("mPRESS");

503 const odb_String& CPRESSDesc("Contact pressure interpolated from slave surface");

504 odb_FieldOutput& CPRESSfo=frame.FieldOutput(CPRESSName,CPRESSDesc,odb_Enum::SCALAR);

505 CPRESSfo.addData(odb_Enum::NODAL,maleInst,nodeLabels,mCpress);

506

507 const odb_String& COPENName("mOPEN");

508 const odb_String& COPENDesc("Contact opening interpolated from slave surface");
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509 odb_FieldOutput& COPENfo=frame.FieldOutput(COPENName,COPENDesc,odb_Enum::SCALAR);

510 COPENfo.addData(odb_Enum::NODAL,maleInst,nodeLabelsCopen,mCopen);

511

512 const odb_String& CSLIP1Name("mSLIP1");

513 const odb_String& CSLIP1Desc("Contact slip 1 interpolated from slave surface");

514 odb_FieldOutput& CSLIP1fo=frame.FieldOutput(CSLIP1Name,CSLIP1Desc,odb_Enum::SCALAR);

515 CSLIP1fo.addData(odb_Enum::NODAL,maleInst,nodeLabels,mCslip1);

516

517 const odb_String& CSLIP2Name("mSLIP2");

518 const odb_String& CSLIP2Desc("Contact slip 2 interpolated from slave surface");

519 odb_FieldOutput& CSLIP2fo=frame.FieldOutput(CSLIP2Name,CSLIP2Desc,odb_Enum::SCALAR);

520 CSLIP2fo.addData(odb_Enum::NODAL,maleInst,nodeLabels,mCslip2); }

521

522 // ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

523

524 // CPRESSavg for both MALE and FEMALE

525 odb_FieldOutput CPavgFO; odb_String CPavgName("PRESSavg");

526 for (int i=0; i<2; i++) {

527 if (dataAvail_fin3[i]) {

528 string instName = instNames[i];

529 // Create fieldoutput for CPRESSAvg if it doesn't already exist

530 odb_FieldOutputRepository& foCon = frame.fieldOutputs();

531 if (foCon.isMember(CPavgName) == false) {

532 odb_String CPavgDesc("Average contact pressure over increment");

533 CPavgFO = frame.FieldOutput(CPavgName,CPavgDesc,odb_Enum::SCALAR); }

534 // Extract labels and data for fieldoutput

535 int numVals = cpressAvg[instName].size(); int count = 0;

536 odb_SequenceInt CPAvgLabs(numVals);

537 odb_SequenceSequenceFloat CPAvgData(numVals); odb_SequenceFloat data(1);

538 map<int,float>::iterator it1;

539 for (it1=cpressAvg[instName].begin(); it1!=cpressAvg[instName].end(); ++it1) {

540 CPAvgLabs.get(count) = (*it1).first;

541 data.get(0) = (*it1).second;

542 CPAvgData.get(count) = data;

543 count++; }

544 // Add data to fieldoutput

545 const odb_Instance& currentInst = rootAssem.instances()[instName.c_str()];

546 CPavgFO.addData(odb_Enum::NODAL,currentInst,CPAvgLabs,CPAvgData); }}

547

548 // ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

549

550 // CSLIPinc for both MALE and FEMALE

551 odb_FieldOutput CSincFO; odb_String CSincName("CSLIPinc");

552 for (int i=0; i<2; i++) {

553 if (dataAvail_fin3[i]) {

554 string instName = instNames[i];

555 // Create fieldoutput for CSLIPInc if it doesn't already exist

556 odb_FieldOutputRepository& foCon = frame.fieldOutputs();

557 if (foCon.isMember(CSincName)==false) {

558 const odb_String& CSincDesc("Change in CSLIP over increment");

559 CSincFO = frame.FieldOutput(CSincName,CSincDesc,odb_Enum::SCALAR); }

560 // Extract labels and data for fieldoutput

561 int numVals = cslipInc[instName].size(); int count = 0;

562 odb_SequenceInt CSincLabs(numVals);

563 odb_SequenceSequenceFloat CSincData(numVals); odb_SequenceFloat data(1);

564 map<int,float>::iterator it1;

565 for (it1=cslipInc[instName].begin(); it1!=cslipInc[instName].end(); ++it1) {

566 CSincLabs.get(count) = (*it1).first;

567 data.get(0) = (*it1).second;

568 CSincData.get(count) = data;

569 count++; }

570 // Add data to fieldoutput

571 const odb_Instance& currentInst = rootAssem.instances()[instName.c_str()];

572 CSincFO.addData(odb_Enum::NODAL,currentInst,CSincLabs,CSincData); }}

573

574 // ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

575

576 // wearInc and wearTot for the MALE and FEMALE

577 odb_FieldOutput wearIncFO;

578 odb_FieldOutput wearTotFO;

579 for (int i=0; i<2; i++) {

580 if (dataAvail_fin3[i]) {

581 string instName = instNames[i];
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582 // Create fieldoutputs for wearInc and wearTot if they don't already exist

583 odb_FieldOutputRepository& foCon = frame.fieldOutputs();

584 if (foCon.isMember(wearIncName)==false) {

585 const odb_String& wearIncDesc("Incremental wear depth");

586 wearIncFO = frame.FieldOutput(wearIncName,wearIncDesc,odb_Enum::SCALAR); }

587 if (foCon.isMember(wearTotName)==false) {

588 const odb_String& wearTotDesc("Cumulative (total) wear depth");

589 wearTotFO = frame.FieldOutput(wearTotName,wearTotDesc,odb_Enum::SCALAR); }

590 // Extract labels and data for fieldoutputs

591 int numVals = wearInc[instName].size(); int count = 0;

592 odb_SequenceInt nodeLabels(numVals);

593 odb_SequenceSequenceFloat wearIncData(numVals), wearTotData(numVals);

594 odb_SequenceFloat dataWDI(1), dataWDT(1);

595 map<int,float>::iterator it1;

596 for (it1=wearInc[instName].begin(); it1!=wearInc[instName].end(); ++it1) {

597 int nodeLabel = (*it1).first;

598 dataWDI.get(0) = wearInc[instName][nodeLabel];

599 dataWDT.get(0) = wearTot[instName][nodeLabel];

600 nodeLabels.get(count) = nodeLabel;

601 wearIncData.get(count) = dataWDI;

602 wearTotData.get(count) = dataWDT;

603 count++; }

604 // Add data to the fieldoutputs

605 const odb_Instance& currentInst = rootAssem.instances()[instName.c_str()];

606 wearIncFO.addData(odb_Enum::NODAL,currentInst,nodeLabels,wearIncData);

607 wearTotFO.addData(odb_Enum::NODAL,currentInst,nodeLabels,wearTotData); }}

608

609 // ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

610

611 // STATUS for the MM points (0 if worn away, 1 otherwise)

612 odb_FieldOutput STATUSfo; odb_String STATUSname("WSTATUS");

613 for (int i=0; i<2; i++) {

614 string instName = instNames[i];

615 // Create fieldoutput for status if it doesn't already exist

616 odb_FieldOutputRepository& foCon = frame.fieldOutputs();

617 if (foCon.isMember(STATUSname) == false) {

618 const odb_String& STATUSdesc("Wear status");

619 STATUSfo = frame.FieldOutput(STATUSname,STATUSdesc,odb_Enum::SCALAR); }

620 // Extract labels and data for fieldoutput

621 int numPoints = mpmPoints[instName].size(); int count = 0;

622 odb_SequenceInt statusLabs(numPoints);

623 odb_SequenceSequenceFloat statusData(numPoints);

624 odb_SequenceFloat data(1);

625 for (int j=0; j<numPoints; j++) {

626 int cte = mpmPoints[instName][j].cte;

627 int cteOrig = mpmPoints[instName][j].cteOrig;

628 data.get(0) = (cte==0 ? 0 : 1);

629 statusLabs.get(count) = cteOrig;

630 statusData.get(count) = data;

631 count++; }

632 // Add data to fieldoutput

633 const odb_Instance& currentInst = rootAssem.instances()[instName.c_str()];

634 STATUSfo.addData(odb_Enum::CENTROID,currentInst,statusLabs,statusData); }

635

636 // ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

637

638 // Get stress values for current frame at MPM points only

639 // NOTE: Code assumes that there are 8 nodes per element (ie. C3D8 element) and 6

640 // stress components (symmetrical)

641 map<string,map<int,vector<vector<float>>>> stressElemNodal;

642 odb_FieldOutput& stressFO =

643 frame.fieldOutputs()["S"].getSubset(odb_Enum::ELEMENT_NODAL,true).getSubset(AdaptElset);

644 const odb_SequenceFieldValue& stressVals = stressFO.values();

645 int numComp=0, count=0, elementLabel=0;

646 vector<vector<float>> stressData(6,vector<float>(8));

647 int numStressVals = stressVals.size();

648 for (int i=0; i<numStressVals; i++)

649 {

650 // Get stress value

651 const odb_FieldValue stressVal = stressVals[i];

652 string instName = stressVal.instance().name().CStr();

653 const float* const data = stressVal.data(numComp);

654 // There will be several stress values per element. Keep track of this here
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655 if (stressVal.elementLabel() != elementLabel) {

656 elementLabel = stressVal.elementLabel(); count=1;

657 } else { count++; }

658 // Get stress values and put them in an 2D vector. Store this by stress

659 // component, rather than by node, so that it can be directly passed into

660 // "hexShapeFunction"

661 for (int j=0; j<6; j++) stressData[j][count-1] = data[j];

662 // Only insert once per element (map insertion is slow)

663 if (count == 8)

664 stressElemNodal[instName].insert(std::make_pair(elementLabel,stressData));

665 }

666

667 // Calculate max stress on all planes over cycle for each MMP

668 for (int n=0; n<2; n++)

669 {

670 string instName = instNames[n];

671 int numPoints = mpmPoints[instName].size();

672 float (*stresses6x1)[6] = new float[numPoints][6];

673 for (int i=0; i<numPoints; i++)

674 {

675 // Get MMP details

676 int cte; double ipc[3];

677 cte = mpmPoints[instName][i].cte;

678 for (int j=0; j<3; j++) ipc[j] = mpmPoints[instName][i].ipc[j];

679 // Interpolate stress values from nodes to MMP. If cte is 0, then point

680 // has been worn away, and stress can be set to zero.

681 if (cte==0) {

682 for (int k=0; k<6; k++) stresses6x1[i][k] = 0.0;

683 } else {

684 for (int k=0; k<6; k++)

685 stresses6x1[i][k]=hexShapeFunction(stressElemNodal[instName][cte][k],ipc);}

686 }

687 #pragma omp parallel for

688 for (int i=0; i<numPoints; i++)

689 {

690 // Get element index

691 int cteOrig = mpmPoints[instName][i].cteOrig;

692 //int index = getIndex(elements[instName],cteOrig);

693 int index = elementIndx[instName][cteOrig]; // Used to replace getIndex

694 // Transform stress. Only need to get S11', so don't transform entire 3x3

695 // stress tensor

696 float S11 = stresses6x1[i][0];

697 float S22 = stresses6x1[i][1];

698 float S33 = stresses6x1[i][2];

699 float S12 = stresses6x1[i][3];

700 float S13 = stresses6x1[i][4];

701 float S23 = stresses6x1[i][5];

702 for (int j=0; j<numPlanes; j++) {

703 float Q11 = R[j][0][0];

704 float Q12 = R[j][0][1];

705 float Q13 = R[j][0][2];

706 // Only need to get S11', so don't transform entire 3x3 stress tensor

707 float S11d = Q11*Q11*S11 + Q12*Q12*S22 + Q13*Q13*S33 +

708 2.0*(Q11*Q12*S12 + Q11*Q13*S13 + Q12*Q13*S23);

709 int indx = index*numPlanes+j;

710 if (S11d > s11Max[n][indx]) s11Max[n][indx] = S11d; }

711 }

712 // Clean up

713 delete stresses6x1;

714 }

715

716 // ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

717

718 // Get stress values for elements not part of the adaptive mesh domain

719 map<string,map<int,vector<float>>> stressElemCent; vector<float> stress6x1(6);

720 odb_FieldOutput& stressCentroidFO =

721 frame.fieldOutputs()["S"].getSubset(odb_Enum::CENTROID,true).getSubset(NonAdaptElset);

722 const odb_SequenceFieldValue& stressCentroidVals = stressCentroidFO.values();

723 int numStressCentroidVals = stressCentroidVals.size(); numComp = 0;

724 for (int i=0; i<numStressCentroidVals; i++)

725 {

726 const odb_FieldValue stressVal = stressCentroidVals[i];

727 string instName = stressVal.instance().name().CStr();
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728 int elementLabel = stressVal.elementLabel();

729 const float* const data = stressVal.data(numComp);

730 for (int j=0; j<6; j++) stress6x1[j] = data[j];

731 stressElemCent[instName].insert(std::make_pair(elementLabel,stress6x1));

732 }

733

734 for (int n=0; n<2; n++)

735 {

736 string instName = instNames[n];

737 // For speed in omp parallel loop, convert maps to vectors

738 int numPoints = stressElemCent[instName].size();

739 int count=0;

740 vector<vector<float>> stresses(numPoints,vector<float>(6));

741 vector<int> elementLabels(numPoints);

742 map<int,vector<float>>::iterator it1;

743 for (it1=stressElemCent[instName].begin();it1!=stressElemCent[instName].end();++it1) {

744 elementLabels[count] = (*it1).first;

745 stresses[count] = (*it1).second;

746 count++; }

747 #pragma omp parallel for

748 for (int i=0; i<numPoints; i++) {

749 // Get element index

750 int elementLabel = elementLabels[i];

751 int index = elementIndx[instName][elementLabel];

752 // Transform stress. Only need to get S11', so don't transform entire 3x3

753 // stress tensor

754 float S11 = stresses[i][0];

755 float S22 = stresses[i][1];

756 float S33 = stresses[i][2];

757 float S12 = stresses[i][3];

758 float S13 = stresses[i][4];

759 float S23 = stresses[i][5];

760 for (int j=0; j<numPlanes; j++) {

761 float Q11 = R[j][0][0];

762 float Q12 = R[j][0][1];

763 float Q13 = R[j][0][2];

764 float S11d = Q11*Q11*S11 + Q12*Q12*S22 + Q13*Q13*S33 +

765 2.0*(Q11*Q12*S12 + Q11*Q13*S13 + Q12*Q13*S23);

766 int indx = index*numPlanes+j;

767 if (S11d > s11Max[n][indx]) s11Max[n][indx] = S11d; }}

768 }

769

770 // ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

771

772 // Get strain values for current frame at MPM points only

773 // NOTE: Code assumes that there are 8 nodes per element (ie. C3D8 element) and 6

774 // stress components (symmetrical)

775 map<string,map<int,vector<vector<float>>>> strainElemNodal;

776 odb_FieldOutput& strainFO =

777 frame.fieldOutputs()["LE"].getSubset(odb_Enum::ELEMENT_NODAL,true).getSubset(AdaptElset);

778 const odb_SequenceFieldValue& strainVals = strainFO.values();

779 int numStrainVals = strainVals.size();

780 numComp=0; count=0; elementLabel=0;

781 vector<vector<float>> strainData(6,vector<float>(8));

782 for (int i=0; i<numStrainVals; i++)

783 {

784 // Get strain value

785 const odb_FieldValue strainVal = strainVals[i];

786 string instName = strainVal.instance().name().CStr();

787 const float* const data = strainVal.data(numComp);

788 // There will be several strain values per element. Keep track of this here

789 if (strainVal.elementLabel() != elementLabel) {

790 elementLabel = strainVal.elementLabel(); count=1;

791 } else { count++; }

792 // Get strain values and put them in an 2D vector. Store this by strain

793 // component, rather than by node, so that it can be directly passed into

794 // "hexShapeFunction"

795 for (int j=0; j<6; j++) strainData[j][count-1] = data[j];

796 // Only insert once per element (map insertion is slow)

797 if (count == 8)

798 strainElemNodal[instName].insert(std::make_pair(elementLabel,strainData));

799 }

800 // Calculate max strain on all planes over cycle for each MMP
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801 for (int n=0; n<2; n++)

802 {

803 string instName = instNames[n];

804 int numPoints = mpmPoints[instName].size();

805 float (*strains6x1)[6] = new float[numPoints][6];

806 for (int i=0; i<numPoints; i++)

807 {

808 // Get MMP details

809 int cte; double ipc[3];

810 cte = mpmPoints[instName][i].cte;

811 for (int j=0; j<3; j++) ipc[j] = mpmPoints[instName][i].ipc[j];

812 // Interpolate strain values from nodes to MMP. If cte is 0, then point

813 // has been worn away, and strain can be set to zero.

814 if (cte==0) {

815 for (int k=0; k<6; k++) strains6x1[i][k] = 0.0;

816 } else {

817 for (int k=0; k<6; k++)

818 strains6x1[i][k]=hexShapeFunction(strainElemNodal[instName][cte][k],ipc);}

819 }

820

821 #pragma omp parallel for

822 for (int i=0; i<numPoints; i++)

823 {

824 // Get element index

825 int cteOrig = mpmPoints[instName][i].cteOrig;

826 int index = elementIndx[instName][cteOrig];

827 // Get components of strain tensor

828 // Also convert from engineering strain (gamma_ij) to tensor strains (epsilon_ij),

829 // where gamma_ij = epsilon_ij + epsilon_ji

830 float e11 = strains6x1[i][0];

831 float e22 = strains6x1[i][1];

832 float e33 = strains6x1[i][2];

833 float e12 = strains6x1[i][3]*0.5;

834 float e13 = strains6x1[i][4]*0.5;

835 float e23 = strains6x1[i][5]*0.5;

836 // Transform strain tensor to all planes. Find min/max values of direct

837 // strain on plane face. Additional treatment of shear strains in required

838 float Q11,Q12,Q13,Q21,Q22,Q23,Q31,Q32,Q33,e11d,e12d,e13d;

839 for (int j=0; j<numPlanes; j++) {

840 // Get components of transformation matrix, Qij

841 Q11 = R[j][0][0];

842 Q12 = R[j][0][1];

843 Q13 = R[j][0][2];

844 Q21 = R[j][1][0];

845 Q22 = R[j][1][1];

846 Q23 = R[j][1][2];

847 Q31 = R[j][2][0];

848 Q32 = R[j][2][1];

849 Q33 = R[j][2][2];

850 // Transform strains (only e11, e12 and e13 required)

851 float e11d = Q11*Q11*e11 + Q12*Q12*e22 + Q13*Q13*e33 + 2*(Q11*Q12*e12 +

852 Q11*Q13*e13 + Q12*Q13*e23);

853 float e12d = Q11*Q21*e11 + Q12*Q22*e22 + Q13*Q23*e33 + (Q11*Q22+Q12*Q21)*e12 +

854 (Q11*Q23+Q13*Q21)*e13 + (Q12*Q23+Q13*Q22)*e23;

855 float e13d = Q11*Q31*e11 + Q12*Q32*e22 + Q13*Q33*e33 + (Q11*Q32+Q12*Q31)*e12 +

856 (Q11*Q33+Q13*Q31)*e13 + (Q12*Q33+Q13*Q32)*e23;

857 // Update min/max values for current part instance

858 int indx = index*numPlanes+j;

859 if (e11d < e11Min[n][indx]) e11Min[n][indx] = e11d;

860 if (e11d > e11Max[n][indx]) e11Max[n][indx] = e11d;

861 if (e12d < e12Min[n][indx]) e12Min[n][indx] = e12d;

862 if (e12d > e12Max[n][indx]) e12Max[n][indx] = e12d;

863 if (e13d < e13Min[n][indx]) e13Min[n][indx] = e13d;

864 if (e13d > e13Max[n][indx]) e13Max[n][indx] = e13d;

865 } // End planes loop

866 } // End pragma loop

867 delete strains6x1;

868 } // End instance loop

869

870 // ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

871

872 // Get strain values for elements not part of the adaptive mesh domain

873 map<string,map<int,vector<float>>> strainElemCent; vector<float> strain6x1(6);
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874 odb_FieldOutput& strainCentroidFO =

875 frame.fieldOutputs()["LE"].getSubset(odb_Enum::CENTROID,true).getSubset(NonAdaptElset);

876 const odb_SequenceFieldValue& strainCentroidVals = strainCentroidFO.values();

877 int numStrainCentroidVals = strainCentroidVals.size(); numComp = 0;

878 for (int i=0; i<numStrainCentroidVals; i++)

879 {

880 const odb_FieldValue strainVal = strainCentroidVals[i];

881 string instName = strainVal.instance().name().CStr();

882 int elementLabel = strainVal.elementLabel();

883 const float* const data = strainVal.data(numComp);

884 for (int j=0; j<6; j++) strain6x1[j] = data[j];

885 strainElemCent[instName].insert(std::make_pair(elementLabel,strain6x1));

886 }

887 for (int n=0; n<2; n++)

888 {

889 string instName = instNames[n];

890 // For speed in omp parallel loop, convert maps to vectors

891 int numPoints = strainElemCent[instName].size();

892 int count=0;

893 vector<vector<float>> strains(numPoints,vector<float>(6));

894 vector<int> elementLabels(numPoints);

895 map<int,vector<float>>::iterator it1;

896 for (it1=strainElemCent[instName].begin();it1!=strainElemCent[instName].end();++it1) {

897 elementLabels[count] = (*it1).first;

898 strains[count] = (*it1).second;

899 count++; }

900 #pragma omp parallel for

901 for (int i=0; i<numPoints; i++) {

902 // Get element index

903 int elementLabel = elementLabels[i];

904 int index = elementIndx[instName][elementLabel]; // Used to replace getIndex

905 // Get components of strain tensor

906 // Also convert from engineering strain (gamma_ij) to tensor strains (epsilon_ij),

907 // where gamma_ij = epsilon_ij + epsilon_ji

908 float e11 = strains[i][0];

909 float e22 = strains[i][1];

910 float e33 = strains[i][2];

911 float e12 = strains[i][3]*0.5;

912 float e13 = strains[i][4]*0.5;

913 float e23 = strains[i][5]*0.5;

914 // Transform strain tensor to all planes. Find min/max values of direct

915 // strain on plane face. Additional treatment of shear strains in required

916 float Q11,Q12,Q13,Q21,Q22,Q23,Q31,Q32,Q33,e11d,e12d,e13d;

917 for (int j=0; j<numPlanes; j++) {

918 // Get components of transformation matrix, Qij

919 Q11 = R[j][0][0];

920 Q12 = R[j][0][1];

921 Q13 = R[j][0][2];

922 Q21 = R[j][1][0];

923 Q22 = R[j][1][1];

924 Q23 = R[j][1][2];

925 Q31 = R[j][2][0];

926 Q32 = R[j][2][1];

927 Q33 = R[j][2][2];

928 // Transform strains (only e11, e12 and e13 required)

929 float e11d = Q11*Q11*e11 + Q12*Q12*e22 + Q13*Q13*e33 + 2*(Q11*Q12*e12 +

930 Q11*Q13*e13 + Q12*Q13*e23);

931 float e12d = Q11*Q21*e11 + Q12*Q22*e22 + Q13*Q23*e33 + (Q11*Q22+Q12*Q21)*e12 +

932 (Q11*Q23+Q13*Q21)*e13 + (Q12*Q23+Q13*Q22)*e23;

933 float e13d = Q11*Q31*e11 + Q12*Q32*e22 + Q13*Q33*e33 + (Q11*Q32+Q12*Q31)*e12 +

934 (Q11*Q33+Q13*Q31)*e13 + (Q12*Q33+Q13*Q32)*e23;

935 // Update min/max values for current part instance

936 int indx = index*numPlanes+j;

937 if (e11d < e11Min[n][indx]) e11Min[n][indx] = e11d;

938 if (e11d > e11Max[n][indx]) e11Max[n][indx] = e11d;

939 if (e12d < e12Min[n][indx]) e12Min[n][indx] = e12d;

940 if (e12d > e12Max[n][indx]) e12Max[n][indx] = e12d;

941 if (e13d < e13Min[n][indx]) e13Min[n][indx] = e13d;

942 if (e13d > e13Max[n][indx]) e13Max[n][indx] = e13d;

943 } // End planes loop

944 } // End pragma loop

945 } // End instance loop

946 } // End frames loop
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947

948 // Calculate the critical plane parameters for step

949 // ------------------------------------------------

950

951 if (numFrames==0) break;

952

953 // Get last frame in step - Used to plot FS/SWT, Nf and CD

954 odb_Frame lastframe = allFramesInStep[numFrames-1];

955 // Get list of current fieldoutputs

956 odb_FieldOutputRepository& foCon = lastframe.fieldOutputs();

957 // Check if firstWearStep

958 bool isFirstWearStep = (stepNumber == firstWearStep);

959

960 ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

961

962 // Smith-Watson-Topper (SWT) critical plane parameter

963 // --------------------------------------------------

964 map<string,vector<critPlaneParam>> SWT;

965 for (int i=0; i<2; i++) {

966 string instName = instNames[i];

967 int numElemsInst = elements[instName].size();

968 SWT[instName].resize(numElemsInst);

969 float S11maxval,E11minval,E11maxval,E11ampval,SWTmag;

970 critPlaneParam cppSWT;

971 for (int j=0; j<numElemsInst; j++) {

972 for (int k=0; k<numPlanes; k++) {

973 int indx = j*numPlanes+k;

974 S11maxval = s11Max[i][indx];

975 E11minval = e11Min[i][indx];

976 E11maxval = e11Max[i][indx];

977 E11ampval = 0.5*(E11maxval-E11minval);

978 // Magnitude of SWT parameter

979 SWTmag = S11maxval * E11ampval;

980 // NOTE: Direction of plane normal. This is the first column of the rotation

981 // matrix (ie. x-axis). However, R stores the transpose of the rotation

982 // matrix, so take the first row

983 cppSWT.setValues(R[k][0],SWTmag,SWTmag);

984 // Get maximum SWT for each element (highest magnitude of all planes)

985 if (cppSWT > SWT[instName][j]) {

986 SWT[instName][j] = cppSWT; }}}}

987

988 // Create Fieldoutput to visualise the result

989 const odb_String& SWTdesc = "Smith-Watson-Topper critical plane parameter for cycle";

990 odb_SequenceString compLabsSWT;

991 compLabsSWT.append("SWT1"); compLabsSWT.append("SWT2"); compLabsSWT.append("SWT3");

992 createVectorFOinFrame(SWTname,SWTdesc,compLabsSWT,lastframe,SWT,elements,rootAssem);

993

994 // For each instance, find the element with the maximum value of SWT

995 getCriticalElements(SWT,elements,critElemsSWT,stepNumber,excludeList);

996

997 // Number of cycles to failure, Nf-SWT

998 // -----------------------------------

999 // Calculate Nf-SWT values

1000 map<string,vector<float>> Nf_SWT;

1001 getCyclesToFailure(SWT,Nf_SWT,"SWT");

1002

1003 // Create Fieldoutput to visualise the result

1004 const odb_String& Nf_SWTdesc = "Number of cycles to failure based on SWT";

1005 createScalarFOinFrame(Nf_SWTname,Nf_SWTdesc,lastframe,Nf_SWT,elements,rootAssem);

1006

1007 // Find the element with the minimum value of Nf-SWT (for each instance)

1008 getCriticalElementsMin(Nf_SWT,elements,critElemsNf_SWT,stepNumber,excludeList);

1009

1010 // Cumulative damage, CD-SWT

1011 // -------------------------

1012 // Calculate CD-SWT

1013 getCumulativeDamage(DN,Nf_SWT,CD_SWT,isFirstWearStep,stepNumber);

1014

1015 // Create Fieldoutput to visualise the result

1016 const odb_String& CD_SWTdesc = "Cumulative damage based on SWT";

1017 createScalarFOinFrame(CD_SWTname,CD_SWTdesc,lastframe,CD_SWT,elements,rootAssem);

1018

1019 // Find the element with the maximum value of CD (for each instance)
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1020 getCriticalElements(CD_SWT,elements,critElemsCD_SWT,stepNumber,excludeList);

1021

1022 ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

1023

1024 // Fatemi-Socie (FS) critical plane parameter

1025 // ------------------------------------------

1026 map<string,vector<critPlaneParam>> FS;

1027 for (int i=0; i<2; i++) {

1028 string instName = instNames[i];

1029 int numElemsInst = elements[instName].size();

1030 FS[instName].resize(numElemsInst);

1031 float S11maxval, e12Rng, e13Rng, gamRng, gamAmp, FSmag;

1032 critPlaneParam cppFS;

1033 for (int j=0; j<numElemsInst; j++) {

1034 for (int k=0; k<numPlanes; k++) {

1035 // Get max normal stress on this plane

1036 int indx = j*numPlanes+k;

1037 S11maxval = s11Max[i][indx];

1038 // Get max shear strain on this plane

1039 e12Rng = e12Max[i][indx] - e12Min[i][indx];

1040 e13Rng = e13Max[i][indx] - e13Min[i][indx];

1041 gamRng = 2.0 * sqrt(powf(e12Rng,2.0)+powf(e13Rng,2.0));

1042 gamAmp = 0.5 * gamRng;

1043 // Magnitude of FS parameter.

1044 // NOTE: Shear strain should be the engineering shear strain, gamma (not epsilon)

1045 // This has already been taken care of in evaluation of gamAmp

1046 FSmag = gamAmp * (1.0 + Ti.k*(S11maxval/Ti.ys));

1047 // Get maximum FS for each element (highest magnitude of all planes)

1048 // NOTE: - The FS parameter is the plane that maximises shear strain amplitude,

1049 // not the entire value of the FS parameter itself (ie. not the magnitude

1050 // of the parameter). However, modified formulation is used that maximises

1051 // the FS magnitude. This was do to prevent oscillations in the FS value,

1052 // caused by two planes having very similar shear strain ranges, but very

1053 // different sigma_max values.

1054 // - Direction of plane normal. This is the first column of the rotation

1055 // matrix (ie. x-axis). However, R stores the transpose of the rotation

1056 // matrix, so take the first row

1057 //cppFS.setValues(R[k][0],FSmag,gamAmp);

1058 cppFS.setValues(R[k][0],FSmag,FSmag);

1059 if (cppFS > FS[instName][j]) {

1060 FS[instName][j] = cppFS; }}}}

1061

1062 // Create Fieldoutput to visualise the result

1063 const odb_String& FSdesc = "Fatemi-Socie critical plane parameter for cycle";

1064 odb_SequenceString compLabsFS;

1065 compLabsFS.append("FS1"); compLabsFS.append("FS2"); compLabsFS.append("FS3");

1066 createVectorFOinFrame(FSname,FSdesc,compLabsFS,lastframe,FS,elements,rootAssem);

1067

1068 // For each instance, find the element with the maximum value of FS

1069 getCriticalElements(FS,elements,critElemsFS,stepNumber,excludeList);

1070

1071 // Number of cycles to failure, Nf-FS

1072 // ----------------------------------

1073 // Calculate Nf-FS values

1074 map<string,vector<float>> Nf_FS;

1075 getCyclesToFailure(FS,Nf_FS,"FS");

1076

1077 // Create Fieldoutput to visualise the result

1078 const odb_String& Nf_FSdesc = "Number of cycles to failure based on FS";

1079 createScalarFOinFrame(Nf_FSname,Nf_FSdesc,lastframe,Nf_FS,elements,rootAssem);

1080

1081 // Find the element with the minimum value of Nf-FS (for each instance)

1082 getCriticalElementsMin(Nf_FS,elements,critElemsNf_FS,stepNumber,excludeList);

1083

1084 // Cumulative damage, CD-FS

1085 // ------------------------

1086 // Calculate CD-FS

1087 getCumulativeDamage(DN,Nf_FS,CD_FS,isFirstWearStep,stepNumber);

1088

1089 // Create Fieldoutput to visualise the result

1090 const odb_String& CD_FSdesc = "Cumulative damage based on FS";

1091 createScalarFOinFrame(CD_FSname,CD_FSdesc,lastframe,CD_FS,elements,rootAssem);

1092
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1093 // Find the element with the maximum value of CD (for each instance)

1094 getCriticalElements(CD_FS,elements,critElemsCD_FS,stepNumber,excludeList);

1095

1096 ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

1097

1098 // Save odb file at the end of each step

1099 currOdb.save();

1100

1101 } // End if

1102 } // End steps loop

1103

1104 // Cleanup dynamic arrays

1105 for (int i=0; i<2; i++) {

1106 delete [] s11Max[i];

1107 delete [] e11Min[i];

1108 delete [] e11Max[i];

1109 delete [] e12Min[i];

1110 delete [] e12Max[i];

1111 delete [] e13Min[i];

1112 delete [] e13Max[i]; }

1113 delete [] s11Max;

1114 delete [] e11Min; delete [] e11Max;

1115 delete [] e12Min; delete [] e12Max;

1116 delete [] e13Min; delete [] e13Max;

1117 delete R;

1118

1119 // Close input files

1120 fin2.close(); fin3a.close(); fin3b.close(); fin4.close();

1121

1122

1123 ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

1124

1125 // Get wear volume from history data

1126

1127 cout << "Getting history data";

1128 map<string,map<int,float>> wearVolume;

1129 // NOTE: DO NOT use reference to step here; doesn't work with member function getHistoryRegion

1130 odb_Step step;

1131 for (stepConIT.first(); !stepConIT.isDone(); stepConIT.next())

1132 {

1133 step = stepConIT.currentValue();

1134 string stepName = step.name().CStr();

1135 int stepNumber = atoi(stepName.substr(stepName.find_first_not_of("Step-")).c_str());

1136

1137 if (stepNumber>=firstWearStep) {

1138 for (int i=0; i<2; i++)

1139 {

1140 string instName = instNames[i];

1141 odb_Instance& instance = rootAssem.instances()[instName.c_str()];

1142 odb_String hsetName = fineSets[i];

1143 odb_Set& hset = instance.elementSets()[hsetName];

1144 odb_HistoryPoint histPoint(hset);

1145 odb_HistoryRegion& histRegion = step.getHistoryRegion(histPoint);

1146 odb_HistoryOutputRepository& hoCon = histRegion.historyOutputs();

1147

1148 if (hoCon.isMember(wearVolName)) {

1149 odb_HistoryOutput& histOutVOLC = hoCon[wearVolName];

1150 odb_SequenceSequenceFloat hdata = histOutVOLC.data();

1151 odb_SequenceFloat hpair = hdata[0];

1152 wearVolume[instName][stepNumber-1] = -hpair.constGet(1); }

1153 }

1154 }

1155 }

1156

1157 ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

1158

1159 // Write results to file

1160

1161 string foutName = getResultFileName(currentOdbName, "_post", "csv");

1162 ofstream fout;

1163

1164 bool isRestart = (currentOdbName.find("-r")!=string::npos);

1165 if (isRestart) {
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1166 // Append to existing file

1167 fout.open(foutName.c_str(), ios::out | ios::app);

1168 } else {

1169 // Open file at beginning

1170 fout.open(foutName.c_str(), ios::out);

1171 // Write header

1172 fout << "Step number,Number of cycles,";

1173 for (int i=0; i<2; i++) {

1174 string instName = instNames[i];

1175 fout << instName + " Wear volume,";

1176 fout << instName + " FS Loc,";

1177 fout << instName + " FS Val,";

1178 fout << instName + " Nf-FS Loc,";

1179 fout << instName + " Nf-FS Val,";

1180 fout << instName + " CD-FS Loc,";

1181 fout << instName + " CD-FS Val,";

1182 fout << instName + " SWT Loc,";

1183 fout << instName + " SWT Val,";

1184 fout << instName + " Nf-SWT Loc,";

1185 fout << instName + " Nf-SWT Val,";

1186 fout << instName + " CD-SWT Loc,";

1187 fout << instName + " CD-SWT Val";

1188 if (i==0) { fout << ","; } else { fout << endl; }

1189 }

1190 }

1191

1192 // Write data

1193 pair<int,float> vals;

1194 fout << fixed << setprecision(6);

1195 for (stepConIT.first(); !stepConIT.isDone(); stepConIT.next())

1196 {

1197 step = stepConIT.currentValue();

1198 string stepName = step.name().CStr();

1199 int stepNumber = atoi(stepName.substr(stepName.find_first_not_of("Step-")).c_str());

1200 map<int,int>::iterator it = Ntotal.find(stepNumber);

1201 if (it!=Ntotal.end()) {

1202

1203 int cycleNumber = (*it).second;

1204 fout << stepNumber << "," << cycleNumber << ",";

1205

1206 for (int i=0; i<2; i++) {

1207 string instName = instNames[i];

1208 // Wear volume (mm3)

1209 fout << wearVolume[instName][stepNumber] << ",";

1210 // FS

1211 vals = critElemsFS[instName][stepNumber];

1212 fout << vals.first << "," << vals.second << ",";

1213 // Nf-FS

1214 vals = critElemsNf_FS[instName][stepNumber];

1215 fout << vals.first << "," << scientific;

1216 fout << vals.second << "," << fixed;

1217 // CD-FS

1218 vals = critElemsCD_FS[instName][stepNumber];

1219 fout << vals.first << "," << vals.second << ",";

1220 // SWT

1221 vals = critElemsSWT[instName][stepNumber];

1222 fout << vals.first << "," << vals.second << ",";

1223 // Nf-SWT

1224 vals = critElemsNf_SWT[instName][stepNumber];

1225 fout << vals.first << "," << scientific;

1226 fout << vals.second << "," << fixed;

1227 // CD-SWT

1228 vals = critElemsCD_SWT[instName][stepNumber];

1229 fout << vals.first << "," << vals.second;

1230 if (i==0) { fout << ","; } else { fout << endl; }

1231 }

1232 }

1233 }

1234 fout.close();

1235

1236 ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

1237

1238 // Close odb file
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1239 currOdb.close();

1240

1241 // Message user that post-processing is complete

1242 cout << "\nPost-processing finished\n" << endl;

1243

1244 return 0;

1245 }
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E.2 File post.h

1 /*

2 Filename: post.h

3 Version: For use with post.cpp

4 Author: Michael Hogg

5 Last modified: 19 May 2014

6 Description: Header file for main post-processing code post.cpp

7 */

8

9 #ifndef POST_H_

10 #define POST_H_

11

12 #include <odb_API.h>

13 #include <vector>

14

15 using namespace std;

16

17 // ----------------------------------------

18

19 struct critPlaneParam

20 {

21 float maximised; // Maximised quantity (not always the magnitude)

22 float mag; // Magnitude

23 float data[3]; // Vector to show plane orientation

24 critPlaneParam(); // Default constructor

25 critPlaneParam(const critPlaneParam &cpp); // Copy constructor

26 critPlaneParam(float planeNorm[3], float cppMag, float cppMaximised); // Constructor

27 critPlaneParam& operator= (const critPlaneParam &cpp); // Overload operator =

28 bool operator > (critPlaneParam &cpp); // Overload operator >

29 bool operator < (critPlaneParam &cpp); // Overload operator <

30 void setValues(float planeNorm[3], float &cppMag, float &cppMaximised);

31 };

32

33 // Default constructor

34 critPlaneParam::critPlaneParam() {

35 maximised = 0.0; mag = 0.0; for (int i=0; i<3; i++) data[i]=0.0; }

36

37 // Copy constructor

38 critPlaneParam::critPlaneParam(const critPlaneParam &cpp) {

39 maximised = cpp.maximised;

40 mag = cpp.mag;

41 for (int i=0; i<3; i++) data[i] = cpp.data[i];

42 }

43

44 // Overload assignment operator =

45 critPlaneParam& critPlaneParam::operator= (const critPlaneParam &cpp) {

46 // Copy

47 maximised = cpp.maximised;

48 mag = cpp.mag;

49 for (int i=0; i<3; i++) data[i] = cpp.data[i];

50 // Return the existing object

51 return *this;

52 }

53

54 // Constructor

55 critPlaneParam::critPlaneParam(float planeNorm[3], float cppMag, float cppMaximised) {

56 maximised = cppMaximised; mag = cppMag;

57 for (int i=0; i<3; i++) { data[i] = planeNorm[i]*cppMag; }

58 }

59

60 // Overload operator > (NOTE: Based on maximused, not magnitude)

61 bool critPlaneParam::operator > (critPlaneParam &cpp) {

62 return maximised > cpp.maximised; }

63

64 // Overload operator < (NOTE: Based on maximused, not magnitude)

65 bool critPlaneParam::operator < (critPlaneParam &cpp) {

66 return maximised < cpp.maximised; }

67

68 void critPlaneParam::setValues(float planeNorm[3], float &cppMag, float &cppMaximised)

69 {

70 maximised = cppMaximised;
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71 mag = cppMag;

72 for (int i=0; i<3; i++) data[i] = cppMag*planeNorm[i];

73 }

74

75 // ----------------------------------------

76

77 struct mpmPoint

78 {

79 int label; // Label

80 int cteOrig; // Original containing element

81 int cte; // Current containing element

82 float ipc[3]; // Iso-parametric coordinates

83 mpmPoint(); // Default constructor

84 mpmPoint(const mpmPoint &mmp); // Copy constructor

85 mpmPoint(int _label,int _cteOrig,int _cte,float _ipc[3]); // Constructor

86 mpmPoint& operator= (const mpmPoint &mmp); // Overload assignment operator =

87 void setLabel(int _label); // Set label

88 void setCte(int _cte); // Set containing element

89 void setCteOrig(int _cteOrig); // Set original containing element

90 void setIpc(float _ipc[3]); // Set iso-parametric coordinates

91 };

92

93 // Default constructor

94 mpmPoint::mpmPoint()

95 {

96 label = 0;

97 cteOrig = 0;

98 cte = 0;

99 for (int i=0; i<3; i++) ipc[i]=0.0;

100 }

101

102 // Copy constructor

103 mpmPoint::mpmPoint(const mpmPoint &mmp)

104 {

105 label = mmp.label;

106 cteOrig = mmp.cteOrig;

107 cte = mmp.cte;

108 for (int i=0; i<3; i++) ipc[i] = mmp.ipc[i];

109 }

110

111 // Overloaded constructor

112 mpmPoint::mpmPoint(int _label,int _cteOrig,int _cte,float _ipc[3])

113 {

114 label = _label;

115 cteOrig = _cteOrig;

116 cte = _cte;

117 for (int i=0; i<3; i++) ipc[i]=_ipc[i];

118 }

119

120 // Overload assignment operator =

121 mpmPoint& mpmPoint::operator= (const mpmPoint &mmp)

122 {

123 // Copy

124 label = mmp.label;

125 cteOrig = mmp.cteOrig;

126 cte = mmp.cte;

127 for (int i=0; i<3; i++) ipc[i] = mmp.ipc[i];

128 // Return the existing object

129 return *this;

130 }

131

132 // Set label

133 void mpmPoint::setLabel(int _label) { label = _label; }

134

135 // Set containing element

136 void mpmPoint::setCte(int _cte) { cte = _cte; }

137

138 // Set original containing element

139 void mpmPoint::setCteOrig(int _cteOrig) { cteOrig = _cteOrig; }

140

141 // Set iso-parametric coordinates

142 void mpmPoint::setIpc(float _ipc[3]) { for (int i=0; i<3; i++) ipc[i] = _ipc[i]; }

143
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144 // ----------------------------------------

145

146 struct material

147 {

148 string name; // Material name

149 float E; // E, elastic modulus (MPa)

150 float G; // G, shear modulus

151 float pr; // v, Poisson's ratio

152 float ys; // sigma_y, yield strength

153 float sf; // sigma_f, fatigue strength coefficient (MPa)

154 float ef; // epsilon_f, fatigue ductility coefficient

155 float b; // b, fatigue strength exponent

156 float c; // c, fatigue ductility exponent

157 float tfd; // tau_f', shear fatigue strength coefficient

158 float gfd; // gamma_f', shear fatigue ductility coefficient

159 float bd; // b', shear fatigue strength exponent

160 float cd; // c', shear fatigue ductility exponent

161 float k; // k, Fatemi-Socie parameter (also called alpha)

162 };

163

164 // ----------------------------------------

165

166 // Structures for reading result files

167

168 struct surfVarData {

169 int kstep,kinc,label;

170 float cpress,cshear1,cshear2,copen,cslip1,cslip2;

171 };

172

173 struct wearVarData {

174 int kstep,kinc,label;

175 float cpressAvg,cslipInc,wearInc;

176 };

177

178 struct mpmData {

179 // instName must be 8 bytes. This is to match the unformatted binary file created by Fortran.

180 // This is to match aligned boundaries used by unpacked c structs

181 int kstep, kinc, label;

182 char instName[8];

183 int cte;

184 float ipc[3];

185 };

186

187 // ----------------------------------------

188

189 enum BracketResult

190 {

191 ISBRACKETED = 0,

192 ERROR_ROOT_LESS_THAN_MIN_VALUE = -1,

193 ERROR_ROOT_GREATER_THAN_MAX_VALUE = -2,

194 ERROR_ROOT_NOT_FOUND_WITHIN_ACCURACY = -3

195 };

196

197 // ----------------------------------------

198

199 #endif
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E.3 File postConsts.h

1 /*

2 Filename: postConsts.h

3 Version: For use with post.cpp

4 Author: Michael Hogg

5 Last modified: 8 Apr 2014

6 Description: File of constants for main post-processing code post.cpp

7 */

8

9 #ifndef POSTCONSTS_H_

10 #define POSTCONSTS_H_

11

12 // Define constants

13 const double pi = 3.141592654;

14 const double largePos = 1.0e+030;

15 const double largeNeg = -1.0e+030;

16 const double delta_angle = 5.0;

17 const float Nfmin = 1.0;

18 const float Nfmax = 1.0e+08;

19 const float CDmax = 1.0;

20

21 // Material properties

22

23 // Description of properties:

24 // string name; Material name

25 // float E; E, elastic modulus (MPa)

26 // float G; G, shear modulus

27 // float pr; v, Poisson's ratio

28 // float ys; sigma_y, yield strength

29 // float sf; sigma_f, fatigue strength coefficient (MPa)

30 // float ef; epsilon_f, fatigue ductility coefficient

31 // float b; b, fatigue strength exponent

32 // float c; c, fatigue ductility exponent

33 // float tfd; tau_f', shear fatigue strength coefficient

34 // float gfd; gamma_f', shear fatigue ductility coefficient

35 // float bd; b', shear fatigue strength exponent

36 // float cd; c', shear fatigue ductility exponent

37 // float k; k, Fatemi-Socie parameter (also called alpha)

38

39 // NOTE: Other properties not included here, but are used in the analysis are:

40 // - Shear strength = 525 MPa. This was estimated from yield strength by 910/sqrt(3).

41 // This was used in the fretting wear simulations as tau_crit.

42 // Matweb gives 550MPa as ultimate shear strength.

43 // - Density = 4500 kg/m3 (or 4.5e-9 tonnes/mm3). This was used in the

44 // dynamic explicit impaction analyses. Matweb gives 4.43 g/cc.

45 // Also referenced by Fridrici 2001 and 2005, Paliwal (4.62 g/cc),

46 // Sabatini (4.4 g/cc)

47

48 const material Ti = {"Titanium",

49 110000.,

50 41000.,

51 0.34,

52 910.,

53 1445.,

54 0.35,

55 -0.095,

56 -0.69,

57 835.,

58 0.20,

59 -0.095,

60 -0.69,

61 0.5};

62

63 #endif
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E.4 File postUtils.h

1 /*

2 Filename: postUtils.h

3 Version: For use with post.cpp

4 Author: Michael Hogg

5 Date created: 2 Feb 2012

6 Last modified: 26 May 2015

7 Description: Utility functions for main post-processing code post.cpp

8 */

9

10 #ifndef POSTUTILS_H_

11 #define POSTUTILS_H_

12

13 #include <vector>

14 #include <cmath>

15 #include "post.h"

16 #include "postConsts.h"

17

18 using namespace std;

19

20 // Function prototypes

21 BracketResult bisection(const material M,float func(const material M,const float Nf,

22 const float SWT), const float cppval, const float x1, const float x2,

23 const float xacc, float &rtb);

24

25 bool createScalarFOinFrame(const odb_String &FOname, const odb_String &FOdesc, odb_Frame &frame,

26 map<string,vector<float>> &vals, map<string,vector<int>> &elements,

27 odb_Assembly& rootAssem);

28

29 bool createVectorFOinFrame(const odb_String &FOname, const odb_String &FOdesc,

30 odb_SequenceString &componentLabels, odb_Frame &frame,

31 map<string,vector<critPlaneParam>> &vals,

32 map<string,vector<int>> &elements, odb_Assembly& rootAssem);

33

34 bool getCyclesToFailure(map<string,vector<critPlaneParam>> &cpparam, map<string,vector<float>> &Nf,

35 string cppName);

36

37 bool getCumulativeDamage(map<int,int> &DN, map<string,vector<float>> &Nf, map<string,

38 vector<float>> &CD,bool &isFirstWearStep, int &stepNumber);

39

40 bool getCriticalElements(map<string,vector<critPlaneParam>> &vals, map<string,vector<int>> &elements,

41 map<string,map<int,pair<int,float>>> &critElems, int &stepNumber,

42 map<string,set<int>> &excludeList);

43

44 bool getCriticalElements(map<string,vector<float>> &vals, map<string,vector<int>> &elements,

45 map<string,map<int,pair<int,float>>> &critElems, int &stepNumber,

46 map<string,set<int>> &excludeList);

47

48 bool getCriticalElementsMin(map<string,vector<float>> &vals, map<string,vector<int>> &elements,

49 map<string,map<int,pair<int,float>>> &critElems, int &stepNumber,

50 map<string,set<int>> &excludeList);

51

52 bool readMMPDataBinary(string finName, ifstream &fin, int &stepNumber, int &frameId,

53 map<string,vector<mpmPoint>> &mpmPoints);

54

55 bool readSurfaceVarsBinary(string finName, ifstream &fin, int &stepNumber, int &frameId,

56 map<string,float> &cpress, map<string,float> &copen,

57 map<string,float> &cslip1, map<string,float> &cslip2);

58

59 bool readWearVarsBinary(string finName,ifstream &fin,int &stepNumber,int &frameId,string instName,

60 map<string,map<int,float>> &cpressAvg,map<string,map<int,float>> &cslipInc,

61 map<string,map<int,float>> &wearInc, map<string,map<int,float>> &wearTot);

62

63 float cyclesToFailureSWT(const material M, const float Nf, const float SWT);

64

65 float cyclesToFailureFS(const material M, const float Nf, const float FS);

66

67 float dot(const float A[3], const float B[3]);

68

69 float hexShapeFunction(const vector<float> &nv, const double ipc[]);

70
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71 float radians(const float degrees);

72

73 int getIndex(vector<int> &list,int label);

74

75 void getRotMatrix(const vector<float> &angles_rad1, const vector<float> &angles_rad2,

76 float (*R)[3][3]);

77

78 void matMatMult(const float A[3][3], const float B[3][3], float C[3][3]);

79

80 void transformTensor(const float Q[3][3], const float Qt[3][3], const float tensor[3][3],

81 float tensorTF[3][3]);

82

83 void transposeMatrix(const float A[3][3], float At[3][3]);

84

85 string NumberToString( int Number );

86

87 int StringToNumber( const string &Text );

88

89 string getPreviousOdbName(const string &currentOdbName);

90

91 bool readScalarFOinFrame(string FOname, odb_Frame &frame, map<string,map<int,float>> &vals);

92

93 bool readScalarFOinFrame(string FOname, odb_Frame &frame, map<string,vector<float>> &vals);

94

95 ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

96

97 string NumberToString( int Number )

98 {

99 // Converts integer to string

100 ostringstream ss;

101 ss << Number;

102 return ss.str();

103 }

104

105 int StringToNumber( const string &Text )

106 {

107 // Converts string to integer

108 istringstream ss(Text);

109 int result;

110 return ss >> result ? result : 0;

111 }

112

113 string getPreviousOdbName(const string &currentOdbName)

114 {

115 // Takes the current odb name and returns the previous odb name

116 string previousOdbName;

117 size_t pos = currentOdbName.find("-r");

118 if (pos!=string::npos) {

119 string baseName = currentOdbName.substr(0,pos);

120 int restartNum = StringToNumber(currentOdbName.substr(pos+2,currentOdbName.length()));

121 if (restartNum==1) { previousOdbName = baseName; }

122 else { previousOdbName = baseName + "-r" + NumberToString(restartNum-1); }

123 } else {

124 previousOdbName = ""; }

125 return previousOdbName;

126 }

127

128 string getResultFileName(const string &currentOdbName, const string append, const string ext)

129 {

130 // Takes the current odb name and returns the names of the corresponding result files

131 string resultFileName;

132 size_t pos = currentOdbName.find("-r");

133 if (pos==string::npos) {

134 resultFileName = currentOdbName + append + "." + ext;

135 } else {

136 string baseName = currentOdbName.substr(0,pos);

137 if ((ext.find("txt")!=string::npos) || (ext.find("csv")!=string::npos)) {

138 resultFileName = baseName + append + "." + ext;

139 } else {

140 int restartNum = StringToNumber(currentOdbName.substr(pos+2,currentOdbName.length()));

141 resultFileName = baseName + append + "-r" + NumberToString(restartNum) + "." + ext; }

142 }

143 return resultFileName;
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144 }

145

146 int getIndex( vector<int> &list,int label )

147 {

148 // Finds the index of a number in a list

149 return lower_bound(list.begin(),list.end(),label) - list.begin();

150 }

151

152 BracketResult bisection(const material M,float func(const material,const float,const float),

153 const float cppval,const float x1,const float x2,const float xacc,float &rtb)

154 {

155 // Description: Modified function "rtbis" from Numerical Recipes in C++

156 // Used to iteratively calculate the number of cycles to failure Nf

157 // Inputs: Material (ie. M), error function func (ie. cyclesToFailureSWT), critical plane

158 // parameter value (ie. SWT value),

159 // float x1 (min value of Nf), float x2 (max value of Nf), float acc (accuracy)

160 // Outputs: return value 0,-1,-2,-3, float rtb (bisection root ie. value of Nf)

161

162 const int JMAX=50;

163 float dx,xmid;

164 float f=func(M,x1,cppval);

165 float fmid=func(M,x2,cppval);

166 if (f*fmid >= 0.0 && f < 0) return ERROR_ROOT_LESS_THAN_MIN_VALUE;

167 if (f*fmid >= 0.0 && fmid > 0) return ERROR_ROOT_GREATER_THAN_MAX_VALUE;

168 rtb = f < 0.0 ? (dx=x2-x1,x1) : (dx=x1-x2,x2);

169 for (int j=0;j<JMAX;j++) {

170 fmid=func(M,xmid=rtb+(dx *= 0.5),cppval);

171 if (fmid <= 0.0) rtb=xmid;

172 if (abs(dx) < xacc || fmid == 0.0) return ISBRACKETED; }

173 return ERROR_ROOT_NOT_FOUND_WITHIN_ACCURACY;

174 }

175

176 float cyclesToFailureSWT(const material M, const float Nf, const float SWT)

177 {

178 // Description: Used to calculate the number of cycles to failure Nf based on the Smith-Watson-

179 // Topper (SWT) critical plane parameter. Material properties are taken from struct

180 // material M

181 // Inputs: float Nf (guess), float SWT value

182 // Outputs: float error (error between guess and actual value)

183

184 float error = powf(M.sf,2.0)/M.E * powf(2.*Nf,(2.*M.b)) + M.sf*M.ef*powf(2.*Nf,(M.b+M.c)) - SWT;

185 return error;

186 }

187

188 float cyclesToFailureFS(const material M, const float Nf, const float FS)

189 {

190 // Description: Similar to cyclesToFailureSWT, but for Fatemi-Socie critical plane parameter

191 // rather than the Smith-Watson-Topper parameter

192 float error = ((M.tfd/M.G) * powf(2.*Nf,M.bd) + M.gfd * powf(2.*Nf,M.cd)) - FS;

193 return error;

194 }

195

196 float dot(const float A[3], const float B[3])

197 {

198 // Description: Calculate dot product of two vectors

199 // Inputs: Vector A, Vector B

200 // Outputs: float dp

201

202 float dp=0.;

203 for (int i=0; i<3; i++)

204 dp += A[i]*B[i];

205 return dp;

206 }

207

208 void getRotMatrix(const vector<float> &angles_rad1,const vector<float> &angles_rad2,float (*R)[3][3])

209 {

210 // Description: Takes vectors containing angles of rotation and calculates matrices R

211 // Inputs: Vector angles_rad1, Vector angles_rad2 (angles in radians)

212 // Outputs: Vector R, containing transpose of rotation matrix corresponding to angles

213

214 int plane=0;

215 for (int i=0; i<angles_rad1.size(); i++)

216 {
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217 float alpha = angles_rad1[i];

218 float ca = cos(alpha);

219 float sa = sin(alpha);

220

221 float roty[3][3] = {{ ca, 0.0, sa},

222 { 0.0, 1.0, 0.0},

223 { -sa, 0.0, ca}};

224

225 for (int j=0; j<angles_rad2.size(); j++)

226 {

227

228 float beta = angles_rad2[j];

229 float cb = cos(beta);

230 float sb = sin(beta);

231

232 float rotz[3][3] = {{ cb, -sb, 0.0},

233 { sb, cb, 0.0},

234 { 0.0, 0.0, 1.0}};

235

236 // Get coordinate system representing the current material plane at angle (rad1,rad2)

237 // The x-axis of this csys corresponds to the normal to the plane

238 float RzRy[3][3];

239 matMatMult(rotz,roty,RzRy);

240

241 // Add the transpose of RzRy to array R. The transpose converts the stress/

242 // strain from the material orientation given by Abaqus (which will be close

243 // to the global cooridate system for small rotations) and transforms it to

244 // the plane corresponding to csys RzRy. The normal to the plane is given by

245 // the first column of RzRy; however, because R stores the transpose of RzRy,

246 // then the normal will be the first row of the matrices stored in R.

247 for (int k=0; k<3; k++) {

248 for (int l=0; l<3; l++)

249 R[plane][k][l] = RzRy[l][k]; }

250

251 // Increment plane index

252 plane++;

253 }

254 }

255 }

256

257 float hexShapeFunction(const vector<float> &nv, const double ipc[])

258 {

259 // Description: Interpolates nodal values to interior point of hexahedral element using element

260 // shape function

261 // Inputs: Vector of nodal values nv, Vector containing iso-parametric coordinates of

262 // interior point ipc

263 // Outputs: float U (interpolated value)

264

265 float U; double g=ipc[0],h=ipc[1],r=ipc[2];

266

267 U = (1-g)*(1-h)*(1-r)*nv[0] + (1+g)*(1-h)*(1-r)*nv[1] +

268 (1+g)*(1+h)*(1-r)*nv[2] + (1-g)*(1+h)*(1-r)*nv[3] +

269 (1-g)*(1-h)*(1+r)*nv[4] + (1+g)*(1-h)*(1+r)*nv[5] +

270 (1+g)*(1+h)*(1+r)*nv[6] + (1-g)*(1+h)*(1+r)*nv[7];

271 U = U/8.0;

272

273 return U;

274 }

275

276 void matMatMult(const float A[3][3], const float B[3][3], float C[3][3])

277 {

278 // 3x3 matrix multiplication: C = A * B

279 for (int i=0; i<3; i++)

280 {

281 for (int j=0; j<3; j++)

282 {

283 float sum=0.0;

284 for (int k=0; k<3; k++)

285 sum += A[i][k] * B[k][j];

286 C[i][j] = sum;

287 }

288 }

289 }
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290

291 float radians(const float degrees)

292 {

293 // Converts degrees to radians

294 return degrees*(pi/180.);

295 }

296

297 void transformTensor( const float Q[3][3], const float Qt[3][3], const float tensor[3][3],

298 float tensorTF[3][3] )

299 {

300 // Description: Performs change of basis of tensor

301 // Inputs: Matrix Q (rotation matrix), Matrix Qt (transpose of Qt), 3x3 Matrix tensor

302 // Outputs: 3x3 Matrix tensorTF (rotated tensor)

303

304 float Q_T[3][3], Q_T_Qt[3][3];

305 matMatMult(Q,tensor,Q_T);

306 matMatMult(Q_T,Qt,tensorTF);

307 }

308

309 void transposeMatrix( const float A[3][3], float At[3][3] )

310 {

311 // Description: Transposes matrix

312 // Inputs: Matrix A

313 // Outputs: Matrix At (transpose of A)

314

315 for (int i=0; i<3; i++)

316 {

317 for (int j=0; j<3; j++)

318 At[j][i] = A[i][j];

319 }

320 }

321

322 bool readScalarFOinFrame(string FOname, odb_Frame &frame, map<string,vector<float>> &vals)

323 {

324 // This function is used to read CD_SWT and CD_FS from the odb. The location of the values

325 // stored in map+vector vals is assumed to correspond to vector "elements" in main program

326

327 bool result = false;

328

329 odb_FieldOutput& fo = frame.fieldOutputs()[FOname.c_str()];

330 const odb_SequenceFieldValue& foVals = fo.values();

331 int numVals = foVals.size();

332 int numComp = 0;

333 for (int i=0; i<numVals; i++) {

334 // Get values - Expects ordered, increasing element labels

335 const odb_FieldValue val = foVals[i];

336 string instName = val.instance().name().CStr();

337 const float* const data = val.data(numComp);

338 vals[instName].push_back(data[0]);

339 }

340 result = true;

341 return result;

342 }

343

344 bool readScalarFOinFrame(string FOname, odb_Frame &frame, map<string,map<int,float>> &vals)

345 {

346 // This function is used to read WDT from the odb which is stored at the nodes on the wear surface

347

348 bool result = false;

349

350 odb_FieldOutput& fo = frame.fieldOutputs()[FOname.c_str()];

351 const odb_SequenceFieldValue& foVals = fo.values();

352 int numVals = foVals.size();

353 int numComp = 0;

354 for (int i=0; i<numVals; i++) {

355 // Get values - Expects ordered, increasing element labels

356 const odb_FieldValue val = foVals[i];

357 int nlabel = val.nodeLabel();

358 string instName = val.instance().name().CStr();

359 const float* const data = val.data(numComp);

360 vals[instName][nlabel] = data[0];

361 }

362 result = true;
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363 return result;

364 }

365

366 bool readSurfaceVarsBinary(string finName, ifstream &fin, int &stepNumber, int &frameId,

367 map<int,float> &cpress, map<int,float> &copen,

368 map<int,float> &cslip1, map<int,float> &cslip2)

369 {

370 bool result = false;

371

372 surfVarData data; int sizeData = sizeof(data);

373 do {

374 fin.read((char*)&data,sizeData);

375 if (data.kstep==stepNumber && data.kinc>frameId) break;

376 if (!fin.good()) {

377 if (fin.fail() && !fin.eof()) {

378 cout << "Error reading file " << finName << endl; result=false; }

379 break; }

380 else {

381 bool currFrame = (data.kstep==stepNumber && data.kinc==frameId);

382 if (currFrame) {

383 cpress[data.label] = data.cpress;

384 copen [data.label] = data.copen;

385 cslip1[data.label] = data.cslip1;

386 cslip2[data.label] = data.cslip2;

387 result = true; }}

388 } while (data.kstep <= stepNumber);

389 fin.seekg(-sizeData, ios::cur);

390 return result;

391 }

392

393 bool readWearVarsBinary(string finName, ifstream &fin, int &stepNumber, int &frameId,

394 string instName, map<string,map<int,float>> &cpressAvg,

395 map<string,map<int,float>> &cslipInc, map<string,map<int,float>> &wearInc,

396 map<string,map<int,float>> &wearTot)

397 {

398 // NOTE: This function reads all the data for the current step and frame. Each frame is read in

399 // order. After the read the file position is not reset, so file position should be at the

400 // correct position for reading the next frame.

401

402 // However, when the file is large the file position sometimes jumps back to the beginning

403 // of the file. The do while loop is setup so that the data will still be found if this

404 // does happen.

405

406 bool result = false, firstRead = true;

407 wearVarData data; int sizeData = sizeof(data);

408

409 while (true) {

410

411 fin.read((char*)&data,sizeData);

412 if (!fin.good()) {

413

414 // Entire file read but no data found

415 if (fin.eof() && result==false) {

416 // Return to start of file so that next frame can be read. Need to clear eof status

417 fin.clear();

418 fin.seekg(0,ios::beg);

419 break;

420

421 // Entire file read but some data found

422 } else if (fin.eof() && result==true ) {

423 //fin.clear();

424 //fin.seekg(0,ios::beg);

425 break;

426

427 // Read error

428 } else {

429 cerr << "Error reading file " << finName << endl;

430 result = false; break;

431 }

432

433 } else {

434

435 // If initial file position is past the required position, then rewind to start
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436 if (firstRead) {

437 firstRead = false;

438 if ((stepNumber>data.kstep)||((stepNumber==data.kstep) && (frameId>data.kinc))) {

439 fin.seekg(0,ios::beg);

440 continue;

441 }

442 }

443

444 // If file position is past the required position, but not on the first read

445 if ((stepNumber<data.kstep) || ((stepNumber==data.kstep) && (frameId<data.kinc))) {

446

447 // Rewind by sizeData to be in correct position for next read

448 fin.seekg(-sizeData, ios::cur);

449 break;

450

451 // If at the correct position in the file

452 } else if (stepNumber==data.kstep && frameId==data.kinc) {

453

454 cpressAvg[instName][data.label] = data.cpressAvg;

455 cslipInc[instName][data.label] = data.cslipInc;

456 wearInc[instName][data.label] = data.wearInc;

457

458 // wearTot is cumulative and may already have initial values (from previous odb).

459 // Therefore only set wearTot to zero if map does not contain label

460 if (wearTot.find(instName)==wearTot.end()) {

461 wearTot[instName][data.label] = 0.0;

462 } else if (wearTot[instName].find(data.label)==wearTot[instName].end()) {

463 wearTot[instName][data.label] = 0.0;

464 } else {

465 wearTot[instName][data.label] += data.wearInc;

466 }

467 result = true;

468 }

469 }

470 }

471 return result;

472 }

473

474 bool readMMPDataBinary(string finName, ifstream &fin, int &stepNumber, int &frameId,

475 map<string,vector<mpmPoint>> &mpmPoints)

476 {

477 // Function to read the mpmDetails result file. Reads all data from the file at the given step

478 // and frame.

479

480 bool result = false, firstRead = true;

481

482 mpmData data;

483 int mpmCount, sizeData;

484 string currInst, instName;

485 sizeData=sizeof(data); currInst="";

486

487 while (true) {

488

489 fin.read((char*)&data,sizeData);

490 if (!fin.good()) {

491

492 // Entire file read but no data found

493 if (fin.eof() && result==false) {

494 // Return to start of file so that next frame can be read. Need to clear eof status

495 fin.clear();

496 fin.seekg(0,ios::beg);

497 break;

498

499 // Entire file read but some data found

500 } else if (fin.eof() && result==true ) {

501 //fin.clear();

502 //fin.seekg(0,ios::beg);

503 break;

504

505 // Read error

506 } else {

507 cerr << "Error reading file " << finName << endl;

508 result = false; break;
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509 }

510

511 } else {

512

513 // If initial file position is past the required position, then rewind to start

514 if (firstRead) {

515 firstRead = false;

516 if ((stepNumber>data.kstep)||((stepNumber==data.kstep) && (frameId>data.kinc))) {

517 fin.seekg(0,ios::beg);

518 continue;

519 }

520 }

521

522 // If file position is past the required position, but not on the first read

523 if ((stepNumber<data.kstep) || ((stepNumber==data.kstep) && (frameId<data.kinc))) {

524

525 // Rewind by sizeData to be in correct position for next read

526 fin.seekg(-sizeData, ios::cur);

527 break;

528

529 // If at the correct position in the file

530 } else if (stepNumber==data.kstep && frameId==data.kinc) {

531

532 instName = string(data.instName);

533

534 if (currInst!=instName) { currInst=instName; mpmCount=0; }

535

536 // Update cte and ipc. This requires that mpmPoints has already been initialised.

537 mpmPoints[instName][mpmCount].setCte(data.cte);

538 mpmPoints[instName][mpmCount].setIpc(data.ipc);

539

540 mpmCount++;

541 result = true;

542 }

543 }

544 }

545 return result;

546 }

547

548 bool getCyclesToFailure(map<string,vector<critPlaneParam>> &cpparam, map<string,vector<float>> &Nf,

549 string cppName)

550 {

551 // Calculates the number of cycles to failure from fatigue. This is done iteratively using

552 // the bisection rule.

553

554 bool result = false;

555

556 float tol=1.0;

557 for (map<string,vector<critPlaneParam>>::iterator it=cpparam.begin(); it!=cpparam.end(); ++it)

558 {

559 string instName = (*it).first;

560 int numElemsInst = cpparam[instName].size();

561 Nf[instName].resize(numElemsInst);

562

563 for (int j=0; j<numElemsInst; j++) {

564

565 float cppMag = cpparam[instName][j].mag;

566 float Nfval = 0.5*(Nfmin+Nfmax); // Initial guess for Nfval

567

568 BracketResult isbracketed;

569 if (cppName=="FS") {

570 isbracketed = bisection(Ti,cyclesToFailureFS, cppMag,Nfmin,Nfmax,tol,Nfval);

571 } else if (cppName=="SWT") {

572 isbracketed = bisection(Ti,cyclesToFailureSWT,cppMag,Nfmin,Nfmax,tol,Nfval);

573 } else { return result; }

574

575 switch (isbracketed) {

576 case(ISBRACKETED): // Root is bracketed. Accept solution

577 break;

578 case(ERROR_ROOT_LESS_THAN_MIN_VALUE): // Root not bracketed and < Nfmin

579 Nfval = Nfmin; break;

580 case(ERROR_ROOT_GREATER_THAN_MAX_VALUE): // Root not bracketed and > Nfmax

581 Nfval = Nfmax; break;
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582 case(ERROR_ROOT_NOT_FOUND_WITHIN_ACCURACY): { // Root not within accuracy

583 cout << "Root not found within desired accuracy" << endl;

584 return result; }

585 }

586 Nf[instName][j] = Nfval; }}

587 result = true;

588 return result;

589 }

590

591 bool createScalarFOinFrame(const odb_String &FOname, const odb_String &FOdesc, odb_Frame &frame,

592 map<string,vector<float>> &vals,map<string,vector<int>> &elements,

593 odb_Assembly& rootAssem)

594 {

595 // Function to create a scalar fieldoutput in the given odb frame

596

597 bool result = false;

598

599 // Return if FieldOutput already exists in the current frame

600 odb_FieldOutputRepository& foCon = frame.fieldOutputs();

601 if (foCon.isMember(FOname) == true) { return result; }

602

603 odb_FieldOutput& fo = frame.FieldOutput(FOname,FOdesc,odb_Enum::SCALAR);

604 odb_SequenceInt foLabs; odb_SequenceSequenceFloat foData;

605

606 for (map<string,vector<float>>::iterator it=vals.begin(); it!=vals.end(); ++it)

607 {

608 string instName = (*it).first;

609 int numVals = vals[instName].size();

610 foLabs.grow(numVals); foData.grow(numVals);

611 for (int i=0; i<numVals; i++)

612 {

613 int elementLabel = elements[instName][i];

614 odb_SequenceFloat data = odb_SequenceFloat(1);

615 data.get(0) = vals[instName][i];

616 foLabs.get(i) = elementLabel;

617 foData.get(i) = data;

618 }

619 const odb_Instance& currentInst = rootAssem.instances()[instName.c_str()];

620 fo.addData(odb_Enum::CENTROID,currentInst,foLabs,foData);

621 foLabs.clearAll(); foData.clearAll();

622 }

623 result = true;

624 return result;

625 }

626

627 bool createVectorFOinFrame(const odb_String &FOname, const odb_String &FOdesc,

628 odb_SequenceString &componentLabels, odb_Frame &frame,

629 map<string,vector<critPlaneParam>> &vals,

630 map<string,vector<int>> &elements, odb_Assembly& rootAssem)

631 {

632 // Function to create a vector fieldoutput in the given odb frame

633

634 bool result = false;

635

636 // Return if FieldOutput already exists in the current frame

637 odb_FieldOutputRepository& foCon = frame.fieldOutputs();

638 if (foCon.isMember(FOname) == true) { return result; }

639

640 odb_SequenceInvariant validInv; validInv.append(odb_Enum::MAGNITUDE);

641 odb_FieldOutput& fo = frame.FieldOutput(FOname,FOdesc,odb_Enum::VECTOR,componentLabels,validInv);

642

643 odb_SequenceInt foLabs; odb_SequenceSequenceFloat foData;

644 for (map<string,vector<critPlaneParam>>::iterator it=vals.begin(); it!=vals.end(); ++it)

645 {

646 string instName = (*it).first;

647 int numVals = vals[instName].size();

648 foLabs.grow(numVals); foData.grow(numVals);

649 for (int i=0; i<numVals; i++)

650 {

651 int elementLabel = elements[instName][i];

652 odb_SequenceFloat data = odb_SequenceFloat(3);

653 for (int j=0; j<3; j++) { data.get(j) = vals[instName][i].data[j]; }

654 foLabs.get(i) = elementLabel;
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655 foData.get(i) = data;

656 }

657 const odb_Instance& currentInst = rootAssem.instances()[instName.c_str()];

658 fo.addData(odb_Enum::CENTROID,currentInst,foLabs,foData);

659 foLabs.clearAll(); foData.clearAll();

660 }

661 result = true;

662 return result;

663 }

664

665 bool getCumulativeDamage(map<int,int> &DN, map<string,vector<float>> &Nf,

666 map<string,vector<float>> &CD, bool &isFirstWearStep, int &stepNumber)

667 {

668 // Calculates the cumulative damage using Palmgren-Miner's rule

669

670 bool result = false;

671

672 for (map<string,vector<float>>::iterator it = Nf.begin(); it!=Nf.end(); ++it) {

673 string instName = (*it).first;

674 for (int i=0; i<Nf[instName].size(); i++) {

675 float Nfval = Nf[instName][i];

676 if (isFirstWearStep) { CD[instName][i] = DN[stepNumber]/Nfval; }

677 else { CD[instName][i] += DN[stepNumber]/Nfval; }

678 // Ensure that CD is within allowable range (0.0-1.0)

679 CD[instName][i] = min(CD[instName][i],CDmax); }}

680

681 result = true;

682 return result;

683 }

684

685 bool getCriticalElements(map<string,vector<critPlaneParam>> &vals, map<string,vector<int>> &elements,

686 map<string,map<int,pair<int,float>>> &critElems, int &stepNumber,

687 map<string,set<int>> &excludeList)

688 {

689 bool result = false;

690

691 // Find the element with the largest magnitude - this is the critical element

692 for (map<string,vector<critPlaneParam>>::iterator it=vals.begin(); it!=vals.end(); ++it)

693 {

694 float maxval=0.0; int maxLabel;

695 string instName = (*it).first;

696 for (int i=0; i<vals[instName].size(); i++) {

697 float vali = vals[instName][i].mag;

698 if (vali > maxval)

699 {

700 // Skip over element if it is excludeList

701 int elementLabel = elements[instName][i];

702 set<int>::iterator it1 = excludeList[instName].find(elementLabel);

703 if (it1==excludeList[instName].end()) {

704 maxval = vali;

705 maxLabel = elementLabel;

706 }

707 }

708 }

709 // If element label is not already in the set, then add

710 critElems[instName][stepNumber] = std::make_pair(maxLabel,maxval);

711 }

712

713 result = true;

714 return result;

715 }

716

717 bool getCriticalElements(map<string,vector<float>> &vals, map<string,vector<int>> &elements,

718 map<string,map<int,pair<int,float>>> &critElems, int &stepNumber,

719 map<string,set<int>> &excludeList)

720 {

721 bool result = false;

722

723 // Find the element with the largest value - this is the critical element

724 for (map<string,vector<float>>::iterator it=vals.begin(); it!=vals.end(); ++it)

725 {

726 float maxval=0.0; int maxLabel;

727 string instName = (*it).first;
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728 for (int i=0; i<vals[instName].size(); i++) {

729 float vali = vals[instName][i];

730 if (vali > maxval)

731 {

732 // Skip over element if it is excludeList

733 int elementLabel = elements[instName][i];

734 set<int>::iterator it1 = excludeList[instName].find(elementLabel);

735 if (it1==excludeList[instName].end()) {

736 maxval = vali;

737 maxLabel = elementLabel;

738 }

739 }

740 }

741 // If element label is not already in the set, then add

742 critElems[instName][stepNumber] = std::make_pair(maxLabel,maxval);

743 }

744

745 result = true;

746 return result;

747 }

748

749 bool getCriticalElementsMin(map<string,vector<float>> &vals, map<string,vector<int>> &elements,

750 map<string,map<int,pair<int,float>>> &critElems, int &stepNumber,

751 map<string,set<int>> &excludeList)

752 {

753 bool result = false;

754

755 // Find the element with the largest value - this is the critical element

756 for (map<string,vector<float>>::iterator it=vals.begin(); it!=vals.end(); ++it)

757 {

758 float minval=largePos; int minLabel;

759 string instName = (*it).first;

760 for (int i=0; i<vals[instName].size(); i++) {

761 float vali = vals[instName][i];

762 if (vali < minval)

763 {

764 // Skip over element if it is excludeList

765 int elementLabel = elements[instName][i];

766 set<int>::iterator it1 = excludeList[instName].find(elementLabel);

767 if (it1==excludeList[instName].end()) {

768 minval = vali;

769 minLabel = elementLabel;

770 }

771 }

772 }

773 // If element label is not already in the set, then add

774 critElems[instName][stepNumber] = std::make_pair(minLabel,minval);

775 }

776

777 result = true;

778 return result;

779 }

780

781 #endif
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